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Abstract

In this PhD dissertation I explain how different forms of international trade institutions
affect domestic coalition patterns. Negotiated trade policy instruments create incentives
for sector-wide interest representation, while administrative instruments elicit interest
aggregation on a more product-specific, intra-sectoral level. I provide a rationale why
reciprocal trade negotiations foster sector-wide associations, whereas trade rule
enforcement elicits intra-sectoral coalitions. In contrast to existing explanations, these
propositions can account for coalition patterns during both the GATT 1947, which
consisted of a series of trade negotiation rounds, and the WTO (1995-), which combines
negotiations with binding administrative enforcement in the form of international dispute
settlement. Comprehensive evidence from EU trade policy lobbying confirms the
explanatory force of the hypotheses. Sectoral peak associations co-ordinate interest
representation during the GATT and WTO Rounds, whereas private interests
predominantly organise on an intra-sectoral level when filing petitions for enforcement
instruments administered by the European Commission. Exhaustive databases provide
evidence about the predominantly intra-sectoral trade associations that lodge complaints
with administrative instruments such as Anti-Dumping, market access investigations and
WTO dispute settlement, while other sources reveal how sector-wide peak associations
organise during negotiation Rounds. I provide supportive evidence from existing research
on interest representation in American trade policy, and control for other factors such as
industry concentration and non-trade regulation. The shift from negotiations-only to
enforcement is further significant for interest representation in four selected sectors of
European industry: chemicals, pharmaceuticals, steel and textiles. Although each of these
industries has a long history of sector coherence, they all reorganised their membership
and representation structure to accommodate for the increased importance of enforcement
instruments. The adoption of direct company membership and/or the inclusion of
product-specific trade associations accompany the decrease in importance of the sectorwide peak association in a world where the provision of detailed information for judicial
enforcement is starting to weigh more than the political clout of sector-wide peak
associations during negotiations.
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Introduction
Trade policy formation has long been a prominent subject in international relations and
comparative politics. GATT, the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade concluded in
1947, has also been of interest to international law scholars. Economists have equally
attributed great importance to the GATT, highlighting the benefits of freer trade and
castigating the vicissitudes of protectionism. With the quantitative leap in
institutionalisation that transformed the GATT into the World Trade Organisation (WTO)
in 1995, these three social science disciplines have more frequently than before sought
each other’s help to understand the institutions, dynamics and consequences of
international trade liberalisation.
The present social enquiry places itself at this crossroads of disciplines, yet poses a
decisively political question. What determines coalition patterns in trade policy during
the WTO era? How do interests organise collectively to influence public policy
decisions? Not so much the nature of these interests, or the demands they address to
public institutions, but rather the size of their coalitions therefore constitutes the
explanandum of this thesis. Attributing these coalition patterns to the specific form of
international trade institutions, I contribute to the study of interest representation. I locate
the explanans in the specific forms of political institutions that govern trade policy
making. By setting the logic of negotiations apart from that of day-to-day administrative
enforcement, the approach can account for both sector-wide and intra-sectoral interest
representation in trade policy.

Structure of the thesis

This thesis is divided into three parts. In Part I (Chapter 1 and 2), I present the dependent
and the independent variables of my research, coalition patterns in trade policy and
international trade institutions. I distinguish three types of coalition patterns: broad
coalitions across sectors, sector-wide, and intra-sectoral coalitions. I review existing
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explanations, show their inadequacy to explain current coalition patterns, and present my
own international institutional explanation.
I subsequently analyse the nature of this independent variable: the nature of reciprocal
trade negotiations under the GATT regime, the nature of enforcement under the WTO
regime, and the domestic trade policy institutions that accompany them. I present a fourfold typology of domestic trade policy instruments, distinguishing ‘administrative’ from
‘negotiated’, and ‘defensive’ and ‘offensive’ instruments, and show how international
institutional arrangements impinge on them. At the end of the chapter, I present the EU
trade policy institutions that ensued from the WTO-reform in particular detail, since in
later chapters I test the validity of my claims by confronting them with data on EU trade
policy coalitions.

Part II (Chapter 3 and 4) presents a general test of the hypotheses against data about
coalition patterns in EU trade policy lobbying. I characterise the nature of the data and
point at other potential explaining factors in the analysis of coalition patterns that have to
be controlled for. My data on coalition patterns for EU trade policy instruments range
from the petitioners for the defensive administrative instrument of Anti-dumping, to those
for offensive administrative instruments like the Trade Barriers Regulation, the Market
Access Database and WTO dispute settlement. The results of the test largely confirm the
propositions of the theory. (Part II: EU trade policy institutions under the WTO: sectorwide versus intra-sectoral interest representation)

In Part III (Chapter 5 and 6), I analyse the implications of my hypotheses for the
organisation of interest representation in four selected sectors and their sub-sectors in
European industry. These sectors are chemicals, pharmaceuticals, steel and textiles. I
explore how far the organisational format of the trade associations in these sectors was
adapted to the new international institutional environment. The results reveal the relative
decline of the sector-wide peak associations and the pull for intra-sectoral interest
aggregation for administrative trade instruments. Membership reshuffles, different task
allocations and concentration on new areas of common interest are recurring phenomena.
For the sectors of chemicals and pharmaceuticals, the results are largely in line with the
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main hypotheses, whereas for steel and especially textile product trade associations, the
consequences of the WTO trade regime are often mitigated by other, sector-specific
factors. (Part III: European trade policy interest representation in selected sectors)
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PART I
THE IMPACT OF INTERNATIONAL TRADE INSTITUTIONS
ON COALITION PATTERNS
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Chapter 1: Explaining coalition patterns in trade policy

1.1. From trans-sectoral over sectoral to intra-sectoral
How economic interests act collectively in trade policy matters in the late 20th century has
increasingly been characterised by intra-sectoral political action on the part of industry.
Particularistic interest representation has been consistently on the rise both in the US and
the EU, the world’s major trading partners, and has reduced the size of coalitions acting
together to obtain favourable governmental trade policies. Instead of the whole textile
sector or a front of all business associations in a particular country, the branch of the
carpet producers might organise to lobby for more protection or freer trade. Bananaproducers and distributors, meat traders or genetic engineers rather than the whole
agricultural sector would often inform government policy. Such "intra-sectoral",
specialised industry lobbying activity has burgeoned in the surroundings of Brussels and
Washington to influence political decision making on trade protection and liberalisation.
Intra-sectoral or branch specific lobbying has thus become a new feature of interest
aggregation in trade policy. Though product specific lobbying is not new, its
predominance is a relatively recent phenomenon.
Political action to influence government policies in the 19th early 20th centuries was
characterised by the building of broad trans-sectoral coalitions. The split in opinions of
whether to advocate freer trade or protection ran in line with the class-cleavage and the
concurrent party-political confrontation. Several sectors would organise to convince a
majority in parliament to support their case for protection or freer trade. They would
organise a coalition across sectors, i.e. in a trans-sectoral coalition.1
The post-second World War economy, with its exponential growth in world trade, has
seen a different, "sectoral" pattern. Industrial sectors vying for freer trade were opposed
to those sectors benefiting from protection. The steel sector organised to obtain protection

1

See Ronald Rogowski, Commerce and Coalitions: How trade affects domestic political alignments,
Princeton, Princeton University Press, 1989.
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against international competition. Politicians and their administrators were at the same
time being courted by the chemical industry to liberalise markets quicker. The conflict
was thus between sectors, i.e. inter-sectoral. To make its interests heard by makers of
industrial and commercial policy, different sector-based industry coalitions, organised in
sectoral associations, became the major carrier of collective action to influence trade
policymaking.2
At the end of the 20th century, inter-sectoral conflict on the trade issue has made way for
an even more specialised coalition pattern. Segments of a sector oppose other segments
of the same sector, making conflict intra-sectoral. Product-specific interest representation
organisations, or even firms, are now the most active in informing government trade
policies.

Why did cleavages in industries’ political action on the international trade issue shift
from trans-sectoral over inter-sectoral to intra-sectoral? Why did the level of interest
aggregation systematically sink lower from large coalitions to ever-smaller units? With
the easing of trade in the last decades, domestic actors have been increasingly exposed to
the effects of these trade flows. Correspondingly, we can expect conflict over the
distributional effects – the costs and benefits – of internationalisation and liberalisation to
be an enduring feature of the international political economy and political mobilisation by
concerned domestic actors to be just as significant as in the past.
Two rivalling explanations can be distinguished, one economic and one institutional.3
The first set of explanations deduces coalition patterns in trade policy lobbying from
underlying factor-endowments or scale economies. The second type of explanation traces
patterns of interest representation back to governmental institutions, showing how these
institutions structure the field of coalition patterns on the trade issue. In the following

2

For an illustration and explanation of the sectoral level of interest aggregation in post-war American trade
policy, see Michael J. Gilligan, Empowering exporters: reciprocity, delegation, and collective action in
American trade policy, Ann Arbor, University of Michigan Press, 1997.
3
Apart from institutional accounts, other political explanations include voter accounts and the role of ideas.
For a cross-national study of the role of voters in determining the outcome of trade policy see Daniel
Verdier, Democracy and international trade: France, Great Britain and the United States, Princeton
University Press. For the role of rules and norms in the formulation of American trade policy, see Judith
Goldstein, Ideas, Interests, and American Trade Policy, Ithaca, NY, Cornell University Press, 1993.
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sections, I present these explanations, identify their limitations and develop my own,
international institutionalist explanation.
Figure 1 summarises these two rivalling sets of hypotheses on coalition patterns in trade
policy.

(1) The economic explanation:
-

The more trade is based on comparative advantage in factor endowments, the more
we find trans-sectoral coalitions in trade policy.

-

The more trade is based on asset specificity, the more we find sectoral coalitions in
trade policy.

-

The more trade is based on increasing returns from economies of scale, the more we
observe an intra-sectoral coalition pattern in trade policy.

(2) The institutional explanation:
The more institutionalised the international environment in trade matters, the smaller the
scope of coalitions in trade policy.
-

The less institutionalised the international trade environment, the more we find transsectoral coalitions.

-

The more reciprocity in trade negotiations, the more we find sector-wide coalitions.

-

The stronger international enforcement of trade agreements, the more we find intrasectoral coalitions. (the main hypothesis of the present dissertation)

Figure 1: Two rivalling sets of hypotheses on coalition patterns in trade policy
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1.2. Existing explanations

1.2.1. Economic explanations
The three coalition patterns identified above have been explained in terms of three
economic theories: the Heckscher-Ohlin (HO) model, the Ricardo-Viner (RV) model, and
the theory of strategic trade.

The first model is the Heckscher-Ohlin approach to international trade. It considers three
factors of production: land, labour and capital. An easing of trade increases returns on the
factor a country has in abundance, whereas it harms returns on the scarce factor. If we
assume a country abundant in labour and scarce in capital, trade liberalisation will benefit
workers and harm capitalists. Inversely, a rise in protection will harm the abundant factor,
labour, and benefit the scarce factor, capital. This redistribution of wealth predicts a line
of cleavage between classes. Trade policy (freer trade or protection) depends on the
factor that is able to organise politically within a party and provide a winning coalition to
defend its interests. This factoral approach thus provides a powerful explanation for the
politics of trade in the 19th century.4 The line of cleavage runs along the lines of classbased political parties.

The second model, the Ricardo-Viner or specific factor model or ‘sectoral’ model,
departs from different assumptions and consequently yields different predictions about
the cleavage lines along which trade policy will take place. It assumes that factors of
production are specific to a sector. This ‘asset specificity’ means that capital invested in,
for example, textile machinery cannot be easily shifted to another sector, such as steel.
The same applies for a particular labour skill. Shoemakers do not easily become
computer programmers. Therefore, trade liberalisation (a change in returns to factors of
production) in a sector with an abundant specific factor benefits that sector more than a
4

For an impressive version see Rogowski, Commerce and Coalitions, 1989.
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sector that utilises a scarce specific factor. Both workers and capitalists in a particular
sector consequently have similar interests. The struggle over trade policy pits sectors
benefiting from openness, against sectors suffering from it. The line of cleavage runs
along sectoral lines. Sectors organise politically in sectoral associations to defend their
interests. The underlying assumption of asset-specificity of the sectoral approach thus fits
the coalition pattern of mid-20th century sector-based lobbying.

Both economic explanations have become less and less satisfactory in confrontation with
the post-1945 rise of intra-industry trade and have led to a body of literature that can be
subsumed under the heading of ‘strategic trade’.5 In an international environment, intraindustry, i.e. trade in different varieties of the same product between countries with
similar factor endowments, is the result of far-reaching product differentiation and
specialisation. As firms can strategically influence the price of their product, competition
becomes oligopolistic, relaxing the assumption of perfect competition to one of imperfect
competition. Firms or agglomerations of firms become leading actors in their market
niche where they can reap the benefits of economies of scale (EoS). The sheer scale of
the production chain systematically lowers the unit production cost and favours
specialisation. According to this line of reasoning, the costs of adjustment to intraindustry trade may be lower, but they do not fall on a single class, not even on a single
sector, but on a single firm. Gilligan has argued that this makes lobbying for protection
against intra-industry virtually a private good.6

The causal chain of all three models thus runs from (1) a trade model with (2) a particular
underlying assumption, predicting (3) the line of cleavage on trade policy making, from
which follows (4) a particular type of political action. Figure 2 summarises the three trade
models and their predictions about cleavage lines in trade policy.

5

See Richardson, David J. 1990, ‘The political Economy of strategic Trade Policy’, in: International
Organization 44, 1, pp. 107-135.
6
Gilligan, Michael J. 1997, ‘Lobbying as a Private Good with Intra-Industry Trade’, in: International
Studies Quarterly 41: 455-474.
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(1) Trade model

(2) Assumption

(3) Line of cleavage (4) Political action

HO: factors

Factor mobility

Class

Party mobilisation

RV: sectors

Asset specificity

Sectoral

Sectoral Lobbying

EoS: firms

Imperfect competition

Intra-sectoral

Firms

Figure 2: Trade models and their predictions about cleavage lines in trade policy

1.2.2. Domestic institutional accounts
With the exception of some considerations in the praxis-oriented strategic trade literature,
the role of political institutions in the economic accounts of coalition patterns in trade
policy lobbying is limited. Institutions are regarded as the reflection of the reigning
economic circumstances or function as filters for eventual policy outcomes. They are
regarded as endogenous, since domestic institutions of trade policy making are not
independent of economic developments, but are basically shaped by them, directly or
with a slight time lag. Yet, discussions from where a particular firm gets its initial
comparative advantage from attribute this either to historical path-dependent factors or to
government intervention. By locating the triggering factor exogenously to the model,
these accounts create the germ of institutionalist reasoning on coalition patterns in trade
policy in the late 20th century.
Institutions can indeed themselves be regarded as explaining variables.7 Exogenous to
models that seek to explain patterns of trade flows, institutional arrangements can be
regarded as explaining factors when the purpose at hand is to explain levels of interest
aggregation and coalition patterns in trade policy lobbying.8 Institutions can equally be

7

See for example Rogowski, Ronald 1987, ‘Trade and the Variety of democratic Institutions’, in:
International Organization 41, 2, pp. 203-223.
8
In an extensive theoretical review of the book by Raymond A. Bauer, Ithiel de Sola Pool, Lewis A.
Dexter, American Business and Public Policy: The Politics of Foreign Trade (New York, Atherton Press,
1963), Theodore J. Lowi identifies three areas of policy which elicit three differently structured ‘arenas of
power’. The three areas of policy are distributive (typically individual tariff levels), regulatory (individual
decisions grouped together around a general rule) and redistributive (welfare policies), each of them
leading to different coalition patterns, respectively disaggregated units, trade associations organised at the
level of the sector, and social classes. See Theodore J. Lowi, ‘American business, public policy, casestudies and political theory’, in: World Politics, 1964, pp. 677-715.
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regarded as slowing down the effect of full-blown liberalisation (H-O) or locking in
assets in a particular industry (R-V). Finally, they can help us understand the variation in
explanatory force across time of the three economic models.

In his study of American trade policy, Gilligan argues that the institutional properties of
reciprocity and delegation are key to building domestic support for trade liberalisation.9
Reciprocal trade policy, as opposed to unilateral trade policy, changes the empowerment
of private interests that participate in the trade policy process through their lobbying
activity. Reciprocal trade agreements encourage more lobbying from exporters by
concentrating the benefits of liberalisation on them, change legislator’s preferences, and
thereby make liberalisation more likely than unilateral liberalisation does. Gilligan thus
integrates three concepts that have been extensively, but rarely jointly used to explain
trade policy: collective action, delegation and reciprocity.10 In Figure 3, I reproduce the
graphic summary of his argument.

Unilateral Trade Policy

Reciprocal Trade Policy

Congress does not delegate to the president

Congress delegates to the president

House Ways and Means Committee proposes
liberalisation

President negotiates a reciprocal trade agreement
with a foreign country

Costs are concentrated on protected interests while
benefits are dispersed throughout the rest of the
economy

Costs are concentrated on protected interests and
some benefits are concentrated on export interests

Strong import-competing lobby and weak consumer
lobby

Strong import-competing and strong exporter
lobbying
Legislators prefer more reciprocal trade agreements

Liberalising bill has little chance of passage (ceteris
paribus)

Figure 3: Liberalisation with unilateral and reciprocal trade policy (after Gilligan 1997)

9

Gilligan, Michael J. 1997, Empowering Exporters: Reciprocity, Delegation, and Collective Action in
American Trade Policy, Ann Arbor, The University of Michigan Press.
10
On collective action Gilligan 1997 refers to authors such as Pareto, Schattschneider and Olson, on
delegation to Destler, O’Halloran, Schnietz, and on reciprocity to Keohane.
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The key concept of ‘reciprocity’ is used to refer to the domestic effect of trade
agreements, i.e. the gradual empowerment of exporters that in turn makes legislators
prefer delegation of trade negotiating authority to the executive arm of government.
‘Reciprocity’ is thus the domestic correlate of the international concept of
‘multilateralism’ used commonly in the literature on international agreements. Although
Gilligan’s analysis is a study of trade policy in one country varying over time, it has the
potential of being generalised across countries. The American Reciprocal Trade
Agreements Act (RTAA) of 1934 can be regarded as the starting point of systematic
reciprocal trade policy in the U.S., although international trade agreements had been
concluded before that date.11 ‘Reciprocity’ as a systematic and enduring cross-national
feature of trade policy starts with the GATT of 1947, albeit in the beginning with limited
international import (only 23 countries, not all of them participating in the subsequent
rounds).12 By concentrating costs on protected interests and some benefits on export
interests, collective action in trade policy making was no longer a question of building a
large coalition in parliament, but a matter of political mobilisation on the level of the
sector. A system of reciprocal tariff concessions is basically mercantilist in nature,
accounting for the silent success of the GATT 1947. Every country tries to enhance
export possibilities, but at the same time has to reciprocate with opening up import
possibilities.
The logic of delegation from parliament to the executive in American trade policy
outlined by Gilligan and other authors is by no means US-specific.13 It is paralleled in the
European Community by the drastic delegation of trade negotiating powers to the
European Commission by the Treaty of Rome, concluded in 1958. Although formally the
member states ratify the agreements negotiated on their behalf by the European
Commission, the Commission is in charge of external trade relations of the member
states. In the case of trade negotiations, the EC Council of Ministers decides on a
11

On the origins of the US Reciprocal Trade Agreements Act (RTAA) of 1934 see also Stephen Haggard,
‘The institutional foundations of hegemony: explaining the Reciprocal Trade Agreements Act of 1934’, in:
International Organization, 42 (1988), 1, pp. 91-119.
12
The Cobden-Chevalier treaty, a free-trade agreement between Britain and France concluded in 1860, had
arguably installed reciprocity as a structural feature of trade relations between the two countries. Since the
treaty included most-favoured-nation treatment it created a liberal European trading regime that lasted a
couple of decades.
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mandate and then delegates negotiating powers to the Commission by way of general
directive.14 The Council is therefore the EC equivalent of the US Congress. The
underlying logic is the same: the legislative delegates trade negotiating power to the
executive.

1.2.3. What remains unexplained
The existing explanations for coalition patterns in trade policy nevertheless have serious
shortcomings. Intra-industry, which according to the economic explanation makes
collective action and coalition building superfluous, has been on the rise since 1945,
whereas collective action in the period from 1945 until the 1980s took place
predominantly on the sector level. Although certainly product specialisation and intraindustry trade have been the engine behind the spectacular growth of world trade in the
last decades, there is no evidence that firms – small, medium-sized or trans-national –
have abandoned their trade policy activities within branch-specific or sector-wide trade
associations and have chosen to lobby for their private good.
I therefore propose an international institutional explanation that can account for both the
enduring pattern of sector-wide interest representation and the emergence of focussed,
intra-sectoral trade associations that organised collective action on trade policy matters.

1.3. An international institutional explanation
I argue that the recent emergence of intra-sectoral coalition patterns, and the endurance of
the sector coalition can be explained by the institutional change from mere reciprocity in
international trade negotiations to binding rule enforcement through international dispute
settlement. Reciprocity in multilaterally negotiated trade agreements favours sector-based
coalitions in trade policy. Binding enforcement through international dispute settlement
13

See for example Destler, I.M. 1992, American Trade Politics, Institute for International Economics,
Washington D.C.
14
For a discussion of the effects of the EU institutional arrangement on negotiation authority, see Sophie
Meunier 2000, ‘What Single Voice? European institutions and EU-US trade negotiations’, in: International
Organization 54, 1, pp. 103-135.
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favours intra-sectoral coalitions in trade policy. The coalition pattern of sector-wide coordination therefore persists under negotiated trade policy instruments, whereas the
enforcement instruments administered by the executive foster intra-sectoral interest
aggregation and representation. In addition, enforcement reduces the scope of negotiated
trade policy instruments, enhances the reach of administrative instruments, and makes the
building of large sector-wide coalitions to obtain negotiated exceptions from nondiscriminatory trade more difficult.
I consequently distinguish between two types of trade instruments: negotiations and
administrative enforcement.
Constitutional choices about the form of the international trade regime are made in the
framework of negotiated trade policy instruments. Most prominent among these are the
multilateral GATT or WTO Rounds, tariff reductions or bindings, import quota, and
voluntary export restraints, or negotiations on the general principles of the trading
system. I argue that they call for sector-wide co-ordination and interest representation,
since reciprocity in multilateral trade relations calls for package deals where negotiation
issues are linked and concessions in one sector exchanged for concessions in another. The
enforcement system in such a negotiation environment is equally based on reciprocity.
Through retaliation, the cost of partial market closure can be imposed on those shirking
from a liberalisation commitment.
Administrative trade policy instrument are different in nature. They include instruments
such as anti-dumping measures, countervailing duties, and especially market access
investigations ending in WTO dispute settlement. They are procedures administered by
the executive in the course of which every case is treated separately, and not bound in
reciprocal issue-linkages or package deals. With the strengthening of the WTO panels’
independence, reputation costs to shirk from an agreement have risen dramatically, as
rules set clear criteria about how incursions are to be established. Although retaliation is
still the ultimate weapon to force compliance, it is the exception rather than the rule as
under the old GATT system. Throughout this thesis I use the term ‘enforcement’ in this
restricted, ‘administrative’ sense. These administrative trade policy instruments – I argue
– call for an intra-sectoral level of interest aggregation, since they are product-, or casespecific, and foster collective action on the level of branches rather than sectors. In the
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framework of administrative enforcement through the WTO dispute settlement, exporters
are the principal providers of information on cases of non-compliance with
internationally agreed trade rules.
The reform move from the GATT to the WTO therefore added enforcement to the
existing reciprocal negotiations of the GATT 1947 and caused a shift from predominantly
sector-wide coalitions patterns to coalitions that tend to be ever-more intra-sectoral.
To make the picture complete, I postulate that the absence of international trade
institutions, caused coalition patterns to be dominated by coalitions on the level of factors
of production, especially the class conflict. Empirically, this pattern of interest
aggregation in trade policy took place before the establishment of the GATT in 1947 and
in the US before the establishment of the Reciprocal Trade Agreements Act in 1934.

1.3.1. Reciprocity, unanimity, and the stability of multilateral trade institutions
In order to be able to formulate plausible hypotheses about the impact of international
trade institutions on coalition patterns in trade policy, we need to be sure these two
elements in the political process are independent from each other. Institutions need to be
exogenous to coalition patterns. I therefore need to establish that international institutions
are not primordially determined by the actions of private interests in the first place.
In light of existing international relations theory, the stability of the multilateral trade
regime cannot be taken for granted. International institutions have traditionally been
regarded as unstable and temporary, easily run-over by other factors in an anarchic world.
Though often resulting from security motivations - as did the post-war containment
intention of the GATT 1947 against the Soviet bloc - international institutions are not as
unstable as the anarchy assumption suggests. After the collapse of the Soviet bloc, the
GATT-framework did not collapse. Had the strategic situation of states in matters of
trade been accurately and completely captured by the metaphor of the prisoner’s dilemma
plus an external security threat, the GATT should have withered away after 1989.15 With
15

The theoretic game of the ‘prisoner’s dilemma’ can be applied to trade policy. Suppose two countries
each have the choice for protection or free trade. Although both would benefit most if they simultaneously
were to adopt free trade, they both choose protection, for fear of the other choosing protection as well. If
country A chooses free trade (hoping country B does the same), but country B chooses protection, country
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the glue of security, liberalisation yielded a general interest outcome as opposed to
protectionism that would have yielded a sub-optimal one. Once the security threat had
disappeared, some states could have reneged on the agreement, while still benefiting from
the general increase in wealth (the so-called free-rider problem). As soon as major
players would have quit the game, however, co-operation in trade would have been over.
This did not happen. On the contrary, the agreement was expanded and a new
international organisation with a larger scope and proper competencies, the World Trade
Organisation, was created.
The reason for this relative stability of multilateralism as an institutional environment has
to be sought both in the incisiveness of the domestic distributional effects of reciprocity
and in the decision-rule of unanimity.

The institution of reciprocal trade negotiations creates benefits far exceeding the security
issue, both for governments and for private interests, and therefore is an effective
‘enforcement’ mechanism of these agreements. Being subject to parliamentary
ratification and functioning under the decision-rule of unanimity, international trade
agreements are difficult to reach. The very same institutional feature makes them also
difficult to change once they have been reached. They create a common interest of
executives engaging in a day-to-day interaction to implement the agreement. International
agreements, being negotiated on behalf of the legislative by the executive, are thus
isolated from pressure politics and cannot be easily changed by them. If governments
commit themselves not to arbitrarily raise trade barriers, investment and trade will flow
because of the long-time horizon the tight decision rule creates. The effect on private
interests is similarly incisive. As ever more exporters reap the benefits of expanded
market access, they feed the momentum for more liberalisation negotiations. It is
precisely this stabilising effect of international trade agreements that makes them
successful. By virtue of the empowerment of exporters and the decision rule of
B can reap the benefits of its own protection and its export possibilities to country A. Only if they can
communicate and make a credible commitment to each other (by creating an international institution that
allows the exchange of information), can the dilemma be overcome. Schuknecht shows, however, that the
international Prisoner’s Dilemma metaphor is irrelevant to explain the empirical occurence of protectionist
or free trade policy, and that the choice between free trade or protection is basically an intra-national
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unanimity, the reciprocity of the GATT 1947 constituted a credible commitment for
governments, both to each other and to traders.

1.3.2. Rule enforcement and the salience of international trade agreements
The institutional change from the GATT 1947 to the WTO in 1995 strengthened the
constitutional nature of international trade institutions. Governments moved to install a
system of binding WTO enforcement in the form of the dispute settlement mechanism.
One could argue that this institutional change was the result of private actors’ pressure on
governments to make the GATT 1947 commitment more credible; if this were so, it
would become pointless to try and construct a causal link from enforcement down to its
effects on coalition patterns as I do in this thesis. Private actors with a stake in
international trade, however, would find it difficult to muster a domestic and international
coalition in favour of an incisive institutional innovation such as the installation of
binding enforcement.16 Accordingly, there were no signs during the Uruguay Round
negotiations that binding dispute settlement was a high priority – or any priority at all –
of the business community in the large GATT member states. The system to assure
international enforcement of trade rules was rather the result of state action and the
interplay of national trade institutions.17 It was the international reaction to the offensive
trade policy instruments the American government had installed in 1974 and reinforced
in 1988, the Section 301 of US trade law. Because the dispute settlement system has its
origins in state action and not in private lobbying activity, it becomes worthwhile to
gauge the independent effect of international trade institutions on the organisational
format of lobbying, i.e. how did private actors adjust their strategies and coalition choices
in the light of the new international institutional environment.

prisoner’s dilemma. See Schuknecht, Ludger, Trade Protection in the European Community, Chur,
Harwood Academic Publishers, 1992.
16
See for example Douglass C. North, Structure and change in economic history, New York, Norton, 1981:
‘institutional innovation will come from rulers rather than constituents since the latter would always face
the free rider problem’.
17
In addition, the choice for international dispute settlement ensured continued control over international
trade matters for government officials. A system of decentralised enforcement where WTO rules could be
invoked in front of domestic courts, would be more efficient from the viewpoint of private actors, but at the
same time take sovereignty further out of officials’ hands.
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1.3.3. Conclusion: the exogenous impact of international institutions on coalitions
The distributional effects of reciprocity, the credible commitment through the decisionrule of unanimity and international enforcement through dispute settlement are properties
of the international institutional environment of trade policy-making. They are as such
exogenous to the way private interests ally in domestic trade policy coalitions. This
allows us to venture the formulation of causal hypotheses about the exogenous effect of
international trade institutions on coalition patterns in trade policy.

In this first chapter I have presented the dependent variable of this dissertation: coalition
patterns in trade policy. I have reviewed existing explanations, analysed their merits and
shortcomings, and briefly outlined my own international institutionalist explanation.
Finally, I have shown that the explanatory factor I propose is unrelated to the dependent
variable. Chapter 2 considers which forms of international institutions impinge on
domestic trade policy instruments so as to have an impact on coalition formation.
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Chapter 2: Negotiations and enforcement in international trade agreements
International trade agreements can have different degrees of institutionalisation. With
respect to the world trading regime, three different types can be distinguished: the
absence of an international institutionalised environment, the multilateralisation of
reciprocal trade negotiations, and the binding legal enforcement of negotiated
commitments. In the following sections, I analyse the difference between reciprocal
negotiations and binding enforcement, and provide a detailed institutional assessment of
binding enforcement through the WTO dispute settlement system. I show how the twin
institutions of negotiations and enforcement affect the availability and attractiveness of
domestic trade policy instruments, and provide the rationale for their differential impact
on coalition patterns. I pay special attention to the domestic trade policy instruments in
the EU, since the lobbying coalitions for these instruments constitutes the empirical
evidence against which I test my theoretical propositions in Part II and III.

2.1. Unilateralism, negotiations and enforcement
The absence of international trade institutions is synonymous with unilateralism in trade
policy. With the rise of the modern trading state in the 19th century, existing local border
controls and trade restrictions were transferred to the national level. With the long
exception of the liberal period from 1860 until roughly 1890, under the Cobden-Chevalier
treaty, unilateralism has been the rule in national trade policy until the creation of the
multilateral GATT 1947 agreements. Tariff levels were determined by a so-called
universalistic logroll in national parliaments, linking diverse issues and their supporting
coalitions to each other.18 In the face of economic downturns, trade policy creates socalled beggar-thy-neighbour policies. Each state unilaterally tries to protect its own
industries, hoping other states will keep their borders open for imports. When all states in
18

The path-breaking book on this period is Schattschneider, E.E., Politics, Pressures and the Tariff, New
York, Prentice Hall, 1935; the rent-seeking literature is equally most suited to explain trade policy in this
period: trade policy lobbying is determined by the business cycle, which in downturns can create capture by
protectionist interests.
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a given trading system react in that same way, however, the result is a contraction of
trade damaging to all. The international spiral of protectionist measures following the
stock-market crash of 1929, have often been quoted as the worst case of these
counterproductive beggar-thy-neighbour policies. A departure from unilateral trade
policies in the 1930s was undertaken by the US Roosevelt administration, which agreed
to the Reciprocal Trade Agreements Act in 1934.

2.1.1. Negotiations in international trade relations: the GATT 1947
Reciprocity as a cross-national feature of trade policy is synonymous with
multilateralism. It was achieved through the signing of the General Agreement on Tariffs
and Trade in 1947 (GATT 1947), which gradually saw the accession of more member
states.19 The cornerstone of the GATT-framework was the gradual negotiated lowering of
tariffs on traded goods. The treaty text set out a series of principles, according to which
the mutual lowering of tariffs had to proceed, such as non-discrimination in the form of
its ‘most-favoured nation’ clause, ‘national treatment’, reciprocity, tariff binding and the
prohibition of non-tariff barriers. The history of the GATT, therefore, consists of a series
of multilateral trade negotiations (MTN), commonly called ‘Rounds’. At the end of each
round, member states submitted tariff schedules containing the detailed list of lower
tariffs they would from then on levy on goods. With the technique of ‘balanced’
reciprocal concessions, governments managed to reap the benefits from freer trade,
feeding export sectors’ demands for further liberalisation.20
The GATT 1947 also provided a mechanism for the settlement of disputes between its
contracting partners. Its institutional design, however, did not curb non-compliance with
19

It had been the intention of the British and American initiators of an international architecture for trade
rules, to create an ‘International Trade Organisation’ (ITO). This project (called ‘Havana Charter’) was
approved by all participating states, but never came into existence because the US Congress failed to ratify
the treaty, supposedly because the rules it contained were not liberal enough. Apparently, the US economy
was in such superior position as to see no need whatsoever for exceptions and mechanisms mitigating the
effects of full-blown free trade. Nevertheless, the tariff liberalisation commitments negotiated on the
Havana conference came into effect through a Protocol of Provisional Application of the GATT. As a
result, the GATT legally never was an international organisation. For official documents the member states
referred to themselves as ‘CONTRACTING PARTIES’, written large to denominate their acting together.
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the substantive agreements in a decisive way. In case of dissent over the appropriate
application of the rules, the GATT 1947 dispute settlement procedure followed a
negotiated logic. The establishment of the so-called panels and the adoption panel rulings
were subject to unanimous approval of all GATT members. This consensus decision rule
meant that at all stages of the procedure, parties involved in a dispute could invoke their
veto. Dispute settlement, therefore, was not judicialised, and remained the domain of
diplomats involved in power politics. In the course of these negotiations, member states
had recourse to provisions for compensation, i.e. the lowering of trade barriers in an
unrelated sector, or retaliation, i.e. the suspension of concessions. These reciprocal
negotiations between parties to a dispute therefore functioned as the enforcement
mechanism of the GATT regime. Overall, comprehensive negotiations prevailed over
case-to-case dispute settlement. Since the violation of GATT rules could not be made
undone, members often engaged in negotiations setting up exceptions about particular
sectors, such as in agriculture, steel, and textiles. In these cases reciprocity was the basis
of action just as well and created the basis for the co-ordination of the sectoral exception
rules created within the legal framework of the GATT 1947. Violations not being
committed outside the multilateral trade institutions, but being legalised within it, made
out the flexibility of the GATT legal system. This flexibility was possibly one of the
factors accounting for the GATT’s stability and potential to be incrementally changed.
The GATT 1947 agreements and their subsequent tariff concession schedules constituted
the framework for international trade rules until 1995. In the course of de-colonisation in
the 60s, the newly independent developing countries obtained exceptions from the nondiscrimination rule and the United Nations Centre for Trade and Development
(UNCTAD) was created.21

20

For an empirical discussion of reciprocity during the GATT and WTO Rounds, see Michael Finger,
Ulrich Reincke, and Adriana Castro, Market access bargaining in the Uruguay Round: rigid or relaxed
reciprocity?, Washington DC, World Bank (http://econ.worldbank.org/docs/993.pdf).
21
It is very questionable whether the negotiation of exceptions from the GATT rule of non-discrimination
(in e.g. the generalised system of preferences) was the better option to the establishment of social policies
cushioning effective reciprocal liberalisation between developed and developing GATT members. At the
time though, import substitution and special arrangements were generally perceived to be the best road to
industrial development.
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2.1.2. Negotiations and binding enforcement of international trade rules: the WTO
(1995-)
The WTO-agreements reached at the end of the Uruguay Round of multilateral trade
negotiations differ from the GATT 1947 in two respects, and consequently create a
different incentive structure.22 First, they substantively extend the treaty’s scope. They
not only consist of international rules regulating trade in goods, but also in tradables that
had been only formally covered or not at all. The agreements cover not only trade in
goods, but also trade in services and rules on the international protection of intellectual
property rights. Although the sectors of agriculture and textiles had always been formally
covered by the GATT 1947 agreements, the Uruguay Round removed some of the large
exceptions to the principle of non-discriminations that had been negotiated in the field of
agriculture and textiles trade.23 Second, the WTO differs from the GATT 1947
framework in its institutional features. Apart from the incremental growth of the GATT
secretariat, two new administrative entities have been added: the Trade Policy Review
Body (TRPB) and the Dispute Settlement Body (DSB). Both are entities that assist the
member states in their control of compliance with the General Agreement, the tariff
commitments and the smaller agreements reached under the WTO. If the TRPB is
primarily concerned with the provision of general information about compliance with the
negotiated and ratified agreements, the DSB carries out the legal enforcement of these
commitments. It was established by a separate agreement between the WTO members
22

World Trade Organization 1994, The Results of the Uruguay Round of Multilateral Trade Negotiations:
The Legal Texts, Geneva, WTO. For a comprehensive overview of the WTO, see Patrick Messerlin, La
Nouvelle Organisation Mondiale du Commerce, Paris, Dunod, 1995; see also Schott, Jeffrey J., assisted by
Johanna W. Buurman 1994, The Uruguay Round: An Assessment, Washington DC, Institute for
International Economics.
For overviews of the history of the Uruguay Round negotiations, see Croome, John 1995, Reshaping the
World Trading System: A History of the Uruguay Round, Geneva, World Trade Organization; Paemen,
Hugo and Alexandra Bensch 1995, Du GATT à l’OMC: La Communauté Européenne dans l’Uruguay
Round, Leuven, Leuven University Press; and Preeg, Ernest H. 1995, Traders in a Brave New World: The
Uruguay Round and the Future of the International Trading System, Chicago, University of Chicago Press.
Other readings include OECD 1994, The New World Trading System: Readings, Paris, Organisation for
Economic Co-operation and Development; and Hoekman, Bernard M. and Michel M. Kostecki 1995, The
Political Economy of the World Trading System: From GATT to WTO, Oxford, Oxford University Press.
23
1955 the US had negotiated a sector-wide waiver for its agriculture sector, followed by similar sectoral
policies in the EC in the form of its Common Agricultural Policy (CAP), the particulars of which were
negotiated shortly after the signing of the Treaty of Rome in 1958. International trade in textiles was
regulated through the Short- and Long-term Cotton Arrangement, and then the Multi-fibre Arrangement.
For more particulars on the GATT exceptions for the textile industry, see Chapter 5.
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states called the ‘Understanding on Rules and Procedures Governing the Settlement of
Disputes’ or shorter the ‘Dispute Settlement Understanding’ (DSU). It establishes that the
General Council of the WTO, the assembly of all the member states, can also gather as
the Dispute Settlement Body (DSB), entrusted with the task to manage consultations on
trade disputes and the adoption of the reports prepared by the so-called panels composed
of independent experts. In contrast to panel reports under GATT 1947, these reports can
only be overruled by a consensus of all WTO member states, a reform eliminating the
defendant state’s veto power. The defendant can appeal the panel reports, but only on
matters of law, not on the substance of the ruling. The Appellate Body (AB) report is
definitive, and in case of non-compliance by the defendant state, the complainant state
can ask the DSB for permission to impose retaliation in the form of the withdrawal of
concessions. The DSU thus re-allocates the decision making power of member states.24 It
strikes a delicate balance between governmental discretion and delegation of adjudication
powers to the dispute settlement panels and the Appellate Body. It does so by eliminating
veto points in the procedure to settle inter-state conflicts over trade issues, at the same
time endowing the panellists and the AB with a certain autonomy to adjudicate conflicts
about WTO rules previously agreed on by the member states. In contrast to the negotiated
logic of GATT dispute settlement, the WTO DSB procedure follows a judicial logic. The
independence of the panels from member states’ discretion thus introduces a new level of
decision making to the WTO as compared to the GATT 1947.
This institutional change, from the predominance of negotiations under the GATT 1947
to the predominance of binding case-to-case dispute settlement under the WTO, accounts
for, as I will be arguing throughout this thesis, a shift from a sectoral to an intra-sectoral
level of interest aggregation in trade policy lobbying.

24

World Trade Organization 1995, The WTO Dispute Settlement Procedures: A Collection of Legal Texts,
Geneva, WTO.
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2.2. Dispute settlement in international trade
It is worthwhile to consider the institutional design of dispute settlement systems under
the GATT 1947 and the WTO in greater detail.25 They are presented along a continuum
running from self-help to third-party enforcement (see Figure 4).26

Type

Nature of the DSM

Function of the third-party

DSM I

Third-party information provision

Provision of information on violations

DSM II

Non-binding third-party adjudication Recommendation of remedy

DSM III

Binding third-party adjudication

Independence and appeal process

DSM IV

Third-party enforcement

Acting as a public prosecutor

Figure 4: A typology of Dispute Settlement Mechanisms
A significant 5th type of dispute settlement mechanism is the decentralised enforcement
of international trade agreements by domestic courts, where interested parties can invoke
regulations from international trade agreements and national judges can directly apply
international law.

2.2.1. Non-binding GATT 1947 reports
The first two dispute mechanisms follow a negotiated logic. The third-party provides
information or recommends a remedy that may be rule-based, but the contracting parties

25

For legal analyses on international trade dispute settlement see Hudec, Robert E. 1992, Enforcing
International Trade Law: The Evolution of the Modern GATT Legal System, Salem, N.H., Butterworth;
Jackson, John H. 1992, The World Trading System: Law and Policy of International Economic Relations,
Cambridge, MIT Press; Petersmann, Ernst-Ulrich 1997, The GATT/WTO Dispute Settlement System:
International Law, International Organizations and Dispute Settlement, London, Den Haag, Boston,
Kluwer Law International; Komuro, Norio 1995, ‘The WTO Dispute Settlement Mechanism: Coverage and
Procedures of the WTO Understanding’, Journal of World Trade, 29, 4, pp. 5-96; Cameron, James and
Karen Campbell 1998, Dispute Resolution in the World Trade Organisation, London, Cameron May. See
also the 2000 International Organization special issue on Legalization (Vol. 54, 3); Kim Van der Borght
1999, ‘The review of the WTO Understanding on dispute settlement: some reflections on the current
debate’, in: International Law Review 14,4, pp. 1223-1243.
26
Based on Yarbrough, Beth V. and Robert M. Yarbrough 1997, ‘Dispute Settlement in International
Trade: Regionalism and Procedural Coordination’, in: Mansfield, Edward D. and Helen V. Milner, The
Political Economy of Regionalism, New York, Columbia University Press.
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bargain in a pragmatic or ‘power-oriented’ (Jackson) way. The situation is an ‘anarchic’
state of affairs. The dispute settlement practice under the GATT 1947 very much
corresponded to the second type of DSM. The leverage for unilateral or ‘sovereign’
discretion of the contracting parties involved in trade disputes arose form the existence of
several veto points in the GATT 1947 procedure. The process could be blocked at three
separate points. At a first stage, the defendant state could block the establishment of a
panel. It could subsequently block the adoption of a panel report that was not to its liking.
And at the end of the procedure, the defendant could refuse the authorisation of
retaliation. In case a report came about nevertheless, the GATT 1947 DSM recommended
remedies. In those cases where they were formulated and approved they were often
implemented. The more important feature is, however, that the formulation of a remedy
to the dispute had to pass through a filter, which consisted of the described set of three
prohibitive conditions for rulings to come about at all. The implementation rate of GATT
1947 rulings is therefore high, but in relation to all potential non-compliance cases (that
were stopped by vetoes), the enforcement of GATT 1947 rules was weak.
The de facto use of the procedural rules for dispute settlement varied during the GATT
period from 1947 to 1995. Used relatively often by the small initial GATT membership,
the dispute settlement procedure fell into disuse during the Kennedy Round in the 60s
only to be revived in the 80s.27 The incremental growth of GATT jurisprudence fed the
judicialisation process. In 1989, during the Uruguay Round, GATT Contracting Parties
even reached a separate agreement codifying the changed GATT praxis. It formally kept
the consensus rule, but nevertheless introduced ‘automaticity’ in the establishment of a
panel.

27

For an overview of all GATT 1947 and WTO dispute settlement proceedings, see Chapter 4, paragraph
4.1. and Annex 1.
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2.2.2. Enforcement through binding WTO rulings
The two other dispute settlement mechanisms, binding third-party adjudication (DSM III)
and third-party enforcement (DSM IV), follow a judicial rather than a negotiated logic.
They are ‘rule-oriented’ (Jackson) processes where a case is treated in reference to a
fixed set of rules. The degree of independence of the third-party is key to distinguish
between the two mechanisms.
DSM IV is the prototype of the kind of enforcement a state can domestically achieve. The
third-party has autonomous powers to act as a public prosecutor or ‘advocate general’.
The WTO does not possess any such inquisitory or policing powers.
The WTO system corresponds closely to the third DSM prototype, binding third-party
adjudication. It consists of a delicate balance between checked delegation to and relative
autonomy of the third-party adjudicator, the panels under the supervision of the Dispute
Settlement Body. Only cases brought forward by a member state are subject to judicial
review within the terms of reference set out by the complainant state. Partners to the
dispute can consequently appeal the panel ruling with the standing WTO Appellate Body,
which rules definitively on matters of law (and not on substance).
It could be argued that the analytical distinction between DSM III and IV is too blurred
empirically. Indeed, if the third-party adjudicator is able to develop a strong precedent,
the mechanism moves on the continuum in the direction of DSM IV, third-party
enforcement.28 The WTO would then acquire the quality of a principal, instead of an
agent. This has not happened and is unlikely to happen. The choice of DSB ‘judges’ to
develop strong precedent would create huge responsibilities for them. As rulings about
trade complaints can have politically sensitive effects, any ruling that interprets the
agreements in a broad, rather than strict way, and expands the scope of the existing rules,
is unlikely to come about. Legal appraisals have indeed stressed this feature of the
Appellate Body (AB) reports. Cases of unclear WTO rules have forced the AB to
carefully balance their judgement so as not to be too politically controversial.29 More
28

For a theoretically grounded argument about this, see Stone Sweet, Alec 1996, Judicialization and the
Construction of Governance, EUI Working Paper RSC No.96/59, San Domenico di Fiesole, European
University Institute.
29
Bronckers, Marco, ‘Betere regels voor een nieuw millennium. Een waarschuwing tegen ondemocratische
Ontwikkelingen in de WTO’, in: SEW, Sociaal-economische Wetgeving 11, 1999, pp. 414-423; for an
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importantly, the creation of legal precedent does not necessarily entail implementation in
all similar cases.30 The spotting mechanism of concrete non-compliance cases still
depends on complainant states bringing them forward. The selection mechanism of cases
is decentralised as it depends heavily on private exporter interests alerting their
governments to cases of non-compliance. Figure 5 provides a detailed overview of all the
concrete steps in the WTO panel process.

English translation of the Dutch original, see Bronckers, Marco, ‘Better rules for a new millennium: a
warning against undemocratic developments in the WTO’, in: Journal of international economic law, 2,4,
1999, pp. 547-566.
30
See also Mitchell, Shannon K. 1997, ‘GATT, Dispute Settlement and Cooperation: A Note’, in:
Economics and Politics, 9, 1, pp. 87-93.
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Figure 5: Flowchart of the WTO dispute settlement panel process (Source: WTO)
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Figure 5: Flowchart of the WTO dispute settlement panel process (Source: WTO)
What has this detailed analysis of the types of DSM brought us? What are the crucial
differences between the GATT 1947 and the WTO DSM, allowing us to set them apart so
as to eventually even deduce different patterns of coalition building from them?
The WTO Dispute Settlement Mechanism eliminates a number of veto-points in the old
GATT 1947 procedure. The defendant can no longer block the establishment of the panel.
The parties involved in the ruling do not participate anymore in the formulation of the
ruling. The adoption of the report is no longer left to the discretion of the defendant. After
the report of the Appellate Body, the ruling is definitive. Finally, retaliation by the
complainant can follow on non-implementation of the report.
Figure 6 summarises the institutional changes to the DS procedure under the WTO.
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Figure 6: Institutional changes to the Dispute Settlement procedure:
GATT 1947 versus WTO

Importantly, binding rule enforcement increases the salience of the WTO trade rules, as
the Dispute Settlement Mechanism casts its shadow over the behaviour of the member
states. These anticipate potential legal procedures directed against their trade regulation
that is not (yet) in conformity with the WTO rules. A large number of possible noncompliance cases are thus filtered out at this pre-procedural stage. This variation in the
salience of GATT and WTO trade agreements reduces the room for manoeuvre for the
negotiation of exceptions from the principle of non-discrimination under the WTO. These
negotiated exceptions often take the form of sector-wide arrangements, as in the case of
agriculture, textiles or steel.

2.2.3. Domestic applicability of multilateral commitments
There is a fifth form of enforcement of commitments in international trade: application of
international law by domestic courts. Enforcement then is a decentralised process with
private litigants invoking the domestic court as third party. Although theoretically a
possible reform option for the GATT dispute settlement system, it was never seriously
considered.31 Apparently, the condition for its creation is the existence of a political
31

The former director of the Economic Research and Analysis Division of the GATT Secretariat, Jan
Tumlir, had already argued that this would strengthen GATT rules considerably. See Heinz Hauser, Peter
Moser, Renaud Planta and Ruedi Schmid, ‘Der Beitrag von Jan Tumlir zur Entwicklung einer
ökonomischen Verfassungstheorie internationaler Handelsregeln’, in: ORDO, 39, pp. 219-237, 1998. For
the advantages of direct applicability in developing countries, see also Petros C. Mavroidis and Bernard M.
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entity, as is the case in the EC/EU. The direct applicability of EC law in national legal
systems enforced European liberalisation commitments, even with the creation of strong
precedent.32 Significantly for our purposes – the analysis of coalition patterns in trade
policy – is the fact that in such a legal enforcement system an individual actor can litigate
with effects that are not confined to himself. Through the working of precedence, benefits
of his action may extend to other citizens in a similar plight and to other operators in the
same sector or even in the whole economy. Although the outcome of the process can be
regarded as a common good – susceptible to be consumed by all – no collective action in
the form of a coalition – sectoral or intra-sectoral – takes place.
Absent such a decentralised system of domestic enforcement of international rules,
international dispute settlement is ridden by asymmetry. Only large markets produce and
attract high numbers of requests for international dispute settlement, both because of their
administrative capabilities to channel complaints and because of their attractiveness to
traders who alert their governments about cases that can be won. International trade law
therefore has less salience for smaller or less attractive markets.

2.2.4. GATT & WTO dispute settlement cases 1947-2000
The actual use of the GATT and WTO dispute settlement systems has varied
considerably across time. Moribund before the Tokyo Round, the system picks up in the
course of the 1980s to reach a peak of 22 cases in 1988, at a time when the Uruguay
Round was still in its early phase. Perhaps not surprisingly, members agreed a year later
to a set of improvements to the dispute settlement rules, foreshadowing some of the larger
reforms of the WTO Dispute Settlement Understanding (DSU) of 1994.33 The sporadic
and somewhat erratic use of the GATT dispute settlement system contrasts with the stable
use of the system under the WTO DSU. During the first six years of its existence, the

Hoekman, Enforcing multilateral commitments: dispute settlement and developing countries, Washington
DC, World Bank, 1999.
32
The textbook example for this precedence creation is the ‘Cassis de Dijon’ ruling of the European Court
of Justice in Luxemburg.
33
GATT, Improvements to the GATT Dispute Settlement Rules and Procedures, in: Basic Instruments and
Selected Documents 36th Supplement Protocols, Decisions, Reports 1988-1989 and 45th Session, Geneva,
GATT, July 1990, pp. 61-67.
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WTO Dispute Settlement Body had to handle roughly the same number of cases the
GATT dispute settlement system handled during its forty-seven years (249 cases under
the GATT 1947 and 215 under the WTO between 1995 and 2000; see Graph 1).
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Graph 1: GATT & WTO Dispute Settlement Cases 1947-2000

In a large proportion of these dispute settlement cases, the WTO General Council, acting
as the Dispute Settlement Body, did establish a panel to rule on the case. Although the
intensification in world trade flows enhanced the need for conflict resolution and rule
clarification, the increase in world trade alone cannot account for the timing of this
sudden increase. World trade grew at a rapid pace both in the 80s and the 90s, whereas
the use of the WTO DS mechanism surged just after its creation in 1995, to stay at a
stable annual number of about 30 cases. Another possible explanation for the sudden
increase in disputes from 1995 onwards could be the increase in membership of the
multilateral trade organisation. Most disputes brought under the new WTO Dispute
Settlement Understanding, however, are brought by and against the major advanced
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economies of the world, and not by new member states.34 Graph 2 shows the increase in
membership of the GATT and the WTO together with the exponential increase in the
volume of world trade. Both increases do not display the pattern of sudden increase as the
number of dispute settlement cases does.
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Graph 2: GATT & WTO Membership & World Trade 1947-2000

The GATT displays a stable and slowly growing membership. There is a marked increase
in membership in the end phase of the Uruguay Round. The graphical ‘hick-up’ in 1995
is due to ratification procedures. Some GATT members that had signed the Marrakech
agreements establishing the WTO did not formally ratify all the WTO agreements until
1996. All in all, the frequent use of the WTO dispute settlement system testifies for its
credibility. It is attractive for governments to lodge complaints on behalf of their traders
to enforce market access rights or seek clarification on WTO rules.
Since the aim of the empirical investigation presented in Chapter 3 is to shed light on the
impact of the dispute settlement system on lobbying patterns in the European Union, a
short look at the disputes with EU involvement is also warranted (Annex 3: EU WTO
cases 1995 – 2000). Between the inception of the WTO DS and the year 2000 the EU has

34

For an exploration of the question why most cases are brought by the large developed member states see
Mavroidis, Petros C., Hakan Nordstrom and Henrik Horn, Is the use of the WTO dispute settlement system
biased?, CEPR discussion paper No. 2340, Centre for Economic Policy Research, London, 1999.
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been involved in a total of 95 WTO disputes, i.e. almost half the total of the WTO
consultation requests lodged from 1995 to 2000. The EU initiated the DS procedure
against a third country in 56 cases, and was called upon as a defendant in 39 cases.
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2.3. A typology of domestic trade policy instruments
The reform of international trade institutions is not neutral to the array of domestic
instruments governments offer to their constituents. Together they make up the
independent variable of this research.
Constitutional choice over trade policy takes place in the form of international
negotiations, whereas enforcement is administered by the executive. Each type of
decision-making makes for different types of trade policy instruments, which are the
state’s “toolbox”, used to regulate its position in the international trading environment.
They are also the institutions that structure the way private interests are incorporated or
excluded from the trade policy process.
In the case of negotiated instruments, agreements are negotiated with foreign countries.
Subject to parliamentary ratification, these instruments set out the stakes of the trading
environment. The outcome can be in the direction of protection with instruments such as
tariffs, quotas, voluntary export restraints and the like, or in the direction of reciprocal
trade liberalisation concessions, often achieved in package deals.
The second type of trade policy instruments are administrative in nature. Parliament
delegates particular powers to the administration on a permanent basis. In the
protectionist direction there are the defensive instruments such as anti-dumping and
countervailing duties, safeguard measures and waivers.35 In the direction of freer trade we
can situate the offensive instruments, such as the monitoring of trading partners
implementation of liberalisation agreements, unilateral investigation procedures or
international dispute settlement. Figure 7 summarises this typology of trade policy
instruments.

35

For the definitions of these instruments, I draw largely on Walter Goode, A Dictionary of Trade Policy
Terms, Adelaide, Centre for international economic studies, University of Adelaide, 1998.
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Direction of Trade policy
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-
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consultations
-

(CVD)
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procedures

-

International Dispute
Settlement

Figure 7: A typology of trade policy instruments

International institutions impinge on the availability of these instruments. They curb the
reach of trade policy instruments and create incentives for the creation and usage of new
instruments.
In the course of the 20th century, the composition of the toolbox changed in the following
respects. First, tariffs increasingly lost their significance as subsequent rounds of
concessions fed into the domestic trade policy process, empowering exporters. Second,
protection shifted from broad overall tariff protection before the GATT to protection
under negotiated trade policy instruments under the GATT and administrative ones under
the WTO.
I present all instruments in detail below and briefly sketch how they fit into the overall
picture of trade regulation under the GATT 1947 and the present WTO-era.
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2.3.1. Negotiated trade policy instruments
Before the GATT existed, tariffs were the most important instrument to intervene in trade
matters and constituted an important resource of revenue for state building. In the
framework of the GATT 1947, and later in the WTO, tariffs were brought down through
rounds of negotiations and consecutively consolidated in ‘bound’ tariff schedules. In such
schedules, each country establishes its list of tariffs and commits itself not to raise tariffs
above this ceiling. In most cases, the actually applied tariffs are even lower than the
bound tariffs. Currently, industrial tariffs have either disappeared or are derisory low, but
tariff peaks on finished products (so-called tariff escalation) persist and in sectors like
agriculture and textiles they are still a structural feature of the trading environment.
Quotas, although being generally forbidden under the GATT and the WTO, are widely
used under a series of ‘general exceptions’.36 Still, quotas were and are being transformed
into tariffs (the so-called practice of ‘tariffication’), which means that they are in turn
subject to the discipline of the bound tariffs. Generally, sector-wide quota systems existed
during the GATT period in the form of agricultural products quota and an elaborate
international regime in the sector of textiles in the form of the so-called Multifibre
Agreement (MFA).
Through voluntary export restraints or VERs (also ‘voluntary restraint agreements’ or
VRAs) a country agrees to limit the exports of a particular product to a certain maximum
to avoid worse measures from the importing country.37 They were widely used during the
GATT period, but are now subject to a unique outright prohibition under the WTO, with
a phase-out of all VERs in existence in 1995 within 5 years.38 The ban on VERs by the
WTO agreement is such a drastic cut in the tools available for protection that
protectionist forces can be expected to shift their attention to other defensive trade policy

36

See GATT Art. XX and GATS Art. XIV.
For the most extensive discussion of VERs, see Reinhard Quick, Exportselbstbeschränkungen und
Artikel XIX GATT, Bonn, Berlin, Köln, München, Heymann, 1983.
38
See WTO Agreement on Safeguards, Art. 11. The prohibition of VERs includes a prohibition of Orderly
Marketing Arrangements (OMAs) and gives a non exhaustive list of examples of ‘similar measures’: export
moderation, export-price or import-price monitoring systems, export or import surveillance, compulsory
import cartels and discretionary export or import licensing schemes.
37
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instruments, especially anti-dumping.39 An example of VERs is the set of restrictions that
were imposed on Japanese cars during the 70s and the 80s.
Although a general term for temporary measures to protect a particular industry, the term
safeguards mostly refers to ‘escape clauses’ countries can include in trade agreements to
be able to temporarily escape from the disciplines of liberalisation commitments. The
GATT and WTO agreements also allow for the temporary relief from obligations for
‘Balance of Payment’ (BoP) problems.
Waivers are more encompassing and longer-term exceptions to GATT and WTO
obligations. Under the WTO waivers must be approved by three-quarters of WTO
members, putting the limit rather high to obtain them.
On the side of the offensive negotiated trade policy instruments, reciprocal tariff
reductions (so-called ‘concessions’) are the most prominent. They enhance export
possibilities and bind tariff levels. Reductions in the amount of quota, VERs and
safeguard measures should equally be regarded as offensive negotiated instruments. With
the advent of the WTO, quota and VERs are now subject to an outright prohibition
(susceptible of being attacked in a dispute settlement case).

2.3.2. Administrative trade policy instruments
Among defensive administrative trade policy instruments, Anti-Dumping measures have
become the most used. They were institutionalised in the US in 1974 and in 1978 in the
EU, and many more countries have installed domestic AD procedures since then.40 After

39

Marco C.E.J. Bronckers, ‘Voluntary Export Restraints and the GATT 1994 agreement on safeguards’, in:
Jacques H.J. Bourgeois, Frédérique Berrod and Eric Gippini Fournier, The Uruguay Round Results: a
European Lawyers' perspective, (College of Europe, Brugge), Brussels, European Interuniversity Press,
1995.
40
The US did have an Anti-Dumping Act since 1916, but the system fell into disuse until AD was
incorporated in the 1974 Trade Act. The American AD procedure is mainly technical, whereas the
European procedure has a political check in that the EU Council of Ministers has to approve the measures
proposed by the Commission. Paradoxically, this makes European AD policy more liberal in those cases
where a majority of member states see no reason to block cheap imports since they have no domestic
producers of the product. (This happened in a large case on cotton textiles brought by EUROCOTON in
1999.) For an older but nicely argued article on the US procedure see J. M. Finger, Keith H. Hall, and
Douglas Nelson, ‘The political economy of administered protection’, in: American Economic Review, 72
(1982), 3, 452-466.
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a complaint (or ‘petition’) from industry, an investigation by the executive and/or the
judiciary establishes whether a particular product has been dumped, i.e. sold at a lower
price than in the home market. Anti-dumping measures can consist of price undertakings
(the exporter raises its price), compensation (liberalisation concessions on other items) or
most commonly the imposition of higher duties. Being the only WTO-conform form of
contingent protection, they are a relatively easy way around the WTO bound tariff levels.
Finally, anti-subsidy measures are special duties imposed on imports to offset the benefits
of government subsidies to producers or exporters in the exporting country. They are also
commonly called countervailing duties.
Until the advent of the WTO, the bottom-right box of Figure 7, containing the
administrative offensive trade policy instruments, was empty until the advent of the WTO
(with the exception of the unilateral offensive trade instrument of the American Section
301 legislation).
During the GATT period, special arrangements for particular sectors were rampant,
including VERs in steel, quota systems in textiles or waivers and safeguards for
agriculture. These complicated negotiations were not without risks for the politicians who
had to ratify them. They were often costly forms of securing political support of small
particular interest groups. In the actual WTO period (but also already during the late
GATT period) contingent protection increasingly took the form of administrative or
product-market protection.
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2.4. International enforcement and its domestic institutions in the EU
In response to its growing trade deficit, the US passed a law known as Section 301 of
American trade legislation in 1974, creating a means by which private parties could
inform the government of trade barriers encountered abroad.41 With the huge increases in
world trade during the 1980s and subsequent reforms of Section 301, the so-called Super
301, private parties sent more complaints about alleged “unfair trade” to the desks of the
US Trade Representative (USTR). As a consequence, states that were accused by the
USTR of these “unfair trade” practices became increasingly concerned over the
“aggressive unilateralism”42 by which the USTR could judge these allegations originating
from private lobbies. Section 301 can, therefore, be regarded as the first full-fledged
administrative form of offensive trade measures whereby private actors are heavily
involved in shaping government policies. In contrast with traditional trade diplomacy, the
law stipulates conditions under which considerations of private parties must be taken into
account. No multilateral check or GATT discipline, however, constrained the USTR in
deciding on trade sanctions in retaliation for what they unilaterally had established to be
“unfair trade”.

Many states, and the European Commission as an actor of its own kind, objected to this
practice. It destabilised their exporting environment and went against the spirit of GATT
multilateralism. Due to the weak enforcement system of the GATT DSM, no binding
ruling could be expected from a GATT panel. Thus, the issue could only be settled
diplomatically, that is, through negotiations. Towards the end of the Uruguay Round
during the beginning of the 90s, two seemingly opposing positions had developed. On the
one hand, the US government jealously defended its right to establish, through the ad hoc
301 procedures, whether their exporters were being hurt, regardless of any
41

Section 301 of the Trade Act of 1974, Pub. L. No. 93-618, S 301, 88 Stat. 144 (1974), as amended by the
Trade Act of 1979 Pub. L. 96-39, the Trade and Tariff Act of 1984, Pub L. 98-573, the Omnibus Trade and
Competitiveness Act of 1988, Pub. L. 100-418, 102 Stat. 1107 (1988), and the Uruguay Round Agreements
Act, Pub. L. 103-465, 108 Stat. 4809 (1994); 19 U.S.C. 2411 (1996).
42
See Bhagwati, Jagdish and Hugh T. Patrick (Ed.) 1991, Aggressive Unilateralism: America’s 301 Trade
Policy and the World Trading System, New York etc., Harvester Wheatsheaf.
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“extraterritorial” effects.43 On the other hand, the EC was increasingly demanding some
multilateral discipline on unilateral trade measures and was keen on developing an
industry constituency supportive of its activities in the field of international trade.
The EC-Commission-delegation at the Uruguay Round found itself at the intersection of
several factors. The completion of the internal EC market was about to be achieved
simultaneously with the conclusion of the Round. The “exclusive” competence of the EC
in the field of external commercial policy could now be realised in full.44 The European
Commission previously had a weak and virtually unused “New Commercial Policy
Instrument” (NCPI) in place since 1984.45 It was the Commission’s first attempt to create
an industry constituency that would be its ally in promoting offensive market opening
trade measures and had thus far failed. The NCPI lacked juridical teeth.46 Neither did it
provide for an administrative structure to collect and centralise systematic data on exports
possibilities to third countries or the lack of conformity with bilateral or multilateral trade
agreements of foreign trade rules. This poor institutional design of the system accounted
for the poor provision of information on the part of private industry. With the increasing
popularity of Section 301 among industry in the US, the Commission experienced ever
more acutely a lack of symmetry in reciprocity in US and EU trade policymaking. Thus
they had no buffer mechanism or instrument capable of changing the domestic policies
and structures of other states in the globalisation game.47

43

Extraterritoriality refers to the application of domestic laws to nationals or their companies living or
operating in other jurisdictions. This was the case for the American D’Amato (Iran and Libya Sanctions
Act) and Helms-Burton (Cuban Liberty and Democratic Solidarity Act) legislation, both adopted in 1996.
(Goode, Dictionary of Trade Policy Terms, 1998)
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The Treaty of Rome (1957) included the far-reaching Article 113 giving the EC exclusive competence in
external commerical relations.
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The NCPI had been put in place at a time the steel industry was in full crisis. See Tassy, Agnes 1997,
Enforcement of international trade rules. The European Complaint Procedure, Copenhagen Business
School.
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International Trade: The Unfair Trade Instruments of the United States and the European Union, Oxford,
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Finally, the European Commission saw itself confronted with certain member states’
criticism of its being “protectionist” whenever a proposal for reforming its trade policy
instruments was to be discussed. The array of its trade policy ranged from its “NCPI”, the
Anti-Dumping Regulation, the Anti-Subsidy Regulation and the Safeguards Regulation,
each somehow regarded as “protectionist” by freer trade minded member states.48 This
criticism was levelled equally against the NCPI or a reformed version of it, because it
foresaw market closing “sanctions” to enforce market access rights under international
agreements. The criticism of “protectionism” thus expressed mistrust in the market
opening intention of the instrument. A reform would have gone in the direction of a slow
death of the EU’s trade instruments rather than towards a strengthening of them.
The European Commission and its Uruguay Round delegation, however, manoeuvred
deftly to break out of this deadlock on the domestic and the international level. They
engineered a strategic move that would realise reforms on all fronts: the GATT
negotiations on Dispute Settlement reform, the EC’s own array of trade policy
instruments, the relationship between rather protectionist and rather freer trade minded
member states, and the creation of an industry constituency supportive of the policies of
the Commission’s Directorate-General I, in charge of external commerce. In the
beginning of the nineties, the major trading partners reached an agreement to reform the
GATT dispute settlement system, even before 1995, when deciding to create an
international organisation for international trade sui generis, called the WTO. From 1994
to 1996, the European Commission put in place its so-called Market Access Strategy.49 It
consisted of three mutually complementary parts. First, the Market Access Unit was
installed. Second, the Trade Barriers Regulation Unit was created. And third, with the
creation of the WTO, the Commission created its WTO Division. All three new
administrative units were explicitly organised in such a way as to ease access for private
parties and generate an influx of information to fuel offensive market access action by the
EU.
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Molyneux 1999.
European Commission 1996, The Global Challenge of International Trade: A Market Access Strategy for
the European Union. Communication from the Commission to the Council, the European Parliament, the
Economic and Social Committee and the Committee of the Regions, Brussels, European Commission.
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2.4.1. The European Commission’s Market Access Unit
Until the beginning of the 1990s, the offensive commercial policy of the EC/EU had
taken form under the intergovernmental Art. 115 procedure and only to a negligible
extent by the NCPI. Complaints from industries experiencing difficulties in external
markets were channelled through the institutions of the member states, their
representatives in Brussels, or the sectoral DG’s of the Commission. The only actions the
EC authorities could pursue were negotiations in the form of GATT consultations or
bilateral settlements to ease smouldering trade wars. The Commission thus lacked the
juridical teeth of an international dispute settlement system and its domestic counterpart
of an offensive trade instrument.
The reform package passed in the period 1994-98 included the creation of the Market
Access Unit. Its task was to establish a systematic and centralised database of market
access difficulties encountered by EU industry, until then dispersed in the different
services of the Commission. The database is accessible online and industry is invited to
send information to EU officials regarding barriers to trade, be they legal or illegal,
constituting hindrances to trade or breaches of bilateral and WTO-rules.50 After a slow
start, the initiative of the then Trade Commissioner Sir Leon Brittan led Commission
officials to state boldly in 1999 that they had more systematic information on every WTO
partner to document future bilateral or WTO trade complaints and trade negotiations than
do the Americans. This serves as the database on the of which the Commission decides
which action is to be undertaken to remove any identified barriers to trade: bilateral
consultations or negotiations, dispute settlement under bilateral agreements or
international dispute settlement under the WTO. The inter-service Market Access Action
Group assures the exchange of information between the Market Access Unit, the Art. 113
Committee, the TBR Unit and the WTO Unit.

2.4.2. The European Commission’s Trade Barriers Regulation Unit
The second component of the new commercial strategy of the EU is the Trade Barriers
Regulation (TBR), which came into effect in 1995. It creates a formal complaint
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procedure for industry associations, single enterprises and member states51 to inform the
Commission of trade barriers encountered abroad not in conformity with EC- or
GATT/WTO-rules. It greatly enhances access for private parties as compared to the
NCPI, facilitate its procedures and functions as the European counterpart to the Section
301 procedures for American exporters.52 It especially opens the door for small individual
firms whereas the NCPI was only accessible for associations representing a major
proportion of the relevant Community industry.53 Equally important was the easing of the
admission requirements of the complaint. Although it had been the European
Commission’s intention to illicit industry support for their international trade activities,
lobbying for the creation of offensive instruments had not been very impressive. As a
result, the Commission’s “offer” of the instrument was more an attempt at the creation of
“demand” from industry than vice-versa. In fact, European industries were reluctant to
participate in high profile aggressive litigation procedures, fearing bad publicity and the
risk of boycotts in the very markets that the procedure was intended to open up.54 The
situation was viewed with equal scepticism by European lawyers; those who took up such
cases were viewed by colleagues as prostituting themselves for business interests instead
of serving ‘the law’. Figure 8 provides a flowchart of the TBR-procedure.
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The market access database is available on the EU website at http://mkaccdb.eu.int.
Until now no EU member state has ever used this possibility. External trade relations are apparently
immediately delegated to the Commission, e.g. by signalling a trade barrier to be included in the MADB.
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Figure 8: Flowchart of the EU TBR (Source: European Commission)
Industry, firm or Member State lodges Complaint with Commission
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2.4.3. The European Commission’s WTO Division
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Bronckers, Marco, ‘Private Participation in the Enforcement of WTO Law: The New EC Trade Barriers
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The last component of the EU Market Access Strategy is the WTO Division. In charge of
all WTO matters, the Division takes care of the EU’s position among the standing WTO
committees. In addition, the division also prepares the files for either ongoing
negotiations or an upcoming Round, and handles all WTO dispute settlement cases in
which the EU is involved, as a complainant or as a defendant. Once the decision to file a
trade complaint in Geneva is taken, the information gathered by the Market Access Unit,
the TBR Unit, or the Art. 113 Committee, ends up on the desks of the WTO Division.55
The Legal Service of the Commission handles the actual juridical drafting. Furthermore,
the WTO Division is responsible for the follow-up of all other WTO dispute settlement
cases where the EU is involved as an observing third party. In contrast with the American
counterpart of the USTR, this administrative organisation implies that the WTO Division
has to foster consensus among the Art. 113 Committee, i.e. the Member States, and the
different Commission DG’s. This can be problematic when each actor has different
technical or political objectives in particular cases rather than a purely judicial way of
attacking the problem.

55

The Annual Report to the European Parliament about EU activities with the World Trade Organisation
(Working Document of the Commission Services, Brussels, 1999) states that, since the entry into force of
the WTO, the EC has invoked the dispute settlement procedures (request for consultations and panel) more
than 40 times and about 25 cases have been launched against the EC. The report proudly adds this
continues the trend of the EC being a “net complainant” (which was not the case in the first years of the
WTO’s existence).
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2.5. Negotiated reciprocity, administrative enforcement, and their impact on
coalitions
The central concepts of this research – coalition patterns, reciprocal trade negotiations,
and administrative enforcement – are now sufficiently defined and analysed in order to
re-state the central theoretical tenets.
In the absence of reciprocal trade agreements, coalitions in favour of or against freer trade
fluctuate with the business cycle. Import-sensitive lobbies have a strong incentive to
lobby for protection in an adverse situation, either due to a downturn in the business cycle
or to trade liberalisation. The consumer lobby can only offset this bias towards
protectionism through party political mobilisation.
In the presence of reciprocity, trade policy is about coalitions on the sector level. The
relation between private interests in favour of those against freer trade is more balanced,
as governments seek to obtain liberalising commitments through negotiations. The
benefits of liberalisation are concentrated on export sectors and costs are concentrated on
protected sectors.
In the presence of both reciprocity in trade agreements and their legal enforcement as
under the WTO, the picture of trade policy coalition patterns is two-fold. In the
framework of negotiations, such as a Round, collective action is predominantly coordinated on the sector level. On the contrary administrative enforcement instruments,
foster intra-sectoral levels of interest aggregation. Particular export interests mobilise to
provide information on non-compliance. In case their legal right to market access is
enforced, they obtain an excludable good in the form of enhanced export possibilities or
protection of their property rights. Particular import-competitive interests are constrained
to lobby along these intra-sectoral lines too. They can no longer engage in lobbying that
targets elected politicians to tinker a protection coalition for them, because any
protectionist measure coming out of that process, as far as it would be WTO illegal, can
be struck down through a DS procedure triggered by a foreign exporter. (See Figure 9).
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Time Period

International Institution
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(Pre-GATT)

(Unilateralism)

(Trans-sectoral)
(Rent-seeking)

GATT 1947

Multilateralism

Sectoral
(Benefits and costs concentrated on sectors)

WTO

Multilateralism

Sectoral

Enforcement

Intra-sectoral
(Particularistic export interests as providers of
information on non-compliance)

Figure 9: The impact of international institutions on coalition patterns in trade policy

2.5.1. Constitutional choice and rule enforcement: two logics of action

The decision by GATT/WTO members to create binding enforcement of international
trade rules was a decision of long-term importance. It gave salience to the WTO
agreements and made shirking the day-to-day management of trade policy a costly
option. With regard to the nature of decision-making, international trade rule enforcement
structures decision-making within rules, whereas the decision to create the dispute
settlement in the first place structures decision-making about rules. The decision-making
within rules is the domain of rule enforcement. Institutions that govern decision-making
about rules are of the domain of constitutional choice.56

In the field of international trade, rule enforcement institutions structure the daily
administration of trade policy. These administrative trade policy instruments constitute
the implementation of pre-agreed rules. The powers thus delegated by legislators to the
executive assure the enforcement of trade agreements. These include powers to
adjudicate about market access problems, inapt application of rules, alleged dumping or
illicit subsidies, or any other trade problem encountered by a trading entity.
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Viktor Vanberg, A constitutional political economy perspective on international trade, in: ORDO 43
(1992), pp. 375-392.
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Constitutional choices regarding the form of the international trade regime are made in
the so-called GATT and WTO Rounds. The areas affected are those where rules and
boundaries are unclear and therefore subject to bargaining and negotiating. The rules
agreed upon during these multilateral deals constitute the structure of the international
trading system. After the Uruguay Round for instance, these uncertain realms are health
and safety, environmental rules, competition principles, taxation differentials, etc. They
are issues that increasingly surface as the obstacles to trade are lowered – like reefs
coming to the surface as water levels go down. These negotiated instruments of trade
policy are constitutional, since they are about the big bargains that determine the rules of
the game. Once they are approved, they confer stability and predictability to the
international trading environment, both to governmental and private actors.

If the GATT 1947 consisted of the multilateralisation of reciprocity, the WTO is the
institutionalisation of international enforcement. Both types of decision-making co-exist
simultaneously in the WTO. This new feature of the international trading regime is not
neutral with respect to the domestic institutions of trade policy making.

The WTO dispute settlement system thus opens up the possibility of enforcing trade
agreements through a binding complaint procedure and of expanding the reach of
governments’ trade policy instruments from defensive trade policy instruments to
offensive ones. The legal enforcement system on the international level systematically
favours particular, case specific interest representation over cross-sectoral or sectoral
coalition building in the making of trade policy. Interests favouring freer trade – which
constitute the source of trade complaints – and traditionally protectionist forces – which
are the potential targets of those complaints – operate in an institutional environment that
favours them to undertake export-oriented, offensive political action. Export interests are
encouraged to provide information on non-compliance and are empowered to trigger
international third party enforcement. They feed into governments’ offensive trade
instruments by identifying a foreign import-competing sector, with an illegally high level
of protection and having it challenged on the international level.
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The WTO dispute settlement system also displaces unilateral options in trade policymaking, foreclosing the creation of an escape route from international obligations. As a
result, any room to manoeuvre under the institutional constraints of international dispute
settlement is thus limited. International enforcement can clip their expectation about the
opportunity cost of lobbying, since a foreign exporter can challenge any increase in the
level of protection. This confronts protectionist forces with a ‘ceiling of protection’
contained in existing trade agreements. Any relief to protectionist forces can not consist
of negotiated across-the-board protection, but can only be granted in the form of specific,
ad hoc administrative measures of a temporary nature such as anti-dumping, safeguards,

waivers or ingeniously tinkered technical barriers to trade. Even those parts of industry
that would traditionally have lobbied for protection are thus increasingly forced to choose
an offensive market opening strategy and lobby on an intra-sectoral basis. Cleavage lines
in lobbying for both freer trade and protection become ever more intra-sectoral.

2.5.2. The empirical hypotheses and their testing

How does the World Trade Organisation regime influence coalition patterns in trade
policy lobbying in the European Union? In order to answer this question, three elements
in the analysis have to be taken into account. One, which are the empirical hypotheses
that can be derived from the theoretical analysis presented above? Two, what are the data
against which I want to test the validity of my hypotheses? Three, which other factors can
have a decisive impact on lobbying and have to be controlled for?
The following are the hypotheses I want to empirically test:
1. The institution of dispute settlement elicits exporter lobbying with offensive
administrative trade policy instruments. (The exporter lobbying hypothesis)
2. Administrative trade policy instruments favour lobbying by intra-sectoral over
lobbying by sector-wide trade associations. (The intra-sectoral lobbying hypothesis)
3. Negotiated trade policy instruments favour sector-based collective action, i.e. the
GATT/WTO Rounds of trade negotiations elicit sectoral trade policy lobbying. (The
sectoral lobbying hypothesis)
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I proceed in two steps to test these hypotheses. In Part II: EU trade policy institutions
under the WTO: sector-wide versus intra-sectoral interest representation, I test the

validity of these propositions against a wide range of data on lobbying activity in the
framework of EU trade policy instruments. First, I present an overview of all GATT and
WTO dispute settlement cases filed between 1947 and 2000 and assess the relative
explanatory force of my hypotheses. Second – narrowing the field of enquiry down to the
EU – I present an analysis of lobbying coalitions with the EU’s three most important
administrative trade policy instruments: the Anti-Dumping instrument (AD), the Trade
Barriers Regulation (TBR) and the Market Access Database (MADB), all administered
by the European Commission. Finally, I analyse the role of ‘encompassing’ trade
associations in trade policy lobbying. In Part III: European trade policy interest
representation in selected sectors, I provide an in depth analysis of four selected sectors

and their organisational features of interest representation in the context of trade policy. I
assess to what extent the rise of administrative trade policy instruments has affected the
level on which interest aggregation takes place.
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PART II
EU TRADE POLICY INSTRUMENTS UNDER THE WTO
AND
SECTOR-WIDE VERSUS INTRA-SECTORAL COALITIONS
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Chapter 3: Methodological considerations
In the course of Part One, I have proposed theoretical propositions about the impact of
negotiations and enforcement on trade policy coalitions. The extent to which these match
empirical phenomena is the subject of the remainder of this thesis, Parts II and III.
In Part Two, I present the methodological tools and the data I use for this test, and explain
how I control for other factors such as the degree of industry concentration and the
impact of European level regulation in the wake of the Single Market. I then present and
analyse comprehensive data on European trade policy coalitions under both negotiated
and administrative EU trade policy instruments. As predicted by the theory, I consistently
find confirmative evidence proving that negotiations and enforcement indeed have a
differential impact on coalition formation in the EU. Reciprocal GATT & WTO
negotiations are highly related to the need for a sector-wide co-ordination within
European peak associations, whereas the administrative enforcement instruments, that so
characterise the WTO trading regime, elicit the organisation of focused, product-specific
and hence ‘intra-sectoral’ coalitions.
Part Three is an in-depth analysis regarding the association dynamics of trade policy
lobbying in four selected sectors of European industry during the last three decades,
equally with supportive evidence for the central claims of this thesis. The analysis
illustrates how the organisational format of European peak associations in chemicals,
pharmaceuticals, steel and textiles has changed to meet the product-specific requirements
of the new administrative enforcement instruments of the WTO era. These associations,
at the same, time strive to maintain the capacity to weigh on negotiation Rounds on a
sector-wide basis. I find that the degree of industry concentration mitigates the intrasectoral effect of the WTO.

3.1. A comparative research design
The research design outlined above is comparative in nature. I compare the empirical
findings on coalition patterns under negotiated trade policy institutions to those under
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administrative instruments. This is not strictly speaking a comparison over time – the
GATT 1947 versus the WTO – but rather a comparison of two institutional settings and
their respective modes of interest representation. Negotiated instruments are the
constituent element of the GATT 1947 trading architecture and remain so during the
WTO. Administrative instruments on the other hand are relatively new. In their defensive
form (mainly Anti-dumping) they already became a structural feature of the international
trading system from 1980 onwards. Offensive administrative instruments have emerged
in the wake of the creation of binding WTO dispute settlement in 1995.
I thereby take all forms of trade policy lobbying from single firms, ad hoc coalitions,
intra-sectoral and sectoral trade associations into account, and provide a more
comprehensive explanation for current coalition patterns than the competing intraindustry hypothesis. According to the economic versus the institutional or political line of
argument, the rise of intra-industry trade in certain sectors since 1945 has changed the
way firms and associations ally in their lobbying activities. Accompanying product
specialisation and internal and external economies of scale has changed the organisational
format of firms or their networks. As I have argued in Chapter 1, this economic
explanation is deficient in that it implies the disappearance of collective action on the
trade policy issue in sectors dominated by intra-industry trade. The result of lobbying
activity becomes a private good appropriated by specialised oligopolists. The empirical
riddle, however, consists of the persistence of sector-wide coalitions and the rise of intrasectoral interest representation, coalitions where many trans-national firms are a member.
The specialisation and intra-industry argument can therefore only account for single firm
action, not for the totality of trade policy interest representation.

I test the validity of my general hypotheses predominantly on the basis of primary data on
coalition patterns in trade policy in the EU, and refer to similar findings in the US. I claim
the hypotheses apply across members of the GATT and the WTO.
I at the same time expect – but do not test this – that the hypothesised intra-sectoral effect
of administrative trade policy instruments varies according to the size of the market. Big
markets such as the US and the EU both attract and produce high numbers of market
access complaints or generate higher numbers of defensive administrative procedures.
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Moreover they possess the administrative capabilities to process these private industry
complaints to fully fledged legal cases. This asymmetry in the degree of enforcement of
international trade rules implies that the hypothesised intra-sectoral effect is greater and
more readily observable in advanced industrial economies – say the OECD-countries –
than in developing countries.57 The asymmetry also suggests a negative answer to the
question: Does the WTO provide a public good called freer trade to all its member
states?58

3.1.1. The data

The data I use in my empirical test consists of both quantifiable and reproducible primary
source data from one, the WTO, the European Commission, the USTR, and European
trade associations, and two, the results of in-depth interviews with European officials and
trade association staff. The data on administrative trade policy instruments are (1) an
overview of the product coverage of all GATT and WTO dispute settlement cases, (2) a
database on all EC Anti-Dumping petitions to date, (3) the list of EU Trade Barrier
Regulation and US Section 301 petitions, and (4) a non-exhaustive list of trade
associations lobbying with the EU Market Access Database. The data on negotiated trade
policy instruments are based on trade association reports and in-depth interviews.

(1) The overview of GATT and WTO dispute settlement cases contains all requests for
consultations submitted in Geneva from 1947 till 2000, and is based on information from
the website of the World Trade Organisation.59 The coding in terms of product coverage
of the complaints is mine. Cases are categorised as either systemic, sectoral, or intrasectoral (for a definition see later).
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That is, ‘OECD countries’ minus the 15 member states of the EU, since they have delegated trade policy
to common European institutions.
58
The large number of exceptions to the GATT 1947 rules accounted for the fact that the principle of nondiscrimination was applied only weakly in developing countries. Although the Uruguay Round abolished a
number of special arrangements for developing countries, the weak enforcement of WTO rules in those
countries might institutionally prolong their insulation from world trade.
59
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(2) The database on EC Anti-Dumping petitions and coalitions provides an overview of
all the European companies and trade associations that filed AD cases between 1980 and
2000. It was compiled on the basis of information contained in issues of the Official
Journal of the European Communities from 1980 until 2000 and the European
Commission’s Annual Reports on Anti-Dumping and Anti-Subsidy activities.60
(3) The list of petitions for EU Trade Barrier Regulation (TBR) investigations gives an
overview of cases brought between 1995 and 2000 together with the identity of the
petitioners. It is based on information contained in the Official Journal of the European
Communities and the website of the Directorate General for Trade at the European
Commission.61 A list of American Section 301 complaints between 1995 and 2000 allows
a comparison with the equivalent American administrative route for market access
complaints.
(4) The database on Market Access lobbying with the European Commission’s Market
Access Unit is based on internal Commission information contained in DG Trade’s
Market Access Database (MADB), the Commission’s ‘anti-chambre’ for potential WTO
complaints. The Market Access Database consists of an online available website for
traders, trade associations, governments, and customs officials, as well as a confidential
part reserved for internal Commission use only. The publicly available online database
provides information about market access conditions in over 80 countries in the world, be
they WTO members or not. It informs traders about tariff levels, administrative
procedures for imports, existing trade barriers and the action taken by the European
Commission within the framework of the WTO or in bilateral consultations. The internal
Commission part not only describes these trade barriers in greater detail, but also the
origin of the information, i.e. who suffered from the trade barrier and brought it to the
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I thank Patrick Messerlin from the Groupe d’Economie Mondiale at the Institut d’Etudes Politiques in
Paris for generously putting at my disposal his database on the EC AD cases from 1980 till 1997, and
providing me access to his collection of all issues of the Official Journal that refer to these AD proceedings.
The identification of the trade associations that lodged the complaints is mine. See Annex 3: Petitions for
EC Anti-Dumping Measures (1980-2000); and Annex 4: Coalitions for EC Anti-Dumping Measures (19802000). Source of all the data is the Official Journal of the European Communities and the Annual Reports
from the Commission to the European Parliament on the Community's Anti-Dumping and Anti-subsidy
Activities (1983-2000). The First Annual Report comprises the AD activities from 1980, 1981 and 1982.
Subsequent reports summarise the AD activities of the previous year. Prior to 1980 the Commission did not
publish annual reports on its AD and AS activities.
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Commission’s attention. It consequently contains the most extensive and systematic
sample on market access lobbying in the EU currently in existence. With due respect to
confidentiality and with the Market Access Unit’s permission, I have analysed the
lobbying source of the 1121 ‘trade barrier fiches’ contained in the MADB.62 About half
of the 1121 complaints contained in the MADB mention the name of the firm or trade
association that informed the European Commission about a particular trade barrier
encountered by themselves or their members, making it a representative sample that can
be used to assess whether exporters’ market access lobbying for the instrument comes
from sector-based or from intra-sectoral trade associations. As for the other half, i.e.
where the source is not mentioned, the reasons for omitting the source in each particular
‘fiche’ diverge, yet do not affect the reliability of the data. Anyhow, the responsible
official may know who is concerned by the trade barrier or he may not have bothered to
type in the long list of trade associations and sources that alerted the Commission
services about the trade barrier. Only in very rare cases has the Commission itself
identified the information. Also, those pieces of information that were transferred by the
member states’ trade ministries, mostly through the so-called 133 Committee of the
Council of Ministers, are only rarely identified as such in the database.
The source of the data I use in the assessment of market access lobbying in the EU is
therefore different from the sources I use to analyse coalition patterns for the defensive
EC administrative instrument of Anti-Dumping. The AD database is based on publicly
available information, whereas the data on Market Access lobbying is compiled on the
basis of confidential information obtained from the Market Access Unit of the Directorate
General for Trade at the European Commission in Brussels.63
The data on lobbying activity in the context of international trade negotiations is not
based on data that is quantifiable per instrument. Instead, the method to gauge the
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The Commission guarantees confidentiality to all companies or trade associations that inform the Market
Access about a particular trade barrier. The confidentiality requirement assures that traders will not hesitate
to confer commercial information to the Commission. Otherwise, competitors could use this information, or
permit the targeted country to enact other harassing measures to keep markets closed with other means than
the attacked illegal piece of legislation. The complete list of the origin of the information contained in the
Market Access Database is with the author and can be consulted on request.
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I thank Jean-Pierre De Laet from the Market Access Unit in DG Trade of the European Commission for
granting me the permission to access the confidential part of the Market Access Database and providing
office space to peruse and code the 1121 ‘fiches’ that were contained in the database Autumn 2000.
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coalition logic behind lobbying during the Rounds is a combination of process tracing,
trade association sources and in depth interviews.
Finally, the in-depth analysis of the trade association dynamics in trade policy interest
representation in four selected European sectors is based on extensive interviews and
supported by documents obtained from these trade associations.64

3.1.2. Generalisation and cross-sectional applicability

Methodologically, it may appear that I have a problem of ‘uniqueness’ in the test data and
‘generalisations’ in the hypotheses. The coalition patterns found in the EU might be
attributable to domestic factors specific to the EU. The EU has undergone another
significant change at exactly the same time as the conclusion of the Uruguay Round: the
completion of its internal market. Since I only analyse coalition patterns in that one entity
of the world trade regime – so the objection might sound – I would be unable to
distinguish whether the coalition patterns I find are attributable to the causal mechanisms
identified in the theory, or to others. The empirical test would be invalid.
Such an objection would be unjustified for two reasons. First, I provide evidence from
existing literature about American administrative trade policy institutions. I am able to
show how structural changes to the world trade regime have caused changes in domestic
coalition patterns, both in the US and the EU, rather than merely producing yet another
study about one single case. I complement extensive, primary data on coalitions in the
EU with data on the US from secondary sources. Second, in trade policy analysis, both
the EC and the EU have to be treated as any other domestic system that participates in
international trade institutions. EC/EU external trade policy has been exclusive
competence of the European institutions since the Treaty of Rome was signed in 1958, a
fact not changed by the Single Market Programme completed in 1992.
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For a complete list of all interviews with trade association personnel, officials at the WTO and the
European Commission, and several private trade lawyers, see ‘List of interviews’.
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3.1.2.1. Evidence on coalitions under American trade policy instruments

Numerous studies about American trade policy have indeed provided extensive evidence
about the nature of collective action, although their central question has generally been
how far the US has remained a political system geared to trade openness. These accounts
have shown how reciprocity in international trade negotiations has the effect of
concentrating collective action on the sector level. Other studies preoccupied with the
effects of administrative trade policy instruments – defensive and offensive – equally
provide evidence for the aggregation of interests on an intra-sectoral level. Defensive
administrative trade policy instruments (also called ‘unfair’ trade instruments) have
provided ‘protection for Congress’. They have forestalled protectionist logrolling in the
form of negotiated protection, as they have been the cause for product-specific protection
to remain de-linked from comprehensive protectionist package deals of the SmootHawley tariff type.65 Even though these same administrative procedures have sometimes
been initiated in order to generate political pressure for a negotiated settlement, the
system of administered protection has not collapsed, as many analysts predicted.66
Instead, there has been no reversal to generalised negotiated protection, since the parallel
track of market-opening negotiations has not lost its momentum – witness the Uruguay
and the Doha Rounds of multilateral trade negotiations. As for offensive administrative
instruments, US Section 301, its ‘Super’ version, and American initiations of
international dispute settlement, each has attracted complaints from specific producers
interested in prying open foreign markets. Bayard and Elliott 1994 examine the
effectiveness of the American administrative trade policy instrument Section 301 during
the last two decades of the GATT (1974-94) and provide ample evidence that cases are
mostly highly product specific.67 They are of course interested to know whether the
unilateral administrative actions by the USTR produce spill over effects into the realm of
negotiations. In the course of the 1980s, the US indeed launched a series of Section 301
65

See I.M. Destler, American Trade Politics, Washington D.C., Institute for International Economics,
1992.
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See for instance Michael Finger, ‘The GATT as an International Discipline over Trade Restrictions: A
Public Choice Approach’, in: Roland Vaubel and Thomas D. Willett (Ed.), The Political Economy of
International Organizations, Boulder, Westview Press, 1991.
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Bayard, Thomas O. and Kimberly Ann Elliott, Reciprocity and Retaliation in U.S. Trade Policy, Institute
for International Economics, Washington DC, 1994.
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investigations and GATT dispute settlement procedures to put pressure on trade
negotiators during the Uruguay Round. Most of these tactical moves however had intrasectoral origins and tried to increase the political weight of a sector vying for market
access. My hypotheses are therefore consistent with an existing literature on the effect of
trade institutions on coalition patterns in that other prominent member of the international
trading regime, the US.

3.1.2.2. EC and EU trade competence and the completion of the Single Market

The Uruguay Round agreements establishing the WTO were not the only important
institutional innovation in the field of EU trade policy in the early 1990s. Shortly before
the conclusion of the Round in 1994, the EC member states had completed their Single
Market Programme in 1992. Some of the hypothesised effects of the WTO on lobbying
might therefore also be attributable to the fact that the European single market drastically
changed trade policy institutions. The simultaneity of the creation of the WTO and the
completion of the Single Market makes careful examination of these changes imperative.
The EC member states approved the Single European Act in 1986, abolishing all statesponsored trade barriers between themselves. Internal tariffs had been abolished by 1968
together with the full establishment of a common external EC tariff. And by 1970, EC
member countries stopped using anti-dumping action against each other, not incidentally
two years after they had adopted a European-level regulation about anti-dumping
measures against non-members.68 However, several escape clauses and special
arrangements had persisted until their abolition in 1992. Until 1992 member states had
been able to block indirect imports to preserve pre-existing national import restrictions
under a special procedure foreseen under Article 115 of the EC treaty.69 A member state
could ask the European Commission for permission to block imports from non-EC
countries that are traded freely within the EC. The system had been widely used by
sectors and branches unwilling to engage in international competition. Its abolition in
1993 took away their escape route and forced them to compete on a ‘level playing field’
68

Murphy, Anna 1990, The European Community and the International Trading System, Volume II The
European Community and the Uruguay Round, Centre for European Policy Studies, Brussels.
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within the European market and/or develop an expansion strategy outside the EU. The
result of this development was that this part of national trade policy lobbying had to
disappear or shift to the European level. Similarly, it is important to point out that the
day-to-day promotion of exports supported by national or regional government
programmes, export credit schemes, trade fairs, special trade missions, and the like
remained and remain a domain of trade policy largely unaffected by the Europeanisation
of trade policy making in the EU member states. Both before and after the introduction of
the Single Market Programme, the European Commission has been the central agent of
the EC members states’ commercial policy.
Although legally the EC member states sign international trade agreements, the Rome
Treaty accords ‘exclusive competence’ to the Commission on external trade matters,
giving it the power to set tariffs and making it the agenda-setter for any matter taken up
by the Community in the framework of the GATT. Right from 1958, the gradual
elimination of the internal tariffs had immediate implications for the level of the external
EC tariff, which on the aggregate of the six member states was reduced (except for
agriculture, where levels were raised to the higher French levels). The Commission was
also the institution that conducted all GATT tariff concessions for the Dillon (1961-62),
the Kennedy (1965-68), the Tokyo (1974-79) and the Uruguay Round (1986-94).
Member states mostly felt perfectly comfortable with this arrangement, since they
realised that their strength in international trade matters lay in the pooling of their share
of world trade. Due to the attractiveness of its big internal market, the EC could limit its
own tariff concessions while obtaining favourable reductions abroad. The Commission
would therefore reach bilateral agreements with other trading partners and represent the
EC members in the GATT. They would conduct the tariff concession negotiations, file
dispute settlement cases, or defend the EC when another GATT contracting party
attacked it. With a few rare exceptions, the representative of the Commission at the
GATT in Geneva was the only person who ever spoke on behalf of the member states.
The member states representatives would be present in GATT meetings but would never
speak. This situation of exclusive external trade competence was all the more
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unambiguous as the GATT agreements were only concerned with trade in goods.
Services – the engine behind trade growth in the 80s and 90s – were to be included in
international trade agreements under the GATT only during the Uruguay Round.
Paradoxically, it was only until after the conclusion of these negotiations that the member
states became jealous of their competences in the field of services, and especially France
in the field of cultural goods. A 1994 European Court of Justice ruling indeed stated that
trade in services was a shared competence of the European Commission and the member
states. This was to be the first formal limitation of the exclusive competence of the
Commission in external trade matters, although the Commission had been the member
states’ spokesman on services throughout the Uruguay Round, an arrangement that had
worked well. The practice of ‘one voice’ of the EC in the GATT/WTO institutions,
however, was not changed, although the process had formally become more
cumbersome.70 Since the Nice Treaty, all external trade matters of the European Union
are decided by a qualified majority in the Council of Ministers (except for cultural
goods), codifying the stable leading role of the European Commission as the source of
initiative in external trade matters, even in the new realm of trade in services. In short, the
formal conduct of external commercial policy of the EC has always been firmly in the
hands of the European Commission.
The institutions assuring the enforcement of EC internal liberalisation clauses equally
remained unchanged after the completion of the Single Market. Enforcement of the free
movement of persons and goods was assured through direct application of EC law by
national courts. If domestic courts so requested, they were assisted by a preliminary
ruling from the European Court of Justice. Since individual economic actors could invoke
European liberalisation clauses in front of national courts, hardly any collective action
and coalition formation was necessary to enforce the free movement of persons and
goods. Lobbying for the enforcement of European domestic trade rules is therefore intrasectoral by definition and mostly even specific to one firm. Direct applicability of
European law makes the effect of creating collective action for enforcement of already
established rules superfluous. Traders and producers can litigate case by case and directly
appropriate the benefits of their litigation effort. EC member states, although all members
70
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of the GATT and the WTO, consequently have no reason to negotiate on GATT or WTO
bound tariff levels or file GATT dispute settlement cases against each other.
For the above reasons, there are no grounds to assume that internal EC reforms had an
impact on coalition building for international trade policy. The EC was a key actor in
international trade agreements under the GATT from its very beginning.
A slight digression may shed additional light on the pivotal role of the EU in the WTO.
Contributions to the WTO budget are calculated on the basis of the country’s share in
world trade. For the EU member states, however, trade amongst themselves is counted as
‘world trade’. Due to their high export dependence and the importance of internal EU
trade, the EU member states pay almost half of the 126,000,000 CHF total WTO budget.
Graphs 3 and 4 give an overview of contributions to the WTO budget 2000.
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Graph 3: WTO Member states’ contributions to the WTO budget 2000 (Source:
www.wto.org)
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3.2. Controlling for other factors
In a systematic analysis, potentially confounding factors that might mitigate or run
counter to the main hypotheses have to be controlled for. The dependent variable, i.e. the
sectoral or intra-sectoral level of interest aggregation in EU trade policy lobbying, may in
some instances be due to factors other than international trade institutions, such as the
degree of industry concentration, or the existence of European level regulation. The
hypothesised link between stronger institutional enforcement of trade liberalisation
agreements and patterns of lobbying is therefore in some sense a huge leap of faith.
Careful consideration for the broader socio-economic context is the only remedy to avoid
an analysis that infers the origin of lobbying coalitions exclusively from the explanatory
factors I propose.
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3.2.1. Degree of industry concentration

The degree of concentration in an industry can indeed have an impact on collective
action. A high degree of concentration can make collective action easier, since building a
coalition amongst a small number of firms entails less co-ordination effort. Conversely, a
low degree of concentration can make collective action amongst a large number of small
and medium-sized firms more difficult. Taking both the international trade regime and
the degree of industry concentration into account provides us with the following four-fold
matrix.
International trade institution
Degree of industry concentration

GATT

WTO

High

[overdetermined]

Effects distinguishable

Low

Effects distinguishable

[overdetermined]

Figure 10: Controlling for the effects of industry concentration on coalitions

A sector may have been highly concentrated during the GATT period. The combination
of the GATT international trading regime and a high degree of concentration overdetermines the sectoral level of interest aggregation, making it impossible to establish
which was the main cause for the observed coalition pattern. These same highly
concentrated sectors, however, make up particularly interesting cases for study of their
coalition building during the WTO period, since the effects of the two factors can be
separated. If a highly concentrated sector lobbies along intra-sectoral lines under the
WTO regime, an examination of a link between prevailing trade institutions and the
observed coalition pattern becomes fruitful. The same reasoning applies for sectors with a
low degree of concentration, which makes collective action more difficult to organise. If
a sector consisted of a high number of small and medium-sized firms during the GATTperiod, yet displays a sectoral coalition pattern, this can arguably be due to the trading
regime.
While examining the data on coalitions in EU trade policy lobbying, I therefore take into
account whether the industry at hand is concentrated or not. In my in-depth analysis of
four sectors of European industry, I select two sectors with a high degree concentration
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during both the GATT and the WTO – chemicals and pharmaceuticals – and two sectors
with a low degree of concentration during the GATT period – steel and textiles. Whereas
steel has gone through a wave of consolidation during the last decade, the textile sector is
still relatively fragmented.

3.2.2. European regulation in the wake of the EC Single Market

Another factor that might explain the coalition pattern in EU trade policy lobbying is
European level regulation in the wake of the Single Market in 1992. The Single Market
programme was decided by the EC member states in 1986, removing all remaining
internal barriers to trade, eliminating all sectoral industrial policies, and introducing
regulation in new policy fields. As a consequence, other regulatory issues such as social
policy developments, environmental and health rules, taxation rules or competition policy
developments may have determined the choice of the organisational format of interest
representation for a particular branch or sector. Sectors or branches with past experience
in EU affairs may thus have more qualified personnel assets to deal with the technicality
of WTO rules. The call for legal and technical expertise may favour the delegation to
specialised organisations, a tendency that is attributable to general dynamics of interest
representation, and not specific to domestic or international trade institutions.
I have already explained how the Single Market Programme did not change the locus of
decision-making on EC/EU trade policy. Yet, the general increase in salient European
regulatory policies is a phenomenon to be controlled for. I do so by taking European
regulation of importance to a specific sector into account. I equally show that intrasectoral trade policy coalitions came about in the framework of US administrative trade
policy instruments, i.e. even in the absence of a ‘Single Market Programme’ in the US
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Chapter 4: Lobbying the EU under the WTO regime
The structure of this chapter is as follows: I first present the results of an analysis of all
GATT and WTO dispute settlement cases in terms of their product coverage, showing
how most cases are about specific product categories. I then examine which type of
coalitions lobby under the three most prominent EU administrative trade policy
instruments: Anti-Dumping, the TBR, and the EU Market Access Database. The results
illustrate how intra-sectoral interest aggregation is the dominant coalition pattern under
administrative trade policy instruments. These findings stand in stark contrast to the
sector-wide and even cross-sectoral alliances European businesses organise in the
framework of the GATT and WTO Rounds.

4.1. Coverage of GATT & WTO dispute settlement cases
A first look at an empirical analysis of the impact of the dispute settlement system on
lobbying coalitions is to consider the coverage of formal international trade disputes
lodged with the GATT (1947-1994) and the WTO (1995-2000). Since it is governments
that lodge complaints with an international organisation like the GATT or the WTO,
there is no systematic data on the question on behalf of whom a government is acting.
Due to the lack of data on the origin of trade complaints and the size of the domestic
coalition that might be behind a complaint, an alternative is to consider the following
questions: Do disputes cover broad issues of trade regulation affecting all economic
actors in a country (systemic complaints)? Are the contested measures rather concerned
with a particular part of the economy (sectoral)? Or are they so specific and detailed as to
be only of relevance to one branch of industry, i.e. of an intra-sectoral nature?
Such an analysis of the coverage of complaints can inform us about the nature of dispute
settlement as a trade policy instrument. Although it does not allow to establish the
lobbying origin of complaints as such, it gives us an estimate of who benefits when the
targeted trade barrier is removed.
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An important element in such an exercise is of course the question: what constitutes a
sector, and what qualifies as a branch or an intra-sector? A priori the difference is not
clear, since common usage of the term sector differs. Often used in its broad sense to
distinguish agriculture, industry, and services from each other, the term is equally used to
distinguish more specific parts of those. As a consequence, the three categories systemic,
sectoral, and intra-sectoral are intended to grasp the different gradations of a continuum. I
have choosen to adopt a purely pragmatic and a-theoretical definition of the categories in
the coding of the coverage of GATT/WTO complaints. Food and agriculture, textiles and
fabrics, steel, automobiles, chemicals, electronics, etc. qualify for the category ‘sectoral’,
whereas complaints about salmon, gasoline, salmon, shirts, films, aircraft, semiconductors, or other product categories are assigned the label ‘intra-sectoral’. In cases of
doubt I have opted to label the product coverage as systemic or sectoral in order to avoid
a bias in favour of intra-sectoral cases.

Graph five plots the product coverage of the 464 GATT and WTO dispute settlement
cases filed between 1947 and 2000.71 For a complete list of all dispute settlement cases,
the subject of the complaint, and their coverage according to the three categories
‘systemic’, ‘sectoral’, and ‘intra-sectoral’, see Annex 1: GATT & WTO dispute
settlement cases and coverage (1947-2000). The frequent sector-wide exceptions
negotiated during the GATT period are equally indicated in the time series and indicate
how previous commitments could be suspended through renegotiation. These exceptions
include the agriculture waiver the US negotiated in 1955, the EC Common Agricultural
Policy established shortly after the signing of the Treaty of Rome in 1958, the 1968 USEC Voluntary Restraint Agreement in the steel sector negotiated by the US, the 1972
Multi-Fibre Arrangement in the textiles sector, and the second US-EC steel VRA
negotiated in 1982. Under the WTO with its binding enforcement system, no such sectorwide arrangements have come about, and public service sectors are increasingly made
subject to international rules. In order to situate the fluctuations in the use and the product
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For the period 1947-1989 the data is based on Hudec, Enforcing international trade law: the evolution of
the modern GATT legal system, Salem, N.H., Butterworth, 1992; for the period 1990-1994 on Eric
Reinhardt’s homepage (http://userwww.service.emory.edu/˜erein/); and for the WTO period: the WT/DSdocuments on the WTO-web-site.
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coverage of the dispute settlement system, the Rounds of multilateral trade negotiations
are equally represented in the graph. They have become increasingly protracted in time.
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Graph 5: GATT & WTO Dispute Settlement Cases and their Product Coverage (19472000)

4.1.1. The predominance of intra-sectoral cases

In line with expectations, the largest proportion of dispute settlement cases is intrasectoral in nature. Most consultation requests have a very focused scope, dealing with a
particular product or product category. The large majority of WTO cases cover specific
products such as St Jacques scallops, swordfish, canned tuna with soybean oil, rice,
bananas, wheat gluten, shrimps, solid urea, Japanese or Korean soju, Chilean pisco, pork,
beef in the form of live animals, fresh, chilled, hormone treated, or frozen meat, pasta,
desiccated coconuts, chilled tomatoes, corn brooms, man-made fibre underwear, shirts
and blouses, automobile components, leather, asbestos, sound recordings, buses, hot-
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rolled lead & bismuth carbon steel products, Portland cement, polypropylene, civilian
aircraft, satellites, computer diskettes, paper sheets, TV programmes, and so on.
The resolution of conflicts regarding the international rules governing the trade in these
products allocates tangible benefits to exporters who are behind the complaint. At the
same time this case and product-specific litigation system may eliminate barriers to trade
concerns of other branches of industry, creating benefits for industries that were not
involved in any lobbying activity. Yet the nature of the WTO DS system is such as to
have no automatic precedence creating effect. Member states are not bound to eliminate
other illegal measures to the same effect. It remains a case-by-case enforcement system.
Among WTO cases with an intra-sectoral coverage, litigation about the correct
application of domestic Anti-Dumping (AD) or Countervailing duties (CVD) regulation
is also frequent. As defensive administrated trade policy instruments, AD or CVD
concern product-specific economic actors both in the complainant and the defendant
state. The data at hand does not directly disclose the lobbying origin of complaints.
However, complaints about the improper imposition of AD and CVD measures are in the
interest of those firms that were alleged to be selling at dumping prices or were accused
of being illicitly subsidised. Both instruments therefore entice strong intra-sectoral
lobbying coalitions in the two states involved in the conflict. Though essentially
unilateral in nature with each government deciding autonomously whether or not to
impose AD or CV duties, the process becomes multilateral as soon as another WTO
member contests the way the domestic investigation is performed. That is why AD and
CVD can become the subjects of a multilateral litigation battle on behalf of those traders
who have been subjected to AD or CVD measures.
When looking exclusively at the dispute settlement proceedings in which the European
Union was involved, a large majority have an intra-sectoral coverage (see again Annex 2:
EU WTO dispute settlement cases 1995 – 2000). 58 of the total of 95 cases in which the
EU was involved qualify as intra-sectoral cases. This suggests that in each of these cases,
intra-sectoral coalitions were pitted against each other, one in the complainant and one in
the defendant country. In the complainant country, one branch would be trying to further
its interest by providing its government with information to win the case and get the
attacked trade barrier removed. In the defendant country, one branch would be engaged in
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trying to file information to the government to try and counter the legal arguments
advanced by the complainant.

4.1.2. A set of sectoral cases

Sectoral complaints are those WTO cases where the contested measures are specific to a
whole sector. Typically, these would concern trade regulation of relevance to the whole
food and agriculture sector, the textile sector, automobiles, chemicals, the machinery
industry, steel, transport, distribution, and so on. As the three concepts of systemic,
sectoral or intra-sectoral make up a continuum, boundaries between these ideal types are
not a priori clear. Pharmaceuticals for instance were only a branch of the chemicals sector
a couple of decades ago, but have increasingly gained an independent stature, reflected in
common language usage of the term ‘the pharmaceutical industry’. The utility of
subdividing the continuum of levels of interest aggregation, however, lies not in its
absolute precision but in that it captures different degrees of scope in lobbying coalitions.
A case that specifically targets particular trade barriers in a whole sector is likely to
attract the attention and elicit collective action on the part of a larger set of economic
actors in both the complainant and targeted state rather than a complaint about one
specific product category.
When looking into the coverage of WTO complaints with EU involvement, only 15 cases
involve trade regulation affecting a whole sector. In these cases, we can assume sectors to
be at least closely monitoring the proceedings, if not participating actively in lobbying
their government to do a good job complaining or defending.

4.1.3. Some systemic cases

Systemic complaints attacking broad regulatory issues in trade policy represent a rather
minor part of total GATT & WTO dispute settlement cases. These rare cases are about
appropriate customs valuation procedures, government procurement rules, intellectual
property rights infringements, import restrictions, taxation regimes that can be regarded
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as export subsidy measures, or particular sections of trade law such as the domestic
procedures for AD, CVD, or offensive trade instruments. In a handful of cases, a member
state contests the invocation of ‘national security’ grounds for trade barriers. Intellectual
property rights cases are a novelty to interstate trade litigation introduced by the adoption
of the so-called TRIPS-agreement, the WTO Agreement on Trade Related Intellectual
Property Rights. Patent protection laws provide stable enforceable rights for – in principal
– all sectors of the economy and can therefore be rightly regarded as being of systemic
importance to an economy. Later in the analysis, when we shift our attention to the origin
of complaints, we will see though that most TRIPS cases have their origin in lobbying
activity on the part of the pharmaceutical industry.
Turning our eyes to the European Union, among the 95 WTO dispute settlement cases in
which the European Union was involved, 22 were concerned with ‘systemic’ issues.

4.1.4. The limits of the quantitative evidence

The present examination of the product coverage of GATT & WTO dispute settlement
cases illustrates how the administrative trade policy instrument of international dispute
settlement predominantly treats complaints with a narrow, often product-specific
coverage. This characteristic holds for the instrument as such and is relatively
independent from time. Indeed, the relatively few cases brought under the GATT already
display the characteristic of narrow coverage, and the cases brought under the WTO all
the more so. This first, preliminary statistical test however, can only bring out the product
specific nature of the instrument. It is unable to reveal us anything on the instrument’s
effect on coalition formation. We have to delve deeper, and carefully assess the impact of
each separate trade policy instrument on coalitions. In the following sections I examine
the impact of the EU’s main administrative trade instruments: Anti-dumping, the Trade
Barrier Regulation (in comparison with its US counterpart Section 301), the Market
Access Database, and the negotiated instruments used during GATT & WTO negotiation
Rounds. Only by looking at these carefully chosen case studies can we create a picture of
the lobbying coalitions that emerge under the WTO trading regime.
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4.2. EU trade policy instruments and their impact on coalitions

4.2.1. The EU Anti-Dumping instrument
4.2.1.1. The EU AD regulation

The trade policy instrument of Anti-Dumping is the single most effective administrative
instrument to get protection and to escape the WTO bound tariff levels. The WTO
prohibits the negotiated defensive instrument of VERs (Voluntary Export Restraints), and
phases-out or limits the use of import quota, leaving the defensive instrument of AntiDumping administered by the executive as the most attractive option. Its creation in
European law (regulation 459/68) dates from 1968, the year when the EC member states
eliminated all remaining customs between each other and established their common
external tariff. The first European anti-dumping complaint was lodged in 1970, but it was
not until after the outbreak of the steel crisis and the end of the Tokyo Round that the
instrument became widely used by European producers. During that round, a core of
GATT members agreed on a 1979 GATT antidumping code that sought to limit the
extravagancies of domestic AD investigation methods. The attempt was not successful
though as the code basically wrote down existing practice and left it to member states’
discretion on whether or not to find AD untouched. Anti-dumping investigations, let
alone AD duties, have been shown to have a strong trade chilling effect through their
harassment of existing trade flows. The Uruguay Round did not fundamentally limit the
margin of manoeuvre under the instrument.72 GATT and WTO rules do not forbid
dumping in international trade. They do, however, allow a country to take anti-dumping
action under certain conditions of due process.
Anti-Dumping is a typical ‘contingent protection’ instrument. It is a temporary, case and
product-specific measure, the benefits of which can only be appropriated by producers of
the product in question. The petitioner has to allege that a foreign competitor has dumped
72

These rules are comprised in the so-called WTO Anti-dumping Agreement, or in its full name ‘The
Agreement on Implementation of Article VI of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade 1994’. See
also Messerlin, Patrick 1995, La nouvelle Organisation Mondiale du Commerce, Dunod, Paris; and
Baldwin, Robert 1998, ‘Imposing multilateral discipline on administered protection’, in: Krueger, Anne O.,
The WTO as an international organization, Chicago, Chicago University Press.
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a particular product on the domestic market and that he has suffered injury from this
practice. By its very nature the instrument attracts the attention of product-specific
economic actors, like the producers of TV screens, polyethylene or pocket lighters. On
the other hand, the legal and economic technicalities of gathering data, calculating
dumping-margins and injury, and compounding a legal case, require specialist expertise.
This calls for external help from lawyers or consultants or the delegation of this task to a
specialised industry agency. An additional – institutional – barrier raises the requirements
for a complaint. The WTO Anti-dumping Agreement requires domestic authorities to
only take petitions into account that are supported by 50% of the domestic production
producing the like product.73 This legal requirement, internationally enforceable through
the WTO dispute settlement mechanism, makes it obligatory for domestic producers to
engage in coalition building, except in cases of oligopolies or monopolies where one
single or very few producers suffice to make the complaint admissible. The instruments’
pull towards intra-sectoral interest aggregation is therefore combined with a need for
collective action in an organisation that can both muster the required support and has the
expertise to lodge a full-fledged complaint. The smaller the number of firms in a
particular product market, the easier it is to organise collective action for AD.
As negotiated, political instruments like subsidies, quotas or VERs are being phased-out
and forbidden under the WTO, the contingent protection instrument of AD gains in
attractiveness. Economic actors looking for relief from import competition do not have to
engage in building large coalitions anymore – or cannot, due to the prohibition of the
negotiated instrument of VER under WTO law and the increasing phase-out of existing
negotiated quota. It suffices for them to bring a case on one product where putting
together an intra-sectoral coalition is easier than a large sector-wide one.
This intra-sectoral ‘pull’ in AD and the fact that the instrument pre-dates the creation of
the WTO makes it important to analyse it carefully when questioning the impact of the
WTO on coalition patterns. Even though administrative trade policy instruments gain
73

Agreement on the Implementation of Article VI of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade 1994
(WTO Anti-dumping agreement), Article 5.4. : ‘[…] The application shall be considered to have been made
‘by or on behalf of the domestic industry’ if it is supported by those domestic producers whose collective
output constitutes more than 50 per cent of the total production of the like product produced by that portion
of the domestic industry expressing either support for or opposition to the application. […]’. WTO, The
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attractiveness as negotiated instruments are being prohibited or phased-out, certain
private parties’ behaviour might be explained by their adaptation to the pre-dating AD
instrument. The effect of AD consequently has to be controlled for. Which intra-sectoral
trade associations did not lobby for AD, but instead lobby for market access under the
WTO? I will analyse these ‘new’ actors in intra-sectoral lobbying when discussing the
data obtained from the European Commission’s Market Access Database.
A final remark is appropriate to characterise the EC AD instrument. The judicialadministrative choice of the ‘relevant product market’ is key to the impact of the AD
instrument on coalitions. It makes a difference whether AD measures are requested on
‘steel’, or whether the request only covers ‘seamless steel tubes’. The definition of
relevant product markets actually seems to have shifted from rather large, vague and even
arbitrary choices of what makes out a product, to smaller and more specific definitions of
the scope of the imposed AD measures.
Of all of the Anti-Dumping investigation requests lodged with the European Commission
between 1980 and 2000, the overarching majority of complaints (296 out of 350) came
from intra-sectoral coalitions, be they trade associations, ad hoc coalitions or individual
firms. Graph six gives an overview of the coalitions for EC AD measures from 1980, till
2000. The unit of observation is an initiation of an AD procedure, since each initiation is
an observable lobbying act.74. Annex 3 lists all of the Anti-Dumping petitions from 1980
till 2000, together with the targeted countries, the relevant product, its ISIC product
classification, and the number of the Official Journal where the initiation of the procedure
was published. Annex 4 lists the petitioners, identifies them as either a trade association,
an ad hoc coalition or a firm, and mentions the number of complaints they lodged.

Legal Texts. The Results of the Uruguay Round of Multilateral Trade Negotiations, Cambridge, Cambridge
University Press, 1999.
74
Other studies of AD focus on the number of targeted countries (superior to the number of initiations since
one complaint can be targeted against more than one country) or the numbers of investigations, or of
measures in force, be they provisional or definitive. My data is therefore of a different nature as in the
studies by Schuknecht 1990 or Messerlin 1995. My data also does not include Anti-Subsidy (AS) cases,
which are frequently treated together with AD, as in the annual reports on AD and AS by the Commission.
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100 Petitions Filed
by Sectoral Trade
Associations
(29%)

196 Petitions Filed
by Intra-sectoral
Trade Associations
(55%)

27 Petitions Filed by
individual Firms
(=Intra-sectoral )
(8%)

27 Petitions Filed by
Ad Hoc Coalitions
(=Intra-sectoral )
(8%)

Graph 6: Coalitions for EC AD measures (1980-2000)

4.2.1.2. Intra-sectoral interest aggregation for AD measures (1980-2000)

In line with the expectation that the administrative trade policy instrument of AntiDumping elicits intra-sectoral coalitions, complaints predominantly have their origin in
branch-specific trade associations, in ad hoc, product-related coalitions or in one single
firm. AD complaints typically come from trade associations like the Committee for
European Copier Manufacturers (CECOM), the European Association for Textile
Polyolefins (EATP), the European Federation of Lighter Manufacturers (EFLM), the
European Wire Rope Information Service (EWRIS), the Federation of Gelatine and Glue
Manufacturers, or the European Bicycle Manufacturers Association (FEFB).
For branch-specific trade associations, the AD instrument indeed represents a handsome
way to bypass pressure from peak associations. Intra-sectoral coalitions would rather
favour low prices for their input than succumb to the pressure of the whole sector to
cultivate solidarity across the whole product range from basic materials over intermediate
to finished products. For example, EUROCOTON, the European Cotton Association, has
repeatedly lodged dumping complaints against the will of other branches of the textile
sector, even though these are members of the sector-wide peak association EURATEX,
just as EUROCOTON itself. As the consumers of the basic material cotton, the
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processing and finishing branches of the textiles industry prefer a low price for cotton
rather than protection for their suppliers. They are not keen on supporting AD action that
keeps prices higher. Yet the very existence of a product-specific instrument like AD
opens up the possibility for EUROCOTON to go at it alone, unhampered by peer pressure
and vocal protests not to do so. Under the past institutional environment of negotiations –
in the textile sector traditionally VERs – the give and take logic would have made it very
difficult for a branch to win the day against the will of the whole sector.
Ad hoc coalitions are a rather rare phenomenon in the market for AD lobbying. They are
often committees within a particular product market, not created with the goal of
achieving longevity, with fanciful names such as ALARM (Association for Legal AutoRadio Measures, an organisation of producers of car radio receivers), Camera
(Committee for Appropriate Measures to Establish Remedial Anti-dumping, a committee
for TV cameras), DRUM (Direct Remedy against Unfair Merchandise Committee, an
organisation of video cassette recorders producers), Poetic (Producers of European
Televisions in Co-operation), or TUBE (Taskforce against Unfair Business in Europe, for
AD on seamless steel tubes and pipes). As a matter of fact, they are frequently only
covers for one individual firm with a dominant position in the specific product market,
and disappear into oblivion once the complaint has been lodged.
Firms going at it alone are relatively rare. Of a total of 350, only 27 EC AD actions were
initiated by individual firms. Several elements explain why firms delegate to specialised
private bureaus, mostly intra-sectoral trade associations, to actually file a case. The
requirement that the petitioner represent at least 50% of total production raises the barrier
for admissibility. Filing an AD case moreover requires technical expertise and a coordination effort to gather supportive evidence of dumping practices. Finally, firms often
prefer to hide behind the representative screen of a trade association in order not to be
publicly recognised as the only beneficiary of eventual anti-dumping measures.
The fact that intra-sectoral coalitions abound to obtain AD measures tells us that the
instrument is geared towards branch specific case-to-case lobbying for protection. The
AD instrument, however, was pre-existent to the WTO. When analysing the effect of the
TBR, the MADB or the WTO dispute settlement procedures, we will see that some intrasectoral associations actively involved in lobbying for AD are simultaneously also
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lobbying for these offensive administrative instruments. In other words, these trade
associations have a mixed strategy, making the choice for defensive or offensive
instruments case by case. For a discussion of this overlap, see below.

4.2.1.3. Industry concentration and sectoral collective action in AD

The chemical and steel sectors are large looming exceptions to this intra-sectoral logic of
the administrative defensive trade policy instrument of AD. As large carriers of collective
action, the peak associations CEFIC (European Chemical Industry Council) and
EUROFER (European Confederation of Iron and Steel Industries) have acquired a quasimonopoly of representing their members to the European Commission in AD cases.
CEFIC alone lodged 61 AD complaints on behalf of its members during the 21 years
under consideration, and EUROFER 23. The reasons for the sectoral level of interest
aggregation in lobbying AD measures are twofold. Both sectors are highly concentrated
with a relatively small number of members. This has led the sector to have a wellorganised peak association that is endowed with ample resources to invest in specialised
services, like those for the lodging of AD complaints. With respect to European AD cases
lodged in the course of the 1980s, the question has been raised whether EC AD regulation
is anti-dumping or pro-cartel law, as one in four EC AD cases from 1980 until 1989 were
intimately related to competition cases against collusive practices by the concerned
industries.75 The stability of AD-coalitions and their possible collusion during the 80s
becomes clear when considering the frequency with which companies participated in
these coalitions. Figure 11 indicates the frequency with which a particular company was
part of the supporting coalition to have an AD complaint lodged in the 1980s.

75

Messerlin, Patrick A. 1990, ‘Antidumping Regulations or Procartel Law? The EC Chemical Cases’, in:
The World Economy, p. 465-492.
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Companies
Industrial chemicals
Montedison
ENI
Péchiney
Rhône-Poulenc
Alusuisse
British Petroleum
Hoechst
ICI
Steel
Arbed
Thyssen
Salzgitter
Italsider
Hoogovens
Usinor

Country
of origin

Frequency
%

I
I
F
F
CH
GB
D
GB

23,7
21,5
19,4
17,2
15,1
15,1
12,9
12,9

Lux
D
D
I
NL
F

39,0
36,6
22,0
14,6
12,2
12,2

Companies
Synthetic chemicals
Hoechst
Montedison
Rhône-Poulenc
Du Pont
ENI
Akzo
Bayer
ICI
Consumer electronics
Philips
Thomson
Nokia
AEG
Motorola
Siemens

Country
of origin

Frequency
%

D
I
F
US
I
NL
D
GB

87,1
71,0
51,6
48,4
45,2
32,3
29,0
29,0

NL
F
FIN
D
US
D

70,0
70,0
50,0
20,0
10,0
10,0

Figure 11: A Who’s who of major complainants in EC AD actions, 1980-1989 (From
Messerlin 1995)

The frequency with which firms in these sectors organise collectively on the sector-level
to file AD complaints, is contrary to the hypotheses, yet does not falsify them. Firms need
to gather evidence to demonstrate dumping. As a general characteristic of the AD
instrument, the initiation of a procedure provides a strong incentive for firms to share data
on pricing, marketing strategies and product planning, which would otherwise not be
shared. Yet, when this information is being shared between a small number of firms
because the product market concerned is oligopolistic, this information sharing moves
into the field of collusion, a practice subject to competition rules. A high degree of
industry concentration consequently favours the co-ordination of AD petitions by large
sector-wide trade associations. For a number of reasons, though, the conflict between the
actual implementation of the AD instrument and anti-cartel policy seems to have
diminished in the course of the 1990s, as I will show when analysing the AD role of the
European chemical industry trade association, CEFIC.
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4.2.2. The EU Trade Barrier Regulation

Among the trade policy instruments administered by the European Commission the EU
Trade Barrier Regulation figures as the most formalised channel through which European
economic interests can lobby for the enforcement of international market access rules.
The TBR was created by the Council of Ministers Regulation 3286/94 and became
operational in the course of 1996. Its very creation illustrates that WTO member states –
as enforcers of WTO rules – are not up to the task of gathering information on noncompliance on their own.76 They seek help from private industry, which has a greater
incentive than governments to remove barriers. Firms, not governments suffer the direct
damages from them. As the WTO is an organisation composed of states, private parties
have no direct access to dispute settlement proceedings. The TBR, like the American
Section 301 procedure, offers indirect access to private parties to WTO dispute settlement
procedures. The creation of the TBR instrument and the setting up of the Market Access
Database (MADB) are a direct consequence of the dynamics set in motion by the
ratification of the WTO agreements. Since the United States already had their Section
301 route in place to channel complaints about market access from business to the public
authorities, the European Union at first lagged behind in the number of cases it was able
to bring in front of the WTO Dispute Settlement Body. After the creation of the TBR
instrument and the setting up of the MADB, which centralised information on trade
barriers to European exporters, this difference disappeared and the EU became even the
most frequent WTO complainant and therefore the most frequent enforcer of the WTO
agreements.

4.2.2.1. Workings and characteristics of the instrument

Once ‘adverse trade effects’ and violation of international trade rules have been
established to be harmful to a particular European trader, the European Commission
opens an investigation on behalf of industry. The procedure is subject to judicial review

76

To my knowledge, only the two major world trading partners, the US and the EU, have so far installed a
formal route for private parties to enforce WTO rights subject to domestic judicial review, although other
WTO members have stepped up their efforts to gather information on non-compliance from their traders.
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by the European Court of Justice. The firm or trade association lodging the complaint has
standing in the proceedings. Before the existence of the TBR, the only type of trade
complaints admitted under EC law were complaints on behalf of an entire industry within
the EC. The forerunner of the TBR, the ‘old’ so-called ‘New Commercial Policy
Instrument’ of 1984, largely remained a paper tiger, because it placed industry size
requirements too high. In a TBR procedure a single firm has the legal right to call for
Commission action. The very nature of the instrument therefore creates the necessary
conditions to attract lobbying coalitions of small, intra-sectoral size, or even no coalition
at all in the case of a single firm.
The Trade Barrier Regulation route has a second important characteristic that selects for
smaller trade policy coalitions. It permits to avoid the more political route of the so-called
Art. 133 Committee, the Council of Ministers standing Committee on external trade
matters. Trade complaints were – and partially still are – channelled through this
Committee consisting of the 15 member state representatives. In such cases, a decision by
the Committee to order formal offensive action by the Commission – typically bilateral
negotiations with the third country – is dependent on the political clout a trade association
is able to acquire. A Commission’s initiative to start a TBR investigation that can then
feed into a complaint at the WTO, however, can only be overturned by a qualified
majority vote of this very same intergovernmental Art. 133 Committee. The TBR eases
access for private industry and adds to the existing channels to make the EU enforce
international trade rules. It does not substitute them. The voting rules make the TBR route
easier than the Art. 133 Committee route. The lobbying effort required to obtain a
favourable response from EU institutions is smaller under the TBR. Under the more
cumbersome intergovernmental Art. 133 Committee, a qualified majority vote of member
states is required to authorise the Commission to ask for WTO consultations at the DSB
in Geneva, whereas a TBR complaint passes through the institutional machinery as long
as a qualified majority does not oppose it. The Article 113 procedure on the other hand
has the advantage to be a closed procedure where the private interest in question can
quietly massage the political machinery to be favourable to its request for remediation.
The TBR departs from this kind of pressure politics that was the only available option
during the GATT period, and installs a legal procedure administered by the executive – in
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casu the Commission – to enforce WTO rights. It does not force exporters to muster

broad support with the member states to endorse their claims. Moreover, the complainant
industry does not have to enter into a tit-for-tat, reciprocal logic where they can only rely
on political and diplomatic help to gain market access. Instead, a trade barrier can be
removed with an instrument administered by the executive without the other trading
partner demanding a concession in exchange for that ‘favour’, and without the need to
foster a broad coalition of political support to put pressure on a foreign administration.
An exporter confronted with a trade barrier can thus concentrate his energies on
establishing his rights under existing WTO rules and file his case with the administration.
He does not have to spend his time and money convincing 15 EC member states
delegates and the Commission officials that they should create a negotiation forum with
the other country, and find an agreement on which concession they might offer the
targeted trading partner in exchange.

4.2.2.2. Coalitions for EU TBR investigations (1996 - 2000)

During the period from 1 January 1995 (the entry into force of the WTO), to 31
December 2000, European industry filed 18 complaints with the European Commission’s
Trade Barrier Unit.77 Even if both the Commission and observers had expected a more
frequent use of the instrument, this number runs more or less in line with the 22 cases
American industry filed during the same period under the American equivalent offensive
administrative trade policy instrument.78 It should be taken into account that the first TBR
case was formally opened only at the end of 1996, since the instrument had to acquire
notoriety in industry circles before its regular use could start taking off. The equivalent
US route for market access complaints, the office of the United States Trade
Representative under Section 301 of the Tariff Act of 1974, pre-dates the creation of the
WTO and is therefore more widely known than the European Union Trade Barriers
Regulation procedure that was created in the wake of the WTO reform concluded in
Marrakech in 1994.
77
78

See Annex 5: Petitions for EU TBR investigations (1995-2000).
See Annex 6: Petitions for US Section 301 investigations (1995-2000).
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Who lodged requests for TBR investigations so far? Does the TBR, as an offensive
administrative trade policy instrument, attract lobbying activity on the part of
encompassing business associations, from sector-based coalitions, or from branchspecific, intra-sectoral trade associations, or firms?
In line with my hypotheses, not one single complaint came from an encompassing
European business association like UNICE (Union of Industrial and Employers’
Confederations of Europe), FTA (Foreign Trade Association) or Eurochambres
(Association of European Chambers of Commerce and Industry), though these had been
widely consulted and had been widely supportive while the legislation was under
consideration. Administrative enforcement instruments require case-by-case expertise for
which these broad-based organisations are ill equipped. On the other hand, 12 of the 18
TBR cases are indeed intra-sectoral in origin, branch-specific trade associations filing
nine cases and three firms going at it alone. Figure 12 gives an overview of the trade
associations or firms that petitioned with the TBR Unit and the country targeted in the
request (for a full description of the TBR cases, see Annex 5).

Encompassing Sectoral trade associations
associations

Intra-sectoral trade associations
or firms
- Trade associations:

0

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

IFPI - KR
Federtessile - US
EUROFER - US
EUROFER - BR
FEBELTEX- BR
EURATEX - AR

COTANCE (Eur. Leather Assoc) - AR
BNIC (Cognac) - BR
COTANCE (Eur. Leather Assoc) - JP
IMRO/Gesac (Irish Music Assoc) - US
COLIPA (Perfumes & Cosmet.) - KR
ANAPA (Span. deep-sea liners) - CL
Consorzio Prosciutto di Parma - CA
EFPIA (Eur. Pharmaceuticals) - KR
CESA (Eur. Shipbuilders) - KR

Firms:
10. Dornier (regional aircraft) - BR
11. Cerestar Holding (chemicals) - BR
12. Volkswagen AG – CO

Figure 12: Petitioners for EU TBR investigations

From the viewpoint of an exporter, lodging a TBR complaint is like hanging the sword of
Damocles of WTO dispute settlement over foreign competitors. Most TBR procedures
have indeed lead to formal dispute settlement proceedings at the WTO (see also Annex
5). This option is forceful even when relatively small trade associations or firms without
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obvious political clout to weigh on decision-making, decide to file a TBR complaint.
Since the Commission conducts the investigation and finds the legal arguments that will
put most pressure on the targeted country to change its legislation, the investment on the
part of private industry consists only of providing the relevant information to demonstrate
the violation of international trading rules. Admittedly, this can still prove cumbersome,
but the design of the instrument still delegates the technicalities to the TBR Unit of the
European Commission. Indeed, trade associations such as the Confederation of National
Associations of Tanners and Dressers of the EC (COTANCE), the Bureau National
Interprofessionel du Cognac (BNIC), the Irish Music Rights Organisation (IMRO), the
Spanish Association of Owners of Deep-sea Long liners (ANAPA) to catch swordfish, or
the Consorzio del Prosciutto di Parma, do not a priori qualify for the category of big
business where an army of lawyers or a network of excellent contacts can assure the
implementation of trading rules in a potential export market. Leather tanners, silk fabric
finishers and producers of Parma ham are not politically powerful industries, typically
operating as small family-owned enterprises.79
They can use the leverage created by the new administrative offensive instrument to bypass opposition from other branches of the sector or from their peak associations with
bigger political clout. The German aviation company Dornier profited from the less
stringent voting rules to get a TBR case approved by the European institutions.
Challenging Brazilian subsidies to one of its competitors, PROEX, Dornier had been
unsuccessful in obtaining the Art. 133 Committee’s authorisation for the Commission to
bring a WTO complaint. Suppliers to the Brazilian company that benefited from the
subsidies were located in a number of member states. The greater discretion granted to
the Commission under TBR voting rules, permitted Dornier to file a TBR complaint in
the course of which the illegality of the Brazilian subsidies could be established, thus bypassing the politically more cumbersome route of the Council of Ministers’ Committee
on trade matters.
The instrument also creates opportunities for smaller branches to tread out of the shadow
of bigger sectors with which they are traditionally associated. The leather tanners and
79

Gregory C. Shaffer, ‘The Blurring of the Intergovernmental: Public-Private Partnerships in the Bringing
of US and EC Trade Claims’, in: Mark A. Pollack and Gregory C. Shaffer, Transatlantic governance in the
global economy, Lanham, Md, Rowman & Littlefield, 2001.
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dressers association is a case in point. Traditionally associated with and represented by
the textiles and clothing industry, the European leather trade association, COTANCE,
was able to disconnect the problem of frequent bans on the export of primary leather
materials in countries such as Japan, India, Pakistan, and Argentina, since the TBR
procedure gave it full legal standing throughout the procedure.
The offensive administrative route also proves a viable alternative route for exporters to
the defensive option of filing an Anti-Subsidy complaint with the administrators of the
European Commission. Producers and traders adversely affected by subsidies granted to
their foreign competitors indeed have the choice to go for defensive, market closing trade
policy instruments, or offensive, market opening ones that eliminate illegal subsidies. The
second, new option under the TBR, also has the advantage of permanently eliminating the
illegal subsidy, whereas AS duties can only be imposed temporarily. The institutional
‘offer’ of trade policy instruments is thus expanded, and conditions exporters’ and
traders’ preferences for defensive or offensive instruments. Before the existence of the
TBR, the only available choice was the AS instrument. Two offensive cases about
subsidies have thus far been lodged under the TBR. I have already mentioned the Dornier
challenge to the Brazilian authorities to suspend the WTO-illegal subsidy scheme. But the
Committee of European Union Shipbuilders Associations (CESA) has also opted to
attack Korean subsidies to the shipbuilding industry, rather than to ask for the imposition
of market closing Countervailing Duties. The game was thus transformed from a tit-fortat closing of two markets to a situation where one market could be opened up, without
any need for package deals or linkages across sectors.

4.2.2.3. A comparison of coalitions for EU TBR and US Section 301

A comparison of the European and the American offensive procedures during the 19962000 period, shows that the intra-sectoral impact of formal offensive administrative trade
policy instruments like the TBR instrument is not specific to the EU, but characteristic of
such trade institutions in general. Most procedures initiated at the US Trade
Representative’s office are qualified as ‘self-initiated’ and do not mention the trade
association or firm that is behind the complaint, although the US is said to have more of a
transparent and public administrative culture than the EU. I therefore use the criterion of
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‘coverage’ of the complaint to establish whether the whole economy, one sector, or only
a branch or a firm is likely to be behind the complaint, just as in the coding of WTO
dispute settlement cases in ‘4.1. Coverage of GATT-WTO disputes 1947-2000’. The
results of such an assessment are represented in Figure 13.

Encompassing Sectoral

Intra-sectoral

0

1. (Bananas) – CO
2. (Bananas) – Costa Rica
3. (Bananas) – EU
4. Eastman Kodak – JP
5. (Grains) – EU
6. (Periodicals) – CA
7. (Films) – Turkey
8. Coalition Against Australian Leather Subsidies
– AU
9. US Wheat Gluten Industry Council – EU
10. Nation National Milk Producers Federation,
US Dairy Export Council, International Dairy
Foods Association – CA
11. (Cheese) – EU
12. (Fruit & Vegetables) – Honduras
13.Corn Refiners Association – MX
14. Border Waters Coalition Against
Discrimination in Services Trade (Fishing) – CA

1. (Patents; Pharma?) – P (EU)
2. (Pharmaceuticals) – Pakistan
3. (Pharmaceuticals) – India
4. (Text & Fabrics) – AR
5. (Automobiles) – ID
6. (Automobiles) – BR
7. (Automobiles) – JP
8. (Automobiles) – KR

Figure 13: Petitioners and product coverage of US Section 301 investigations

Almost all of the above Section 301 cases subsequently became requests for WTO
consultations. Although I have not collected data on who was informally behind the
procedures the USTR characterises as ‘self-initiated’, the high number of cases on the
part of the automobile industry, the pharmaceutical industry, and – of course – the ailing
banana traders Chiquita and Dole, suggests that the different cases were filed by the same
coalitions. The overall conclusion of this short comparison of coalitions for offensive
administrative trade policy instruments in the EU and the US is that they both
predominantly elicit intra-sectoral coalitions, while also attracting lobbying from sectorwide sources.
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4.2.3. The EU Market Access Database
4.2.3.1. The Market Access Unit of the European Commission

The European Commission installed its Market Access Unit in 1996, in order to gather
and process systematic information about foreign trade barriers. Part of the ‘Market
Access Strategy’ launched by the then Trade Commissioner Sir Leon Brittan, the Market
Access Unit was to be the intelligence hub to co-ordinate all efforts to ‘go on the
offensive’ and use the EU trade powers ‘forcefully but legitimately to open new markets
around the world’.80 The information was needed to monitor external markets’
implementation record of the WTO agreements, especially because they could now be
bindingly enforced under the dispute settlement system. An extensive system was put in
place to ease the flow of information between exporters and the Commission services,
with the goal to encourage private industry to provide information on trade barriers,
especially on non-compliance with WTO rules. The Unit can be considered the antichambre for more formal proceedings like bilateral consultations between the EU and a

third country, a TBR complaint, or a request for WTO dispute settlement on the matter.
This orientation towards the accumulation of information needed to enforce WTO
agreements distinguishes the Commission’s activity from simple export promotion by
national or regional governments through trade fairs, export credit schemes, diplomatic
contacts to ease access to trading networks and the like. Although in some rare cases, the
Commission has set-up such programmes (e.g. the so-called Gateway to Japan), the
market access strategy aims at enforcing WTO rights through its three-fold structure of
the TBR, the MADB and the WTO dispute settlement unit. By far the most important
responsibility of the Market Access Unit is the management of the so-called Market
Access Database (MADB), an online available computer database on export formalities,
WTO bound tariff levels, and existing barriers to trade. The idea behind the whole set-up
is to create one single contact point for the exchange of information on foreign trade
barriers between the different services of the European Commission and private business.
Apart from an overview of trade regulation per country, per sector or per type of trade
measure, the database also provides comprehensive data on over 80 countries and
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product-specific customs formalities, regulations and WTO bound and applied tariffs. On
the one hand, information on trade barriers is easily available throughout the European
Union.81 On the other hand, European exporters can call on the Commission and provide
it with the detailed information it needs to be able to remove these barriers through
consecutive bilateral consultations with a EU trading partner. The highly bureaucratic
nature of the MADB sets the EU system apart from the way the USTR gathers its
information on foreign barriers to trade. Within the USTR system, American industry
will go directly to their negotiators, tending to disparage a computer database as
something that ‘can be left for the preparers of government reports’.82 European trade
associations and business representatives, however, strongly support the use of the
Commission’s database as a prominent channel for a public-private partnership on
foreign trade matters. The system seems to meet the needs well, since the EU has been
requesting more consultations before the WTO Dispute Settlement Body since 1997,
more than any other WTO member, including the United States.

4.2.3.2. Coalitions for the EU Market Access Database (1996-2000)

The analysis of all the trade associations informing the European Commission on foreign
trade barriers, largely confirms that intra-sectoral collective action lies at the origin of the
information contained in the MADB (see Annex 7: Coalitions for EU Market Access
Database, 1996-2000). Since the AD trade policy instrument predominantly elicits the
hypothesised intra-sectoral coalitions in lobbying, any interference from a trade
associations’ past in Anti-Dumping lobbying has to be discarded. Therefore, I first
control for those trade associations that have lodged one or more AD complaints with the
European Commission in the period 1980-2000. Indeed, 10 trade associations with a
history in AD lobbying, have also used the offensive administrative instrument of
complaining with the Market Access Unit of the European Commission. These trade
associations clearly have a mixed strategy for using both defensive and offensive
80

Directorate-General I press conference, quoted in Shaffer 2001.
The web-site http://maccdb.eu.int can only be consulted from one of the 15 EU member states. Since the
WTO secretariat is situated on the banks of Lake Geneva in Switzerland – not a member of the EU –, an
exception had to be granted to allow the 500-plus staff of the WTO to be able to consult the database.
82
Shaffer 2001.
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administrative trade policy instruments. The institutional offer of instruments influences
the direction of their trade policy lobbying. Whether an economic operator lobbies in
favour of freer trade or more protection is a case-by-case decision and not a constitutive
characteristic of the operator in question. These 10 associations that have lobbied both
with the MA Unit and the AD instrument are: EURATEX (European Apparel and Textile
Organisation), CEFIC (European Chemical Industry Council), EUROFER (European
Confederation of Iron and Steel Producers), Eurométaux (European Association of Nonferrous Metals Producers), CIRFS (International Rayon and Synthetic Fibres Committee),
CEC (Confédération Européenne de la Chaussure), EWRIS (European Wire-Rope
Information Service), EFMA (European Fertiliser Manufacturers Association), AIUFASS
(International Association of Users of Artificial and Synthetic Filament Yarns and of
Natural

Silk)

and

FEBMA (Federation of European Bearing Manufacturers

Associations). Annex 7 equally mentions the number of AD cases these associations
actually lodged in the period for which the data on Market Access lobbying are available,
i.e. 1996-2000. During this reference period, however, only six of these ten also lodged
AD complaints, testifying for a shift from defensive to offensive, outward-oriented
administrative instruments under the new institutional incentive structure of the WTO.

Of the trade associations that informed the European Commission about a trade barrier in
a foreign country, 47 of the 57 are trade associations with an intra-sectoral scope of
interest representation. Eliminating those who have a past in AD, we have a set of 41
intra-sectoral trade associations that have been drawn into the formal trade policy process
due to the new instrument of the MADB. These trade associations include branch-specific
organisations like the European Confederation of Spirits Producers (CEPS), the Scotch
Whiskey Association (SWA), the European Carpet Association (ECA), the Toy
Industries of Europe (TIE), the European Fertilizers Manufacturers Association (EFMA),
the European Crop Protection Association (ECPA), the European Diary Association
(EDA), the European Jewellery Associations’ Group (EJAG), or the Association of
European Manufacturers of Sporting Ammunition (AFEMS). Their closeness to the
market makes them effective spotters of non-compliance with international trading rules.
Since they directly suffer from these trade barriers in the form of forgone export earnings,
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they have a strong incentive to gather the information and pass it on to the European
Commission services to have them eliminated. Without a specialised office able to
process detailed product-specific information, their larger sector-wide counterparts are in
no position to process such information and pass it on to the European Commission. The
European Carpet Association, for example, is a member of the textiles sector-wide
association EURATEX. Yet for its specific purposes and due to the administrative
structure in place, it could easily forego its peak association and inform the
Commission’s services with a minimum of organisational effort.

Trade associations with a sector-wide scope of interest representation are indeed only
eight in number to have contacted the Market Access Unit, of which three associations
were also active in AD during the period from 1980 till 2000. Five sectoral trade
associations had never used EU administrative trade policy instruments until 1996,
testifying the general shift from negotiated to administrative trade policy instruments.
These ‘new’, yet sector-wide users of administrative instruments are the European
Association of Automobile Manufacturers (ACEA), Committee of EEC Shipbuilders'
Association (CESA), European Independent Steelworks Association (EISA), the
Association of Western European Shipbuilders (AWES) and the Belgian Textile
Federation (FEBELTEX). As we will see later on, this last organisation has an important
proportion of members in the branch of interior textiles like curtains and carpets, which
are moreover concentrated in one geographical area (West-Flanders). Interestingly, the
two trade associations representing the European shipbuilding sector, CESA and AWES,
could choose the option to get into contact with the Market Access Unit, whereas in its
absence their choice would be limited to either a political high-level and negotiated
arrangement with the targeted foreign country, or the lodging of an Anti-Subsidy
complaint. The new TBR instrument however, opened up the possibility to indirectly
influence the policy of the foreign country they deem harmful to their interests, instead of
being confined to a defensive temporary market closing exercise.

Of all the trade associations who have informed the Market Access Unit of foreign
barriers to trade, only two are of encompassing scope, the Union of Industrial and
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Employers' Confederations of Europe (UNICE) and the Wirtschaftskammer Österreich
(WKÖ). As peak associations they are the carriers of collective action across all sectors
and aspire to represent the whole business community, respectively for all of Europe and
for all of Austria. UNICE, however, lies at the basis of information about a particular
trade barrier only 5 times, a remarkably low number since intra-sectoral trade
associations, i.e. organisations with a far smaller membership, have on average informed
the Commission much more frequently (witness 30 times for EFPIA, 28 for CEPS, 18 for
COTANCE, etc). The Wirtschaftskammer Österreich on the other hand, is a special case.
As the Chamber of Commerce of the chambers of commerce of Austria, the
Wirtschaftskammer has a special status since membership is obligatory for all sectors of
economic activity in the country. The corporatist nature of interest intermediation seems
to be alive and kicking in a country that has only recently become a member of the EU.
As a small country, with its own external EU border, Austria relies heavily on exports.
Their keen interest in export promotion and enforcement in international trading
agreements should therefore not astonish anybody. Yet, the efficient manner in which
information on export impediments is channelled to Brussels sets this encompassing
interest representation apart from its counterparts in other EU member states.
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4.3. EU trade negotiations and their impact on coalition building

4.3.1. Reciprocal trade policy under the GATT 1947 and sectoral policies

Similar to administrative trade policy instruments, negotiated trade instruments may take
on a defensive or an offensive form. The most prominent negotiated instrument is of
course the tariff. If a tariff is by definition product-specific, specified in one of the
thousands of so-called tariff lines of the international Harmonised System of tariff codes,
tariff negotiations are structured in packages of reductions, consolidations, or raisings of
tariff levels. The reciprocity in the GATT 1947 Rounds generally made for package-deals
on the level of the sector. These could take both the form of trade restricting and of trade
creating agreements. The trade restricting agreements, although in breach with the rule of
non-discrimination, were possible due to the fact that GATT members suffering from the
negotiated exceptions could not attack the measures in a binding enforcement
mechanism. They could only protest. They could start a dispute settlement procedure to
have a panel shed light on the degree of violation of the agreements. Yet, they could not
have the measures suspended, as is currently the case under the binding WTO dispute
settlement system.
This institutional characteristic – sometimes called the weakness, at other occasions the
flexibility of the GATT 1947 system – was the permissive condition to allow for the
numerous sector-wide exception agreements member states had negotiated from the
general principles non-discriminatory trade rules.

In reciprocity to the agriculture waiver the US had negotiated with the GATT contracting
parties in 1955, the newly created European Community had an exception from nondiscrimination agreed upon by the GATT membership in the form of its Common
Agricultural Policy. Both American and European agricultural trade policy thus departed
from international trade rules, each utilizing different domestic systems for tariff
protection, direct price or direct income support, or import quota systems and export
credit schemes.
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Similarly, the textiles industry was protected within the framework of multilaterally
negotiated agreements. First in the form of a Short-Term, then in the form of a LongTerm Cotton Arrangement (1961 and 1962), and later in the form of the so-called Multifibre Arrangement (MFA, 1972, renewed until 1995).83 The agreements created a
framework to negotiate textile import quota and the conditions under which Voluntary
Export Agreements (VERs) could be demanded from trading partners. A product of the
industrialised western economies, the negotiated institutional structure of the MFA
played into the hands of the strongest political players; in turn, developing countries were
left without any choice but to accept the lesser evil of managed trade to even more drastic
blockades of their imports. The European peak association, COMITEXTIL, managed the
sector-wide co-ordination between its member federations from the EC member states’
textiles industry. The prohibition of VERs, the phase-out of the textile import quota until
2005, and their enforceability through dispute settlement agreed upon in the Uruguay
Round, hail an end to negotiated protection for the western textile industry. (For more
particulars on the textiles coalition in EU trade policy – now organised as EURATEX, the
European Apparel and Textiles Organisation –, see Chapter 6). Similarly, the GATT
signatory parties, on several occasions exempted the steel sector from its GATT
obligations by negotiating Voluntary Restriction Agreements. Under the impulse of the
poorly competitive American steel industry, the US government negotiated such VRAs
with Japan and the European Communities in 1968 and a second time with the EC in
1982.84
Negotiated trade policy did not solely take the form of defensive protectionist action, as
in the sectors of agriculture, textiles or steel. The lowering of tariff levels was most
prominent during the 1947-1995 period in sectors such as chemicals and machinery
equipment, where the growth of intra-industry trade demonstrated the trade creating the
flip side of reciprocal trade agreements.
Yet, sectoral exceptions abounded in a system where general rules could be adhered to in
principle, and ‘temporary’ exceptions could be negotiated with relative impunity.
83

See Vinod K. Aggarwal, Liberal Protectionism: the International Politics of Organized Textile Trade,
Berkeley, University of California Press, 1985.
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The steel import restrictions imposed by the US government, were reciprocated by
similar European measures, and when the steel crisis at the end of the 1970s hit hard,
European steel producers were bound into a comprehensive sector-wide state plan
combining import quota, VERs, the imposition of broadly strewn AD measures, and
domestic non-trade measures such as subsidies or nationalisation mandatory minimum
prices. The central role to co-ordinate the industry’s positions fell to the trade association
EUROFER. Created as a state-sponsored cartel, EUROFER had to seek its new role
under the WTO trading regime, where VERs were prohibited, European AD measures
were only granted for ever smaller product-categories, and WTO-illegal import quota
could be struck down in a WTO dispute settlement procedure initiated by any of the 130
WTO members. (See Chapter 6 for a detailed account of EUROFER’s role from 1977 till
2000).
A final illustration for the use of negotiated trade policy instruments for sectoral policies
is the automobile industry. European member states negotiated several Voluntary Export
Restraint agreements in the automobile sector. All of these VERs are now suspended and
new ones cannot be imposed since they could immediately become subject to
enforcement through the WTO Dispute Settlement Body, after a complaint by a WTO
member state. These changes to the multilateral trading system were not without
consequences for the CCMC (the Committee of European Community Automobile
Makers), re-founded as the European Automobile Manufacturers Association (ACEA) in
1991. Vigorous conflict arose over Japanese imports after 1992 and over relaxing the
voting rule of unanimity to decide collectively on such matters. As Peugeot refused to
give in, the other 11 companies walked out and founded the new organisation, ACEA,
which gave more leeway to individual company members.85
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See Hans van der Ven and Thomas Grunert, ‘The Politics of Transatlantic Steel Trade’, in: Yves Mény,
The Politics of Steel: Western Europe and the Steel Industry in the Crisis Years (1974-1984), Berlin - New
York, Walter De Gruyter, 1987.
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Sonia Mazey and Jeremy Richardson, Lobbying in the European Community, Oxford, Oxford University
Press, 1993.
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4.3.2. WTO negotiations: sector-wide and ‘encompassing’ interest representation

The Rounds of multilateral trade negotiations in the GATT and the WTO force member
states to confront constitutional choices regarding the design of the international trading
regime and the trade regulation that will build the framework for industry over the years
to come. The follow-up of international trade negotiations by private industry
consequently comes close to a balancing act. On the one hand, governments try to obtain
a favourable negotiation position to provide them with an arsenal of bargaining chips they
can play out when needed. Industry, on the other hand, cannot easily make particular
demands that are completely disaggregated into small units of tariff or other preferences,
or demands for differential application of general rules. Apart from being difficult to
process item-per-item, trading partners are unlikely to accept such proposals if not
somehow perceived to be equitable in proportion to the entire package. Especially in a
trading system where two large markets like the EU and the US have to reciprocate each
other’s demands with equivalent offers, reciprocity requires sector-wide co-ordination
before and during the initiation of negotiations.
During the Uruguay Round of multilateral trade negotiations sector-wide and crosssectoral European trade associations were the coalitions to supply the European
Commission with information on no-go zones, wishes and preferences. Sector-wide
European trade associations such as COPA/COGECA for the agricultural sector,
COMITEXTIL/EURATEX for the textile sector, CEFIC for the chemicals producers,
EFPIA for the automobile sector, ACEA for the automobile, EUROFER for the steel
sector, compiled all industry demands and presented them in statements on behalf of the
whole sector to the European Commission. Since the administration cannot process all
individual specific intra-sectoral demands into a coherent negotiation position, it expects
the industry to come to a common position internally. At the same time industry is able to
put its full weight into the negotiation machinery by appearing united in its demands.
In

‘Part

III’

I

assess

the

role

of

CEFIC,

EFPIA,

EUROFER

and

COMITEXTIL/EURATEX and illustrate the crucial co-ordinating role sectoral peak
associations play during the Rounds. These findings are in line with a similar coalition
pattern under the reciprocity of trade negotiations in American trade policy.
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Increasingly, the GATT and WTO Rounds address what are commonly called
‘horizontal’ issues, topics of systemic importance to the architecture of the international
trading system or the member states’ economies on the whole. These issues of transsectoral interest typically include: the method of negotiation (whether per sector or
comprehensive), the role of the GATT- or WTO-Secretariat, the design and reform of the
dispute settlement system, the international rules on AD, the international disciplines on
domestic subsidies, the relation between international environmental agreements and
WTO law, and the relation between international labour law and WTO trade rules, etc.
The more the level of tariffs decreased, the more these structural elements gained in
importance. Especially in the so-called new areas of trade policy where international
regulation is weak or totally inexistent, interest representation as broad as possible is
called for.
The trade associations that organise the follow-up of such constitutional questions are
both the sectoral peak associations and the large collective action carriers ‘encompassing’
all economic activities.86 Among these ‘encompassing’ trade associations where a
common ground across sectors is sought, figure organisations as diverse as the Union of
Industrial and Employers’ Confederations of Europe (UNICE), the Federation of
European Chambers of Commerce (EUROCHAMBRES), the Transatlantic Business
Dialogue (TABD), the Davos Economic Summit, or the International Chamber of
Commerce in Paris.
Characteristically, UNICE was the only European trade association that was physically
present during the Uruguay Round negotiations. When in 1989 a first agreement was
reached in the GATT to informally reform the GATT 1947 dispute settlement system,

86

In his theory of access to explain corporate lobbying behaviour in the EU, Pieter Bouwen coined the term
of the ‘encompassing interest’. An interest is more encompassing when more parties are involved in the
formulation of the interest. Expert knowledge, information about the European, and information about the
national encompassing interest, constitute the three access goods that are exchanged between private and
public actors at the EU level. While organisations that can deliver information on the encompassing interest
can enjoy increased legitimacy, they are less able to provide the access good of expert knowledge. The
distinction is therefore very much akin to the qualitative distinction I make between sector-wide and intrasectoral trade associations. See Pieter Bouwen, Corporate Lobbying in the European Union: Towards a
Theory of Access, SPS working paper No. 2001/5, Department of Social and Political Sciences, European
University Institute, 2001, and Pieter Bouwen, forthcoming 2002, ‘Corporate Lobbying in the European
Union: The Logic of Access’, in: Journal of European Public Policy 9, 3.
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UNICE had expressed its support to the officials’ initiative to eliminate the vetopossibilities in the procedure, paving the way for the new WTO dispute settlement
system. In the run up to the new WTO Round UNICE equally co-ordinated the search for
a common trans-sectoral industry position on the reform of the WTO dispute settlement
system to increase compliance. In its discussion paper UNICE proposes alternatives to
the current counterproductive practice of retaliation, such as a more frequent use of
compensation, the introduction of fines paid by non-compliant member states (preferably
their parliaments), trade policy assessments for draft legislation, a clearer assignment of
competence for the determination of compliance, making Appellate Body proceedings
public, and creating a standing Panel Body.87 As far as the actual use of administrative
offensive instruments is concerned, the organisation is not well-equipped to channel
focused case-specific information in the framework of administrative trade policy
instruments such as AD, CVD, TBR, Market Access, or WTO dispute settlement, as it is
geared towards ‘general’ interest representation. UNICE expresses itself only on behalf
of its members, all of which are encompassing employers or industry organisation. These
have sector-specific members, not so UNICE itself. Consultations do take place with the
sectors, but in cases of conflict, the members prevail. This decision rule accounts for the
generality of UNICE statements. It is consequently not very surprising that UNICE is
vehemently opposed to a sectoral approach to GATT and WTO negotiations. It would
make their role of broker in trade negotiations superfluous. Especially in the run-up
towards ‘Seattle’, the WTO ministerial meeting where members originally planned to
launch a new Round (to be called ‘Millennium Round’), UNICE was a strong supporter
of the official EU policy to advocate a ‘comprehensive’ Round of negotiations in order to
assure that the give and take between sectors could ensure a more ‘balanced’ outcome.

87

UNICE, Update of UNICE discussion paper on WTO Dispute Settlement System, Executive Summary,
Brussels, 31 May 2001. For other ‘constitutional’ proposals about the reform of the dispute settlement
system, see the Six Prize-winning Essays of the BP/EUI Transatlantic Essay Contest on ‘Resolving and
Preventing US-EU Trade Disputes’, Preface by Peter Sutherland, Robert Schuman Centre for Advanced
Studies, European University Institute, 9 May 2001. For all purposes, the effort by the transatlantic
company BP-Amoco to finance an essay competition on such a topic amounted to the production of a
public good financed by one private party. No coalition building, and rampant opportunities for freeriding…
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The European Commission also called on broad interest representation organisations
when it introduced its new Market Access instruments in the wake of the creation of the
WTO in order to publicise their existence and utility to their members, and to witness the
speakers on symposia to launch the new instruments.
The negotiations for a Multilateral Agreement on Investment at the OECD had also been
followed up primarily by UNICE.88 The OECD negotiations failed and were transferred
to the WTO – allowing the participation of the developing countries – where UNICE
keeps track of the EU negotiating position. Similarly, the Transatlantic Business Dialogue
(TABD) is engaged in the tracking of institutional and general questions where new rules
will have to be negotiated: technical barriers to trade, mutual recognition agreements,
‘early warning’ systems to avoid head-on collisions in trade disputes, environmental and
social standards, etc.

4.4. Conclusion: sectoral and intra-sectoral coalitions in European trade
policy
In this central empirical chapter of my thesis, I have presented the results of a
comprehensive analysis of coalition patterns under the most important trade policy
instruments of the European Union. The WTO system of binding enforcement limits the
possibilities for negotiated action, and shifts lobbying activity to administrative
instruments such as formal or informal market access investigations, international dispute
settlement, Anti-Dumping, and the like. These administrative instruments have a
demonstrably intra-sectoral effect on interest representation. They represent a case and
product specific institutional environment favouring coalitions on a branch level. At the
same time the WTO remains the locus for international trade negotiations, which in the
form of reciprocal concessions or negotiated exceptions elicit coalitions on a sector-wide
level. The GATT had exclusively been this international forum for negotiations, while the
WTO combines both types of public policy making in trade matters.
The analysis therefore raises the following question. If the different institutions of
negotiations and of enforcement pose different requirements for interest representation,
88

For more information on UNICE, see www.unice.org.
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how does this affect the organisational format of private industry coalitions? Does the
increasing importance of detailed, product-specific information create disincentives for
sector-wide collective action in trade policy?
In Part III, I formulate an informed answer to that question, by examining the impact of
the WTO on coalition structures in four sectors of European industry.
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PART III
EUROPEAN TRADE POLICY INTEREST REPRESENTATION
IN FOUR SELECTED SECTORS
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Chapter 5: The European chemicals and pharmaceuticals sector
In 1995 the European Union responded to the reform of the GATT/WTO multilateral
trading system by adding a set of administrative instruments to its already existing
negotiated trade policy instruments. The findings of Chapter 4 illustrate how these
instruments in turn elicited different types of interest aggregation on the part of economic
operators with a stake in external EU trade policy. International trade negotiations
between governments call for sector wide coalitions organised by sectoral peak
associations,

whereas

case-by-case

enforcement

instruments

managed

by the

administration, such as AD and Dispute Settlement, predominantly call for an intrasectoral representation of interests.
In order to put these findings into the context of business interest intermediation, I
examine the impact both types of trade policy instruments have on the organisational
format of four sectors of industry in Europe: chemicals, pharmaceuticals, textiles and
steel. The choice of these sectors of industry is not coincidental, but rather one of a ‘least
likely case’ nature. All four sectors demonstrate a historical record of strong sector-wide
trade associations (chemicals and pharmaceuticals), of state sponsored (steel) or private
(chemicals) collusion in cartels, and of negotiated forms of protection in the form of
quota and voluntary export restraints (textiles). In view of my hypothesis that interest
representation in trade policy increasingly becomes intra-sectoral, these sectors constitute
the harder nuts to crack.
Since trade associations and business intermediation is concerned with far more than just
trade policy, the impact on associability is of course limited, yet –as we will see–
significant. Associations are constantly torn between the need for encompassing
representation and political clout in order to decisively influence international trade
negotiations, as well as the need for case and product specific enforcement of these prenegotiated rules. These tensions are reflected in the continuous strife to create an
appropriate organisational format for the trade associations in question. In the present
chapter, I analyse the associational structures and reforms of the twin sectors of
chemicals and pharmaceuticals from this trade policy perspective.
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The evidence I interpret as speaking out in favour of the hypothesis that administrative
trade policy instruments elicit intra-sectoral coalition formation, consists of the the
following. Trade associations can reorganise by creating direct membership of individual
firms to increase their direct say in EU foreign trade matters, or by giving productspecific trade associations more weight and autonomy in the decision-making structure of
the organisation. Such membership reshuffles are therefore carefully analysed in order to
assess whether they are directly linked to the creation of the new institutional
environment of trade rule enforcement. Equally important as indicators of the intrasectoral shift in trade interest representation are redefinitions of the product scope of peak
associations, leading to a different degree of power of producers and their downstream
users, or redefinitions of their task and role towards their members. On the other hand, I
consider those phenomena as evidence for the sectoral lobbying hypothesis under
negotiated trade policy instruments whenever the peak association plays a crucial coordination role in the preparation and during the negotiations of trade agreements.

5.1. EU trade policy instruments and the reinvention of the European
chemicals peak association

The European chemical industry is arguably one of the better-organised sectors of
industry in Europe. Its peak association, the European Chemical Industry Council
(CEFIC), is a large ‘carrier’ of collective action with three decades of experience in
lobbying European institutions in several fields of public policy. Directly or indirectly,
the organisation represents about 40,000 large, medium and small chemical companies in
Europe, which employ about 2 million people and account for more than 30% of the
world chemicals production (compared to 28% for the US and 13% for Japan).89 A high
level of concentration in the sector has been a persistent characteristic of an industry that
is dominated by a small number of large firms with a long tradition of associating with
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one another in cartels.90 The sector wide interest representation organisation CEFIC has
its main activities in environmental and safety standards, certification procedures,
competition policy, and trade policy. Constituting a major raison d’être for the CEFIC
offices in Brussels, the organisation’s trade policy lobbying activities consist of the
follow-up of negotiations on general questions of trade policy, tariff levels, certification
procedures for internationally traded chemicals, and the pursuit of AD measures on
certain chemical products or the enforcement of international trading rules established
under the WTO.
In the following sections I show how negotiated and administrative trade policy
instruments have had a differential impact on the membership structure and division of
labour within the associational structure of the European chemical sector.

5.1.1. The intra-sectoral shift in CEFIC membership

The membership structure of the organisation evolved significantly in the course of the
90s. Two incisive changes in the associational strategy of the industry indeed coincided
with the two most significant changes in the institutional structure of trade policy making
in the European Union: the introduction of the Single Market, and the creation of the
WTO. CEFIC, a traditional Euro-confederation of national chemical industry federations
founded in 1972, became a two-fold structure of federations plus direct company
members in 1990, and complemented these with the so-called product groups in 1998.
The present set-up of the organisation can therefore be likened to a three-pillar
structure.91 The following membership chart visualises and lists this three-pillar structure
of national sector-wide associations, firms, and intra-sectoral trade associations.
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National Member Federations (25)

Company members
(33)

Product Families (7) and their
Affiliated Organisations (108)

(Member federations)
1. APEQ, Associaçao Portuguesa das Empresas
Quimicas
2. CIA, Chemical Industries Association Ltd (UK)
3. FCIO, Fachverband der Chemischen Industrie
Österreichs
4. FEIQUE, Federacion Empresarial de la Industria
Quimica Espanola
5. FEDICHEM, Federatie der Chemische Nijverheid
van België/Fédération des Industries Chimiques de
Belgique
6. FEDERCHIMICA, Federazione Nazionale
dell’Industria Chimica
7. HACI, Hellenic Association of Chemical
Industries
8. IPCMF, Irish Pharmaceutical and Chemical
Manufacturers’ Federation
9. KEMIKONTORET, Sveriges Kemiska
Industriekontor/Association of Swedish Chemical
Industries
10. KT RY, Kemianteollisuus ry (FI)

1. 3M Europe (B)
2. Akzo Nobel NV (NL)

1. Petrochemicals and derivatives
- ‘leading’: APPE, Association of
Petrochemicals Producers in Europe
- Coal Tar Chemicals
- another 17 product associations

11. PIBF, Procesindustriens
Branchefoerening/Association of Danish Process
Industries
12. PIL, Prosessindustriens Landsforening (NO)
13. SGCI/SSIC, Schweizerische Gesellschaft für
Chemische Industrie/Société Suisse des Industries
Chimiques
14. UIC, Union des Industries Chimiques (F)
15. VCI, Verband der Chemischen Industrie e.V. (D)
16. VNCI, Vereniging van de Nederlandse
Chemische Industrie
17. CRA, Chemical and Rubber Industry Association
(Slovenia), Zdruzenje kemijske in gumarske
industrije
18. MAVESZ, Hungarian Chemical Industry
Association, Magyar Vegyipari Szövetség
19. PIPC, Polish Chamber of the Chemical Industry,
Polska Izba Przemyslu Chemicznego – Zwilzek
Pracodawcow
20. SCHP, Association of Chemical Industry of the
Czech Republic, Svaz chemického prumyslu Ceské
republiky
21. TKSD, Turkish Chemical Manufacturers
Association, Turkiye Kimya Sanyicileri Dernegi
22. ZCHFP, Association of Chemical and
Pharmaceutical Industry of the Slovak Republic,
Zväz Chemického a farmaceutického priemyslu
Slovenskej republiky

3. ATOFINA (B)
4. Aventis (F)
5. Basell Polyolefins bv
(NL)
6. BASF AG (D)

2. Plastics and polymer-related
chemicals
- ‘leading’: APME, Association of
Plastics Manufacturers in Europe

7. Bayer AG (D)

- ERCA, European Rubber Chemical
Association
- ESRA, European Synthetic Rubber
Association
- ISOPA, European Isocyanate Producers
Association
- another 8 associations

8. Borealis A/S (DK)
9. BP Amoco Chemicals
(UK)
10. Celanese AG (D)

11. Cepsa (E)
12. Ciba Specialty
Chemicals Inc. (CH)
13. Degussa-Hüls AG (D)
14. Dow Europe SA (CH)

4. Inorganic chemicals
- ‘leading’: Euro Chlor

15. DSM NV (NL)

- EIGA, European Industrial Gases
Association
- another 23 product associations

16. Du Pont de Nemours
Int. SA (CH)
17. Eastman Chemical BV
(NL)
18. Enichem SpA (I)

5. Agriculture, food chain and
protection products
- ‘leading’: EFMA, European Fertilizers
Manufacturers Association

19. ExxonMobil Chemical
Europe Inc (B)
20. F. Hoffmann – La
Roche Ltd (CH)

- ECPA, European Crop Protection
Association
- EUROPABIO (biotechnology)

18. FMC Europe SA/NV
(B)

- another 18 product associations

19. Henkel KgaA (D)

6. Specialities and fine chemistry

20. Hercules Europe bvba
(B)

- AECC, Association for Emissions
Control Catalyst (Specialities)

21. ICI (UK)

- ATC, Technical Committee of
Petroleum additive Manufacturers in
Europe
- another 14 product associations

(Associate member federations)
23. Branshova Kamara na Turgovskite Drujestva ot
Chimicheskata Promishlenost/Bulgarian Chamber of

3. Surfactants, oleochemistry and
related products
- 4 product associations

23. Kemiro Oy (FI)
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Chemcial Industry
24. Federation of Estonian Chemical Industries/Eesti
Keemiatoostuse Liit
25. Association of Lithuanian Chemical Industry
Enterprises/Lietuvos Chemijos Pramones Imoniu
Asociacija

24. Lyondell Chemical
Europe Inc. (UK)
25. Norsk Hydro ASA (NO)

26. Novartis International
AG (CH)

27. Procter & Gamble
Eurocor (B)
28. REPSOL-YPF Quimica
SA (E)
29. Rhodia (F)
30. Rohm and Haas (F)
31. Shell Chemicals
Limited (UK)
32. Solvay SA (B)
33. Wacker-Chemie GmbH

7. Coatings, adhesives and
photographic products
- ‘leading’: CEPE, European Council of
the Paint, Printing and Artists’ Colours
Industry
- ENA, European Nitrators Association
- ETAD, Ecological and Toxicological
Association of Dyes & Organic Pigments
Manufacturers
- FEICA, Fédération Européenne des
Industries de Colles et Adhésifs
- another 7 product associations

Figure 14: The 3-pillar structure of CEFIC membership 2001 (Source: www.cefic.be)

5.1.1.1. National federations (1972-) and direct company membership (1990-)

The first pillar of CEFIC is composed of the national chemical industry associations of
the EU member states (Luxemburg excepted), Norway and Switzerland, plus six
associate members with which the European Union has association agreements with
special trading conditions (Poland, Hungary, Czech Republic, Slovakia, Slovenia,
Turkey). The organisation thus has a geographical span of a total of 22 national chemical
industry federations. Among the national federations, the German Verband der
Chemischen Industrie (VCI) has traditionally played a leading role, having the three of

the worlds’ largest chemical companies among its members, BASF, Bayer, and
Hoechst.92 Past presidents have been more than simple administrators, including high
profile figures such as Mario Schimberni, the chairman of Montedison (I), Sir John
Harvey-Jones, the chairman of ICI, the UK’s largest chemical company, and Aarnhout
Loudon of Akzo (NL).
During its first period from 1972 to 1990 CEFIC was a mere confederation of federations
and witnessed some conflicts of interest in trade policy, especially in Anti-Dumping
cases. Since AD is one of CEFIC’s most prominent fields of activity, AD cases brought
92
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by the EC against non-EC member states could easily upset CEFIC’s non-EC member
federations who would feel that CEFIC was too oriented towards the EC. Since AD
requests are product-specific, representatives of the firm manufacturing the product in
question have a great incentive to closely monitor the undertakings of the sector wide
association in this field. Not surprisingly, Grant, Paterson and Whitston report that during
this first period, firm representatives nominated by their national federations tended to
predominate on important committees, especially the committee dealing with trade
policy.
The second pillar of CEFIC is constituted by the 39 individual chemical companies who
became direct members of CEFIC in 1990, i.e. in the wake of the EC Single Market
Program. The decision to create a bicameral structure for the federation had already been
foreshadowed in 1985 during the Presidency of Sir John Harvey-Jones of ICI. Tensions
between the larger multinational companies and national federations had then led to the
creation of a consultative, non-voting body, the Assembly of Corporate Associate
Members (ACAM). Anxious to be closer to political decision-making in socio-economic
affairs on the EU level and to coordinate their reaction to the trade policy reforms of the
Single Market, these mostly multinational companies sought to overcome the alleged
weakness of the Euro-confederation of national chemical industry federations by
eventually joining the peak association of the whole sector in 1990.

5.1.1.2. The rise of the product groups to CEFIC membership in 1998

In 1998, the membership of CEFIC was expanded for a second time through the adoption
of the so-called ‘product families’ into full membership of the organisation. The
organisational set-up of this third pillar is a complex network of seven ‘product families’
and their 108 affiliated product specific associations, with the goal of better integrating
intra-sectoral interests in the sector wide coalition of the European chemical industry.
Most of these seven product groups have one ‘leading affiliated organisation’ taking
upon itself the task of appropriately representing the interests of the other affiliated
product specific associations. Each of the seven families is composed of up to 25 product
specific European trade associations, making for a total of 108 intra-sectoral trade
associations represented within the CEFIC membership structure. For clarity’s sake, it is
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worth exploring these seven intra-sectoral groupings and their ‘leading affiliated
organisation’ in greater detail (I mention the ‘leading affiliated organisation’ between
brackets for those product families where there is one). CEFIC’s current product families
and their respective leading affiliated organisations are the following.
1. Petrochemicals and derivatives
(leading affiliated organisation: APPE, Association of Petrochemicals Producers
in Europe);
2. Plastics and polymer-related chemicals
(leading affiliated organisation: APME, Association of Plastics Manufacturers in
Europe);
3. Surfactants, oleochemistry and related products;
4. Inorganic chemicals
(leading affiliated organisation: Euro Chlor);
5. Agriculture, food chain and protection products
(leading affiliated organisation: EFMA, European Fertilizers Manufacturers
Association);
6. Specialities and fine chemistry;
7. Coatings, adhesives and photographic products
(leading affiliated organisation: CEPE, European Council of the Paint, Printing
and Artists’ Colours Industry)
Two of the so-called ‘leading affiliated organisations’ began outside the CEFIC structure.
Its producers were dissatisfied with the functioning of the sector organisation, at that time
only composed of national sector-wide trade associations. The Association of Plastics
Manufacturers in Europe (APME) was created in 1976, and the Association of
Petrochemicals Producers in Europe (APPE) was founded in 1985 as a response to the
industry’s overcapacity problems and the rise of Middle East producers. There is
considerable overlap of members between these intra-sectoral trade associations, due to
the specific needs to which they are designed to respond. For instance, in 1988, half the
members of the petrochemicals’ association were also members of the association for
plastics, since large company members produce both the raw material of petrochemicals
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and the intermediate plastics products. Yet, as Grant, Paterson and Whitston explain, the
subdivision into product categories follows a logic of its own.
‘This divided organizational format permits the separate representation of potentially opposed
interests. For example, cheap imports of petrochemicals may damage the interests of APPE
members, whilst providing gains for some APME members. Although a number of multinational
companies are members of both organizations, within each company responsibility for the
different business sectors is usually kept separate in distinct divisions.’93

The background of this new associative trait of the industry indeed lies in the creation of
business units within the chemicals firms. As relatively independent organisational units
within a larger firm, business units are responsible for a specific product. The creation of
business units within the chemical companies was a firm internal reform and took place
mostly in the course of the 80s and the beginning of the 90s. The main field of activity of
the product families is coordinated product promotion and the follow-up of technical,
product-specific and detailed EU environmental regulation. Their activities in the field of
trade policy are limited. Yet, the actual inclusion of the product groups into European
level and sector wide collective action occurred only in 1998, three years only after the
entry into force of the WTO and two years after the offensive administrative instruments
of the EU became operational. The need to actively seek common ground in European
interest intermediation through well-organised European branch and product associations
prepared the different product groups better for increased competition for market access.
Some of the intra-sectoral associations or individual firms indeed started to use the new
EU administrative trade instruments like market access, liberalisation enforcement and
the somewhat older instrument of AD, independently of their peak association CEFIC.

5.1.1.3. CEFIC membership between representativity and product specificity

The three-pillar structure of the European Chemical Industry Council introduced in 1998
strikes a new balance between the need for product-specific information and closeness to
the market, and the need for co-ordination on general, ‘horizontal’ issues affecting the
whole sector. This new membership structure is also reflected in the distribution of voting
power in the decision rules of the CEFIC Board, the Executive Committee and the
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Finance Committee. All three ‘constituencies’ appoint one third of the 21 Board
members, which also comprises the President, the Vice-President, the immediate past
President and a Board Member of Belgian nationality (as the secretariat is in Brussels).
The three ‘Consultative Assemblies’ of ‘Member Federations’ (AFEM), of ‘Member
Companies’ (ACOM), and of ‘Affiliated Groups’ (AFEG) are all equally represented in a
membership structure constantly torn between encompassing representativity and
particularistic intra-sectoral interest representation.

5.1.2. Negotiation vs. administration: sectoral vs. intra-sectoral representation

5.1.2.1. International trade negotiations and sectoral co-ordination

The impact of reciprocity in trade negotiations on collective action is one of creating
sectoral coalitions. When engaging in international trade negotiations, governments seek
the input, or at least the tacit backing of sector-wide representative organisations. In order
to be able to obtain concessions from their negotiating partners in one sector, they need to
be able to trade these with concessions in another sector. This logic represents an
incentive for sectors of industry to carefully prepare and co-ordinate their common
position. This has been shown to be the case in the US, and the same logic applies for the
EU. The relationship of the European Commission, the agent negotiating on behalf of the
EU Council of Ministers in international trade matters, with the European Chemical
Industry Council is no exception to that rule. The ‘constitutional’ choices addressed in
international trade negotiations require a broad spectrum of interests to be represented
and taken into account.
As a sector-wide trade association, CEFIC’s broad representativity provides the
Commission with backing to conduct reciprocal trade negotiations with third countries.
CEFIC is able to deliver reassurance on the question whether the Commission is
obtaining enough market access concessions from trading partners without ‘giving away’
to much protection for the domestic chemical industry in return for concessions in other
sectors of industry.
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In the three decades of its existence, CEFIC has indeed taken the initiative or played a
key coordinating role in the framework of a whole series of international trade
negotiations, such as the GATT/WTO rounds of tariff negotiations, international
negotiations on the protection of intellectual property rights, the multilateral rules on AD
policy, international rules on foreign direct investment, and negotiations on
environmental and health rules.
CEFIC and GATT/WTO Rounds of tariff negotiations

The need for broad interest representation is most prominent during the GATT and WTO
Rounds of tariff negotiations. Whereas national sector-wide chemicals federations had
until 1972 provided their governments and the Commission with information on their
demands and no-go zones in tariff concessions, CEFIC has played a key co-ordinating
role in the reduction of tariffs during the Tokyo Round (1973-79) and especially the
Uruguay Round (1986-94). The level of interest aggregation – whether sectoral or intrasectoral – thereby remained unaffected by the Europeanisation of interest representation,
which for the chemical sector started in 1972 with the creation of CEFIC. A common
position and strategy on the level of the sector was now agreed upon in an organisation of
European rather than national scope, aimed at influencing the political decisions made in
the course of reciprocal concessions and trade-offs between high-performance and more
protectionist sectors.
During the Uruguay Round CEFIC took the initiative for a ‘Chemical Tariff
Harmonization Agreement’. This agreement was concluded together with other peak
associations of the chemical industry in the Quad nations and a limited number of other
WTO members within the framework of the International Council of Chemical
Associations (ICCA), fixing tariffs at a maximum of 6,5% by 2004.94 These tariff levels
were then cemented in the WTO bound tariff commitments, signed by the WTO member
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states.95 In many cases, actual duties are below this maximum. A key priority for
CEFIC’s future activities remains the elimination of chemical tariffs by 2010.96
CEFIC and the international protection of intellectual property rights

The same key role befell the sector-wide coalition of the European chemical industry for
the negotiations on the WTO Agreement on Trade Related Intellectual Property Rights
(TRIPs). As a research based industry, the chemical sector, speaking through CEFIC, had
forcefully supported the inclusion of trade in services and intellectual property rights on
the negotiation agenda, in exchange for concessions to developing countries in the sectors
of textiles, agriculture and primary materials. The TRIPS agreement was hailed as a
major result of the Uruguay Round. The TRIPs agreement creates the obligation to grant
a patent protection for a term of 20 years and is consequently of great importance to both
the chemicals and its twin sector of pharmaceuticals, both largely dependent on the
international protection of research-based property rights. CEFIC continues to express its
vociferous support of the existing TRIPs agreement, decrying any weakening of the
agreement, and almost preferring it not to appear on the negotiation table of a future
round for fear of it being used in trade-offs with developing countries. In case it was to
figure on the agenda, CEFIC has already prepared a detailed list of TRIPs Articles it
deems susceptible for improvement.97
CEFIC and multilateral rules on AD policy

Another ‘constitutional’ aspect of the world trading system, the relatively weak WTO
rules on Anti-Dumping, continues to figure high on the list of priorities of CEFIC. In the
past CEFIC has repeatedly supported the existing WTO disciplines for anti-dumping, as
95
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here in 1999: ‘CEFIC is fully supportive of the current WTO and EU disciplines for antidumping and would not wish to see a weakening of this instrument.’98 They seem to have
preferred that these rather weak WTO disciplines on state discretion in finding antidumping are securely cemented into domestic law by all WTO member states. Such an
interpretation is a far cry from the intention of the agreement that is to limit the use,
misuse and spread of the instrument. Concurrently, ‘CEFIC is opposed to the replacement
of the AD instrument by competition rules and to the creation of a global competition
authority’. The more stringent application of the EU competition rules by the European
Commission has at the same time made the use of AD measures for anti-competitive
purposes significantly less attractive.
The present gradual cross-national spread of the instrument puts the industry in an
awkward position on Anti-Dumping. On the one hand, the cross-national spread of AD
assures a near irrevocability of the domestic instrument, since its abolition would create
an ‘unfair’ advantage to other governments. On the other hand, the European chemical
industry increasingly becomes the target of foreign AD measures limiting its export
performance, as by now approximately 70 countries have adopted domestic AD
regulations. The comfortable strategy of keeping the status quo is therefore no longer the
obvious one to follow. In the past, CEFIC tried to serve its members well by advocating
the maintenance of the existing system in which administrative discretion remains high
and regulatory capture by particularistic protectionist interests relatively easy. The
organisation has developed a high level of expertise in filing AD cases and is the single
most active filer of AD complaints in the EU. (For the associational dynamics behind
CEFIC’s AD services to its members, see later.) The international spread of the
instrument has now created incentives for the sector-wide industry coalition to coordinate its rethinking of its position on AD. A more recent statement, prepared for the
new Round, indeed not only stresses that actual WTO rules are fine, but also highlights
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the need ‘to pursue a uniform and non-discriminatory transposition into all WTO
members’ legislation of the WTO Anti-Dumping Agreement’.99
CEFIC and international rules on foreign direct investment

CEFIC has equally been an important advocate in the drive for an international
investment code. Throughout the negotiations on a Multilateral Agreement on Investment
(MAI) conducted by the 29 members of the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and
Development (OECD) in Paris, CEFIC actively participated in the industry consultations
held by governments and the European Commission. The negotiations within the
framework of the OECD failed and were transferred to the WTO, at least for the time
being. Since foreign direct investment (FDI) in non-OECD members is becoming
increasingly important, CEFIC advocates a global regime on FDI, hoping the experience
gained during the OECD negotiations will bear fruit in the planned WTO negotiations.
According to the industry, the application of the GATT/WTO ‘most favoured nation’
clause and ‘national treatment’, supplemented by binding dispute settlement, would
especially provide the appropriate framework to design such an agreement.100
CEFIC and cross-sectoral co-ordination

In regard to these institutional, ‘horizontal’ issues of relevance to the multilateral trading
system on the whole, CEFIC seeks to coordinate with the Union of Industrial and
Employers’ Confederations of Europe (UNICE), the encompassing association of
European business. The same tailored collaboration took place with other sector-wide
peak associations, as in the collaboration with the European Federation of Pharmaceutical
Industry Associations (EFPIA) during the Uruguay Round negotiations. The two
industries indeed had similar preferences and could reinforce each other’s positions on
the negotiations topic of intellectual property rights protection. EFPIA also sought
collaboration with CEFIC on tariff reductions in the framework of the so-called ‘GATT
99
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Zero for Zero Agreement’ on pharmaceuticals and chemical ingredients for the
production of pharmaceuticals. The chemicals and pharmaceuticals associations of the
major industrialised countries prepared a joint proposal, which was subsequently
integrated in member states’ tariff commitments at the end of the Uruguay Round.101
These cases of cross-sectoral co-ordination on trade policy issues, however, are issuespecific and by no way generalised in the daily conduct of business of both CEFIC and
EFPIA. Fields where there is such an overarching like-mindedness are rare phenomena,
and the tying up of cross-sectoral package deals remains more firmly than ever a business
left to state negotiators.
CEFIC and environmental and health rules

The last illustration of sectoral interest representation under negotiated trade policy
instruments is CEFIC’s activity in the field of international environmental rules. As an
industry where detailed technical and product specific EU rules govern the production
and distribution on the domestic EU market, CEFIC takes on the coordinating role
whenever the EU is negotiating international environmental agreements. Since the
chemicals sector is heavily trade dependent, environmental rules that do not allow for
non-discriminatory treatment are a constant concern for the whole industry. Issues such
as the Rio Agreement on Biological Diversity and its relation to the TRIPs agreement,
eco-labelling, and Multilateral Environmental Agreements (MEAs) in the framework of
the WTO Committee on Trade and Environment consequently figure high on the priority
list of the organisation, seeking a coherent response through its programmes on
‘Responsible Care’ and ‘Sustainable Development’.102
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5.1.2.2. Administrative trade policy instruments: intra-sectoral interest aggregation and
delegation to CEFIC

The logic of constitutional choice is one side of the coin of trade policy under the WTO,
with trade negotiations calling for broad sectoral coalitions. The peculiarity of the new
trading system lies in its adding a second level of trade policy-making to the familiar
structure of trade negotiations. The logic of enforcement is the other side of the coin, with
administrative trade instruments calling for intra-sectoral interest aggregation. As I have
shown in Chapter 3, interest aggregation in this new institutional framework indeed tends
to take place on an intra-sectoral level. In the case of the European chemicals sector, this
intra-sectoral ‘pull’ is readily observable; however, the actual lobbying activity is often
delegated to the peak association, CEFIC. This case-by-case service provision by the
peak trade association on behalf of product-specific interests is the empirical peculiarity
of European chemicals collective action in trade policy that requires explanation.
The EC Anti-Dumping instrument and CEFIC

Although the Anti-Dumping instrument is a particularly product-specific one, generally
eliciting small intra-sectoral coalitions, CEFIC has traditionally had a quasi monopoly on
lodging AD complaints with the European Commission on behalf of chemicals
manufacturers in Europe. Of the 78 requests for AD measures on chemical products
between 1980 and 2000, the peak association CEFIC lodged 61. The coalition formation
between firms manufacturing the product on which AD measures are requested is intrasectoral. Yet, the requirements to provide the administration with detailed information
about product prices and market shares creates incentives for collusion among the
producers that lodge the complaint. Product markets with large numbers of small and
medium sized enterprises are thus practically excluded from applying for AD measures.
Their sheer numbers forestall the co-ordination effort required to gather the data and
leave price competition untouched, even in cases of dumping. Concentrated industries
with a limited number of large producers like the chemicals sector can more easily
organise the coalition required to apply for AD measures. CEFIC has indeed served as the
carrier of collective action lodging the AD complaints on behalf of virtually any product
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group of the European chemicals sector. The stability of these coalition arrangements has
already been illustrated in Figure 11, Chapter 4. It lists the frequency with which major
chemicals companies were part of the coalition that asked CEFIC to lodge an AD
complaint with the European Commission in the course of the 1980s. Most large
producers are faithful ‘clients’ of both CEFIC and the Commission, especially in the
product category of synthetic chemicals.
Industry concentration is thus the main explanatory factor for the delegation of AD
lobbying to the specialised services of the peak association CEFIC, a finding
corroborated by the intimate relation between AD actions and the breach of competition
rules. One in four EC AD cases between 1980 and 1989 were closely related with EC
anti-cartel proceedings. Analysing two AD cases lodged by CEFIC during the 1980s,
Messerlin comes to the conclusion that the anti-dumping actions initiated by DG I
(External Relations) of the European Commission were crucial to the survival of the
cartels that were under investigation by DG IV (Competition) of the same European
Commission.103 The AD procedures were captured by the cartels in respect to market
definition, dumping margins, the injury test, as well as the duration of the measures. Of
particular importance to the organisation of the coalition for an AD complaint –, the
complaining firms managed to give a broad definition of the relevant market where
dumping was alleged, since complainants in AD actions have an incentive to adopt the
widest possible definition of the product in order to get more complete protection.
Competition authorities on the other hand, tend to use narrow definitions in order to make
their proofs stronger. Still according to Messerlin, AD benefits outweighed the cost of the
anti-cartel fines the companies had to pay, at least during the 1980-89 period. Both the
acceptance of broad product market definitions in AD and prudence in competition seem
to be on the retreat in the course of the AD and competition procedures during the 1990s,
witness the recent unusually high fines against a cartel of vitamin producers imposed by
the European Commission.
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Messerlin, Patrick A. 1990, ‘Antidumping Regulations or Procartel Law? The EC Chemical Cases’, in:
The World Economy, p. 465-492; In 1999 the Prodi Commission created ‘DG Trade’ and ‘DG External
Relations’ out of the former ‘DG I’, the autonomy of DG Trade illustrating the increased importance and
specialist independence of trade policy in the WTO-era. Equally in an effort to eliminate some of the
insider-speak, ‘DG IV’ was re-baptised ‘DG Competition’.
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CEFIC’s monopoly on filing AD cases to the Commission is not absolute and has been
challenged every now and then. From 1980 until 2000, individual firms, ad hoc coalitions
of firms, or product specific trade associations, lodged 17 of the 78 EC AD chemical
cases. Most prominent among the trade associations acting independently from CEFIC in
AD cases is the European Fertilizers Manufacturers Association (EFMA, formerly called
CMC-Engrais). Throughout the 80s and the 90s this association autonomously filed all its
requests for AD measures on nitrogen, phosphates, and other fertilizer products. Other
intra-sectoral trade associations filing AD complaints independently of the peak
association CEFIC include the European Plastic Films, Membrane and Covering
Manufacturers Association (AEC), the European Association of Potassium Producers
(APEP), and the Association of Plastic Manufacturers in Europe (APME).104
The EU Market Access Database, the TBR instrument and chemicals

The familiarity of the chemical industry, and especially of its European peak association
CEFIC, with the EC’s AD instruments, clearly had its effects on interest representation in
the framework of the offensive administrative instruments created in the wake of the new
World Trade Organization. CEFIC figures prominently among the organisations that
channel information on trade barriers in third countries to the services of the European
Commission. From the set-up of the MADB at the end of 1996 until 2000, CEFIC was in
close interaction with the Market Access Unit of DG TRADE, complaining about barriers
to trade such as certification procedures, payment terms, standards and technical
requirements, dumping allegations, minimum import prices, all of these in relation to
particular products such as CMC, gelatine, pesticides, polyethylene, polypropylene, PVC,
ethyl alcohol, crops, etc.
Yet, even in the presence of the peak associations’ activities in the framework of
offensive administrative instruments, some intra-sectoral chemical trade associations do
use the offensive trade policy instruments administered by the Commission
independently of their peak association CEFIC. The European Fertilizers Manufacturers’
Association (EFMA) filed two MADB complaints with the European Commission on
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See Annex 4 and 5.
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subsidies for fertilizers in two external countries, supplementing its previous defensive
strategy of filing AD cases with an offensive one through monitoring of market access
conditions for the products of its member firms. Another intra-sectoral association of the
chemical industry, the Association of European Manufacturers of Sporting Ammunition
(AFEMS) complained about restrictions on sporting ammunition in Brazil. This action
was concerted with CEFIC, however, and CEFIC is considering submitting a Trade
Barrier Regulation complaint on this issue. Apparently, the data requirements to compile
a TBR case and CEFIC’s expertise with judicialised trade policy procedures induced
AFEMS to delegate a possible TBR complaint to the specialised services of CEFIC. Also,
the European Crop Protection Association (ECPA) acted in 'concertation' with CEFIC
when informing the MADB about intellectual property protection with regard to crops in
Argentina. Again, the expertise and technical specialisation of CEFIC trade policy
division seems to have counterbalanced the need for product-specific, intra-sectoral
interest representation.
The overall picture therefore is one of predominance of the peak association CEFIC in
matters of trade policy matters. The highly concentrated nature of the industry favours
centralised information gathering and monitoring structures and permits the peak
association to gain predominance in interaction with the European public authorities. In
addition to this incentive for professionalism, the reshuffle of CEFIC’s membership, in
the form of the inclusion of the products families as full members, permitted intrasectoral interests to profit from the CEFIC’s specialisation in the judicial technicalities of
administrative trade policy instruments.
WTO Dispute Settlement and chemicals

To conclude my discussion of administrative trade policy instruments and coalition
formation in trade policymaking, I sketch the intra-sectoral origins of administrative
proceedings about chemical products that ultimately led to two WTO complaints
incorporating broader issues.
In the course of 1998, the Association of Sorbitol Producers in the EC (ASPEC),
considered lodging a TBR complaint about the Brazilian non-automatic import licensing
system operated through compulsory minimum prices and applied for the products
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Sorbitol and CarboxyMethylCellulose (in shorthand: CMC).105 The Association
eventually decided not to submit the complaint, since some of its members feared
retaliation or harassment measures from the Brazilian authorities. The new TBR
procedural rules allow however that individual producers lodge international trade
complaints. The firm and member of ASPEC, Cerestar Holding, seized this opportunity,
bypassing its own trade association in an attempt to vigorously defend its export interests.
Federchimica, the Italian Association of Chemicals Producers, joined the company as
interested party to the proceedings. After receiving a unanimous go-ahead from the 15
EU member states, the European Commission officially initiated the investigation on
behalf of the company on 24 November 1998.106 This 11th TBR case was not the only
TBR case that dealt with trade barriers encountered by European exporters in the
Brazilian market. On 27 June 1997 the Federation of the European Steel Industry,
EUROFER, had already complained about the Brazilian non-automatic import licensing
system for stainless steel flat products, a system operating through compulsory payment
terms. This complaint had already culminated in a WTO dispute settlement proceeding on
Brazilian import licensing requirements for steel plates, initiated by the European Union
on 8 January 1998 (WT/DS116).107 And on 27 February 1998, the Belgian Textiles
Federation, FEBELTEX, had already launched its complaint about a non-automatic
licensing system for textile products, which operated through compulsory payment terms
and minimum prices, and applied via the customs valuation system. The federation had
been alerted about the trade difficulties through the interior textiles producers among its
membership, especially by the Flemish carpet producers. Certainly, the sheer size of the
Brazilian market provided the necessary incentive for European exporters to invest in
lobbying the European Commission to enhance market access conditions. Although the
measures were soon removed for steel products under the pressure of a potential adverse
ruling from the WTO Dispute Settlement Body, the textile producers, and the Sorbitol
and CMC producers continued to suffer adverse trade effects. The Commission therefore
decided to increase the pressure on Brazil and compiled the complaints into another WTO
complaint on Brazilian ‘Measures on imports licensing and minimum import prices’ for
105

The Harmonized System tariff codes for the two products are: HS 290544 and 382460.
See Annex 6, EU TBR cases (1995-2000).
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Annex 3: EU WTO Cases, 1995-2000.
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which formal consultations were initiated 14 October 1999 (WT/DS183). The measures
appeared to be in violation of several Articles of the GATT, of the WTO Agreement on
Agriculture and the so-called SPS Agreement (the WTO Agreement on Sanitary and
Phyto-Sanitary Measures). The WTO proceedings led Brazil to no longer impose
minimum prices on Sorbitol and CMC. Yet, the country raised customs duties on Sorbitol
from 18 to 37%, stating they would be lowered to 14% by 1-1-2001.
This history of a couple of related WTO cases shows how intra-sectoral lobbying is at
their origin. They are consecutively combined into more encompassing complaints by the
public authorities.
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5.2. WTO enforcement of intellectual property rights and the reorganisation
of the European pharmaceuticals association

Strictly speaking, pharmaceuticals are a branch within the chemicals sector. A number of
large chemical companies also produce medicines and their active ingredients. Industry
concentration is a characteristic trait of the pharmaceuticals branch as it is for the whole
chemicals sector. In recent decades, however, pharmaceuticals as such have become ever
more independent from the chemical industry so as to qualify as a sector in its own right.
Highly profitable, the pharmaceutical industry has at the same time been subject to heavy
governmental regulations on medicine pricing and patients’ health and safety, different
from the general health and environmental rules the chemicals sector is subject to. This
development of governmental regulation of medicines has lead to an associational
dynamic unrelated to the chemicals sector as a whole, and to the establishment of peak
associations specific to the pharmaceutical industry, first on the national, then both on the
international and the European level. The origin of these international confederations
have been predominantly of an anticipatory nature, intended to forestall restrictive
governmental regulation by introducing self-regulatory codes of practice with
enforcement mechanisms. As a reaction to the creation of the European Economic
Community (EEC) in 1958 and the European Free Trade Association (EFTA) in 1960,
two small, informal groupings of the European pharmaceutical industry were created, the
‘Groupement International de l’Industrie Pharmaceutique des pays de la Communauté
Européenne’ (GIIP) and the ‘Pharmaceutical Industries’ Associations’ (PIA)108. 1968 saw
the creation of the International Federation of Pharmaceutical Manufacturers Association
(IFPMA, established in Geneva), aimed at countering what was perceived to be a
regulatory threat from the World Health Organisation (WHO), a threat that never

108

Founding EFTA members were Austria, Denmark, Norway, Portugal, Sweden, Switzerland, and the
United Kingdom. They were joined by Iceland in 1970 and by Finland in 1986. Many member states left
the organisation to join the EEC: Denmark and the UK in 1972, Portugal in 1985, Austria, Finland and
Sweden in 1995. EFTA now comprises Iceland, Liechtenstein, Norway and Switzerland.
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materialised.109 The two European confederations merged into one single peak
association in 1978, creating the European Federation of Pharmaceutical Industry
Associations (EFPIA), a confederation of national pharmaceutical industry federations of
the EC member states and the EFTA countries.

5.2.1. EFPIA and the creation of direct company membership

5.2.1.1. EFPIA as a Euro-confederation of national pharmaceuticals associations
(1972-1998)

During its first 20 years of existence, EFPIA was a typical European confederation, with
a membership composed exclusively of national pharmaceutical federations. The
organisation proved rather successful on a number of issues of interest to the internal EC
market, such as the harmonisation of marketing authorisations in the EC, the holding at
bay of a restrictive pricing directive from the EC, the defence of the industry’s monopoly
on information about medicines to medical doctors through auto-regulation in codes of
conduct, and the extension of the patent period for medicines in Europe.110 Since health
policy, and consequently medicine pricing and authorisation is not European, but a
predominantly national level competency, national federations have an important role to
play in the representation of the pharmaceutical industry’s interests. EFPIA has
consequently served as an effective vehicle to join forces on selected issues of interest to
all.
Its activities in the field of external trade policy were limited and rather ad hoc. In
contrast to the chemical industry and due to the higher level of effective protection in the
sector, the pharmaceutical sector did not specialise in filing Anti-Dumping claims with
the European Commission. The industry’s trade policy activities remained restricted to
activities in the framework of international negotiations like the GATT and WTO trade
109

Greenwood, Justin, and Ronit 1992, ‘Established and emergent sectors: organized interests at the
European level in the pharmaceutical industry and the new biotechnologies’, in: Greenwood, Justin, Jürgen
Grote and Karsten Ronit, Organized Interests and the European Community, London, Sage Publications.
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Greenwood, Justin 1997, Representing Interests in the European Union, Macmillan Press, Houndmills,
Basingstoke.
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Rounds, and the Paris Convention for Intellectual Property. Another reason for the
persistent importance of the national level lies in the indecisive Europeanisation of patent
law (since 1977 administered by the European Patent Office in München), and the weak
powers of the European Medicines Evaluation Agency (EMEA), installed in the London
Canary Wharf docks in 1995.

5.2.1.2. The creation of direct company EFPIA membership in 1998

In 1998, 40 large pharmaceutical producers in Europe became direct members of the
EFPIA. It was inscribed in the statutes that the member company should have its research
and manufacturing of medicines for human use based in Europe, with a threshold of at
least 10 % of their turnover in Research & Development (approximately 500 million
Euros). Therefore, a considerable high degree of economic activity in the European
Union, not the ‘nationality’ of the firm, is the decisive criterion for membership. This
accounts for a high number of American EFPIA member firms. National federations and
company members each hold 50% of the votes in the EFPIA Board.
National federations generally have both producers of patented and of generic
pharmaceuticals among their members. A peculiarity on the side of the German and the
Swiss representation in EFPIA is that the association of research-based, patented
pharmaceutical producers and the association of manufacturers of generics are separate
members.111 In 2001 the membership of EFPIA was as represented in Figure 15.
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Founded in 1992, the European Generics Association, is an organisation with a mixed membership of
some national generics associations and company members.
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Member associations (19):

Member
companies (45):

1. A – Fachverband der Chemischen Industrie Österreichs (FCIO)
2. B – Alg. Vereniging v/d Geneesmiddelenind./Ass. Gén. de l’Ind. du Médicament
(AVGI-AGIM)
3. CH – Société Suisse des Industries Chimiques (SSIC)
4. CH – Verband der Forschenden Pharmaceutischen Firmen der Schweiz (Interpharma)
5. D – Bundesverband der Pharmazeutischen Industrie (BPI)
6. D – Verband Forschender Arzneimittelhersteller (VFA)
7. DK – Laegemiddelindustriforeningen, Danish Association of the Pharmaceutical
Industry (LIF)
8. E – Associación Nacional Empresarial de la Industria Farmacéutica (Farmaindustria)
9. F – Syndicat national de l’industrie pharmaceutique (SNIP)
10. FIN – Lääketeollisuus ry, Pharma Industry Finland (PIF)
11. GR – Hellenic Association of Pharmaceutical Companies (SFEE)
12. I - Associazione Nazionale dell’Industria Farmaceutica (Farmindustria)
13. IRL – Irish Pharmaceutical Healthcare Association (IPHA)
14. NL – Nederlandse Vereniging van de Research-georiënteerde Farmaceutische
Industrie (Nefarma)
15. NO - Legemiddelindustriforeningen, Norwegian Assoc. of Pharmaceutical
Manufacturers (LMI)
16. P – Associação Portuguesa da Indústria Farmacêutica (Apifarma)
17. SWE - Läkemedelsindustriföreningen, Swedish Association of the Pharmaceutical
Industry (LIF)
18. TK – Pharmaceutical and Chemical Manufacturers Association (IEIS)

1. Akzo-Nobel-Pharma, NL
2. Almirall-Prodesfarma, E

19. UK – The Association of the British Pharmaceutical Industry (ABPI)

(Affiliate Company Members):

3. AstraZeneca, SWE/UK
4. Aventis Pharma AG, D/F
5. Baxter, US
6. Bayer AG, D
7. Beaufour-Ipsen, F
8. Boehringer Ingelheim, D
9. Bristol Myers Squibb, US
10. Chiesi Farmaceutici, I
11. DuPont Pharmaeuticals, US
12. Eli Lilly & Co, US
13. Laboratorios Esteve, E
14. Glaxo Wellcome, UK
15. Grünenthal, D
16. Johnson & Johnson, US
17. Knoll AG, D
18. Leo Pharmaceut. Products,
DK
19. H. Lundbeck A/S, DK
20. A. Menarini, I
22. Merck & Co, US
23. Novartis, CH
24. Novo Nordisk, DK
25. Pfizer, US
26. Pharmacia Corporation, US
27. Roche, CH
28. Sanofi-Synthelabo, F
29. Schering AG, D
30. Schering-Plough, US
31. Schwarz Pharma AG, D
32. Serono, CH
33. Laboratoires Servier, F
34. Sigma-Tau, I
35. SmithKline Beecham, UK
36. Solvay, B
37. UCB Pharma, B
38. Warner Lambert, US
39. Wyeth-Ayerst (AHP), US
40. Zambon Group, I
(41. Amgen, US)
(42. Grupo Ferrer, E)
(43. Recordati, I)
(44. Bracco, I)
(45. J. Uriach & Cia, E)

Figure 15: EFPIA membership 2001
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The affiliate company members are two Spanish and Italian relatively small
pharmaceutical producers. They were included among the members to assure a broader
representation from two large EU member states with a relatively low activity in the
pharmaceuticals sector. Since the criterion for company membership is not based on
where the headquarters of the transnational corporation are based, but on the presence of
research and manufacturing in Europe, the membership displays a very high proportion of
American pharmaceutical companies. The geographical spread of company members is
represented in Figure 16.

Country

Number of EFPIA
member companies

United States
Germany
Italy
Spain
France
Denmark
Switzerland
Belgium
The Netherlands
(Two companies, AstraZeneca
German/French.)

12
7
6
4
3
3
3
2
1
and Aventis Pharma AG, are respectively British/Swedish and

Figure 16: The geographical span of EFPIA member companies 2001

Finally, within EFPIA two groupings have been created for collective action in specific
segments of the pharmaceuticals market, the European Vaccine Manufacturers (EVM)
and the Emerging Biopharmaceutical Enterprises (EBE). The EVM was created in 1991
and in 2001 comprised seven member companies that produce vaccines. The EBE was
created around the same time and in 2001 had a membership of 28 member companies
that apply bioscience technologies.
Due to continuing consolidation in the sector, the number of EFPIA member companies
is on the decline. In 1999, the industry employed 520,000 people in Europe, 82,500 of
them employed in Research and Development. Per annum exports outside Europe amount
to Euro 27 billion, making the organisation especially interested in enhancing market
access for its members.
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5.2.2. EFPIA and European trade policy instruments

5.2.2.1. International trade negotiations and peak association co-ordination

Until the large European pharmaceutical companies pressed to become members of the
European Federation of Pharmaceutical Industry Associations in 1998, EFPIA’s trade
policy activities were very much ad hoc.112 They were predominantly linked to
international trade negotiations during the GATT Rounds, assuring the co-ordination of
national associations’ positions on tariff levels and the rules of the international trading
system. Prior the inclusion of intellectual property rights protection in the Uruguay
Agreements, international (extra-EU) patent protection took place in the framework of
the Paris Convention for Intellectual Property. In the uncertain environment of
‘constitutional’ rule finding during the Uruguay Round, the European pharmaceuticals
association EFPIA co-ordinated its activities for tariff reductions with its American
counterpart, the Pharmaceutical Research and Manufacturers of America (PhRMA).
Together with a couple of other pharmaceuticals peak associations, they entered into an
endeavour to eliminate tariffs on all finished and/or semi-finished pharmaceutical
products, including active ingredients, irrespective of these products’ origin. To this
purpose, the associations met regularly in a forum called ‘INTERCEPT’. For the active
chemical ingredients, EFPIA co-ordinated with the European chemicals peak association,
CEFIC, to reduce tariffs to zero on these products as well. The outcome of this coordination effort was a joint business proposal for a ‘GATT/WTO Zero for Zero
Agreement’. The respective governments of these associations included these zero tariffs
in their Uruguay tariff commitments, which entered into force on 1 January 1995.113
112

While maintaining the acronym EFPIA, the organisation’s name was later on changed to the ‘European
Federation of Pharmaceutical Industries and Associations’.
113
In technical terms this amounts to the following: All products under the tariff heading 30,
‘pharmaceutical products’, of the ‘Harmonised System’ (HS) of tariff nomenclature are exempt from tariffs
as of 1 January 1995. The Harmonised System is the classification system upon which countries base their
establishment of the tariff, and is administered by the World Customs Organisation (WCO). For instance:
Chapter 30 of the HS denominates ‘pharmaceutical products’, the HS code 30.03 denominates
‘medicaments’, and the code 30.03.20 ‘medicaments containing penicillins’. The longer the code therefore,
the more specific and more defined the product becomes. Apart from all pharmaceutical products, the
‘GATT/WTO Zero for Zero Agreement’ also exempts a whole series of active ingredients from tariffs.
These are a series of tariff lines in chapter 29, ‘organic chemicals’. The HS tariff headings in question are:
29.36, 29.37, 29.39, and 29.41, whereby 29.36 are ‘provitamins and vitamins, natural or reproduced by
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Since new products are constantly being created or others added to the list of products
with zero tariffs, regular INTERCEPT meetings now follow up the implementation of the
agreement, although the industry would prefer a general ban on tariffs, instead of the
administrative burden of these up-dates.
Not only during the past GATT Rounds did EFPIA, as the peak association of the whole
sector, engage in lobbying activity in the framework of international trade negotiations.
Recent fields of activity that required sector wide co-ordination and coalition building
included the following topics: In response to the political campaign from nongovernmental organisations and the call from developing countries’ governments for
cheaper access to medicines for major communicable diseases (AIDS, malaria,
tuberculosis), the European pharmaceuticals industry had to co-ordinate its response. On
the one hand, they had to make sure that the industry was not seen to be hostile to patients
by keeping prices high for poverty related diseases. On the other hand, the industry had to
assure that the terms of the WTO agreement on intellectual property (the TRIPs
agreement) were not weakened in order to ensure the stability of the international regime
for patent protection of such a primordial importance to a high cost research industry.114
Another topic of sector wide importance is the implementation of the WTO agreement on
rules of origin, for which the Customs Co-operation Council has to draw up detailed
rules. The exact definition of what is the ‘origin’ of a product and what is a ‘substantial
transformation’ of that product is of increasing importance in an era where different
stages of the production of one product take place in different countries. The industry has

synthesis (including natural concentrates), derivatives thereof used primarily as vitamins, and intermixtures
of the foregoing, whether or not in any solvent’; HS tariff heading 29.37: ‘Hormones, natural or reproduced
by synthesis; derivatives thereof, used primarily as hormones; other steroids used primarily as hormones’;
HS tariff heading 29.39: ‘Vegetable alkaloids, natural or reproduced by synthesis, and their salts, ethers,
esters and other derivatives’; and finally HS tariff heading 29.41: ‘antibiotics’. See ‘Commission
Regulation (EC) No 2263/2000 of 13 October 2000, amending Annex I to Council Regulation (EEC) No
2658/87 on the tariff and statistical nomenclature and on the Common Customs Tariff’, in: Official Journal
of the European Communities (18 Oct 2000), Vol. 43, L 264, pp. 1-936.
114
European Federation of Pharmaceutical Industries and Associations 2001, Communication of the
Commission to the Council and the European Parliament on ‘Accelerated action targeted at major
communicable diseases within the context of poverty reduction, Investment in Research and Development
of global goods targeted at the three diseases (HIV, malaria, tuberculosis), Point of view of the
pharmaceutical industry, Brussels, www.efpia.org, January 2001.
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therefore adopted a shared position on how they would like to see the Uruguay
Agreements implemented.115
International negotiations on Mutual Recognition Agreements (MRA’s) also enter into
this logic of sector wide co-ordination, witness the EFPIA position on the MRA on Good
Manufacturing Practices (GMP’s) that was to be concluded between the US Food and
Drug Administration (FDA) and the European Commission.116
Finally, and perhaps most importantly, the European pharmaceutical industry developed
its unified position on the possible launch of a new Round of WTO trade negotiations in
the framework of the sector wide European Federation of Pharmaceutical Industry
Associations. EFPIA indeed demands an extension of the industry’s GATT Zero for Zero
Agreement to as many WTO member states as possible, and is very vigilant about any
change to the TRIPs agreement. The industry is united in opposing any form of
‘international exhaustion of intellectual property rights’, for trademarks as well as for
patents, and only argues – as did CEFIC – for an inclusion of intellectual property
protection in the agenda if it serves to strengthen the international security of property
rights.117 In view of increased opposition to TRIPs implementation in developing
countries (which according to the Uruguay Round Agreements had to be concluded by
the 1st of January 2000), the industry opted for the fall-back position of vociferously
supporting the TRIPs agreement as it stands. In its position paper on the Millennium
Round, the association called for full implementation of the existing TRIPs agreement
while using all options for flexibility in Least Developed Countries, and cases of national
emergency (AIDS, malaria, or tuberculosis). This stance reflects the EFPIA’s weariness
about TRIPs getting watered down in the give and take logic of reciprocity.118
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European Federation of Pharmaceutical Industry Associations 1995, GATT Agreement on rules of
origin. Future harmonisation of non-preferential origin rules, EFPIA position paper, Brussels,
www.efpia.org, March 1995.
116
European Federation of Pharmaceutical Industry Associations 1997, Principles to be included within a
Mutual Recognition Agreement (MRA) on Good Manufacturing Practices between US FDA and the
European Commission, EFPIA position paper, Brussels, www.efpia.org, April 1997.
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European Federation of Pharmaceutical Industries and Associations 2000, International exhaustion.
Trade marks and pharmaceuticals, EFPIA position paper, Brussels, www.efpia.org, May 2000; EFPIA
1999, WTO Millennium Round, EFPIA position paper, Brussels, www.efpia.org, October 1999.
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European Federation of Pharmaceutical Industries and Associations 2001, WTO Millennium Round,
EFPIA Position Paper, Brussels, www.efpia.org, July 2001.
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5.2.2.2. The EU’s market access instruments and EFPIA’s direct company membership

The creation of direct company membership in EFPIA brought a landmark change in the
functioning and tasks of the peak association of the European pharmaceutical industry,
especially in the field of trade policy. Collective action had until taken place with and
through the intermediary of smaller geographically defined entities, i.e. the national trade
associations within EFPIA. When in 1998, 40 individual pharmaceutical companies bypassed their own national federations and became direct members of EFPIA, they
immediately brought to bear their demands in the field of EFPIA’s future trade policy
activities for which they joined the organisation in the first place. For one thing, large
trans-national firms are generally closer to export markets outside the EU than their
respective national federations. For the non-European –in this case American- firms,
direct membership assured representation, even in the absence of membership of national
associations. But more importantly, the new offensive trade policy instruments
administered by the EU that permit case-by-case enforcement of WTO market access
rights, provided the decisive incentive to put collective action on this subject into
operation. The firms indeed insisted on a more streamlined method to monitor
implementation and assure enforcement of international trading rules in third countries,
especially of the WTO agreement on intellectual property. From now on one of the tasks
of EFPIA was to monitor third country markets, to lodge TBR complaints with the
European Commission, and to manage an ‘early warning’ system on market access
problems. Acting only two years after the institutionalisation of administrative offensive
trade instruments by the European Commission, the association re-organised in order to
be able to channel intra-sectoral information about case specific barriers to trade in
pharmaceutical products to the European administration. Furthermore, the board of
EFPIA, now composed of both companies and national federations, decided that these
actions had to take place in a case-by-case manner, closely in line with the companies’
needs, and had to provide the European Commission with information for its targeted
interventions in official meetings with third countries. It was equally decided that EFPIA
itself should not intervene at the level of national governments of these foreign countries,
but work either through the European Commission, the foreign national associations, or
through European companies established in those countries. Clearly, the organisation
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does not want to be seen as a bully to the foreign administration in question, and prefers
to work through the more effective route of the Commission, which has the authority to
base its claims on established WTO rights, and – as a complementary strategy – through
the national association of the foreign trading partner, which is more likely to be seen to
represent the legitimate interest of the pharmaceutical sector in that country.
The intra-sectoral shift in trade policy lobbying under the administrative instruments of
the EU is therefore reflected in individual firms asking for better case-by-case litigation.
On the other hand the firms do not handle this alone, but prefer to delegate the actual
filing of complaints to their peak association, possibly to shield themselves from to much
overt offensive action against their possible future trading partners. As with the other
trade association of a highly concentrated sector, CEFIC, the sector-wide coalition EFPIA
remains the preferred level of interest aggregation or at least the appropriate organisation
to delegate to, but only on the condition that intra-sectoral interests get a greater say in
the association. In CEFIC this reshuffle took the form of direct company membership and
the inclusion of the product groups. In EFPIA, individual corporations ensured they could
impose their agenda on market access issues by becoming full direct members. The
associational dynamics of trade policy lobbying in the European pharmaceutical sector is
therefore characterised by the delegation of trade policy monitoring and enforcement to
the peak association EFPIA.119
The EU Market Access Database, the TBR instrument and EFPIA

The companies would get the market access monitoring they demanded. Since the
creation of the Market Access Unit, EFPIA has been the single most active European
trade association in informing this Unit of the European Commission about foreign trade
barriers. EFPIA documented at least 30 different trade barriers in a variety of countries
across the world and submitted the information to the Commission. Especially
unsatisfactory implementation of the WTO TRIPs agreement in certain emerging markets
figured among the topics raised by EFPIA. Several TBR procedures were being
119

Whether protection of intellectual property plays such a crucial role in the sector as to provide enough of
an incentive to organise collectively remains an open question. Is the 20 years patent term such a potent
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considered, and in the case of obstacles to trade in pharmaceutical products on the market
of the Republic of Korea, the procedure was officially initiated on 30 July 1999. The
complaint concerned alleged discrimination in rules and practices concerning pricing and
reimbursement of pharmaceutical products affecting trade of EU pharmaceutical products
in the Korean market. Since the opening of the investigation, the Korean system has
undergone significant changes. New rules have been introduced on the issues covered by
EFPIA’s complaint, eliminating the discriminatory elements in the reimbursement system
and simplifying the requirements for the marketing of new products. Since the new rules
have not yet been implemented, the European Commission is monitoring the
implementation phase on behalf of EFPIA.120
WTO Dispute Settlement and EFPIA

EFPIA has also successfully used the leverage of the European Commission to enforce
rights that accrue on WTO members under the Uruguay Agreements. EFPIA supported
the Commission in its complaint against the government of Canada, in which it alleged
that the Canadian authorities maintain a legislation in relation to patents that is not in
compliance with the TRIPs Agreement. EFPIA was to closely monitor the legal
proceedings conducted by the European Commission. The highly judicialised nature of
the ensuing proceedings becomes clear when reviewing the steps taken and the arguments
used. The Canadian patent legislation allows generic companies to experiment and test
pharmaceuticals prior to the expiration of the patent. The legislation also allows the
generic producer to manufacture, and stockpile for sale, patented products six months
before the patent expires. According to the European Commission such a provision was
not compatible with Articles 27.1 ("Patentable Subject Matter"), 28 ("Rights Conferred")
and 33 ("Term of Protection") of the TRIPs Agreement. Therefore, inconsistency with the
TRIPs Agreement was regarded as an obstacle to the European research-based
pharmaceutical industry. EFPIA closely consulted with the European Commission
throughout all steps of the ensuing judicial procedures. The EU raised these issues in the

instrument so as to sufficiently neutralise competition among producers within the sector and make
collective action a non-problematic option?
120
European Commission, DG TRADE-website http://europa.eu.int/comm./trade/index.en.htm.
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WTO TRIP’s Council in Geneva and raised them with the Canadian government on
several occasions. Since the Canadian government considered its position to be consistent
with TRIPs and showed no intention to change its legislation on patent terms, the Article
113 Committee of the Council of Ministers agreed that the Commission prepare a WTO
Dispute Settlement case against Canada on this topic. The formal request for WTO
consultations was submitted to the WTO Dispute Settlement Body (DSB) in Geneva on
19 December 1997. Several countries participated as third parties to the consultations,
among them Switzerland, Australia and the US. Not surprisingly Switzerland actively
supported the opinion put forward by the Commission on these issues. Apart from having
a keen interest in seeing a proper implementation of the TRIP’s agreement in Canada, the
Swiss association of the pharmaceutical industry, Interpharma, participated in the
enforcement process, not only in the background of the Swiss representatives, but also as
a member of EFPIA. Since these WTO consultations did not lead to any settlement of the
dispute, the institutional pressure was increased yet again and the Commission easily
obtained the agreement of the Council’s Article 113 Committee to launch a request for a
WTO panel against Canada. The first request was sent to the WTO DSB on 11 November
1998 and tabled a second time on 25 January 1999 (according to the WTO DSU, the first
time a request is tabled, the defendant country can still resist its establishment; upon the
second request on the part of the complainant, it is granted automatically.) The European
Commission on behalf of EFPIA firms therefore initiated WTO dispute settlement case
WT/DS114 with export interests in the Canadian market.121
In the course of the legal proceedings it became clear that the Canadian patent legislation
is not compatible with Articles 27.1, 28 and 33 of the TRIPs Agreement. 122 Since the
European Commission had a case, the European pharmaceutical industry did not have to
come up with a counterproposal in exchange for the elimination of the trade barriers. In
contrast to negotiation, litigation does not know reciprocity.
121

See Annex 3: EU WTO cases, 1995-2000.
Article 27 of the WTO TRIPs agreement defines the ‘Patentable Subject Matter’. Paragraph 1 states that
‘[…,] patents shall be available for any inventions, whether products or processes, in all fields of
technology, provided that they are new, involve an inventive step and are capable of industrial
application.[Footnote] […,] patents shall be available and patent rights enjoyable without discrimination as
to the place of invention, the field of technology and whether products are imported or locally produced.’
Article 33 on the ‘Term of Protection’ of the TRIPs agreement states that ‘The term of protection available
shall not end before the expiration of a period of twenty years counted from the filing date.’

122
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In summarised form, the legal arguments the European side focused on were the
following. The Canadian patent legislation was deemed to be discriminatory, treating
holders of pharmaceutical patents less favourably than holders of other patents. The
Canadian authorities allowed activities like "testing", "manufacturing" and "stockpiling"
of the patented product during the term of protection for pharmaceutical products. Since
this authorisation is limited to the area of pharmaceutical inventions, it is discriminatory.
Canada justifies this with considerations of public health and healthcare costs, but not on
legal arguments taken from the TRIPs agreement. Canada also defended itself by
invoking the measure to be a ‘limited exception’. The TRIPs agreement does allow a
WTO Member to provide ‘limited exceptions to the rights conferred by a patent, provided
that such exceptions do not unreasonably conflict with the normal exploitation of the
patent and do not unreasonably prejudice the legitimate interests of third parties’ (Article
30). Yet, no precedents exist in the area of patents, which could help to define the terms
used in Article 30. It is unclear, for example, to what elements "limited" refers or how
"unreasonably", "normal exploitation" or "unreasonably prejudice" are to be understood.
However, a general rule is that exceptions to a right conferred are interpreted in a narrow
way to cover very specific cases. Moreover, the burden of proof lies on Canada, which so
far has not put forward any detailed arguments to justify the existence of an exception.
The judiciary procedure had its limits though. The ensuing ruling from the WTO
stipulated that stockpiling was prohibited before the end of the patent terms, yet clinical
trials were not and could continue. The parties to the dispute were also of the opinion that
a settlement of the issue would still need to be found after the panel ruling, due to a
controversial political discussion on the costs of pharmaceutical products.
Another example of a WTO dispute settlement case where EFPIA was involved in
backing the EU as a complainant is a case brought against India on the subject of its
patent protection for pharmaceutical, agricultural and chemical products (case
WT/DS79).

To conclude these reflections on the impact of international enforcement on coalition
formation in the European pharmaceutical sector, it bears mention that international trade
dispute settlement is only non-reciprocal to a certain extent. On the one hand, legal
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arguments based on the WTO agreement either win the day or do not, and there is no
need to negotiate a ‘balanced package’ or a ‘deal’ where the stronger negotiator wins out.
On the other hand, states often reciprocate previous cases brought against them by
bringing cases themselves, leading to a close scrutiny of each others’ legislation in the
disputed area of government regulation. Consequently, the economic operators and their
trade associations with a stake in the issue find themselves pitted against each other. This
may have played a role when the Canadian government alleged that the EU patent
protection for pharmaceutical and agricultural chemical products was not in line with
WTO obligations in the 153rd WTO dispute settlement case that was initiated on 2
December 1998.
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Chapter 6: The European Steel and Textiles Sectors
Under the GATT and WTO trade regime, the European chemicals and pharmaceuticals
sectors examined in the last chapter have relied relatively little on state intervention. Only
the opposite can be said of the two sectors I turn to now. During the last 50 years, steel
and textiles have both been the subject of large-scale ‘industrial policies’ in all developed
countries. Especially when the internationalisation of industry began to take its effect in
the course of the 1970s, these sectors managed to get extensive forms of state protection
from international competition. For both industries, these domestic, non-trade policies
were deliberately targeted at the sector as a whole, be they social measures, infrastructure
investments, or public procurement initiatives. The accompanying trade policy measures
equally made interest aggregation and co-ordination in peak associations on the sector
level imperative. They took different forms for each of the industries. In the steel industry
they consisted of a mix of domestic and external trade measures. On the domestic side
they were state subsidies, outright nationalisations, and imposed production quota. On the
foreign trade side they consisted of concerted Anti-Dumping investigations and duties,
and the negotiated instrument of Voluntary Export Restraints. Indeed, in Europe, as in
other OECD areas, the steel industry has enjoyed a privileged position, fostered as they
were by their respective national governments who co-ordinated their management of the
sector internationally in the European Coal and Steel Community. In the textiles industry
state measures were comprised in an extensive system of negotiated import quota and
Voluntary Export Restraint agreements, for Europe co-ordinated by the European
Commission and the EC member states within the framework of the international socalled Multi-Fibre Agreement.

Institutionally, these two forms of state intervention were of such a nature as to
particularly favour strong sector coherence. From immediately after the war until the late
1970s both industries were still highly fragmented. The nationalisation wave in the steel
sector was yet to come, and the textiles sector was composed almost exclusively of small
and medium-sized enterprises. Only state intervention could cause the European
confederations EUROFER and COMITEXTIL, together with national sector-wide trade
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associations of steel and textiles, to be able to wield strategic power both internally over
their members and downstream users, and externally in the implementation of trade
policy. Political mobilisation to protect declining, but still very large employment in both
sectors became a winning proposition, especially in the course of the 1970s and early
1980s. On the trade side, governments indeed negotiated exceptions to the principles of
non-discriminatory trade of the GATT agreements for the steel and textiles sectors.
Though in breach of both the letter and spirit of the GATT agreements, governments took
care to give them the legal status of temporary measures so as to grant them pro forma
conformity with GATT trade rules. Both sectors were therefore never formally ‘outside’
the GATT, in a similar manner as agriculture had been put ‘inside outside’ the GATT by
the USA from 1955 onwards and reciprocated by the Europeans after the signing of the
Rome Treaty in 1958.123 Since the GATT principles of non-discrimination and the
general prohibition of quota could not be credibly enforced by the weak GATT dispute
settlement procedures, individual sectors could indeed carve out large sector-wide
protectionist exceptions. Steel could be subsidised, import quota and VERs negotiated,
since the disciplines – that did exist – on subsidies, quota or trade barriers could not be
bindingly enforced under the GATT. Textiles could keep expanding the scope of its
MFA, since no enforcement of the rules prohibiting such a massive quota system could
be invoked in front of a credible dispute settlement authority.
Clearly this was to change with the conclusion of the Uruguay Round. The effort to keep
both sectors formally inside the GATT provided the legal basis to achieve the de facto reintegration of both in the GATT regime. Not only were VERs prohibited, quota gradually
transformed into tariffs (which in turn had been bound at a lower level), subsidy
123

Agriculture goods were from early on exempted from the principles of non-discriminatory trade and the
prohibition of import quota. Indeed, 1955 GATT members granted the USA a waiver without a time limit
to exempt Section 22 of the Agricultural Adjustment Act from GATT disciplines. (See GATT, ‘Waiver
granted to the United States in connection with import restrictions imposed under Section 22 of the United
States Agricultural Adjustment Act (of 1933) as amended, Decision of 5 March 1955’, in: Basic
Instruments and Selected Documents, 3rd Supplement, Decisions, Resolutions, reports, etc. of the 9th
Session, The Contracting Parities to the GATT, Geneva, June 1955) This Section 22 waiver required the
Administration to impose quantitative restrictions or surcharges (above normal tariffs) whenever
agricultural imports interfered with a United States farm program. Quotas imposed under Section 22 have
been converted to tariff protection only as a result of the Uruguay Round negotiations (Goode, Walter,
Dictionary of Trade Policy Terms, Adelaide, Centre for International Economic Studies, University of
Adelaide, 1998). Later on the Europeans cemented their own existing agricultural protection programmes
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surveillance mechanisms refined, but most importantly these disciplines were subjected
to the new binding WTO dispute settlement mechanism. The WTO Agreement on
Textiles and Clothing provides for the gradual phase-out of the existing MFA quota and
VERs in three stages, to be completed in 2005.

The present chapter seeks to review the effect of this new institutional environment on
European interest representation in the steel industry and the textiles sector. The analysis
shows a clear decline of the sectoral peak associations in both sectors, and a modest rise
in intra-sectoral trade association activity. The reform of the international trading regime
clearly was one of the causes of this decline, all the more because industry concentration
should have played in the opposite direction. During the peak association hey days, both
sectors were characterised by a very low degree of industry concentration, whereas in the
present WTO period, they are going through a wave of consolidation. The second cause
for the decline of sector coherence was of course the disappearance of industrial policies
through the creation of the European Single Market. National subsidy programmes,
nationalisations, and special arrangements were phased-out simultaneously with the
conclusion of the Uruguay Round agreements.
Together with the move to the Single Market, the change from the GATT to the WTO
made the European steel association one of the many product associations in Brussels,
without privileged relations to the European Commission or EC member states. The
association has been transformed from a state-sponsored cartel and quota manager to a
service provider able to deliver case-by-case enforcement of trade rules. The
contemporary high degree of industry concentration was accompanied by a sharp increase
in importance of the associations’ company members. This evolution complements the
shift to case-specific service provision tailored to the companies’ demands.
The empirical test of my hypotheses on the associational dynamics in the sector of
European textiles displays similar results. The attempt to keep the sector-wide coalition
together in the face of the dismantling of negotiated protection in the sector until 2005 is
counterbalanced by an increase in the trade policy influence of company members and

and further emulated the American agriculture protection scheme by agreeing on the funding of their own
Common Agriculture Programme.
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product-specific trade association. At any rate, both EURATEX and EUROFER face an
environment in which their once obvious sectoral clout has lost its primordial importance.

In the following reading of coalition dynamics within the steel and textiles sectors I
therefore look out for the relative power of the peak association over its members to
maintain sector coherence during negotiations on the one hand, and gauge the motives to
grant greater influence to the intra-sectoral level through the creation of direct firm
membership, internal reshuffles that strengthen product groups, and possible new
divisions of labour to file petitions under administrative trade policy instruments.
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6.1. The European Steel Association: from state-sponsored cartel to trade
rule enforcer

Interest representation on the part of the steel industry in Western Europe since 1945 has
long been firmly in the hands of powerful trade associations that not only represented the
steel producers, but were equally able to exert decisive influence over the downstream
users of steel and iron products. Although the sector was subject to European supervision
from 1951 onwards, it took a long while before the steel industries of Western Europe
needed to create their European trade association to defend their interests. The Treaty of
Paris, establishing the European Coal and Steel Community (ECSC) in 1951, had
delegated supervision of the sector to the so-called High Authority with wide-ranging
powers to make sure no scarcity and related high prices could be created through
collusive practices in cartels, which were believed to have been one of the causes of
subsequent European wars.124 In practice, the treaty of Paris has promoted the parallel
growth of the individual European industries roughly until the 1980s rather than their
integration within a single unified market.125 The wide-ranging powers of the
Commission of the European Communities (which took over the ESCS competencies)
were not actually used, but mainly served the international exchange of information about
production, market shares, prices, and so on.126 This arrangement worked rather well as
long as the steel market kept growing at a very high rate. No special measures had to be
124

Mainly initiated by France and Germany, the ECSC initiative was joined by four other Western
European states: Belgium, Luxemburg, the Netherlands and Italy. The design of the treaty is often referred
to as the Schuman plan after its initiator, the French foreign minister Robert Schuman. The first president
of the High Authority was Jean Monnet. Designed to make another European war between France and
Germany not only unthinkable, but also materially impossible, the High Authority held wide-ranging
powers that were mitigated by a Council of Ministers created mainly under pressure of the Dutch, the
Belgian and the Luxemburg government. For the history and background of the creation of this so-called
Schuman-plan see Ulrich Lappenküpper, Der Schuman-Plan, Mühsamer Durchbruch zur deutschfranzösischen Verständigung’, in: Vierteljahresheft für Zeitgeschichte, 42, 3 (Juli 1994), pp. 403-445, and
Mette Rasmussen 2001, Binding engagements: explaining European integration from the United Provinces
(1579-1795) to the European Communities (1952), Florence: European University Institute.
125
Messerlin, Patrick, ‘The European Iron and Steel Industry and the World Crisis’ in: Mény, Yves and
Vincent Wright, The Politics of Steel: Western Europe and the Steel Industry in the Crisis Years (19741984), Berlin, New York, Walter de Gruyter, 1986.
126
The European Atomic Community and the European Economic Community were created in 1958. Their
institutions were joined together with those of the European Coal and Steel Community in 1965.
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introduced by the European authorities. Correspondingly, interest representation took the
form of trade associations on the level of individual EC member states. Only in 1977 was
the ‘European Confederation of Iron and Steel Industries’ (EUROFER) created.
Its origins are worth exploring in greater detail, since they are both at the origin of the
European Anti-Dumping trade policy instrument, and prolonged the institutional power
of steel producer trade associations over their downstream industry partners until late in
the 1980s. Above all, the privileged trade policy position of EUROFER at the time of its
creation contrasts sharply with its present status of ‘one of the many’ trade associations
vying for influence in trade policy-making Brussels.

6.1.1. Sectoral policies and EUROFER as state-sponsored cartel (1977-1988)

The changes in international markets, the economic instability after the oil shock of 1974,
and the drastic fall in steel prices of the 1970s had brought serious hardship to the
national steel industries. Calls for so-called industrial policies in the steel sector became
increasingly loud in almost all EC member states. Each member state was considering its
own strategy on how to take its steel industry by the arm. Yet on the other hand, the
initiative for steel policy formally lay in the hands of the European Commission. The
Commission was consequently left with little choice but to engage in a flight forward and
initiate the co-ordination of industrial policies for steel Europe-wide. The Commission
and the EC member states introduced a first and a second Davignon-plan in 1978 and
1980, called after the then industry Commissioner Etienne Davignon.
The first plan of 1978 endeavoured to raise steel prices by introducing (still relatively
low) mandatory minimum prices and voluntary production restrictions within the
European market, measures complemented on the external trade side with the creation of
the EC’s Anti-Dumping instrument and an array of so-called Voluntary Export Restraints
negotiated with non-EC members. Since banks had generally decided no longer to
finance the large number of inefficient steel companies, the plan was a political effort to
try and save inefficient steel companies from bankruptcy. The price would have to be
paid by well performing, often smaller steel producers, and possibly to an even greater
extent by the steel-using industries, which had no comparable political power to wield
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against such massive state intervention plans.127 In urgent need of a reliable industry
partner to implement these cartel-creating measures, the Commission had encouraged the
creation of a European level trade association for the steel industry.128 It therefore
encouraged the extension of a recently created cartel, composed of German, Dutch and
Luxemburg steel firms (called Denelux), to include steel firms from other EC countries,
especially France.129 This new organisation took up its work on 1 July 1977 under the
name of EUROFER. It was composed of seven national federations of the steel industry
and the general directors of three steel companies.130 Importantly, in 1977 the European
steel sector was still composed of a large number of firms, and the flood of
nationalisations was still to come. Since the industry was fragmented, the creation of the
association was difficult. The industry had been used to think rather in terms of national
cartels competing for international markets, rather in terms of a Europe-wide market
sharing arrangement.
Not surprisingly, non-EUROFER members (esp. the so-called Bresciani) and some
EUROFER members initially kept flouting their legal obligations, each national steel
sector trying to grab its share of the shrinking market. Since the Commission measures
were subject to jurisdiction by the European Court of Justice, the Commission dragged
these recalcitrant steel companies in front of the Court. The European authorities thus
showed their resolve to cartelise the industry on a European rather than a national scale.
By 1980, however, demand and prices plummeted and what came to be called the
‘EUROFER I’-cartel collapsed.

127

In 1978 the first Davignon plan succeeded in raising prices by 50 percent. Yet the EC had some 9
million workers in steel-using industries as opposed to some 750,000 in the steel industry proper. How
many jobs were lost in total remains an open question. See Victoria Curzon Price, Industrial Policies in the
European Community, London, McMillan for the Trade Policy Research Centre, 1986.
128
A ‘Club des Sidérurgistes’ did exist before 1977. I am not aware of its organisational format or
activities.
129
The Commission acquiesced the creation of the Denelux, although its practices were strictly speaking in
breach of Article 65, Paragraph 1 of the Paris Treaty, which states that ‘All agreements between
undertakings, decisions by associations of undertakings and concerted practices tending directly or
indirectly to prevent, restrict or distort normal competition within the common market shall be prohibited,
and in particular those tending: a. to fix or determine prices; b. to restrict or control production, technical
development or investment; to share markets, products, customers or sources of supply.’ Yet, Paragraph 2
describes the circumstances that allow the Commission to grant authorizations to such agreements.
130
The three companies were British Steel Corporation, Dansk Stahlwerke (who later withdrew from the
organisation), and Irish Steel.
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The Commission reacted by stepping up its efforts and got the Council of Ministers to
declare a ‘manifest crisis’, a clause in the ECSC Treaty, which allowed it to impose
outright mandatory quotas.131 The quotas were subject to heavy fines, and production had
to be reported to the Commission by telex on a daily basis. A team of 100 top-engineer
inspectors from the industry itself were paid from a special European levy on steel to
supervise the scheme on a permanent basis.132 Along with these drastic measures,
national EC governments moved to support ‘their’ steel sector with large subsidisation
and nationalisation programs. The sector-wide distribution of subsidies at the national
level had the ambiguous effect of both boosting and weakening the importance of the
national EUROFER member federations. The intra-national strife for an ‘equitable’
distribution of subsidies made them essential in the co-ordination effort, yet also often
reduced their decision making power. Since decisions had to be brokered on the
European level, it was the high tide for the ‘Chambre Syndicale de la Sidérurgie
Française’,

the

‘Wirtschaftsvereinigung

Eisen-

und

Stahlindustrie’,

ASSIDER

(Associazione Industrie Siderurgiche Italiane), and their likes.
The second Davignon plan placed ‘EUROFER II’ at the centre of European sectoral
interest representation on the part the steel industry, even if some member federations and
company members conceded power to the confederation only reluctantly, or refused to
abide by the organisations’ decisions. In the wave of nationalisations, national policies
were to become the buttresses of the steel as a sector, but still the distribution of
production and trade quota was to be negotiated between all EUROFER member
federations. And most importantly, EUROFER II was firmly bound into the enforcement
mechanism of these crisis measures, in symbiosis with the European Commission.

131

Article 58, Paragraph 1 of the ECSC Treaty reads ‘In the event of a decline in demand, if the
Commission considers that the Community is confronted with a period of manifest crisis and that the
means of action provided for in Article 57 are not sufficient to deal with this, it shall, after consulting the
Consultative Committee and with the assent of the Council, establish a system of production quotas,
accompanied to the necessary extent by the measures provided for in Article 74 [defensive administrative
trade policy instruments].’ Article 57 describes the type of measures the Commission adopted in the first
Davignon-plan: ‘In the sphere of production, the Commission shall give preference to the indirect means of
action at its disposal, such as: cooperation with governments to regularize or influence general
consumption, particularly that of the public services; intervention in regard to prices and commercial policy
as provided for in this Treaty.’ See Treaty on the European Coal and Steel Community (‘Treaty of Paris’).
132
For instance, a top-engineer from Thyssen would be paid by the Commission to control production
quantities in the Flemish Sidmar steel plant in Gent.
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The invocation of a ‘manifest crisis’ under Article 58 of the ECSC Treaty was suspended
in 1988, bereaving EUROFER of its first ‘raison d’être’.

6.1.2. EUROFER’s decline in the transition years (1988-1995)

Because of the large number of individual firms and the competing national federations in
the EC steel sector until the late 1970s, the creation of EUROFER had only been possible
with the help of state institutions that could ensure the enforcement of the cartel in the
sector. The institutional privilege of the trade association contrasted sharply with the
exclusion of some steel producers and steel-using branches. One group of producers had
indeed been left out of the Davignon plans. They were the small independent European
producers that used electric ovens in the steel production process. They protested – very
much in vain – against the subsidies and quota, which favoured inefficient producers. In
1981 they founded the European Independent Steel Producers Association (EISA) to coordinate their attempt to exercise pressure against the distorting discriminatory subsidies,
quota and trade restricting measures. As the state measures were gradually reduced, the
organisation gained in acceptance and legitimacy in its dealings with the European
Commission. Also the steel consuming branches such as construction, mechanical
engineering, the automotive industry, domestic appliances, shipbuilding and metal-ware
had obviously not appreciated their being held hostage to the traditional steel producers.
Of all branches of industry they had probably paid the highest price for the sector-specific
industrial policies. Changes in the structure of these consumers of steel products,
however, also account for the changed relationship between producers of primary
products and those of manufactured products. The consolidation of the automobile
industry, organised Europe-wide in the trade association ACEA, strengthened the
leverage in picking the suppliers of their own choice.
Now that the sectoral approach to the iron and steel industry had been abandoned,
EUROFER was no longer the primus inter pares of European trade associations. From
now on it was to be one of the many European trade associations – branch-specific or
sector-wide – competing for influence and bargaining power in Brussels.

The

organisation was bereaved of its peculiar status before 1988 that had given it de facto
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control over its downstream users. Its sphere of influence had now been reduced to iron
and steel products proper. The scope of the European trade policy instruments applied in
the steel industry were consequently reduced. The Anti-Dumping instrument was
increasingly applied in a restricted sense by narrowing down the definition of the relevant
market, i.e. making the instrument even more product-specific, and by calculating less
generous margins of dumping. The use of Voluntary Export Restraints was abandoned
and completely abolished under the Uruguay Round agreements.
Attempts to come to sector-wide agreements again in the beginning of the 90s failed. The
imports from Eastern European countries had increased dramatically after the fall of the
Iron curtain, a situation that was worsened by an ensuing monetary crisis. To examine the
possibilities for reductions in production capacity, the European Commission appointed
the so-called Braun Commission that came to the conclusion that there was space for the
elimination of production capacities of 30 tons of raw steel, expecting a proposal from
EUROFER. But EUROFER could not deliver, since its members could not agree about
the distribution of the closures of the production facilities.
Also, the attempt to come to a Multilateral Steel Agreement in the framework of the
Uruguay Round was to no avail. The aims of an agreement would be to reduce and
control subsidies, while suppressing tariff and non-tariff barriers to trade, to reduce the
excess capacity worldwide, and end recurring trade conflicts.133 The Uruguay Round only
brought tariff reductions, and its general disciplines on subsidies, safeguards, antidumping and dispute settlement. Another attempt to come to an MSA in Geneva, but now
outside the Uruguay Round negotiations, failed as well. Only on the level of the subsector of specialty steel could the Specialty Steel Industry of North America (SSINA) and
EUROFER come to a joint proposal for a Multilateral Specialty Steel Agreement in 1996.

133

EUROFER, Annual Report 1993, Brussels, EUROFER, 1993.
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6.1.3. EU trade policy instruments and EUROFER as trade rule enforcer

6.1.3.1. Industy concentration and the creation of direct company membership in
EUROFER in 1997

In all these years EUROFER had functioned as a Euro-confederation of national steel
federations. As a result of the fading-out of the sectoral state policies, the sector
underwent a drastic consolidation movement in the course of the 1990s, changing the
membership from one of national federations with lots of small company members into
one of national federations dominated by trans-national corporations. This concentration
movement in the steel sector lead to a change in the organisation’s membership structure,
sanctioning the lapse into irrelevance of the once so powerful national sector-wide
associations. At the end of 1997, the General Meeting of EUROFER indeed changed its
statutes so as to include company members in its membership.134 The organisation now
comprises both national federations and large company members. Figure 17 gives an
overview of the membership structure of the organisation in August 2001.135

134

The new EUROFER statutes were published in the Memorial, Journal Officiel du Grand-Duché de
Luxembourg/Amtsblatt des Großherzogtums Luxemburg, Recueil des Société et Associations, C - Nº 305,
18 juin 1997.
135
The situation may have evolved since August 2001, since company mergers are taking place at a rapid
pace. There are no longer federation or company members from the Netherlands and Denmark.
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National Federations

Companies

A

Fachverband der Bergwerke und Eisen erzeugenden
Industrie

1. Böhler Uddeholm AG

B
D

Staalindustrie Verbond/Groupement de la Sidérurgie
1. Wirtschaftsvereinigung Stahl
2. Edelstahl Vereinigung e.V.

E

Unión de Empresas Siderúrgicas

F
FIN
GR
IRL
I
LUX
P
SWE
UK

Fédération Française de l’Acier
Metallinjalostajat
ENXE, Hellenic Steelmakers Union
Ø
Federacciai (RIVA)
Ø
Ø
Jernkontoret
The UK Steel Association

CZ

(Associate member federations)
Branch Chamber of Ferrous and Non-Ferrous
Metallurgy
Hutnictvi Zeleza, a.s. (Steel Federation, inc.)

H
LV
PL

Magyar Vas-és Acélipari Egzesülés
Ø
Metallurgical Chamber of Industry and Commerce

RO
SK
SL

Ø
Ø
Ø

BUL

2. Voest Alpine Stahl AG
Ø
1. AG der Dillinger Hüttenwerke
2. Ispat Germany GmbH
3. Saarstahl AG
4. Salzgitter AG
5. Stahlwerke Bremen GmbH
6. Thyssen Krupp Stahl AG (TKS)
1. Aceralia Corporación Siderúrgicas SA
2. CELSA Compañia Española de Laminación
Usinor SA
Ø
Ø
Irish Ispat Ltd
Ø
Arbed SA
Siderurgia Nacional SA
Ø
1. Corus PLC
2. ASW Holdings PLC
(Associate member companies)
Kremikovtzi Corporation
1. Nova Hut, a.s.
2. Trinecke Zelezarny, a.s.
3. Vitkovice, a.s.
Dunaferr
JSC Liepâjas Metalurgs (Latvian Metallurgical Company)
1. Huta Czestochowa
2. Huta im. Tadeusza Sendzimira
C.S. Sidex S.A. Galati
U.S. Steel Kosice
Slovenske Zelezarne, d.d. (Slovenian Steelworks Holding,
d.d.)

Figure 17: EUROFER membership 2001

Though comprising members from 21 European states, the organisation mainly remains
the organisation of the EU steel industry, since associate members, i.e. those from nonEU member states, have no voting rights in the General Meeting, the Board of Directors,
or the Steering Committee. The General Meeting in which each member has one vote
appoints the members of the Board by simple majority. The approval of the budget
requires a 2/3 of the votes. All other decisions in the General Meeting are taken by
unanimity.
The introduction of direct company membership, triggered by the concentration
movement in the sector, had significant effects on the manner in which they approached
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its trade policy activities. After the conclusion of the Uruguay Round Agreements and the
instalment of the WTO, EUROFER had to adopt to a world in which the EC-internal and
external negotiation of sector-wide production quota, import quotas and VERs were not
the order of the day, but instead included the provision of detailed, legalistically justified
and often product-specific information for administrative trade policy instruments like
AD, TBR, Market Access, or WTO dispute settlement. EUROFER thereby transforms
itself into a trade association for one of the materials used for construction, that is in
sharp competition with other construction materials trade associations such as the
European Aluminium Association, CEMBUREAU (the European association for
concrete producers), or the glass producers.

6.1.3.2. EU trade policy instruments and the steel sector (1995-2000)

Soon after the introduction of the EU Market Access Strategy, which adapted EU trade
policy institutions to the WTO, EUROFER started using diverse administrative trade
policy instruments. During the period from 1995-2000, the organisation filed five AD
complaints, informed the Market Access Unit of trade barriers encountered by its
members seven times, and it filed two TBR cases, one which directly led to the initiation
of a WTO dispute settlement procedure by the EU; the organisation also persuaded the
European Commission to bring another WTO dispute settlement case.
Already an experienced agency to file Anti-Dumping complaints in the period 1980-1995
(see Chapter 4), EUROFER has been filing requests for Anti-Dumping investigations on
imports of steel bars, stainless steel wire, heavy stainless steel plates, flat rolled iron or
non-alloy steel, and hot-rolled flat steel on behalf of its members. In the period 1980-95
in which EUROFER filed 18 AD complaints, other steel industry associations with a
more product-specific scope had equally been active in Anti-Dumping lobbying activity,
such as Eurofontes (for haematite pig iron), the Defence Committee for the Steel Buttwelding Fittings Industry, Euroalliages (Liaison Committee of the Ferro-Ally Industry),
the Liaison Committee of the EC Steel Tube Industry, and EMAFIDA (European
Malleable Tube Fittings Development Association). In the period 1996-2000, however, a
significant number of downstream users of primary steel products and very productspecific organisations filed complaints independently of the peak association EUROFER,
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namely the Defence Committee of the Seamless Steel Tube Industry of the EU, European
Industrial Institute Fasteners, the European Wire Rope Information Service, the Defence
Committee of the Seamless Steel Tube Industry in the EU, and the Defence Committee of
Malleable Cast Iron Tube or Pipe Fittings of the EU. The data therefore does not allow
the conclusion that intra-sectoral coalitions in the steel sector have been on the rise in the
filing of Anti-Dumping petitions.
But the fact that intra-sectoral trade associations for processed steel products actively file
petitions, suggests they have increasingly come out of the shadow of the peak association
of the steel producers proper.
Since 1995 EUROFER has engaged in lodging petitions for EU TBR market access
investigations, one of which can be characterised as systemic and one as intra-sectoral in
coverage. The first TBR-action was targeted against the US’ failure to repeal its AntiDumping Act of 1916, of which many EUROFER member companies suffered damages.
The US steel industry had reactivated the Antidumping Act of 1916 which consists of
prohibiting importers from importing or selling articles from any foreign country at a
price substantially less than the market value or wholesale price of such articles, at the
time of importation, in the country of production or other foreign countries to which they
are commonly exported. The TBR procedure found the instrument was in breach of WTO
obligations, yet this did not induce compliance on the part of the US authorities. The EU
therefore stepped up its efforts and initiated a dispute settlement procedure at the WTO
(WT/DS136) leading to a panel and Appellate Body ruling confirming the US was in
breach of its obligations. After having declared its intention to change its legislation, the
EU decided to grant the US time until the end of 2001 to comply with the WTO ruling.
By successfully activating the TBR instrument, EUROFER had provided benefits for all
its members.
The second EU TBR petition initiated by the EUROFER-secretariat in Brussels was
directed against Brazil’s import licensing requirements for steel plates. The case thus
displays the characteristics of a product-specific market access complaint, the resolution
of which is delegated to the peak association. The complaint against Brazil involved a
system of non-automatic import licensing for stainless steel flat products operating
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through compulsory payment terms and was resolved soon after the EU had opened its
investigations.
Finally, EUROFER and its members had made the European Commission file a request
for WTO consultations pursuant to the WTO Dispute Settlement Understanding in 1998,
seeking to get a condemnation of US Countervailing Duties against steel products from
the newly privatised British Steel Company, CORUS. The WTO panel ruling concluded
that the US had been in breach of its obligations under the WTO Subsidies Agreement.
Several EUROFER members had had a keen interest in seeing the conflict solved, since
not only CORUS, but also other recently privatised European steel companies thus
obtained security from the WTO-illegal American CVD procedures directed against
them.

EUROFER’s trade policy activities are thus a far cry from its deal broker functions
during the 1980s. The organisation only nominally remained the same, whereas its
structure and function radically changed. Direct company membership assured the newly
created large steel conglomerates of a predominant position. The organisation’s past
experience in launching AD cases was used to build up detailed information on foreign
trade barriers, on the basis of which the European Commission could consequently
enforce market access rights abroad.
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6.2. The European Textiles Association: clinging to the sector-wide
coalition

6.2.1. COMITEXTIL and the European management of the MFA (1960-1994)

During the GATT-era, the textiles sector was characterised worldwide by defensive
negotiated trade policy instruments like VERs and quotas. The world’s major importer of
the time, the USA, moved to obtain Voluntary Export Restraints for textiles from Japan
as early as 1956-57, similar to the sector-wide waiver without time-limit from its GATT
obligations in agriculture in 1955. Due to the trade diversion effects of this Japan-US
agreement, other states, especially the Europeans, reacted by calling for negotiations on
textile products at the GATT in Geneva, in order to limit the increased import penetration
in the same way. In 1961 these negotiations lead to the ‘Short Term Arrangement
Regarding International Trade in Cotton Textiles’. Following the adage that there is
nothing more permanent than the temporary, in 1962 the agreement was transformed into
the ‘Long Term Arrangement Regarding International Trade in Cotton Textiles’. 1973 the
scope of these trade-limiting agreements was enhanced through the negotiation of the socalled Multi-fibre Arrangement (‘Arrangement Regarding International Trade in
Textiles’, or ‘MFA’) of 1973.136 It was the framework within which countries set import
quotas and Voluntary Export Restraints for textile products from 1973 until 1995. As the
authority with the de facto exclusive competence for foreign trade relations of the EC
countries, the European Commission negotiated the size and nature of the import quota
on behalf of the European textiles industry.137 The industry’s co-ordination in the battle
136

The STA and LTA were agreements about the trade in cotton textile products. Since by 1971 synthetic
textiles amounted to about half of world production, the MFA encompassed both cotton and artificial
fibres. The MFA was prolonged in 1977 and another time in 1981. For a comprehensive study on
negotiated protection in the textiles industry from a state-centred perspective see Vinod K. Aggarwal,
Liberal Protectionism: the international politics of organized textile trade, Berkeley, University of
California Press, 1985.
137
Whereas quickly after the conclusion of the MFA in 1973 the US moved to protect its textiles industry,
the EC started the negotiation of its protectionist bilateral agreements under the MFA only in 1975, after
the world recession of 1973-74. During this period importers were able to benefit from the low EC tariffs
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for the distribution of the quota and the nature of the VERs was assured through its
European confederation of textiles trade associations, COMITEXTIL, created in 1960.
Trade policies in the textiles sector were therefore fundamentally determined by the
institutional environment of negotiated trade policy instruments such as quotas and VERs
under the MFA from the 1950s until 1995. They assured a comfortable bargaining
position for the European peak association for the sector. The MFA was abolished under
the Uruguay Round agreements and set out the timeframe for the gradual phase-out of all
import quota in the textiles trade until 2005.
Clearly, the network of bilateral agreements under the MFA was against the letter and the
spirit of the GATT 1947. Yet, sub-sectors that would have preferred larger import
quantities and lower prices as their input could not credibly challenge the quotas and
VERs and their broad coverage, were bound into the sector-wide solidarity of
COMITEXTIL.
The MFA, however, proved to be like the Maginot line. It ended up by being
circumvented. The preferential trade agreements and the subsequent rounds of
enlargement of the EC common market had created breaches in the protection wall of
quota and VERs. Also the EC rule according to which goods, once they had entered the
EC, could circulate freely within the member states proved to undermine the distribution
of national quota, even though member states could invoke a special procedure (Article
115 EC Treaty) to limit these imports into their territory. The constant increase of new
openings to cheaper textiles imports and the preference of the clothing industry for
cheaper inputs, therefore permanently forced COMITEXTIL and the European
Commission to negotiate ever-new bilateral agreements under the MFA to stem the
circumvention.

for textile products, encouraged by the trade diversion effects of American protectionism. (See Reinhard
Quick, Exportselbstbeschränkungen und Artikel XIX GATT, Berlin, Heyman, 1983) Moreover, the EC had
kept its markets somewhat more open to some GATT-members than the US through its generalized system
of preferences for some Mediterranean countries and the partners of the Lomé-agreements.
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6.2.2. EURATEX between sector-wide solidarity and intra-sectoral enforcement
(1994-)

6.2.2.1. The creation of EURATEX in 1994

The conclusion of the Uruguay Round Agreements, especially the WTO Agreement on
Textiles and Clothing (ATC) with its dismantling of the MFA in three stages until 2005,
were accompanied by a reorganisation of European interest representation on the part of
the textiles industry. The sector had clearly been unable to hold sway over the nonEuropean suppliers as it had been used to doing under the MFA and lost out in the overall
balance of reciprocal concessions negotiated in the Uruguay Round. The inclusion of
trade in services and intellectual property rights in the negotiation package had been
accepted by developing countries only on condition that agricultural and textiles markets
would be opened by developed countries. The ATC commits WTO members to the
gradual reduction of the effective level protection for textiles in developed as well as in
developing countries. The follow-up of the phase-in implementation of these agreements
still require sector-wide co-ordination on ‘burden-sharing’ in import quotas and VERs. At
the same time the agreements did not fail to raise prospects for increased export
possibilities for the European textiles industry. COMITEXTIL, the European Largest
Textile & Clothing Companies (ELTAC), and the European Clothing Association
(ECLA), anticipated that new export markets would create sufficient conditions to reunite
the sector behind the new objective of export promotion. Due to its competitiveness
losses, the sector was equally under pressure to rationalise its interest representation
expenditure. European level regulation, like research & development, legal affairs,
environmental rules, and social relations with trade unions, could be organised
collectively for COMITEXTIL members, the company members of ELTAC and the
member federations of ECLA. In June 1994 therefore, COMITEXTIL (the European
Association of Textile Branch Associations), ELTAC and ECLA joined forces and
founded the European Apparel and Clothing Organisation, EURATEX.
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The organisation was given the same 3-pillar structure of national federations, direct
company members and intra-sectoral trade associations we have already observed at the
European Chemical Industry Council.
Figure 18 gives an overview of EURATEX membership in 2001.
Member federations (30)

Company
members (6)
(‘associated’)

1. FTO - Fachverband der Textilindustrie Oesterreiches
2. FBO - Fachverband der Bekleidungsindustrie
Oesterreichs
3. Febeltex – Belgische Federatie voor het Textiel/
Fédération Belge de l’Industrie Textile
4. FBIH – Belgische Kledingfederatie/Fédération de
l’Industrie de l’Habillement
5. Federation of Danish Textile and Clothing

1. CIRFS (International Rayon and Synthetic
Fibres Committee)
2. CRIET (Joint Committee of the Textile
Finishing Industry in the EU)

6. Tekstiili -ja vaatetusteollisuus ry (FIN)
7. UIT – Union des Industries Textiles
8. Union Française des Industries de l'Habillement –
UFIH
9. Gesamttextil e.V. (Gesamtverband der Textilindustrie
in der Bundesrepublik Deutschland - Gesamttextil e.V.)
10. BBI - Bundesverband Bekleidungsindustrie
11. HCIA – Hellenic Clothing Industry Association
12. ATI - Associazione Tessile Italiana and 13. SMI Sistema Moda Italia (formerly Federtessile)
14. ITF - Irish Textiles Federation & Irish Business and
Employers Confederation
15. FIP - Federacao Intertextil Portuguesa
16. A.N.I.V.E.C.
17. CIE - Consejo Intertextil Espagnol

1. Chargeurs (F)

2. SAP A.G. (D)

3. Marzotto SPA
4. Miroglio SPA
(I)

5. Textil Manuel
Goncalves SA (P)

18. TEKOindustrierna (SW)
19. Federatie Nederlandse Textielindustrie –
Textielvereniging KRL – Fenetextiel
20. Vereniging van Confectie- en TricotageOndernemingen – Fenecon
21. BATC - British Apparel & Textile Confederation
(Associate Members)
22. Estonian Clothing and Textile Association
23. Asociace Textilneho Odevniho Kozdelneho
Prumyslu (CZ Association of Textile-Clothing-Leather
Industries)
24. Association Marocaine des Industries du Textile et de
l’Habillement
25. NO Association of Textile, Footwear and Sporting
Goods – TBL Teko
26. Polish Federation of Apparel and Textile Industry
27. Asociacia Textilneho A Odevneho Priemyslu
(Textile and Clothing Association of the Slovakian

Branch members (17)

6. Stork TPG –
Business
Development
(NL)

3. EUROCOTON (Committee of the Cotton
and Allied Textile Industries of the EU)
4. Interlaine (Committee of the Wool Textile
Industries in the EU)
5. Mailleurop (Committee for the Knitting
Industries in the EU)
6. AIUFASS (International Association of
Users of Artificial and Synthetic Filament
Yarns and of Natural Silk
7. ECA (European Carpet Association)
8. CITA (International Confederation of
Manufacturers of Furnishing Fabrics)
9. FIF (International Federation of Sewing
Thread Manufacturers)
10. EATP (European Association for Textile
Polyolefins)
11. CELC (European Linen and Hemp
Confederation)
12. EUROCORD (Liaison Committee of EEC
Twine and Cordage Industries)
13. AERTEL (European Ribbon, Braid and
Elastic Fabrics Association)

14. Celibride (International Liaison Committee
for Embroideries, Curtains and Laces)
(Associated Branch Members)
15. Association Européenne des Tisseurs de
Verre
16. ETSA (European Textile Services
Association)
17. PROMPTEX (Fédération Européenne pour
la Promotion des Marchés Publics)
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Republic)
28. Gospodarska Zbornica Slovenije (Chamber of
Commerce and Industry of Slovenia, Textiles, Clothing
and Leather Processing Association)
29. Gesmantverband der Schweizerischen Textil- und
Bekleidungsindustrie
30. Turkish Clothing Manufacturers’ Association

Figure 18: Euratex membership 2001

The reorganisation of the European peak association of the textiles industry thus displays
two characteristics. On the one hand, the product scope of the organisation was enlarged
in that the clothing industry was now included in the new sector-wide coalition, an
evolution that is contrary to the expectations raised by the central hypothesis of this
thesis. On the other hand, the intra-sectoral branch associations were given a prominent
position in the new organisation, together with the direct company members.

6.2.2.2. EU trade policy instruments and the European textiles sector (1995-2000)

The new combination of enhanced scope and greater influence for individual branch and
company members has proven to be problematic. As a matter of fact, tensions between
the different constituent branches of the newly founded trade association are rather a
common feature of EURATEX. Common export interests turned out to be less of a
sector-wide glue to equal out differences between the different branches. The
implementation of the Uruguay Round agreements equally created tensions in that the
distribution of the disappearing import quota is a highly disputed matter within the
industry. Who will bear the greatest burden of increased import competition at which
stage of the phase-out? The implementation of the phase-out is proceeding at a slower
pace than anticipated, causing irritation in developing countries and disappointing those
in developed countries with high expectations about new export markets for their textiles.
Moreover, developing countries use the implementation problems with the WTO
Agreement on Textiles and Clothing as a bargaining chip to increase pressure on
EURATEX and their likes in other OECD countries in the kick-off for a new multilateral
trade negotiation Round. The sector-wide coalition plans of 1995 have therefore received
a serious blow, and conflict management within the organisation takes a higher toll than
expected.
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Similarly, conflicts within EURATEX easily arise regarding AD and CVD procedures
initiated by powerful intra-sectoral member associations such as the international Rayon
and Synthetic Fibres Committee (CIRFS) and the Committee of the Cotton and Applied
Textile Industries of the EEC (EUROCOTON). In contrast to the overall very fragmented
textiles industry, these two intra-sectoral trade associations have a high degree of industry
concentration, making collective action on AD easier. With an average of 19 employees
per company in 1999, the textiles industry indeed still is predominantly an industry of
small and medium sized enterprises.138 In addition to its fragmentation, the European
clothing industry had never engaged in a capital-intensive automation of its production,
but rather on relocation of its production into low labour cost countries, which in turn
resulted in greater power for the distribution interests in the branch. As a consequence of
its fragmentation the European clothing industry had never been able to build a coherent
coalition similar to the one the textile producers had been able to foster under the MFA
regime.
The use of the Anti-Dumping instrument by textile producers has consequently been
limited to those intra-sectoral trade associations with a comparatively high degree of
industry concentration such as CIRFS and EUROCOTON. Now that the effective level of
protection provided by the negotiated VERs and import quotas under the MFA
agreements goes down, the administrative instrument of AD becomes the more attractive
option to obtain protection. Both organisations repeatedly filed AD complaints against
the will of other EURATEX members, CIRFS filing 14 AD petitions and EUROCOTON
10 in the period from 1980-2000.
A Code of Conduct contained in the EURATEX Statutes calls for consensus in such
matters of conflict, but at the same time explicitly rules out any powers of the peak
association ‘to prevent action envisaged by its members’.139 The EURATEX decision-

138

EURATEX, Key Figures 1999 – EU Textile & Clothing Industry, Brussels, 1999.
Art. 21, Chapter IX, Code of Conduct of the Statutes of EURATEX stipulates the following.
Generally, EURATEX and its full and non EU full members shall be committed to adopting unanimously
the most important policy and strategy decisions of common interest.
Full and non EU full members shall advise EURATEX, of their intention (prior to the commencement of
any action with European authorities and to the extent that such disclosure does not jeopardise the interests
of the firms concerned) if the proposed action has any implication for the general interests of the industry
represented by EURATEX. EURATEX shall forthwith initiate the necessary consultations among the
parties directly or indirectly concerned and, in case of disagreement, shall endeavour to find a consensus.

139
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rule in cases of conflict is therefore to leave all options open to the intra-sectoral branch
associations. In contrast to EURATEX, the peak association during the GATT-period,
COMITEXTIL, still had the decision-rule of unanimity among all branches for decisions
on AD or CVD complaints. The cultivation of sectoral solidarity under the GATT/MFA
trading regime appeared to have had its limits though, since in practice a branch
association could still go against the other members.
The extension of the textiles peak associations’ scope was thus accompanied by a
weakening of its formal powers to keep ‘cavalier seul’ actions by the branches at bay.

EURATEX had hoped to overcome the internal divisions consisted of using the market
opening potential of the EU Trade Barrier Regulation. In November 1999 the
organisation filed a EU TBR petition attacking restrictions on imports of textile and
clothing products in Argentina, wishing to take advantage of the case and productspecific nature of the instrument, without running the risk of the problem getting lost in
negotiations. Esteem for the TBR procedure has actually met considerable scepticism
among EURATEX members. Most of them find the procedure too cumbersome for little
effective gains for the whole sector.
In contrast, the European Leather Federation COTANCE has been highly successful in
launching several TBR complaints alleging WTO-illegal trade measures in Argentina and
Japan. By using the route of administrative enforcement, the leather branch successfully
got out of the shadow of the politically more powerful textiles sector, and managed to delink trade barrier problems it encountered from negotiation tactics involving the whole
sector. Not a member of EURATEX, COTANCE especially benefited from the low
hurdles to launch a TBR complaint and was heard by the European Commission.
At the same time, ten WTO dispute settlement cases had European textiles trade
arrangements as a subject (see Annex 5). Undoubtedly, the unfinished phase-out of MFAquota and VERs causes the daily management of these negotiated trade policy

Should there be no consensus within 30 days of notification, EURATEX may convene an Extraordinary
General Assembly under the provisions of Art. 12.5. and submit the dispute to a vote according to the
procedure in art. 13.3.
In no case, and whatever the outcome of the vote, shall EURATEX prevent the action envisaged by one of
its members. However, EURATEX may submit to the competent authorities the duly justified opinion of
the majority.
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instruments to still take up most of the time for the sector-wide trade association
EURATEX. A complete empirical test of the effects of enforcement instruments on the
associational dynamics of the European trade textiles sector can consequently only be
undertaken as soon as all quota and VERs are eliminated in 2005, as foreseen in the WTO
agreements. Indications are that the peak association will suffer a fate very similar to that
of other European peak associations: their relative decline, accompanied with a raise in
the importance of product-specific information provision in the framework of
administrative enforcement instruments.
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Conclusion
‘Theories are nets cast to catch what we call ‘the world’: to rationalize, to
explain, and to master it. We endeavour to make the mesh ever finer and finer.’
Karl Popper, The Logic of Scientific Discovery, 1934 (English edition: 1965)

The World Trade Organisation is undoubtedly one of the most important international
organisations currently in existence. At the dawn of the 21st century, WTO member states
set rules that have systemic consequences both for public authorities and private trading
interests with consequences world-wide, since the organisation is coming close to truly
universal membership, certainly since the Republic of China became a full member and
the accession of Russia is gaining political momentum. Since the globalisation of the
world economy is a politically highly delicate endeavour, a precise assessment of how
public institutions interact with private interests is of primordial importance for the
understanding of the current institutional arrangements, as well as for the long-time
sustainability and legitimacy of the international trading system.

An international institutional approach to domestic coalitions

This thesis has contributed to such an understanding in that it identifies new patterns of
interaction of private and public actors in the field of international trade. The current high
degree of institutionalisation of international trade relations is accompanied by a shift in
the level on which the aggregation of industry interests takes place. Throughout this
thesis I have argued that the WTO differs from the GATT system of international trade
relations in that the GATT was a system dominated by reciprocal negotiations, whereas
the WTO combines these negotiated trade policy instruments with administrative
enforcement ones. This change in the international institutional incentive structure in
trade has significant effects on coalition building, i.e. on the level on which interest
aggregation takes place. Negotiated instruments cause coalitions to be built primarily on
the level of the sector in a bid to influence the outcome at the negotiation table.
Enforcement instruments on the other hand, require the product-specific expertise of
intra-sectoral trade associations while sector-wide collective action organisations can
perform this task only with difficulty.
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The research perspective employed in this study thus contrasts with economic approaches
to the study of lobbying. Economic approaches to lobbying structures tend to infer
coalition patterns from the underlying economic structure of sectors and branches,
thereby ignoring the independent effect of international trade institutions as an important
source of incentives. This neglect has left traditional economic approaches unable to
explain the symbiosis of sectoral and intra-sectoral coalition patterns in trade policy
lobbying in the late 20th and the early 21st centuries.

Apart from providing a theoretical rationale for current coalition patterns, I have equally
presented exhaustive, primary-source data from interest representation in European
Union trade policy that illustrate the explanatory force of these general claims. Coalition
formation in the EC/EU during the GATT Rounds, especially the Uruguay Round, and
during the preparatory phase of the WTO ‘Doha’ Round, predominantly takes place at the
level of sector-wide European trade associations. These alliances carry a sufficiently
large number of members to weigh on international trade negotiations. Governments – in
casu the European Commission – use this sectoral aggregation of interests to strike

package deals with trade offs in other sectors. In contrast, coalition building in the
framework of administrative enforcement instruments is predominantly characterised by
an aggregation of interests on an intra-sectoral level. Branch-specific trade associations
provide the expert knowledge required for product-specific enforcement procedures and
therefore constitute the level of interest aggregation most appropriate for this type of
institutional environment. This logic plays its role both for the defensive instruments of
anti-dumping, as well as for the offensive instruments of market investigations, and WTO
dispute settlement.
Moreover, the administrative enforcement instruments that so characterise the WTO-era
have not been without effects on the organisational format of interest representation in
Europe. Trade enforcement instruments force sector-wide trade associations to better
accommodate the interests of their product branches through a reorganisation of their
membership. The intra-sectoral effect of enforcement – a ‘divide et impera’-effect if you
will – forces them to grant more influence to intra-sectoral interests.
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An essay in interdisciplinary trade policy research

By the very nature of the central research question, this thesis has been an essay in
interdisciplinary research. It has sought to draw on insights from legal analyses of trade
agreements, and provides a systematic analysis of the economic and political
consequences of these agreements. By doing so, the thesis stands in the tradition of
‘second image reversed’ perspectives on international political economy and goes beyond
the traditional level of the state and its inter-national organisations by investigating how
these public institutions set the incentive structure for the behaviour of private actors. As
such the dissertation equally contributes to an emerging field of European political
science: the systematic study of European interest representation. Traditionally, this field
has been concerned with actors’ motives within industry, their capability to organise
collectively, and their different membership formats and representation functions;
whereas presently the question of how governmental institutions govern ‘access’ for
private industry is proving to be a more rewarding route for general, empirical research.
Finally, the thesis enlarges the study of trade policy, by drawing attention to the way in
which public institutions constitute the incentive structure for private interests to lobby in
the direction of more protectionist or more liberal policies.

Implications for the WTO trading regime

The finding that enforcement causes collective industry action to take place on an intrasectoral level, raises questions about the future of ‘comprehensive’ trade Rounds. The
specialisation of trade associations in product-specific units may indeed produce
feedback effects on the level of multilateral trade negotiations, by making broad trade
offs between sectors increasingly difficult to achieve. This aspect of the international
trading system could indeed be one of the reasons why governments find it increasingly
difficult to get WTO Rounds off the ground, or to achieve substantially incisive
agreements. According to such an hypothesis, it is not so much the ever increasing
membership of the organisation or the diversity of interest perceptions that would
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complicate deal-making in the World Trade Organisation, but rather the difficulty of
public institutions to bring coherent, non-disaggregated demands to the negotiation table.
Not coincidentally, the United States, the country with the longest history of
administrative trade policy instruments (mainly AD & Section 301) have insisted on a
‘sectoral’ approach of multilateral trade negotiations, both during the Uruguay Round and
the new ‘Doha’ Round. In contrast, the European Union, a WTO member that has created
workable enforcement more recently, has maintained that it still expects major benefits
from a comprehensive approach to the negotiations with benefits from trade-offs between
sectors, as well as between different types of countries. If indeed industry formulates its
demands predominantly in the framework of product-specific enforcement instruments,
public institutions are ever more facing the task to broker coherent packages of demands
and concessions in international trade negotiations.

In order to assess whether such reasoning merely belongs to the realm of speculation,
further research would need to point at the exact nature of the economic interests that so
enthusiastically use administrative enforcement instruments. Are they the producers that
trade on the basis of comparative advantage? Or is the use of the instrument rather limited
to those that engage in intra-industry trade? Such an undertaking would not only shed
light on the exact nature of the interests at stake, but equally on the question whether
enforcement through international trade dispute settlement is an institution that produces
a public good or not.
It would constitute yet another net cast, yet another raid on the inarticulate, and another
attempt to come to terms with the social environment in which we live, an environment
of our making.
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Annex 1: GATT 1947 and WTO dispute settlement cases and coverage (1947-2000)

Date

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36

19. Jul 48
24. Aug 48
09. Sep 48
25. Apr 49
14. Mai 49
30. Mai 49
26. Jul 49
27. Jul 49
07. Okt 50
07. Okt 50
07. Okt 50
26. Okt 50
07. Nov 50
19. Sep 51
19. Sep 51
22. Okt 51
03. Sep 52
04. Sep 52
27. Sep 52
03. Okt 52
04. Okt 52
28. Okt 52
07. Nov 52
13. Aug 53
15. Sep 53
29. Jul 54
29. Jul 54
30. Jul 54
04. Okt 54
05. Okt 54
11. Okt 54
13. Okt 54
26. Okt 54
26. Okt 54
26. Sep 55
28. Sep 55

Document

CP.2/9
CP.2/SR.11
CP.2/SR.22
CP.3/SR.9
CP.3/SR.12
CP.3/33
CP.3/59
CP.3/61
CP.5/1/Rev.1
CP.5/1/Rev.1
CP.5/1/Rev.1
CP.5/12
CP.5/22
CP.6/25
CP.6/26
CP.6/50
L/15
L/16
L/26
L/41
L/40, L/44
SR.7/10
L/64
G/46/Add.3
G/46/Add.4
L/213
L/215
L/214
L/235
L/234
L/242
L/245
L/258
L/260
L/410
L/411

Complain Defend

NL
PK
US
FR
US
CZ
CU
CL
US
B
B
NL
CZ
NO/DK
NL/DK
US
UK
NO
FR
IN
GR/TR
US
US
TR
US/UK
IT
IT
IT
CZ
IT
US
US
US
Benelux
US
AU

CU
IN
CU
BR
CU
US
US
AU
FR
FR
UK
UK
US
B
US
B
GR
D
GR
PK
US
NL
FR
US
BR
FR
SE
TR
PE
GR
D
FR
B
D
FR
US

Coverage of the complaint
Systemic

Sectoral

Sub-Sectoral

Consular taxes
Tax rebates on exports
Restrictions on textile
Internal taxes, cognac industry
Restrictions on textile
Export restrictions
Margins of tariff pref to Cuba, sugar
Subsidy on Ammonium Sulfate
Export restrictions on hides and skins
Quantative restrictions
Quantative restrictions
Purchase tax exemptions
Fur felt hat bodies'
Family allowances
Import restrictions on dairy products
Restrictions on dollar imports
Increase of import duties, ammonia and potash
Treatment of import of sardines
Special import taxes
Export fees on jute
Art.19 action on dried figs
Action under Art.23.2, wheat flour
Statistical tax on imp and exp
Import restricts on filberts
Compensatory concessions
Special temporary compensation tax
AD duties, nylon stockings
Temporary taxes and exp bonuses
Embargo on imp from CZ
Luxury tax on imp
Imp restrictions on coal
Customs stamp tax on imp 2%
Imp restrictions on coal
Imp duties on starch and potato flour
Customs stamp tax on imp 3%
Hawaiian regulations affecting imported eggs
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Annex 1: GATT 1947 and WTO dispute settlement cases and coverage (1947-2000)

Date

Document

Complain Defend

Coverage of the complaint
Systemic

Sectoral

Sub-Sectoral

Turnover tax on pharma
products

37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46

11. Okt 55
25. Okt 55
03. Nov 55
12. Sep 56
23. Okt 56
02. Nov 56
12. Nov 56
16. Nov 56
24. Apr 57
29. Jul 57

L/421
L/417/Add.1
L/449
L/520
L/562
L/575
L/586
L/599
L/627
L/649

UK
DK
GR
US
NL
G
DK
US
DK
UK

IT
IT
IT
FR
D
GR
US
CL
UK
IT

47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64

19. Sep 57
03. Okt 57
28. Nov 57
14. Apr 58
12. Sep 58
09. Okt 58
12. Mrz 59
21. Nov 61
09. Dez 61
20. Sep 62
20. Sep 62
09. Nov 62
17. Okt 63
01. Dez 69
16. Apr 70
28. Apr 70
14. Sep 70
18. Sep 70

IC/SR.34
L/695
L/758
IC/SR.38
L/853
L/875
IC/SR/44
L/1647
SR.19/12
L/1830
L/1830
SR.20/8
C/M/18
L/3279
L/3384
C/M/62
L/3436
L/3440

D
UK
DK/SE
AU
AU
A
D
UR
BR
US
US
US
EC
US
US
AU
US
US

Discrimination in credit facilities for imp
GR
goods
FR
US
FR
IT
IT
UK
A/B/CA/CZ/DK/F/FRecourse to Art 23
UK
FR
Import restrictions 1
IT
Import restrictions
CA
US
IT
Administrative and statistical fees
GR
Preferential tariff quotas to the USSR
EC
DK
JM
Margins of preference

65
66
67

30. Jun 72 L/3715
01. Sep 72 L/3741
12. Sep 72 L/3744

US
ISR
US

EC
UK
FR

68
69

17. Okt 72 L/3753
01. Mai 73 L/3851

US
EC

UK
US

Import duties on cheese
Duties on cotton
Auto taxes
Turnover tax on printing
Increase in bound duties on LP Phono records
Exp subsidy on poultry; eggs
Auto taxes
Exp of susidized eggs
Discrimination against imp agr machinery

Discrimination against imp agr machinery
Art 19 action on spring clothespins
Assistance to exp of wheat and wheat flour
Assistance to exp of flour
Measures in favor of dom prod of ships plates
Increase in margin of pref of ornamental pottery
Increase in margin of preferences on bananas

Value for duty' on imports of potatoes
Chicken war'

Emergency action on table apples
Import restrictions on grains
Compensatory taxes on
imports, agr
Imp restrictions on cotton
Import restrictions 2
Dollar area quotas (mainly
agr prod)

Income tax legislations (DISC)
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Annex 1: GATT 1947 and WTO dispute settlement cases and coverage (1947-2000)

Date

Document

Complain Defend

Coverage of the complaint
Systemic
Income tax practices
Income tax practices
Income tax practices

70
71
72

17. Mai 73 L/3860
17. Mai 73 L/3860
17. Mai 73 L/3860

US
US
US

FR
B
NL

73
74

08. Nov 74 C/M/101
26. Nov 74 L/4117

CA
AU

EC
JAP

75
76

10. Sep 75 L/4222, L/4223 US
29. Mrz 76 L/4321
US

CA
EC

77

30. Mrz 76 L/4322

AU

EC

78

27. Apr 76 C/M/113

US

EC

79

02. Nov 76 L/4432

EC

CA

80

16. Mai 77 L/4500

JAP

US

81
82

26. Jul 77 L/4530
01. Nov 77 L/4588

US
CL

JAP
EC

83

14. Mrz 78 C/M/124

KR

EC

84

17. Mai 78 C/M/125, L/481HK

NO

Sectoral

Sub-Sectoral

Adequacy of compens 24:6 negotiations, cereals

85

20. Jul 78 L/4691

US

JAP

86

25. Sep 78 L/4701

AU

EC

87

14. Nov 78 L/4722

BR

EC

88
89
90
91

13. Dez 78
19. Jun 79
26. Okt 79
01. Nov 79

L/4745
L/4805
L/4856
L/4859

EC
CL
CA
US

US
EC
JAP
E

92

08. Nov 79 L/4871

US

JAP

Restrictions on imp of beef and veal
Imp quotas on eggs; egg producers Sect 301
compl
MIPS, lic; Nat Canners Assoc Sect 301 compl
Licences & surety deposits on canned peaches
and pears
Meas animal feed proteins; soybean prod Sect
301 compl
Withdrawal of tariff concessions under Art 28:3;
zinc, lead
Suspension of customs liquidation, 'Zenith case'
Meas imp of thrown silk and yarn; firm Sect 301
compl
Exp refunds on malted barley
Art 19 action on imp into the UK of TV sets from
KR
Restr on imp of cert text
prod, MFA
Measures on imp of leather 1, QR to protect
'Dowa'
Refunds on exp of sugar; EC refusal to join Int
Sugar Agr
Refunds on exp of sugar; EC refusal to join Int
Sugar Agr
Appl of CVD; 'mat injury' added in
Tokyo R Code
Restrictions on import of apples from CL
Measures on imp of leather
Measures concerning dom sale of soyabean oil
Restraints on imp manufactured tobacco, Sect
301 compl
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Annex 1: GATT 1947 and WTO dispute settlement cases and coverage (1947-2000)

Date

Document

Complain Defend

Coverage of the complaint
Systemic

Sectoral

Sub-Sectoral
Prohibition on imp of tuna and tuna prod from CA

93
94

25. Jan 80 L/4931
29. Feb 80 L/4948

CA
BR

US
E

95

26. Mrz 80 C/M/139

CA

EC

96

11. Apr 80 (L/5623)

IN

JAP

97

19. Jun 80 TBT/M/3, L/501US

EC

98
99

29. Sep 80 L/5028
22. Jan 81 SMC/Spec/2

IN
US

US
EC

100
101

30. Mrz 81 L/5129
11. Jun 81 C/M/148

EC
AU

US
EC

102

30. Sep 81 L/5195

CA

US

103

08. Okt 81 SCM/10

US

EC

104

07. Dez 81 C/M/1454

HK

EC

105

24. Feb 82 SCM/Spec/8

US

EC

106

24. Feb 82 SCM/Spec/9

US

EC

107
108

19. Mrz 82 L/5306
26. Mrz 82 L/5308

US
US

EC
CA

109
110
111

07. Apr 82 SCM/M/Spec/5 US
08. Apr 82 L/5309
AR
22. Apr 82 SCM/20
IN

EC
EC
US

112

30. Apr 82 L/5317

EC/CA/AU

113
114

18. Jun 82 L/5337
US
02. Jul 82 GPR/Spec/18 US

AR

EC
EC

Tariff treatment of unroasted coffee
Imports of beef from CA, on US MFN Tokyo R
conc
Measures on imp leather to assure MFN after USJP deal
UK 'Spin-chill' requirements on imp poultry, US
firms comp
Imposition of CVD duty without injury
criterion
Export subsidies maintained by GR
Imp duty on Vit B12, Agr &
Pharma
Prod subsidies on canned fruit
Imp of cert automotive spring assemblies (sect
337, patent)
Subsidies on export wheat flour, milling ind Sect
301 compl
Quant restrictions on imp of cert HK prod, quartz
watches
Subsidies on exp of pasta prod, pasta prod Sect
301 compl
Subs on exp & prod of poultry, poultry prod Sect
301 compl
Prod aids on canned fruit, peach prod Sect 301
compl
Admin of the Foreign Investment
Exp subsidies on sugar, sugar prod Sect 301
compl
Sugar regime, refusal to join
CVD procedures, like compl 98
Trade restr for non-ec reasons,
'Falklands War'
Tariff treatment of citrus prod, citrus ind old Sect
301 compl
VAT and treshold (procurement code)
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Annex 1: GATT 1947 and WTO dispute settlement cases and coverage (1947-2000)

Date

Document

Complain Defend

115

20. Sep 82 TBT/Spec/7

US

JAP

116
117

28. Sep 82 L/5369
08. Okt 82 L/5371

EC
EC

FI
CH

118

01. Nov 82 C/W/401

PL

US

119
120
121

21. Dez 82 L/5427
05. Jan 83 L/5440
17. Feb 83 SCM/40

JAP
US
CA

EC
JAP
US

122

08. Mrz 83 L/5467

EC

US

123
124
125

07. Apr 83 SCM/Spec/18 EC
08. Apr 83 L/5479
EC
16. Mai 83 L/5492
NC

US
JAP
US

126

27. Sep 83 SCM/Spec/19 US

BR

127
128
129

30. Sep 83 L/5541
11. Nov 83 ADP
12. Jan 84 L/5589

EC
EC
CA

US
CA
EC

130
131

20. Feb 84 TBT/Spec/9
14. Mai 84 L/5653

EC
EC

E
CL

132
133
134
135
136

03. Jul 84
11. Jul 84
10. Aug 84
26. Okt 84
08. Nov 84

S-A
FI
CA
AU
US

CA
NZ
EC
EC
JAP

137

29. Nov 84 SCM/54

EC

US

138

10. Dez 84 L/5747

EC

US

139

12. Feb 85 L/5777

EC

CA

L/5662
C/M/180
SCM/51
L/5715
GPR/Spec/42

Coverage of the complaint
Systemic

Sectoral

Sub-Sectoral
Certification procedures for metal softball bats
Internal regul on imp of cert parts of footwear,
BOP-related
Imports of table grapes

Suspension of MFN, supression of
'Solidarnost'
Imp restrict meas on video recorders,
Poitiers
Measures on imp of leather 2, 'Dowa'
CVD investigation on softwood lumber
Manufacturing clause in US Copyr legislation,
printing ind
Exp subsidy on sales of wheat flour to Egypt,
compl 103
Nullification and impairment of benefits
Imp of sugar from Nicaragua
Subsidies on exp and prod of poultry, Sect 301
compl, 106
Tariff reclassification of machine-threshed
tobacco
AD investigation hydro-electric generators (I)
Imp of newsprint from CA
Homolog req heating radiators & el med
equipment
Imp measures on cert dairy prod
Discr appl of retail sales tax on gold coins, S-A
gold ind
Imp of el transformers from FI
Exp subs on boneless manufacturing beef
Operation of beef and veal regime
Single tendering procedures,
Def of Ind concerning wine & grape prod; CVD for
grape prod
Ban on imp of steel pipe and tube from EC, after
a VER
Imp distr & sale of alcoholic drinks by prov
marketing auth
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Date

Document

Complain Defend

140

01. Mrz 85 L/5783

CA

US

141

12. Mrz 85 C/M/186

US

JAP

142

26. Apr 85 GPR/W/69

US

EC

143

08. Mai 85 L/5802

NC

US

144

02. Sep 85 L/5859

P

US

145

19. Dez 85 L/5940

CA

EC

146

13. Mai 86 L/5993

BR

US

147
148

02. Jul 86 SCM/73
15. Jul 86 C/M/201

CA
US

US
JAP

149
150
151

30. Jul 86 SCM/75
24. Okt 86 L/6070
24. Okt 86 SCM/78

EC
US
EC

CA
JAP
CA

152
153
154

27. Okt 86 C/M/202, L/608MX/CA/EC
27. Okt 86 C/M/202, L/613EC/CA
05. Nov 86 L/6078
EC

US
US
JAP

155

12. Dez 86 L/6104

US

CA

156

20. Feb 87 L/6129

EC

JAP

157
158
159
160

20. Feb 87
25. Feb 87
09. Mrz 87
09. Apr 87

US
US
US
EC

CA
EC
EC
US

161

21. Apr 87 L/6159

JAP

US

L/6132
AIR/W/62
TBT/Spec/18
L/6153

Coverage of the complaint
Systemic

Sectoral

Sub-Sectoral
Restr on imp of cert sugar-containing products,
US subs
Quant restrictions on imp leather footwear, Sect
301 compl
Purchase of computers under FR 'comp literacy
progr', proc

Tr measures affecting NC, embargo,
compl 125
Imp restr cotton pillowcases & bedsheets, nonMFA rules
Ban on imp of skins of cert seal pups & rel prod,
environment
Measures on imp of non-beverage ethyl alcohol,
AD
CVD on imp of softwood lumber from CA 2, compl
121
Restr on cert agr prod
CVD on boneless manufacturing beef; CA cattle
prod compl
Restr on imp of herring, pollock and surimi
CVD on pasta, compl 105
Taxes on petroleum and cert imp substances,
'Superfund'
Customs user fee
Restr on alcoholic beverages
Restr exports of Uranium, for the CA processing
ind
Restr on semiconductors, exclusive US-JP bilat
agreem
Restr on exp unprocessed salmon & herring,
processing ind
Gvt financing of Airbus Ind 1
Animal hormones directive, offal
Tax reform legislation for passenger aircraft
Unilat meas on imp JP semiconductors, Sect 301
compl
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Annex 1: GATT 1947 and WTO dispute settlement cases and coverage (1947-2000)

Date

Document

Complain Defend

162

29. Apr 87 L/6160

EC

US

163
164
165

17. Jun 87 C/M/211
17. Jun 87 C/M/211
08. Jul 87 GPR/41

US
US
EC

IN
IN
US

166
167

08. Jul 87 L/6201
15. Sep 87 L/6213

AR
CA

EC
US

168
169

25. Sep 87 L/6218
18. Nov 87 L/6262

US
CA

EC
JAP

170
171
172

27. Nov 87 L/6274
22. Jan 88 L/6300
22. Jan 88 L/6300

BR
US
US

US
NO
SE

173
174
175

11. Mrz 88 L/6316
22. Mrz 88 C/M/218
22. Mrz 88 C/M/218

US
AU
US

KR
KR
EC

176
177
178

29. Mrz 88 L/6322
08. Apr 88 C/M/219
22. Apr 88 L/6324

US
AU
CL

JAP
JAP
US

179
180
181
182
183
184
185
186

22. Apr 88
22. Apr 88
27. Apr 88
27. Apr 88
02. Mai 88
04. Mai 88
31. Mai 88
16. Jun 88

US
CL
NZ
NZ
NZ
US
BR
EC

EC
EC
KR
EC
JAP
EC
US
US

L/6328
L/6329
L/6335
L/6336
L/6340
C/M/220
SCM/M/38
C/M/222

187

19. Jul 88 L/6373

AU

US

188

08. Aug 88 L/6381

JAP

EC

Coverage of the complaint
Systemic

Sectoral

Sub-Sectoral
Sect 337 of 1930 tariff Act, 'Armid' Fibres Case,
NCPI Akzo
Import restr on almonds, almond exporters Sect
301 compl
Imp licenses on almonds, compl 164

Procurement of machine tools by Dep
Enlargement of EEC (E/P), Agr, Sect 301-54,
oilseeds, grain
Sect 337 action on cellular mobile phones
Dir on meat imp, N Pork Prod Council, Am Meat Inst, S
301-60/83
Imp of spruce-pine-fur dimension lumber
Tariff increase & imp prohibition on BR prod,
Informatics disp
Restr on imp of apples & pears
Restr on imp of apples & pears
Restr on imp of beef, Am Meat Institute Sect 301-65
Restr on imp of beef, compl 173
GR imp restr on almonds
Restr on imp of beef & citrus, Florida Citrus Mutual
Sect 301-66
Restr on imp of beef, compl 176
Quality standards for grapes
Payments & subs on…, Am Soybean Ass Sect
301-63
Restr on imp of dessert apples, compl 182-184
Restr on imp of beef, compl 173-174
Restr on imp of apples, compl 180-184
Imp restr on beef, exclusive US-JP agreem
Restr on imp of apples, compl 180-182
Collection of CVD on non-rubber footwear
Restr under 1955 US agr
Imp restr on sugar, non-1955-US-waiver QR on
sugar
AD regul on imp parts & comp, 'screwdriver
assembly' case
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Date

Document

Complain Defend

Coverage of the complaint
Systemic
Restr on cert BR prod, 'pharma

189
190

24. Aug 88 L/6386
31. Aug 88 SCM/89

BR
BR

US
US

191

20. Sep 88 ADP/38

SE

US

192

07. Okt 88 GPR/W/89

FI

US

193

28. Nov 88 L/6438

EC

US

194
195

09. Dez 88 L/6444
09. Dez 88 L/6445

CA
US

US
CA

196
197

03. Apr 89 SCM/92
14. Apr 89 ADP/42

US
FI

EC
AU

198
199

08. Jun 89 L/6518
27. Jun 89 ADP/44

US
HK

EC
EC

200

18. Jul 89 DS2/1

EC

US

201
202
203

01. Sep 89 DS3/1
18. Sep 89 DS1/2
28. Sep 89 DS7/1

CA
US
CA

EC
FI
US

204
205

06. Okt 89 GPR/M/34
09. Okt 89 SCM/95

US
US

NO
CA

206
207
208
209

11. Okt 89 DS8/1
08. Nov 89 DS9/1
01. Dez 89
01. Feb 90

US
EC
A
US

BR
CL
D
TH

210
211
212
213
214

01. Jul 90
01. Nov 90
01. Feb 91
06. Feb 91
06. Feb 91

US
MX
EC
EC
NL

CA
US
US
US
US

Sectoral

Sub-Sectoral
Exp enhancement program subs, soyabean oil
AD duties on SE stainless seamless pipes &
tubes
Proc of Antarctic research vessel, 'Buy American'
provision

Increase in rates of duty, 'hormones'
retaliation
Imp prohibition on CA ice cream, QR under 1955
US waiver
Imp prohibition on CA ice cream & yoghurt
Gvt financing of Airbus Ind 2, exchange rate
'insurance'
AD on power transformers
Restraints on exp copper scrap, copper ind Sect
301-70
AD duty on video casettes
Det under sect 304-305 of 1974 tr act rel to EC
oilseed subs
Subs for producers & processors of oilseeds,
compl 179
Restr on imp of apples & pears, compl 171-172
CVD on CA pork, DS panels under US-CA FTA
Oslo toll ring project, Amtech Corp Sect 301-79
Injury determ on US US grain corn
Restr on impo of cert agr &
manufactuerd prod
Internal taxes on spirits, alcohol
Truck traffic restrictions
Import restrictions on cigarettes
Provincial liquor boards (II), Heileman Brewing Co
Sect 301-80
Tuna import prohibition
NSF sonar mapping procurement
Tuna Import Ban Extension
Tuna Import Ban Extension
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Date
215
216
217
218
219
220
221
222
223
224
225
226
227
228
229
230
231
232
233
234
235
236
237
238
239
240
241
242
243
244
245
246
247
248
249

01. Mrz 91
01. Mrz 91
07. Mrz 91
01. Mai 91
01. Jun 91
01. Jul 91
01. Sep 91
01. Sep 91
01. Okt 91
01. Nov 91
01. Dez 91
01. Jan 92
01. Jan 92
31. Jan 92
01. Mrz 92
01. Apr 92
01. Jun 92
01. Jun 92
01. Jun 92
01. Jun 92
01. Jun 92
01. Jul 92
01. Jan 93
01. Apr 93
01. Mai 93
01. Mai 93
01. Jun 93
01. Jun 93
01. Jun 93
23. Jul 93
01. Sep 93
01. Dez 93
01. Apr 94
01. Jun 94
01. Jun 94

Document

Complain Defend
US
NO
NO
US
CA
US
JAP
EC
US
KR
MX
US
CA
US
BR
MX
US
CA
CA
US
YU
EC
BR
MX
SE
US
VE
US
BR
EC
BR
US
C-R/GT/NC/VEC
PK
TR
EC
AU
EC
US
BR/FI/MX/SEUS
EC
BR
CA
EC
EC
US
CL
EC
AR/BR/UR EC
AU/NZ
JAP
AR
US
JAP
US
AR/SV/BR/GTUS
CA
EC
VE
US
AU
CA
AR
EC
IN
PL

Coverage of the complaint
Systemic

Sectoral

Sub-Sectoral
Trondheim toll ring procurement
CVD on salmon imports
Alcoholic and malt beverages
AD duties on audiocassettes
AD on US polyacetal resins
AD duties on Mexican cement
CVD on pure and alloy magnesium
AD actions on elec power transformer
AD duties on US beer
CVD on Softwood Lumber (III), Sect 301-87

Noneconomic Trade Sanctions, 'nat
AD proceeding on BRian textiles
AD duty on stainless steel plate
Tuna Import Ban Extension
AD duties on cotton yarn
QR on wool suits
Import regime for bananas
AD duties on PKi cotton
CVD on glace cherries
Taxes on imported
AD actions on steel products
CVD on milk powder
Bovine semen restrictions
CVD on certain steel products
Restrictions on Chilean apples
Oilseed concession compensation
Restricts on dairy prods & sta
Subsidies on wheat exports
AD actions on steel products
US Tobacco restrictions
Restrictions on Canadian scallops
Regs on deformulated gasoline
Safeguard action boneless beef
Import restrictions on lemons
Import regime for
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Date

Document

Coverage of the complaint
Systemic

Complain Defend

Sectoral

Sub-Sectoral

WTO Dispute settlement cases
WT/DS
250

13. Jan 95

1 SI

MY

251

02. Feb 95

2 VE

US

252

06. Apr 95

3 US

KR

253

12. Apr 95

4 BR

US

254

05. Apr 95

5 US

KR

255

22. Mai 95

6 JAP

US

256

19. Mai 95

7 CA

EU

257

14. Sep 95

8 EU

JAP

258

10. Jun 95

9 CA

EU

259

17. Jul 95

10 JAP

CA

260

17. Jul 95

11 JAP

US

261

25. Jul 95

12 EU

PE

262

19. Jul 95

13 US

EU

263

31. Jul 95

14 EU

CL

264

18. Aug 95

15 EU

JAP

Prohibition of imports of polyethylene and
polypropylene
Chemicals
Standards for reformulated and conventional
gasoline
Chemicals

EU
Testing & inspection of agr
Food & Agr

Standards for reformulated and conventional
gasoline
Chemicals
Korea - Measures concerning the shelf-life of
products
Food & Agr
Import duties on JP automob under Sect 301/304

EU

Automobiles
Trade description of scallops
Food & Agr, Coquille St Jacq
Taxes on alcoholic beverages
Food & Agr, Shochu
Duties on imports of cereals
Food & Agr
Taxes on alcoholic beverages
Food & Agr, Shochu
Taxes on alcoholic beverages
Food & Agr, Shochu
Trade description of scallops
Food & Agr, Coquille St Jacq
Duties on imports of grains
Food & Agr, cereals
Trade description of scallops
Food & Agr, Coquille St Jacq
Purchase telecomm
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Date

Document

Coverage of the complaint
Systemic

Complain Defend

Sectoral

Sub-Sectoral

Telecom, Electronics
265

28. Sep 95

16 GT/HN/MX/UEU

266

03. Okt 95

17 TH

EU

267

05. Okt 95

18 CA

AU

268

18. Okt 95

19 IN

PL

269

08. Nov 95

20 CA

KR

EU

270

17. Nov 95

21 US

AU

EU

271

27. Nov 95

22 PH

BR

EU

272

04. Jan 95

23 MX

VE

273

15. Jan 96

24 C-R

US

274

18. Dez 95

25 UY

EU

275

26. Jan 96

26 US

EU

276

12. Feb 96

27 EC/GT/HN/MEU

277

14. Feb 96

28 US

JAP

278

12. Feb 96

29 HK

TR

Regime for the importation, sale and distribution
of bananas
Food & Agr, Chiquita/Hawai Ban Ind Assoc Sect
301-94/100
Duties on imports of rice
Food & Agr
Measures affecting the importation of salmon
Food & Agr

EU
Import regime for
Automobiles

EU

Measures concerning bottled water
Food & Agr
Measures affecting the importation of salmonids
Food & Agr
Measures affecting desiccated coconut
Food & Agr
AD inv of imports of cert Oil Country Tubular
Goods
Construction
Restrictions on imp cotton and man-made fibre
underwear
Text & Fabrics
Implementation of the UR commitments
concerning rice
Food & Agr
Measures concerning meat and meat products
(hormones)
Food & Agr
Regime for the importation, sale and distribution
of bananas
Food & Agr
Measures concerning sound recordings
Electronics
Restr imp textile & clothing
prod
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Date

Document

Coverage of the complaint
Systemic

Complain Defend

Sectoral

Sub-Sectoral

Text & Fabrics
279

05. Mrz 96

30 S-L

BR

280

14. Mrz 96

31 US

CA

281

15. Mrz 96

32 IN

US

282

14. Mrz 96

33 IN

US

283

25. Mrz 96

34 IN

TR

284

02. Apr 96

35 AR/AU/CA/CAH

285

30. Apr 96

36 US

PK

286

30. Apr 96

37 US

EU (P)

287

03. Mai 96

38 EU

US

288

17. Apr 96

39 US

EU

289

09. Mai 96

40 EU

KR

290

31. Mai 96

41 US

KR

291

24. Mai 96

42 EU

JAP

292

17. Jun 96

43 US

TR

293

13. Jun 96

44 US

JAP

294

20. Jun 96

45 US

JAP

CVD on imports desiccated coconut & coconut
milk powder
Food & Agr
Certain measures concerning periodicals
Publishing, sefl-initiated Sect 301-102
Measures affecting imports of women's and girls'
wool coats
Text & Fabrics
Measures aff imports of woven wool shirts and
blouses
Text & Fabrics

EU
Restr imp text & clothing
Text & Fabrics
Export subsidies agr prod
Food & Agr
Patent prot pharm/agr/chem
sefl-initiated Sect 301-104

EU
Patent prot under the Industrial
self-initiated Sect 301-103
Cuban Liberty and Democratic
alcohol, tourism

Tariff increases on products from the EC
hormones retaliation,??
Telecom procur sector
Telecom, electronics
Meas conc inspection agr
Food & Agr
Measures concerning sound recordings
Electronics
Taxation of foreign film revenues
Film & Foto, sefl-initiated Sect 301-105
Measures affecting consumer photographic film
and paper
Film & Foto, Eastman Kodak Co, Sect 301-99
(against Fuji)

EU

Meas aff distribution services
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Date

Document

Coverage of the complaint
Systemic

Complain Defend

Sectoral

Sub-Sectoral

Distribution
295

18. Jun 96

46 CA

BR

EU

296

26. Jun 96

47 TH

TR

297

28. Jun 96

48 CA

EU

298

08. Jul 96

49 MX

US

299

02. Jul 96

50 US

IN

EU

300

30. Jul 96

51 JAP

BR

EU

301

14. Aug 96

52 US

BR

302

27. Aug 96

53 EU

MX

303

14. Okt 96

54 EU

ID

Certain measures affecting the automobile
industry
Automobiles, special arrangement favouring KIA

304

10. Okt 96

55 JAP

ID

Certain measures affecting the automobile
industry (1)
Automob, special arrangement favouring KIA

305

04. Okt 96

56 US

AR

306

09. Okt 96

57 US

AU

307

08. Okt 96

58 MY/PK/TH

US

Export financing programme for aircraft
Aviation
Restr imports text & cloth
Text & Fabrics
Measures affecting livestock and meat
(hormones)
Food & Agr
AD inv regarding imports of MX fresh or chilled
tomatoes
Food & Agr
Patent prot
sefl-initiated Sect 301-106
Cert autom investment meas
Automobiles
Meas aff trade & inv in autom
Automobiles
Customs valuation of imports
Customs

EU

Meas imp
Text & Fabrics, Sect 301-108

EU

Textile clothing and footwear import credit
scheme
Text & Fabrics, Coalition Against Australian
Leather
Subsidies Sect 301-107
Import prohibition of certain shrimp and shrimp
products
Food & Agr
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Date

Document

Coverage of the complaint
Systemic

Complain Defend

308

15. Okt 96

59 US

ID

309

24. Okt 96

60 MX

GT

310

04. Nov 96

61 PH

311

08. Nov 96

62 US

EU

312

28. Nov 96

63 EU

US

313

13. Okt 96

64 JAP

ID

314

17. Jan 97

65 US

BR

315

15. Jan 97

66 EU

JAP

316

20. Feb 97

67 US

EU (UK)

317

19. Feb 97

68 US

EU (IRL)

318

24. Feb 97

69 BR

EU

319

10. Mrz 97

70 BR

CA

320

14. Mrz 97

71 BR

CA

Sectoral

Sub-Sectoral
Certain measures affecting the automobile
industry
Automob, national car progr, KIA, self-initiated
Sect 301-109
AD investigation regarding portland cement from
MX
Construction
Import prohibition of certain shrimp and shrimp
products
Food & Agr
Customs classification of certain computer
equipment
Electronics
AD measures on imports of solid urea from the
former DDR
Food & Agr?
Certain measures affecting the automobile
industry (2)
Automob, national car progr, KIA

Meas aff trade & inv in
Automob, self-in Sect 301-

EU

Measures affecting imports of pork
Food & Agr
Customs classification of certain computer
equipment
Electronics
Customs classification of certain computer
equipment
Electronics
Measures affecting importation of certain poultry
products
Food & Agr
Measures affecting the export of civilian aircraft
Aviation, Bombardier-Montreal
Measures affecting the export of civilian aircraft
(2)
Aviation, Bombardier-Montreal
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Date

Document

Coverage of the complaint
Systemic

Complain Defend

321

24. Mrz 97

72 NZ

EU

322

26. Mrz 97

73 EU

JAP

323

01. Apr 97

74 US

PH

324

04. Apr 97

75 EU

KR

325

07. Apr 97

76 US

JAP

326

17. Apr 97

77 EU

AR

327

01. Mai 97

78 CO

US

328

28. Apr 97

79 EU

IN

329

02. Mai 97

80 US

EU (B)

330

07. Mai 97

81 EU

BR

331

14. Mai 97

82 US

EU (IRL)

332

14. Mai 97

83 US

EU (DK)

333

23. Mai 97

84 US

KR

334

23. Mai 97

85 EU

US

335

28. Mai 97

86 US

EU (SE)

336

04. Jun 97

87 EU

CL

337

20. Jun 97

88 EU

US

Sectoral

Sub-Sectoral
Measures affecting butter products
Food & Agr
Procurement of a navigation satellite
Aviation
Measures affecting pork and poultry
Food & Agr
Taxes on alcoholic beverages
Food & Agr, soju

EU

EU

Meas aff agricultural
Food & Agr, Sect 301-112?
Meas aff
Text & Fabrics,
Safeguard measure against imports of broom
corn brooms
Text & Fabrics
Patent prot pharma/agr/chem
Pharma, Food & Agr, Chem
Measures affecting commercial telephone
directory services
Telecom, Belgacom
Meas aff trade & inv in autom
Automobiles
Meas aff grant of copyright
Intellectual property rights
Meas aff enforcement of intell property
Intellectual property rights

EU

Taxes on alcoholic beverages
Food & Agr, soju
Meas aff textiles & apparel
Text & Fabr, Federtessile
Meas aff enforcement of intell property
Intellectual property rights
Taxes on alcoholic beverages (1)
Food & Agr, pisco
Measure affecting government
Government procurement
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Date

Document

Complain Defend

338

16. Jul 97

89 KR

US

339

22. Jul 97

90 US

IN

340

22. Jul 97

91 AU

IN

341

22. Jul 97

92 CA

IN

342

22. Jul 97

93 NZ

IN

343

23. Jul 97

94 CH

IN

344

21. Jul 97

95 JAP

US

345

24. Jul 97

96 EU

IN

346

12. Aug 97

97 CL

US

347

12. Aug 97

98 EU

KR

348

15. Aug 97

99 KR

US

349

18. Aug 97

100 EU

US

350

15. Sep 97

101 US

MX

Coverage of the complaint
Systemic

Sectoral

Sub-Sectoral
Imposition AD duties on imports of colour TV
receivers
Electronics

Quant restr agr/textile/
industrial
Food & Agr, Text & Fabr,
Quant restr agr/textile/
industrial
Food & Agr, Text & Fabr,
Quant restr agr/textile/
industrial
Food & Agr, Text & Fabr,
Quant restr agr/textile/
industrial
Food & Agr, Text & Fabr,
Quant restr agr/textile/
industrial
Food & Agr, Text & Fabr,
Measure affecting government
Government procurement
Quant restr agr/textile/
industrial
Food & Agr, Text & Fabr,
Countervailing duty investigation on imports of
salmon from
Food & Agr
Definitive safeguard measure on imports cert
dairy products
Food & Agr, diary prod
AD duty on DRAM semiconductors of 1 MB or
above
Electronics
Measures affecting imports of poultry products
Food & Agr
AD investigation of high-fructose corn syrup
(HFCS)
Food & Agr, (also Sect 301-118)
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Date

Document

Complain Defend

351

09. Okt 97

102 US

PH

352

13. Okt 97

103 US

CA

353

08. Okt 97

104 US

EU

354

24. Okt 97

105 PA

EU

355

17. Nov 97

106 US

AU

356

07. Nov 97

107 EU

PK

357

18. Nov 97

108 EU

US

358

16. Dez 97

109 US

CL

359

15. Dez 97

110 EU

CL

360

08. Jan 97

111 AR

US

361

09. Jan 97

112 BR

PE

362

08. Jan 97

113 NZ

CA

363

19. Dez 97

114 EU

CA

364

02. Mai 97

115 US

EU (IRL)

Coverage of the complaint
Systemic

Sectoral

Sub-Sectoral
Measures affecting pork and poultry
Food & Agr
Meas aff the importation of milk & exportation of
dairy prod
Food & Agr, Nat Milk Producres Federation, US
Dairy
Export Council, Int Dairy Foods Association Sect
301-113
Measures affecting the exportation of processed
cheese
Food & Agr, self initiated Sect 301-114
Regime for the importation, sale and distribution
of bananas
Food & Agr
Subsidies to producers and exporters of
automotive leather
Subs prod&exporters autom leather, Sect 301107, Howe L
Export measures affecting hides and skins
Text & Fabrics, Cotance

Tax treatment of foreign sales
tax measures, Airbus, …
Taxes on alcoholic beverages
Food & Agr, pisco
Taxes on alcoholic beverages (2)
Food & Agr, pisco
Tariff rate quota for imports of groundnuts
Food & Agr
Countervailing duty investigation against imports
of buses
Automobiles
Measures affecting dairy exports
Food & Agr
Patent prot pharmaceutical
Patent prot of Pharma
Meas grant of copyright &
neighbouring rights
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Date

Document

Coverage of the complaint
Systemic

Complain Defend

Sectoral

Sub-Sectoral

copyrights TRIPS (panel request
365

08. Jan 98

116 EU

BR

366

20. Jan 98

117 EU

CA

367

06. Feb 98

118 EU

US

368

03. Mrz 98

119 AU

CH

369

16. Mrz 98

120 EU

IN

370

03. Apr 98

121 EU

AR

371

06. Apr 98

122 PL

TH

372

27. Apr 98

123 ID

AR

373

30. Apr 98

124 US

EU (GR)

374

07. Mai 98

125 US

GR (EU)

375

08. Mai 98

126 US

AU

376

05. Mai 98

127 US

EU (B)

377

05. Mai 98

128 US

EU (NL)

Meas payment terms for
imports
Steel, Eurofer TBR7
Measures affecting film distribution services
Film & Photo
Harbour maintenance tax
Transport
AD measures on imports of coated woodfree
paper sheets
Publishing
Measures affecting export of certain commodities
???, Cotance
Safeguard measures on imports of footwear
Text & Fabrics
AD angles/shapes/sections of iron/non-alloy
steel/h-beams
Steel
Safeguard Measures on Imports of Footwear
Text & Fabrics
Enf of Intell Property Rights motion pictures & TV
programs
Film & Photo
Enf of Intell Property Rights motion pictures & TV
programs
Film & Photo
Subsidies to producers and exporters of
automotive leather
Text & Fabrics, Subs autom leather, Sect 301107, Howe L

EU

Cert income tax meas constituting
subsidies
Tax measures
Cert income tax meas constituting
subsidies
Tax measures
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Date

Document

Complain Defend

378

05. Mai 98

129 US

EU (IRL)

379

05. Mai 98

130 US

EU (GR)

380

05. Mai 98

131 US

EU (F)

381

15. Mai 98

132 US

MX

382

18. Mai 98

133 CH

SK

383

28. Mai 98

134 IN

EU

384

28. Mai 98

135 CA

EU

385

10. Jun 98

136 EU

US

386

17. Jun 98

137 CA

EU

387

30. Jun 98

138 EU

US

388

08. Jul 98

139 JAP

CA

389

03. Aug 98

140 IN

EU

390

03. Aug 98

141 IN

EU

391

17. Aug 98

142 EU

CA

Coverage of the complaint
Systemic

Sectoral

Sub-Sectoral

Cert income tax meas constituting
subsidies
Tax measures
Cert income tax meas constituting
subsidies
Tax measures
Cert income tax meas constituting
subsidies
Tax measures
Anti-dumping inv of high-fructose corn syrup
(HFCS)
Food & Agr, related to Sect 301-118
Meas conc the importation of dairy prod & transit
of cattle
Food & Agr
Restrictions on certain import duties on rice
Food & Agr
Measures aff Asbestos and product containing
Asbestos
Construction
Anti-dumping act of 1916
Steel, Eurofer TBR2
Measures affecting imports of wood of conifers
from CA
Food & Agr
CVD on cert UK hot-rolled lead & bismuth carbon
steel prod
Steel
Cert automotive industry
Automobiles
AD Investigations regarding IN Unbleached
Cotton Fabrics
Text & Fabrics
Anti-dumping Duties on Imports of IN Cotton-type
Bed-linen
Text & Fabrics
Cert meas aff automotive ind
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Date

Document

Coverage of the complaint
Systemic

Complain Defend

Sectoral

Sub-Sectoral

Automobiles
392

21. Sep 98

143 H

SK

393

29. Sep 98

144 CA

US

394

23. Sep 98

145 EU

AR

395

12. Okt 98

146 EU

IN

396

08. Okt 98

147 EU

JAP

397

15. Okt 98

148 H

CZ

398

29. Okt 98

149 EU

IN

399

30. Okt 98

150 EU

IN

400

19. Nov 98

151 EU

US

401

25. Nov 98

152 EU

US

402

02. Dez 98

153 CA

EU

403

07. Dez 98

154 BR

EU

404

24. Dez 98

155 EU

AR

405

05. Jan 99

156 MX

GT

406

14. Jan 99

157 EU

AR

Measure affecting import duty on wheat from
Hungary
Food & Agr
Cert measures aff the import of CA cattle, swine
and grain
Food & Agr
Countervailing duties on imports of wheat gluten
Food & Agr, cereals
Meas aff automotive sector
Automobiles
Tariff quotas and subsidies affecting leather
Text & Fabrics, Cotance TBR5
Measure affecting import duty on wheat from
Hungary
Food & Agr, cererals
Import Restrictions
Import restrictions
Measures Affecting Customs Duties
Customs
Meas aff text & apparel prod
Text & Fabrics
Sections 301 - 310 of the Trade Act
???
Patent Prot
Food & Agr, etc (EFPIA)

EU

Meas aff Differential and Favourable Treatment
for Coffee
Food & Agr
Meas aff export of bovine hides & import of
finished leather
Text & Fabrics, Cotance TBR3
Definitive AD Measure on grey Cement from
Mexico
Construction
Definitive Anti-dumping Duties on Drill bits from
Italy
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Annex 1: GATT 1947 and WTO dispute settlement cases and coverage (1947-2000)

Date

Document

Coverage of the complaint
Systemic

Complain Defend

20. Jan 99

158 GT HN MX P EU

408

27. Jan 99

159 CZ

H

409

26. Jan 99

160 EU

US

410

04. Feb 99

161 US

KR

411

10. Feb 99

162 JAP

US

EU

412

16. Feb 99

163 US

KR

EU

413

01. Mrz 99

164 US

AR

EU

414

04. Mrz 99

165 EU

US

17. Mrz 99

166 EU

US

416

25. Mrz 99

167 CA

US

417

13. Apr 99

168 IN

S-A

418

19. Apr 99

169 AU

KR

419

10. Mai 99

170 US

CA

420

10. Mai 99

171 US

AR

Sub-Sectoral
Steel?
Regime for Importation, sale and distribution of
Bananas II
Food & Agr
Safeguard Measure on Imports of Steel Products
from CZ
Steel
Section 110(5) of US Copyright Act
Electronics, IMRO TBR6
Measures Aff Imports of Fresh, Chilled and
Frozen Beef
Food & Agr

407

415

Sectoral

Anti-Dumping Act of 1916
Steel
Measures affecting Government Procurement
Construction, airport
Measures Affecting Imports of Footwear
Text & Fabrics
Import measures on certain products from the EU
retaliation bananas
Definitive safeguard meas on imports of EC
wheat gluten
Food & Agr
CVD investigation with respect to live cattle from
CA
Food & Agr
AD duties on certain pharmaceutical products
from IN
Pharmaceuticals
Measures affecting imports of fresh, chilled and
frozen beef
Food & Agr
Term of Patent Protection
intellectual property rights
Patent prot pharma/test data
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Annex 1: GATT 1947 and WTO dispute settlement cases and coverage (1947-2000)

Date

Document

Coverage of the complaint
Systemic

Complain Defend

Sectoral

Sub-Sectoral

Pharma, Food & Agr,
Chemicals
Meas rel to Development of a Flight Management
system
Transport
Measures rel to development of a flight
Transport
Prot of Trademarks & Geogr Indic for Agr Prod &
Foodstuffs
Food & Agr

421

21. Mai 99

172 US

EU(F)

422

21. Mai 99

173 US

F(EU)

423

01. Jun 99

174 US

EU

424

02. Jun 99

175 US

IN

425

08. Jul 99

176 EU

US

426

16. Jul 99

177 NZ

US

EU

427

23. Jul 99

178 AU

US

EU

428

30. Jul 99

179 KR

US

EU

429

15. Sep 99

180 CA

US

430

08. Sep 99

181 TH

CO

431

08. Okt 99

182 MX

EC

432

14. Okt 99

183 EU

BR

EU

Meas aff trade & inv in
Automobiles
Sect 211 Omnibus Appropriations Act
of 1998
???
Safeguard Meas on Imports NZ
Fresh/Chilled/Frozen Lamb
Food & Agr
Safeguard Meas on Imports AU
Fresh/Chilled/Frozen Lamb
Food & Agr
AD meas KR Stainless Steel Plate in Coils &
Sheet & Strip
Steel
Reclassification of certain Sugar Syrupe
Food & Agr
Safeguard meas of Imports of TH Plain Polyester
Filaments
Chemicals
Provisional Anti-Dumping Measure on Cement
from Mexico
Construction
Measures on Import Licensing and Minimum
Import Prices
Chemicals, Sorbitol/CMC, Cerestar Holding BV
TBR 8
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Annex 1: GATT 1947 and WTO dispute settlement cases and coverage (1947-2000)

Date

Document

Complain Defend

433

23. Nov 99

184 JAP

US

434

23. Nov 99

185 TR/TO

C-R

435

12. Jan 00

186 EU

US

436

20. Jan 00

187 TR/TO

C-R

437

20. Jan 00

188 CO

NC

438

26. Jan 00

189 EU

AR

439

11. Feb 00

190 BR

AR

440

15. Feb 00

191 MX

EC

441

03. Apr 00

192 PK

US

442

26. Apr 00

193 EU

CL

443 19-May-00

194 CA

US

444 23-May-00

195 US

PH

445 30-May-00

196 US

AR

446 30-May-00

197 US

BR

447 30-May-00

198 US

RO

448 30-May-00

199 US

BR

Coverage of the complaint
Systemic

Sectoral

Sub-Sectoral
AD Measures on Certain JP Hot-Rolled Steel
Products
Steel
Anti-Dumping Measures on Pasta from Costa
Rica
Food & Agr
Sect 337 tariff Act 1930 & amendments
AKZO NCPI
Provisional AD meas imports of C-R macaroni &
spaghetti
Food & Agr

Meas aff imp from HN & CO
national security'
Definitive AD meas on D carton-board & I
ceramic floor tiles
Construction
Transitional safeguard meas imp BR woven
cotton fabrics
Text & Fabrics
Definitive AD meas on MX cement
Construction
Transitional safeguard meas on combed cotton
yarn from PK
Text & Fabrics
Meas aff transit & importation of swordfish
Food & Agr, ANAPA TBR10
Meas treating export restraints as
subsidies
Meas aff trade & inv in
Automobiles
Meas on protection of patents and test
intellectual property rights
Meas on minimum import prices
Import Restrictions
Meas on minimum import prices
Import Restrictions
Meas affecting patent protection
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Annex 1: GATT 1947 and WTO dispute settlement cases and coverage (1947-2000)

Date

Document

Complain Defend

Coverage of the complaint
Systemic

Sectoral

Sub-Sectoral

intellectual property rights
Sect 306 trade act of 1974 and

449

05. Jun 00

200 EU

US

450

06. Jun 00

201 HN

NC

451

13. Jun 00

202 KR

US

Def safeg meas on imp circular welded carbon
qual line pipe

452

13. Jul 00

203 US

MX

Measures affecting trade in live swine

453

29. Aug 00

204 US

MX

454

27. Sep 00

205 TH

EGY

455

09. Okt 00

206 IN

US

456

12. Okt 00

207 AR

CH

457

12. Okt 00

208 BR

TUR

458

19. Okt 00

209 BR

EU

459

19. Okt 00

210 US

EU (B)

460

07. Okt 00

211 TUR

EGY

461

27. Nov 00

212 EU

US

Measures affecting soluble coffee
Food & Agr
Administration of meas establishing customs
duties for rice
Food & Agr
Anti-Dumping measures on steel rebar from TK
Steel
CV meas conc cert prod from EC, contesting 14
CVD cases

462

20. Nov 00

213 EU

US

CVD on cert corrosion-resistant carbon steel flat
prod from D

Meas aff imp from HN & CO
import restrictions

Measures aff Telecom,
electronics services
Electronics
Imp prohibition on canned tuna with soybean oil

Anti-Dumping & Countervailing Duties on steel
plate from IN
Price band system & safeguard mes rel to cert
agr prod
wheat, wheatflour & edible vegetable oil
Anti-Dumping duty on steel and iron pipe fittings
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Annex 1: GATT 1947 and WTO dispute settlement cases and coverage (1947-2000)

Date

Document

Complain Defend

463

07. Dez 00

214 EU

US

464

20. Dez 00

215 KR

PH

465

04. Jan 01

216 BR

MX

Coverage of the complaint
Systemic

Sectoral

Sub-Sectoral
Steel
Def safeg meas on imp steel wire rod & circ
welded line pipe
Steel
AD measures regarding polypropylene resins
from KR
Chemicals
Provisional AD measures on electric transformers
Electronics

466

09. Jan 01

217 EU&AU/BR/CUS

467

09. Jan 01

218 BR

US

468

09. Jan 01

219 BR

EU

469

10. Jan 01

220 GT

CL

470

22. Jan 01

221 CA

US

471

25. Jan 01

222 BR

CA

472

30. Jan 01

223 US

EU

473

07. Feb 01

224 BR

US

474

08. Feb 01

225 EU

US

475

22. Feb 01

226 AR

CL

476

06. Mrz 01

227 CL

PE

477

17. Mrz 01

228 COL

CL

Continued dumping and subsidy offset
Act of 2000
AD and CVD
CVD on cert carbon steel products from BR
Steel
AD duties on malleable cast iron tube or pipe
fittings from BR
Steel
Price band system and safeguard meas rel to cert
agr prod
Food & Agr
Section 129(c)(1) of the UR
AD and CVD
Export credits and loan guarantees for regional
aircraft
Aviation
Tariff-quota on corn gluten feed from the US
Food & Agr
US patents code
Intellectual property rights
AD duties on imp seamless pipe from I
Steel
Prov safeguard meas on mixture of edible oils
Food & Agr
Taxes on cigarettes
Food & Agr, tobacco
Safeguard measures on sugar
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Annex 1: GATT 1947 and WTO dispute settlement cases and coverage (1947-2000)

Date

Document

Coverage of the complaint
Systemic

Complain Defend

478

17. Apr 01

229 IN

BR

479

23. Apr 01

230 COL

CL

480

23. Apr 01

231 PE

EU

481

28. Mai 01

232 CL

MX

482

30. Mai 01

233 IN

AR

483

01. Jun 01

234 CA/MX

US

484

17. Jul 01

235 PO

Slovakia

Sectoral

Sub-Sectoral
Food & Agr
AD duties on jute bags from IN
Food & Agr
Safeguard measures and modification of
schedules regarding sugar
Food & Agr
Trade description of sardines
Food & Agr, fisheries
Measures affecting the import of matches
Food & Agr

Meas aff import of pharma
Pharmaceuticals
EU

Continued dumping and subsidy offset
Act of 2000
AD and CVD
Safeguard measures on imports of sugar
Food & Agr

based on Hudec 93, Reinhardt for 90-94, and WTO-website
Copyright Dirk De Bièvre
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Annex 2: EU WTO Cases, 1995-2000

1. CA. EU - Trade description of scallops. 1995 May 19.
Keywords: Intra-sectoral
Call Number: WT/DS/7-12-14
Notes: Food & Agr, Scallops, Coquille St Jacques, third parties CL, IS, JP,
PE;
Also request by PE (WT/DS/12), third parties CL, CA, JP
Also request by CL (WT/DS/14), third parties CA, PE, JP
2. EU. JP - Taxes on alcoholic beverages. 1995 Sep 14.
Keywords: Intra-sectoral
Call Number: WT/DS/8-10-11
Notes: Food & Agr, Alcohol, Shochu
also request by CA (WT/DS/10) and the US (11)
3. CA. EU- Duties on imports of cereals. EU; 1995 Jul 10.
Keywords: Intra-sectoral
Call Number: WT/DS/9
Notes: Food & Agr, Cereals
4. US. EU - Duties on imports of grains. 1995 Jul 19.
Keywords: Intra-sectoral
Call Number: WT/DS/13
Notes: Food & Agr, Cereals
5. EU. JP - Measures affecting the purchase of telecommunications equipment. 1995
Aug 18.
Keywords: Sectoral
Call Number: WT/DS/15
Notes: Telecommunications
Electronics
6. TH. EU - Duties on imports of rice. 1995 Oct 3.
Keywords: Intra-sectoral
Call Number: WT/DS17
Notes: Food & Agr, Rice
7. UY. EU - Implementation of the UR Commitments concerning rice. 1995 Dec 18.
Keywords: Intra-sectoral
Call Number: WT/DS/25
Notes: Food & Agr, Rice
8. US. EU - Measures concerning meat and meat products (Hormones). 1996 Apr 25.
Keywords: Intra-sectoral
Call Number: WT/DS/26
Notes: Food & Agr, Meat (hormones)
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9. GT; HN; MX, and US. EU - Regime for the importation, sale and distribution of
bananas. 1995 Sep 28.
Keywords: Intra-sectoral
Call Number: WT/DS/16-27
Notes: Food & Agr, Bananas
Abstract: Same dispute as WT/DS/27 of 28-Sep-95 when Ecuador had
become member of the WTO,
Chiquita Brands International, Inc. and the Hawaii Banana Industry
Association filed a Section 301 petition on September 2, 1994 (Section
301/94), the USTR also self-initiated an investigation (Section 301/100)
10. US. EU (P) - Patent protection under the industrial property act. 1996 Apr 30.
Keywords: Systemic
Call Number: WT/DS/37
Notes: TRIPS
Abstract: The USTR self-initiated a Section 301 investigation on April 30,
1996 (Portugal's practices regarding term of patent protection, Section
301/103)
11. EU. US - Cuban Liberty and Democratic Solidarity Act ("Helms-Burton"). 1996
May 3.
Keywords: Intra-sectoral
Call Number: WT/DS/38
Notes: Food & Agr, Pernod-Ricard
Tourism, Club Med, Sol-Melia, ...
...
dropped 19 april 97
12. ---. US - Tariff increases on products from the EC. 1996 Apr 17.
Keywords: Intra-sectoral
Call Number: WT/DS/39
Notes: Food & Agr, Prosciuto di Parma, Brie, ... (Meat hormones
retaliation)
13. ---. KR - Laws, Regulations and Practices in the Telecommunications Sector. 1996
May 9.
Keywords: Sectoral
Call Number: WT/DS/40
Notes: Telecommunications
14. ---. JP - Measures concerning Sound Recordings. 1996 May 24.
Keywords: Intra-sectoral
Call Number: WT/DS/42
Notes: Electronics, Sound recordings
15. CA. EU - Measures affecting livestock and meat (Hormones). 1996 Jun 28.
Keywords: Intra-sectoral
Call Number: WT/DS/48
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Notes: Food & Agr, Meat (hormones)
16. EU. MX - Customs valuation of imports. 1996 Aug 27.
Keywords: Systemic
Call Number: WT/DS/53
Notes: Customs
17. ---. ID - Certain measures affecting the automobile industry. 1996 Oct 3.
Keywords: Sectoral
Call Number: WT/DS/54-55-59-64
Notes: Automobiles, National Car Program,
JP, WT/DS/55 and 64; US, WT/DS/59
18. US. EU//UK//IRL- Customs classification of some computer equipment. 1997 Feb
11.
Keywords: Intra-sectoral
Call Number: WT/DS/62-67-68
Notes: Electronics, Computers, tariffs would stop anyway in 2000 under the
ITA
19. EU. US - AD Measures on Solid Urea from the former DDR. 1996 Nov 28.
Keywords: Intra-sectoral
Call Number: WT/DS/63
Notes: Food & Agr, Solid Urea from the former DDR
20. ---. JP - Measures Affecting Imports of Pork. 1997 Jan 15.
Keywords: Intra-sectoral
Call Number: WT/DS/66
Notes: Food & Agr, Meat (Pork)
21. BR. EU - Measures affecting importation of certain poultry products. 1997 Feb 24.
Keywords: Intra-sectoral
Call Number: WT/DS/69
Notes: Food & Agr, Poultry
22. NZ. EU - Measures affecting butter products. 1997 Mar 24.
Keywords: Intra-sectoral
Call Number: WT/DS/72
Notes: Food & Agr, Butter
23. EU. JP - Procurement of a navigation satellite. 1997 Mar 26.
Keywords: Intra-sectoral
Call Number: WT/DS/73
Notes: Aviation, satellite
24. ---. KR - Taxes on Alcoholic Beverages. 1997 Apr 4.
Keywords: Intra-sectoral
Call Number: WT/DS/75
Notes: Food & Agr, Alcohol, Soju
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25. ---. AR - Measures affecting textiles, clothing and footwear. 1997 Apr 17.
Keywords: Sectoral
Call Number: WT/DS/77
Notes: Textiles and Fabrics, Clothing and Footwear
26. ---. IN - Patent protection for pharmaceutical and agricultural chemical products.
1997 Apr 28.
Keywords: Sectoral
Call Number: WT/DS/79
Notes: Pharmaceuticals (EFPIA?)
Food & Agr
Chemicals
27. US. EU (B) - Measures affecting commercial telephone directory services. 1997
May 2.
Keywords: Intra-sectoral
Call Number: WT/DS/80
Notes: Telecommunications, telephone directories from Belgacom
28. EU. BR - Certain Measures Affecting Trade and Investment in the Automotive
Sector. 1997 May 7.
Keywords: Sectoral
Call Number: WT/DS/81
Notes: Automobiles
29. US. EU (IRL) - Measures affecting the grant of copyright and neighbouring rights.
1997 May 14.
Keywords: Systemic
Call Number: WT/DS/82
Notes: TRIPS
30. ---. EU (DK) - Measures affecting the enforcement of intellectual property rights.
1997 May 14.
Keywords: Systemic
Call Number: WT/DS/83
Notes: TRIPS
31. EU. US - Measures affecting textiles and apparel products. 1997 May 23.
Keywords: Sectoral
Call Number: WT/DS/85
Notes: Textiles and fabrics, Trade Barriers Regulation, TBR 1, 22-Oct-96,
Federtessile
32. US. EU (SE) - Measures affecting the enforcement of intellectual property rights.
1997 May 28.
Keywords: Systemic
Call Number: WT/DS/86
Notes: TRIPS
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33. EU. CL - Taxes on alcoholic beverages. 1997 Jun 4.
Keywords: Intra-sectoral
Call Number: WT/DS/87
Notes: Food & Agr, Alcohol, Pisco
34. ---. US - Measure affecting government procurement. 1997 Jun 20.
Keywords: Systemic
Call Number: WT/DS/88-95
Notes: Government procurement, Ms-Burma, ?
Also request by JP (WT/DS/95)
35. ---. IN - Quantitative restrictions on imports of agricultural, textile and industrial
products. 1997 Jul 18.
Keywords: Sectoral
Call Number: WT/DS/96-90-91-92-93-94
Notes: Food & Agr
Textiles and fabrics (Euratex followed the proceedings-Marchi)
Machinery
raised also by US (WT/DS/90), AU (91), CA (92), NZ (93), CH (94), JP as
3rd party
Abstract: BOP (Balance-of-Payment) Problem, agreement that by 2001
BOP-system will disappear
36. ---. KR - Definitive safeguard measures on imports of certain dairy products. 1997
Aug 12.
Keywords: Intra-sectoral
Call Number: WT/DS/98
Notes: Food & Agr, Dairy Products
37. ---. US - Measures affecting imports of poultry products. 1997 Aug 18.
Keywords: Intra-sectoral
Call Number: WT/DS/100
Notes: Food & Agr, Poultry
38. US. EU - Measures affecting the exportation of processed cheese. 1997 Oct 8.
Keywords: Intra-sectoral
Call Number: WT/DS/104
Notes: Food & Agr, Cheese,
The USTR self-initiated a Section 301 investigationon October 8, 1997 (EU
circumvention of export subsidy commitments on dairy products, Section
301/114
39. PA. EU - Regime for the importation, sale and distribution of bananas. 1997 Oct 24.
Keywords: Intra-sectoral
Call Number: WT/DS/105
Notes: Food & Agr, Bananas
40. EU. PK - Export measures affecting hides and skins. 1997 Nov 7.
Keywords: Intra-sectoral
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Call Number: WT/DS/107
Notes: Textiles, Hides and skins, COTANCE
41. ---. US - Tax treatment for "Foreign Sales Corporations". 1997 Nov 18.
Keywords: Systemic
Call Number: WT/DS/108
Notes: Export subsidies;
General Electric Co. (GE), Cisco Systems Inc. (CISCO) and Caterpillar Inc.
(CAT) have suggested a quick legislative solution; whereas other
corporations want a negotiated settlement - a solution the Clinton
administration also favors (Source: Dow Jones, Brussels, 19 April 2000)
42. ---. CL - Taxes on alcoholic beverages. 1997 Dec 15.
Keywords: Intra-sectoral
Call Number: WT/DS/110
Notes: Food & Agr, Alcohol, Pisco
43. ---. CA - Patent protection of pharmaceutical products. 1997 Dec 19.
Keywords: Sectoral
Call Number: WT/DS/114
Notes: Pharmaceuticals, EFPIA
44. US. EU (IRL) - Measures affecting the grant of copyright and neighbouring rights.
1997 May 2.
Keywords: Systemic
Call Number: WT/DS/115
Notes: TRIPS, panel request denied!!
45. EU. BR - Measures affecting payment terms for imports. 1998 Jan 8.
Keywords: Sectoral
Call Number: WT/DS/116
Notes: Import payment terms, Trade Barriers Regulation, TBR 7, 27-Jun-97,
Eurofer
46. ---. CA - Measures affecting film distribution services. 1998 Jan 20.
Keywords: Intra-sectoral
Call Number: WT/DS/117
Notes: Film & Photo, Film distribution services
47. ---. US - Harbour maintenance tax. 1998 Feb 6.
Keywords: Systemic
Call Number: WT/DS/118
Notes: Harbour maintenance tax
48. ---. IN - Measures affecting export of certain commodities. 1998 Mar 16.
Keywords: Systemic
Call Number: WT/DS/120
Notes: Export of certain commodities
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49. ---. AR - Safeguard measures on imports of footwear. 1998 Apr 3.
Keywords: Intra-sectoral
Call Number: WT/DS/121
Notes: Textiles and fabrics, footwear
50. US. EU (GR) - Enforcement of intellectual property rights motion pictures and
television programs. 1998 Apr 30.
Keywords: Intra-sectoral
Call Number: WT/DS/124-125
Notes: Film & Photo, Motion pictures and TV programmes
51. ---. EU (B) - Certain income tax measures constituting subsidies. 1998 May 5.
Keywords: Systemic
Call Number: WT/DS/127
Notes: Export subsidies
52. ---. EU (NL) - Certain income tax measures constituting subsidies. 1998 May 5.
Keywords: Systemic
Call Number: WT/DS/128
Notes: Export subsidies
53. ---. EU (IRL) - Certain income tax measures constituting subsidies. 1998 May 5.
Keywords: Systemic
Call Number: WT/DS/129
Notes: Export subsidies
54. ---. EU (GR) - Certain income tax measures constituting subsidies. 1998 May 5.
Keywords: Systemic
Call Number: WT/DS/130
Notes: Export subsidies
55. ---. EU (F) - Certain income tax measures constituting subsidies. 1998 May 5.
Keywords: Systemic
Call Number: WT/DS/131
Notes: Export subsidies
56. IN. EU - Restrictions on certain import duties on rice. 1998 May 28.
Keywords: Intra-sectoral
Call Number: WT/DS/134
Notes: Food & Agr, rice
57. CA. EU - Measures affecting asbestos and products containing asbestos. 1998 May
28.
Keywords: Intra-sectoral
Call Number: WT/DS/135
Notes: Construction, Asbestos (measures by F)
58. EU. US - Anti-dumping Act of 1916. 1998 Jun 10.
Keywords: Sectoral
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Call Number: WT/DS/136
Notes: Steel, EUROFER, Trade Barriers Regulation, TBR 2, 25-Feb-97,
Anti-Dumping Act of 1916
Abstract: US trade defence instrument which consists of prohibiting
importers from importing or selling articles from any foreign country at a
price substantially less than the market value or wholesale price of such
articles, at the time of importation, in the country of production or other
foreign countries to which they are commonly exported.
Wheeling-Pittsburgh Steel Corp., a unit of New York's WHX Corp. (WHX)
resurrected the obscure Federal Antidumping Act of 1916 in 1998 in a suit
that accused US subsidiaries of Germany's Preussag AG (G.PRS) and
several Japanes companies of dumping steel products on the US market
(source: Dow Jones, Brussels 19 April 2000)
59. CA. EU - Measures affecting imports of wood of conifers from Canada. 1998 Jun
17.
Keywords: Intra-sectoral
Call Number: WT/DS/137
Notes: Food & Agr, Conifers
60. EU. US - Imposition of countervailing duties on certain hot-rolled lead and bismuth
carbon steel products originating in the United Kingdom. 1998 Jun 30.
Keywords: Intra-sectoral
Call Number: WT/DS/138
Notes: Steel, hot-rolled lead & bismuth carbon steel from UK
61. IN. EU - Anti-dumping investigations regarding unbleached cotton fabrics from
India. 1998 Aug 3.
Keywords: Intra-sectoral
Call Number: WT/DS/140
Notes: Textiles, unbleached cotton fabrics
62. ---. EU - Anti-dumping duties on imports of cotton-type bed-linen from India. 1998
Aug 3.
Keywords: Intra-sectoral
Call Number: WT/DS/141
Notes: Textiles, cotton-type bed-linen
63. EU. CA - Certain measures affecting the automotive industry. 1998 Aug 17.
Keywords: Sectoral
Call Number: WT/DS/142-139
Notes: Automobiles, JP (WT/DS/139)
64. ---. AR - Countervailing duties on imports of wheat gluten from the European
Communities. 1998 Sep 23.
Keywords: Intra-sectoral
Call Number: WT/DS/145
Notes: Food & Agr, wheat gluten
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65. ---. IN - Measures affecting the automotive sector. 1998 Oct 6.
Keywords: Sectoral
Call Number: WT/DS/146
Notes: Automobiles
66. ---. JP - Tariff quotas and subsidies affecting leather. 1998 Oct 8.
Keywords: Intra-sectoral
Call Number: WT/DS/147
Notes: Textiles and fabrics, leather, Cotance, Trade Barriers Regulation,
TBR 5, 9-Apr-97, Japan: imports of finished leather
Abstract: The mangement of the tariff quota system for leather and subsidies
granted to leather industry and Dowa population
67. ---. IN - Import restrictions. 1998 Oct 29.
Keywords: Systemic
Call Number: WT/DS/149
Notes: import restrictions
68. ---. IN - Measures affecting customs duties. 1998 Oct 30.
Keywords: Systemic
Call Number: WT/DS/150
Notes: customs duties
69. ---. US - Measures affecting textiles and apparel products. 1998 Nov 19.
Keywords: Sectoral
Call Number: WT/DS/151
Notes: Textiles and fabrics, apparel (third parties: DO, Hong Kong/China,
PK, HN, JP, CH, SV, IN), EURATEX??
70. ---. US - Sections 301 - 310 of the Trade Act of 1974. 1998 25.
Keywords: Systemic
Call Number: WT/DS/152
Notes: Section 301
71. CA. EU - Patent protection for pharmaceutical and agricultural chemical products.
1998 Dec 2.
Keywords: Sectoral
Call Number: WT/DS/153
Notes: Pharmaceuticals, EFPIA
Chemicals
Food & Agr
72. BR. EU - Measures affecting differential and favourable treatment of coffee. 1998
Dec 7.
Keywords: Intra-sectoral
Call Number: WT/DS/154
Notes: Food & Agr, Coffee
73. EU. AR - Measures affecting the export of bovine hides and the import of finished
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leather. 1998 Dec 24.
Keywords: Intra-sectoral
Call Number: WT/DS/155
Notes: Textiles and fabrics, leather, Cotance, Trade Barriers Regulation,
TBR 3, 26-Feb-97, Argentina: exports of hides and import of finished
leather
Abstract: Argentinean tacit ban on exports of raw and semi-tanned bovine
hides and discriminatory internal taxes on imports of finished leather
(additional VAT and advance payment of income tax)
74. ---. AR - Definitive anti-dumping measures on imports of drill bits from Italy. 1999
Jan 14.
Keywords: Intra-sectoral
Call Number: WT/DS/157
Notes: Steel, drill bits from I
75. GT; HN; MX, and PA. EU - Regime for the importation, sale and distribution of
bananas II. 1999 Jan 20.
Keywords: Intra-sectoral
Call Number: WT/DS/158
Notes: Food & Agr, Bananas
76. EU. US - Section 110(5) of US Copyright Act. 1999 Jan 26.
Keywords: Intra-sectoral
Call Number: WT/DS/160
Notes: Electronics, Sound recordings, IMRO/Gerac, Trade Barriers
Regulation, TBR 6, 11-Jun-97, USA: Licensing for musical works
Abstract: US legislation on Copyright which exempts restaurants, bars,
shops or any other public venue from the obligation to obtain licences for
the broadcast of music works by radio or TV, provided certain conditions
are met in terms of floor surface and number of audio-visual devices
77. ---. US - Import measures on certain products from the European Communities.
1999 Mar 4.
Keywords: Intra-sectoral
Call Number: WT/DS/165
Notes: bananas retaliation:??
78. ---. US - Definitive safeguard measures on imports of wheat gluten from the
European Communities. 1999 Mar 17.
Keywords: Intra-sectoral
Call Number: WT/DS/166
Notes: Food & Agr, wheat gluten
79. US. EU//F - Measures relating to the development of a flight management system.
1999 May 21.
Keywords: Intra-sectoral
Call Number: WT/DS/172-173
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Notes: Aviation, flight management system
80. ---. EU - Protection of trademarks and geographical indications for agricultural
products and foodstuffs. 1999 Jun 1.
Keywords: Intra-sectoral
Call Number: WT/DS/174
Notes: trademarks & geographical indications, but who?
81. EU. US - Section 211 Omnibus Appropriations Act of 1998. 1999 Jul 8.
Keywords: Systemic
Call Number: WT/DS/176
Notes: Section 211 Omnibus Appropriations Act of 1998;
All from the FT July 4 2000:
US trademark law saying trademarks used in connection with assets
confiscated by the Cuban government in the 1960s cannot be registered
without permission from the original owner. (...)
The origin of the case is a battle between Bacardi, maker of the white rum
that is the biggest international spirits brand, and the French spirits group
Pernod Ricard over which has the rights to the famous Havana Club
trademark in the US.
The US Appeal Court in February upheld a ruling against a joint venture
between Pernod Ricard and a Cuban distiller, which tried to defend its right
to use the Havana Club name against Bacardi, which is using the same brand
in the US.
Bacardi, the world's biggest family-owned spirits maker, has bought the
Havana Club brand from the Arechabala family, which owned it until its
seizure in 1960 by Fidel Castro's government. It says its aim is to help the
family regain control of the brand, and the US court's verdict restored the
disputed name to the Arechabalas.
But Pernod's joint venture has been enjoying growth of 25 percent a year
since it began selling its Cuban-produced Havana Club brand around the
world in 1994. It says the Arechabalas had done nothing to maintain
ownership of the trademarks or names. And they had failed to register the
trademark when it lapsed in the US in the late 1970s.
The EU says the US section 211 legislation obliges Cuban companies
wishing to register a trademark in the US previously owned by the Castro
government to get the original owner's agreement - even when the owner
abandoned the trademark and it became available to everybody.
That obligation is discriminatory and violates several US obligations under
the WTO agreement on trade-related aspects of intellectual property rights,
or TRIPs, the EU says. Registration of a trade mark "cannot be made
cnoditional on the consent of a trade mark owner who has abandoned his
rights".
82. ---. BR - Measures on imports licensing and minimum import prices. 1999 Oct 14.
Keywords: Intra-sectoral
Call Number: WT/DS/183
Notes: Textiles and fabrics, products Sorbitol and Carboxymethylcellulose
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(CMC),
Trade Barriers Regulation, TBR 7, 27-Jun-97, Brazil - Import licensing
requirements for steel plates
Trade Barriers Regulation, TBR 8, 27-Feb-98, Brazil - Restrictions in
relation to trade in textile products
Abstract: - Brazilian non-automatic import licensing system applied for
textile products and operating through compulsory payment terms and
minimum prices, minimum pirces applied via customs valuation system.
- Brazilian non-automatic import licensing system applied for Sorbitol and
Carboxymethylcelluslose exports to Brazil and operating through
compulsory minimum prices. The practices concerned are similar to those
investigated during the textile products case.
- Brazilian non-automatic import licensing system applied for stainless steel
flat products and operating through compulsory payment terms.
83. ---. US - Section 337 of the Tariff Act of 1930 and amendments thereto. 1912 Jan.
Keywords: Systemic
Call Number: WT/DS/186
Notes: Section 337 tariff act 1930
84. ---. AR - Definitive anti-dumping measures on carton-board imports from Germany
and definitive anti-dumping measures on imports of ceramic floor tiles from
Italy. 1926 Jan.
Keywords: Intra-sectoral
Call Number: WT/DS/189
Notes: Construction, carton-board, ceramic floor tiles
85. ---. CL - Measures affecting transit and importation of swordfish. 2000 Apr 26.
Keywords: Intra-sectoral
Call Number: WT/DS193
Notes: Food & Agr, Fisheries, swordfish and long-liners, TBR 10, 10-Jul98, ANAPA
86. ---. US - Section 306 of the trade act of 1974 and amendments thereof. 2000 Jun 5.
Keywords: Systemic
Call Number: WT/DS/200
87. US. EU (B) - Administration of measures establishing customs duties for rice. 2000
Oct 19.
Keywords: Intra-sectoral
Call Number: WT/DS/210
Notes: Food & Agr, cereals, rice
88. BR. EU - Measures affecting soluble coffee. 2000 Oct 19.
Keywords: Intra-sectoral
Call Number: WT/DS/209
Notes: Food & Agr, coffee, soluble
89. EU. US - Countervailing measures concerning certain products from the EC. 2000
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Nov 27.
Keywords: Intra-sectoral
Call Number: WT/DS/212
Notes: concerning 14 CVD cases
90. ---. US - Countervailing duties on certain corrosion-resistant carbon steel flat
products from D. 2000 Nov 20.
Keywords: Intra-sectoral
Call Number: WT/DS/213
Notes: Steel, carbon steel flat products
91. ---. US - Definitive safeguard measures on imported steel wire rod & circular
welded line pipe. 2000 Dec 7.
Keywords: Intra-sectoral
Call Number: WT/DS/214
Notes: Steel, steel wire rod & circular welded line pipe
92. EU/AU/BR/CH/IN/ID/JP/KR/TH. US - Continued dumping and subsidy offset Act
of 2000. 2001 Jan 9.
Keywords: Systemic
Call Number: WT/DS/217
93. BR. EU - AD duties on malleable cast iron tube or pipe fittings from BR. 2001 Jan
9.
Keywords: Intra-sectoral
Call Number: WT/DS/219
Notes: Steel, malleable cast iron tube or pipe fittings
94. US. EU - Tariff-quota on corn gluten feed from the US. 2001 Jan 30.
Keywords: Intra-sectoral
Call Number: WT/DS223
Notes: Food & Agr, cereals, corn gluten;
This dispute seems to hold quite some potential for future EU-US conflict,
witness the following FT report of Jan 21 2001, Financial Times, EU tests
Bush on gluten, By Dan Bilefsky in Brussels and Edward Alden in
Washington.
’Washington has warned it will issue a World Trade Organisation challenge
to European Union duties on US corn gluten, an important animal feed
ingredient, due to be imposed this week in retaliation for US restrictions on
EU wheat gluten. The latest transatlantic stand-off follows a WTO ruling,
adopted on Friday, against US tariff quotas on EU wheat gluten, a product
widely used in the baking industry.
Brussels, which argues that the ruling grants the EU the right to
compensation, plans to introduce a tariff of E5 ($4.70) per tonne on 2.73m
tonnes of US corn gluten on January 24. The US claims the EU action
violates WTO requirements on notification and approval of safeguard
measures.
EU officials called on Friday for the US to rescind its wheat gluten duties
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immediately, and to reject the US industry's petition to extend them for two
years.
The present restrictions were imposed in 1998 after five years in which EU
wheat gluten exports to the US almost doubled to take 30 per cent of the
domestic market. Sales then of$41m have since halved. WTO safeguard
rules permit countries under certain circumstances to respond to a sudden
surge in imports by levying temporary restrictions. If the measures are kept
in place for more than three years, trading partners can impose
compensating measures of their own.
However, the EU, in the first test of WTO rules in this area, says it is
entitled to slap on retaliatory duties before the three years are up because the
US measures have been deemed illegal. The US argues that Brussels must
still comply with normal WTO notification and approval procedures. EU
members import about 4m tonnes of corn gluten annually, but the amount is
expected to rise as European feed producers seek substitutes for meat-based
protein banned from January 1 this year to prevent the spread of mad cow
disease. The EU measures would mark the first retaliatory action by
Brussels against the US in a WTO dispute. The US is imposing sanctions on
EU goods worth more than $300m over hormone-treated beef and bananas.’
95. EU. US - AD duties on imports of seamless pipe from I. 2001 Feb 8.
Keywords: Intra-sectoral
Call Number: WT/DS225
Notes: Steel, seamless pipe
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Annex 3: Petitions for EC Anti-Dumping measures 1980-2000
Year &
Case
Zone Country Products

ISIC
Code

Petitioner

Official Journal number

8001

o1

USA

fertilizer, UAN

3512

EFMA (at the time still called CMC-Engrais, Comite marche commun de l'industrie des
engrais azotes et phosphates)

L42/25,12-2-87; C47/2,26-2-80; C112/18,7-5-80; L212/43,158-80; L330/1,8-12-80; L39/4,12-2-81; L39/35,12-2-81

8002

o1

USA

polyester, yarn

3211

CIRFS, on behalf of Rhone Poulenc textile, Enka & Hoechst, Montefibre, Courtaulds, ICI C129/2,30-5-80; L231/5,2-9-80; L279/18,23-10-80; L294/5,411-80; L358/91,31-12-80; L322/2,11-11-81; L89/1,3-4-82

8003

o1

USA

paper, masking tape

3419

Assogomma (Associazione nazionale fra le industrie della gomma, cavi elettrici e affini)

C130/3,31-5-80; L344/57,19-12-80

8004

o1

USA

vinyl acetate, monomer

3511

CEFIC, on behalf of all EC prod

8005

n2

USS

watches, mechanical wrist 3853

British Clock and Watch Manufacturers' Association, on behalf of UK & F prod

8006

o1

USA

styrene, monomer

3511

8007

o3

SWE

gelatine, pharma.

3529

8008
8008
8008
8009

n3
n4
o6
o4

CHN
DOM
SPA
CAN

furfural
furfural
furfural
potato, granules

3511
3511
3511
3116

CEFIC, on behalf of a.o. ATO Chimie Paris, BASF Ludwigshafen, Shell London, BP
London & an I prod
Federation of Gelatine and Glue Manufacturers, on behalf of UK prod accounting for
majority of EC prod
Agrifurane Paris, on behalf of F & I prod
Agrifurane Paris, on behalf of F & I prod
Agrifurane Paris, on behalf of F & I prod
UEITP (European Union of the potato processing industry) on behalf of UK, NL & D prod

C169/2,9-7-80; L311/13,21-11-80; L73/3,19-3-81; L129/1,155-81; C300/4,23-11-85; C338/7,31-12-85
C181/3,?; C202/7,?; L11/14,16-1-82; L125/1,7-5-82;
L207/1,15-7-82
C189/2,26-7-80; L42/14,14-2-81; L132/17,19-5-81;
L154/10,13-6-81; L221/57,12-8-88
C219/2,27-8-80; L320/41,27-11-80

8010
8011

n4
o1

BRA
RIC

steel, pipes, mc iron
paraxylene

3819
3511

8011

o1

USA

paraxylene

3511

8011

o1

VIR

paraxylene

3511

8012

o1

RIC

orthoxylene

3511

EMAFIDA (European malleable tube fittings development association), mainly I
CEFIC, on behalf of D Shell, Beba Oel, D BP, Shell Int. Chem Co, ICI, ANIC,
Montedison, Total Chimie
CEFIC, on behalf of D Shell, Beba Oel, D BP, Shell Int. Chem Co, ICI, ANIC,
Montedison, Total Chimie
CEFIC, on behalf of D Shell, Beba Oel, D BP, Shell Int. Chem Co, ICI, ANIC,
Montedison, Total Chimie
CEFIC, on behalf of D Shell, Veba Oel, D BP, ANIC, Montedison, Total Chimie

8012

o1

USA

orthoxylene

3511

CEFIC, on behalf of D Shell, Veba Oel, D BP, ANIC, Montedison, Total Chimie

8013
8013
8014

n4
n1
n4

MAL
SIN
BRA

doors, louvre
doors, louvre
refrigerators,comp.herm

3311
3311
3829

8014

n2

HUN

refrigerators,comp.herm

3829

8014

o2

JAP

refrigerators,comp.herm

3829

8014

n1

SIN

refrigerators,comp.herm

3829

Patco Louvres Ltd Thetford & Staffwoods Ltd Wolverhampton
Patco Louvres Ltd Thetford & Staffwoods Ltd Wolverhampton
CECOMAF (European committee of manufacturers of refrigeration equipment), against
a.o. Sanyo&Matsushita
CECOMAF (European committee of manufacturers of refrigeration equipment), against
a.o. Sanyo&Matsushita
CECOMAF (European committee of manufacturers of refrigeration equipment), against
a.o. Sanyo&Matsushita
CECOMAF (European committee of manufacturers of refrigeration equipment), against
a.o. Sanyo&Matsushita

C219/3,27-8-80; L189/57,11-7-81
C219/3,27-8-80; L189/57,11-7-81
C219/3,27-8-80; L189/57,11-7-81
C221/2,29-8-80; L116/11,28-4-81; L243/1,26-8-81;
L243/16,26-8-81; C145/3,12-6-86
C249/2,26-9-80; L145/29,3-6-81
L158/7,16-6-81; L296/1,15-10-81; L364/3,19-12-81
L158/7,16-6-81; L296/1,15-10-81; L364/3,19-12-81
L158/7,16-6-81; L296/1,15-10-81; L364/3,19-12-81
C286/3,?-11-80; L141/29,27-5-81; L270/1,25-9-81; L353/1,912-81
C286/3,?-11-80; L141/29,27-5-81; L270/1,25-9-81; L353/1,912-81
C286/4,5-11-80; L135/33,22-5-81
C286/4,5-11-80; L135/33,22-5-81
C296/2,14-11-80; C317/15,4-12-80; L113/53,25-4-81
C296/2,14-11-80; C317/15,4-12-80; L113/53,25-4-81
C296/2,14-11-80; C317/15,4-12-80; L113/53,25-4-81
C296/2,14-11-80; C317/15,4-12-80; L113/53,25-4-81
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Annex 3: Petitions for EC Anti-Dumping measures 1980-2000
Year &
Case
Zone Country Products

ISIC
Code

8014
8015

o6
o1

SPA
USA

refrigerators,comp.herm
polyester, fabrics

3829
3211

8101
8102
8103

n1
o1
n2

KOR
USA
CZE

TVs, mono. portable
catalysts, fluid crackg
pianos, upright

8103

n2

GDR

8103

n2

8103

Petitioner

Official Journal number
C296/2,14-11-80; C317/15,4-12-80; L113/53,25-4-81
C337/7,24-12-80; L133/17,20-5-81; L262/1,16-9-81;

3832
3511
3902

CECOMAF (European committee of manufacturers of refrigeration equipment)
Four companies accounting for major part of EC prod (a.o. Carrington Vyella, London;
Samuel Courtauld&Co, London)
EACEM (European Association of Consumer Electronics Manufacturers)
CEFIC (European Chemical Industry Council)
CAFIM (Confed des Assoc des Facteurs d'Instruments de Musique de la CEE)

pianos, upright

3902

CAFIM (Confed des Assoc des Facteurs d'Instruments de Musique de la CEE)

POL

pianos, upright

3902

CAFIM (Confed des Assoc des Facteurs d'Instruments de Musique de la CEE)

n2

USS

pianos, upright

3902

CAFIM (Confed des Assoc des Facteurs d'Instruments de Musique de la CEE)

8104

o1

USA

phenol & salts

3511

CEFIC (Dow Chemical B, Tessenderlo & Monsanto Europe, Brussels)

8105
8105
8105
8105
8106

n2
n2
n2
o7
o4

CZE
HUN
POL
YUG
CAN

codeine & salts
codeine & salts
codeine & salts
codeine & salts
plywood

3522
3522
3522
3522
3311

8106

o1

USA

plywood

3311

8107
8108
8109
8109
8109
8109
8109
8109
8109
8110
8110
8111

o2
o1
n2
n2
n2
n2
n2
n2
o7
n2
n2
n3

JAP
USA
CZE
GDR
HUN
POL
ROM
USS
YUG
BUL
HUN
CHN

polypropylene, film
polyestercotton,pillow
refrigerators
refrigerators
refrigerators
refrigerators
refrigerators
refrigerators
refrigerators
board, hard
board, hard
oxalic acid

3513
3212
3829
3829
3829
3829
3829
3829
3829
3311
3311
3511

Merck, Darmstadt and Boehringer, Ingelheim
Merck, Darmstadt and Boehringer, Ingelheim
Merck, Darmstadt and Boehringer, Ingelheim
Merck, Darmstadt and Boehringer, Ingelheim
Syndicat Francais des Industries de Contreplaqué on behalf of La Société Bois Déroulés
Océan, sole Community manufacturer
Syndicat Francais des Industries de Contreplaqué on behalf of La Société Bois Déroulés
Océan, sole Community manufacturer
APME (Association of Plastics Manufacturers in Europe) on behalf of 2 only prod
Brit Textile Employers' Assoc on behalf of 4 UK prod repr appr 50% of EC ind, sup by
AMDEA (Assoc of Manufacturers of Domestic Electrical Appliances)
AMDEA (Assoc of Manufacturers of Domestic Electrical Appliances)
AMDEA (Assoc of Manufacturers of Domestic Electrical Appliances)
AMDEA (Assoc of Manufacturers of Domestic Electrical Appliances)
AMDEA (Assoc of Manufacturers of Domestic Electrical Appliances)
AMDEA (Assoc of Manufacturers of Domestic Electrical Appliances)
AMDEA (Assoc of Manufacturers of Domestic Electrical Appliances)
European Confederation of Wood Working Industries
European Confederation of Wood Working Industries
CEFIC (European Chemical Industry Council)

8111

n2

CZE

oxalic acid

3511

CEFIC (European Chemical Industry Council)

C25/3,5-2-81, L364/49,19-12-81
C29/2, 10-2-81, C136/2,5-6-81, L11/25,16-1-82;
C35/2,18-2-81; C181/3,23-7-81; L101/45,16-4-82;
L101/30,16-4-82; L115/22,29-4-82; L238/1,13-8-82;
L271/20,21-9-82; L332/79,20-12-84; L26/5,31-1-85
C35/2,18-2-81; C181/3,23-7-81; L101/45,16-4-82;
L101/30,16-4-82; L115/22,29-4-82; L238/1,13-8-82;
L271/20,21-9-82; L332/79,20-12-84; L26/5,31-1-85
C35/2,18-2-81; C181/3,23-7-81; L101/45,16-4-82;
L101/30,16-4-82; L115/22,29-4-82; L238/1,13-8-82;
L271/20,21-9-82; L332/79,20-12-84; L26/5,31-1-85
C35/2,18-2-81; C181/3,23-7-81; L101/45,16-4-82;
L101/30,16-4-82; L115/22,29-4-82; L238/1,13-8-82;
L271/20,21-9-82; L332/79,20-12-84; L26/5,31-1-85
C51/4,10-3-81, L195/22,18-7-81; L322/1,11-11-81; L12/1,181-82; L89/2,3-4-82
C71/2,1-4-81; L16/30,20-1-83
C71/2,1-4-81; L16/30,20-1-83
C71/2,1-4-81; L16/30,20-1-83
C71/2,1-4-81; L16/30,20-1-83
C117,20-5-81
C117,20-5-81
C155/2,24-6-81; L172/44,18-6-82
C157/2,26-6-81; L48/30,20-2-82
C162/3,2-7-81; L184/23,29-6-82
C162/3,2-7-81; L184/23,29-6-82
C162/3,2-7-81; L184/23,29-6-82
C162/3,2-7-81; L184/23,29-6-82
C162/3,2-7-81; L184/23,29-6-82
C162/3,2-7-81; L184/23,29-6-82
C162/3,2-7-81; L184/23,29-6-82
C164/2,4-7-81; L181/19,25-6-82
C164/2,4-7-81; L181/19,25-6-82
C241/11,19-9-81; L19/26,27-1-82; L34/11,9-2-82;
L148/37,27-5-82; L148/51,27-5-82;
C241/11,19-9-81; L19/26,27-1-82; L34/11,9-2-82;
L148/37,27-5-82; L148/51,27-5-82;
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Annex 3: Petitions for EC Anti-Dumping measures 1980-2000
Year &
Case
Zone Country Products

ISIC
Code

Petitioner

Official Journal number

8111

n2

GDR

oxalic acid

3511

CEFIC (European Chemical Industry Council)

8111

n2

HUN

oxalic acid

3511

CEFIC (European Chemical Industry Council)

8112

n2

CZE

cleaners, cyl. vacuum

3833

8112

n2

GDR

cleaners, cyl. vacuum

3833

8112

n2

POL

cleaners, cyl. vacuum

3833

8113

n2

CZE

photos, enlargers

3852

AMDEA (Association of Domestic Electrical Appliances) on behalf of CECED (Conseil
Eur de la Construction Electrodomestique)
AMDEA (Association of Domestic Electrical Appliances) on behalf of CECED (Conseil
Eur de la Construction Electrodomestique)
AMDEA (Association of Domestic Electrical Appliances) on behalf of CECED (Conseil
Eur de la Construction Electrodomestique)
EUROM (European Federation of Precision Mechanical and Optical Industries)

C241/11,19-9-81; L19/26,27-1-82; L34/11,9-2-82;
L148/37,27-5-82; L148/51,27-5-82;
C241/11,19-9-81; L19/26,27-1-82; L34/11,9-2-82;
L148/37,27-5-82; L148/51,27-5-82;
C245/2,25-9-81; L172/47,18-6-82

8113

n2

POL

photos, enlargers

3852

8113

n2

USS

photos, enlargers

3852

8114

n2

CZE

trichloroethylene

3511

8114

n2

GDR

trichloroethylene

3511

8114

n2

POL

trichloroethylene

3511

8114

n2

ROM

trichloroethylene

3511

8114

o6

SPA

trichloroethylene

3511

8114

o1

USA

trichloroethylene

3511

8115

n2

ROM

steel, pipes,gas-tubes

3710

8116

n2

CZE

polyvinylchloride,PVC

3513

C271/4,23-10-81; L212/32,21-7-82; L322/3,18-11-82;
L9/5,12-1-83
EUROM (European Federation of Precision Mechanical and Optical Industries)
C271/4,23-10-81; L212/32,21-7-82; L322/3,18-11-82;
L9/5,12-1-83
EUROM (European Federation of Precision Mechanical and Optical Industries)
C271/4,23-10-81; L212/32,21-7-82; L322/3,18-11-82;
L9/5,12-1-83
CEFIC (European Chemical Industry Council)
C271/5,23-10-81; L223/76,31-7-82;L326/28,23-11-82;
L308/5,4-11-82;
CEFIC (European Chemical Industry Council)
C271/5,23-10-81; L223/76,31-7-82;L326/28,23-11-82;
L308/5,4-11-82;
CEFIC (European Chemical Industry Council)
C271/5,23-10-81; L223/76,31-7-82;L326/28,23-11-82;
L308/5,4-11-82;
CEFIC (European Chemical Industry Council)
C271/5,23-10-81; L223/76,31-7-82;L326/28,23-11-82;
L308/5,4-11-82;
CEFIC (European Chemical Industry Council)
C271/5,23-10-81; L223/76,31-7-82;L326/28,23-11-82;
L308/5,4-11-82;
CEFIC (European Chemical Industry Council)
C271/5,23-10-81; L223/76,31-7-82;L326/28,23-11-82;
L308/5,4-11-82;
Liaison Committee of the EC Steel Tube Industry
C299/2, 18-11-81; L26/5,3-2-82; L150/1,29-5-82;
L150/79,29-5-82;
CEFIC, on behalf of 24 EEC producers representing almost the total Community industry C332,19-12-81

8116

n2

GDR

polyvinylchloride,PVC

3513

CEFIC, on behalf of 24 EEC producers representing almost the total Community industry C332,19-12-81

8116

n2

HUN

polyvinylchloride,PVC

3513

CEFIC, on behalf of 24 EEC producers representing almost the total Community industry C332,19-12-81

8116

n2

ROM

polyvinylchloride,PVC

3513

CEFIC, on behalf of 24 EEC producers representing almost the total Community industry C332,19-12-81

8117
8118
8201
8201

n3
o1
n2
n2

CHN
USA
GDR
HUN

paracetamol
decabromodiphenylether
aluminium, foils
aluminium, foils

3511
3511
3720
3720

CEFIC, representing appr. 78% of the ind (UK)
CEFIC, representing appr. 70% of the ind, on behalf of German company
BAFRA (British Aluminium Foil Rollers Association), representing 14 EC producers
BAFRA (British Aluminium Foil Rollers Association), representing 14 EC producers

C245/2,25-9-81; L172/47,18-6-82
C245/2,25-9-81; L172/47,18-6-82

C337/6, 24-12-81; L236/23, 11-8-82, C343/9, 21-12-93
C337/6, 24-12-81; C229/3, 2-9-82
C8,14-1-82
C8,14-1-82
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Case
Zone Country Products

ISIC
Code

8201
8201
8202

n4
o3
o4

ISR
OES
AUS

aluminium, foils
aluminium, foils
pears, canned

3720
3720
3119

8202

n3

CHN

pears, canned

3119

8202

n4

SAF

pears, canned

3119

8203

n4

BRA

steel, sheets & plates

3710

8204

n2

GDR

methylamine, di, tri

3511

8204

n2

ROM

methylamine, di, tri

3511

8205
8206

o1
o1

USA
USA

acrylonitrile
bisphenol A

3511
3511

8207
8208

n4
o1

BRA
USA

board, hard
thiophen

3311
3511

8209
8209
8209
8209
8210

n2
n2
o6
o1
o4

CZE
ROM
SPA
USA
ICE

perchlorethylene
perchlorethylene
perchlorethylene
perchlorethylene
ferrosilicon

3511
3511
3511
3511
3710

8210

o3

NOR

ferrosilicon

3710

8210

o3

SWE

ferrosilicon

3710

8210

n4

VEN

ferrosilicon

3710

8210

o7

YUG

ferrosilicon

3710

8211
8212

o1
n2

USA
CZE

sodium, carbonate
copper, sulphate

3511
3511

European Confederation of Wood Working Industries
CEFIC, on behalf of sole EC prod, Croda Synthetic Chemicals Ltd, Oldbury (only one
other prod in the world)
CEFIC, on behalf of large part of EC prod
CEFIC, on behalf of large part of EC prod
CEFIC, on behalf of large part of EC prod
CEFIC, on behalf of large part of EC prod
Chambre syndicale de l'Electrometallurgie et de l'electrochimie, Assoferleghe &
Fachverband Ferrolegierungen Stahl und Leichtmetallveredler eV
Chambre syndicale de l'Electrometallurgie et de l'electrochimie, Assoferleghe &
Fachverband Ferrolegierungen Stahl und Leichtmetallveredler eV
Chambre syndicale de l'Electrometallurgie et de l'electrochimie, Assoferleghe &
Fachverband Ferrolegierungen Stahl und Leichtmetallveredler eV
Chambre syndicale de l'Electrometallurgie et de l'electrochimie, Assoferleghe &
Fachverband Ferrolegierungen Stahl und Leichtmetallveredler eV
Chambre syndicale de l'Electrometallurgie et de l'electrochimie, Assoferleghe &
Fachverband Ferrolegierungen Stahl und Leichtmetallveredler eV
CEFIC, on behalf of quasi-totality of EC prod
CEFIC, on behalf of Manica Spa (Rovereto), accounting for a major part of EC prod

8212

n2

USS

copper, sulphate

3511

CEFIC, on behalf of Manica Spa (Rovereto), accounting for a major part of EC prod

Petitioner

Official Journal number

BAFRA (British Aluminium Foil Rollers Association), representing 14 EC producers
BAFRA (British Aluminium Foil Rollers Association), representing 14 EC producers
OEITFL (Organisation Europeenne des industries transformatrices de fruits et de
legumes), I & F
OEITFL (Organisation Europeenne des industries transformatrices de fruits et de
legumes), I & F
OEITFL (Organisation Europeenne des industries transformatrices de fruits et de
legumes), I & F
Walzstahl-Vereinigung, Duesseldorf, on behalf of almost all EC prod

C8,14-1-82
C8,14-1-82
C33/2,10-2-82; C276/7,19-10-82; L196/22,20-7-83;

CEFIC, on behalf of most EC prod (UCB, B, Industria Chimica del Ticino, I, AKZO Zout
Chemie, NL, Imperial Chemical Industries, UK, BASF, D)
CEFIC, on behalf of most EC prod (UCB, B, Industria Chimica del Ticino, I, AKZO Zout
Chemie, NL, Imperial Chemical Industries, UK, BASF, D)
CEFIC, on behalf of the great majority of acrylonitrile
CEFIC, on behalf of Progil-Electrochimie (Progelec); CIRFS against as importer

C33/2,10-2-82; C276/7,19-10-82; L196/22,20-7-83;
C33/2,10-2-82; C276/7,19-10-82; L196/22,20-7-83;
C70/3,19-3-82; L128/9,11-5-82; L221/17,30-7-82; L312/10,911-82; L184/8,17-7-85;
C79/2,31-3-82; L238/35,13-8-82; L348/1,8-12-82;
C79/2,31-3-82; L238/35,13-8-82; L348/1,8-12-82;
C84,3-4-82
C93/4,14-4-82; L23/9,26-1-83; L136/12,25-5-83; L199/4, 227-83; C84/2,3-4-8; L101/29,20-4-83;
C113/3,5-5-82; L47/30,19-2-83; C84/2,3-4-82
C122/5,13-5-82; L295/35,21-10-82;
C133/12,25-5-82; L371/47,30-12-82
C133/12,25-5-82; L371/47,30-12-82
C133/12,25-5-82; L371/47,30-12-82
C133/12,25-5-82; L371/47,30-12-82
C144/2,8-6-82; C250/2,24-9-82; L57/20,4-3-83

C147/4,11-6-82; L317/5,13-11-82; L64/23,10-3-83;
C161/2,26-6-82; L308/7,4-11-82; C331/2,17-12-82; L55/4,23-83; L151/24,9-6-83; L274/1,7-10-83; L281/22,13-10-83;
C117/5,1-5-91;
C161/2,26-6-82; L308/7,4-11-82; C331/2,17-12-82; L55/4,23-83; L151/24,9-6-83; L274/1,7-10-83; L281/22,13-10-83;
C117/5,1-5-91;
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ISIC
Code

Petitioner

8212

o7

YUG

copper, sulphate

3511

CEFIC, on behalf of Manica Spa (Rovereto), accounting for a major part of EC prod

8213

n3

CHN

magnesite, caustic

2901

8214

n3

CHN

magnesite, dead

2901

8214

n4

NKO

magnesite, dead

2901

8215

n4

BRA

steel, sheets & plates

3710

8216

o6

SPA

steel, beams, broadflanged

3710

8217

n3

CHN

barium chloride

3511

8217

n2

GDR

barium chloride

3511

8218

n2

CZE

hexamethylenetetramine

3511

8218

n2

GDR

hexamethylenetetramine

3511

8218

n2

ROM

hexamethylenetetramine

3511

8218

n2

USS

hexamethylenetetramine

3511

8219

o2

JAP

outboard motors

3821

8220
8220
8220
8220
8221
8222
8223

n2
n2
n2
n2
o1
o1
n4

CZE
GDR
POL
USS
USA
USA
ARG

polyethylene, LdPE
polyethylene, LdPE
polyethylene, LdPE
polyethylene, LdPE
xanthan gum
cellulose ester, resins
steel, coils

3513
3513
3513
3513
3513
3513
3710

8223

n4

BRA

steel, coils

3710

Official Journal number

C161/2,26-6-82; L308/7,4-11-82; C331/2,17-12-82; L55/4,23-83; L151/24,9-6-83; L274/1,7-10-83; L281/22,13-10-83;
C117/5,1-5-91;
Grecian Magnesite Mining Industrial, Shipping and Commercial Co. SA, on behalf of all
C162/2,29-6-82; L375/11,31-12-86; L371/21,30-12-82;
EC prod
L110/28,27-4-83; L66/32,8-3-84;
FIMISCO (Financial, Mining, Industrial and Shipping Corporation); Macedonian & Grecian C162/3,29-6-82; L375/11,31-12-86; L371/25,30-12-82;
Magnesite Mining Ind, Shipping Inc, on behalf of all EC prod
L110/27,17-4-83; C149/2,19-6-85; L70/41,13-3-86;
FIMISCO (Financial, Mining, Industrial and Shipping Corporation); Macedonian & Grecian C162/3,29-6-82; L375/11,31-12-86; L371/25,30-12-82;
Magnesite Mining Ind, Shipping Inc, on behalf of all EC prod
L110/27,17-4-83; C149/2,19-6-85; L70/41,13-3-86;
EUROFER, on behalf of almost all EC prod , also Walzstahl-Vereinigung, Duesseldorf
C197/3, 31-7-82; L45/14,17-2-83; L131/13,20-5-83;
L184/7,17-7-85
EUROFER, on behalf of almost all EC prod , also Walzstahl-Vereinigung, Duesseldorf
C/207/4,10-8-82; L238/32, 13-8-82; L317/16,13-11-82;
L30/61,1-2-83; L36/10,8-2-83; L116/91,30-4-83; L165/11,256-85
CEFIC, on behalf of a F prod accounting for bulk of EC prod
C207/5,10-8-82; L110/11,27-4-83; L228/28,20-8-83;
L228/28,20-8-83; C56/3,27-2-88
CEFIC, on behalf of a F prod accounting for bulk of EC prod
C207/5,10-8-82; L110/11,27-4-83; L228/28,20-8-83;
L228/28,20-8-83; C56/3,27-2-88
CEFIC (European Chemical Industry Council)
C211/2,13-8-82; C215/8,19-8-82; L40/24,12-2-83; L40/24,122-83; L151/9,9-6-83; C1/3,5-1-88
CEFIC (European Chemical Industry Council)
C211/2,13-8-82; C215/8,19-8-82; L40/24,12-2-83; L40/24,122-83; L151/9,9-6-83; C1/3,5-1-88
CEFIC (European Chemical Industry Council)
C211/2,13-8-82; C215/8,19-8-82; L40/24,12-2-83; L40/24,122-83; L151/9,9-6-83; C1/3,5-1-88
CEFIC (European Chemical Industry Council)
C211/2,13-8-82; C215/8,19-8-82; L40/24,12-2-83; L40/24,122-83; L151/9,9-6-83; C1/3,5-1-88
Outboard Marine Belgium, British Seagull Comp, Industria Meccanica Selva SpA and
C215/3,19-8-82; L152/18,10-6-83; L247/18,7-9-83; L275/1,8Koenig Motorenbau KG, repr 75% of EC prod
10-83; C53/3,28-2-92
CEFIC, on behalf of EC's entire production
C230,3-9-82
CEFIC, on behalf of EC's entire production
C230,3-9-82
CEFIC, on behalf of EC's entire production
C230,3-9-82
CEFIC, on behalf of EC's entire production
C230,3-9-82
CEFIC, on behalf of Rhone-Poulenc, sole prod of xanthan gum
C253/2,28-9-82; L268/60,30-9-83;
CEFIC, on behalf of Bayer, sole prod of cellulose ester resins
C299/3,16-11-82; L106/24,23-4-83;
EUROFER, on behalf of 94% of EC prod
C303/4,20-11-82; L82/9,29-3-83; L160/32,18-6-83; L210/5,28-83; L184/6,17-7-85; L143/16,3-6-87; L184/6,17-7-85;
C1/3,5-1-88C56/3,27-2-88
EUROFER, on behalf of 94% of EC prod
C303/4,20-11-82; L82/9,29-3-83; L160/32,18-6-83; L210/5,28-83; L184/6,17-7-85; L143/16,3-6-87; L184/6,17-7-85;
C1/3,5-1-88C56/3,27-2-88
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ISIC
Code

Petitioner

8223

o4

CAN

steel, coils

3710

EUROFER, on behalf of 94% of EC prod

8223

n4

VEN

steel, coils

3710

8224

n2

CZE

glass, textile fibres

3211

8224

n2

GDR

glass, textile fibres

3211

8224

o2

JAP

glass, textile fibres

3211

8225

o2

JAP

Video casette recorders

3832

8226

o5

TUR

steel, ferrochromium

3710

8226

n4

ZIM

steel, ferrochromium

3710

8301

n2

USS

nickel, unwrought

3720

8302

n4

EGY

aluminium, unwrought

3720

8302

n2

USS

aluminium, unwrought

3720

8302

o7

YUG

aluminium, unwrought

3720

8303

o3

NOR

aluminium, unwrought

3720

8303

n4

SUR

aluminium, unwrought

3720

8304
8305

n4
o2

SAF
JAP

steel, sections
dicumyl, peroxide

3710
3511

8306

n2

CZE

sanitary fixtures

3610

8306

n2

HUN

sanitary fixtures

3610

8307
8308
8309
8310

o7
n3
o5
n2

YUG
CHN
TUR
ROM

caravans
lithium, hydroxide
acrylic, fibres, hand-knit
steel, sections, cold rolled

3849
3511
3211
3710

Official Journal number

C303/4,20-11-82; L82/9,29-3-83; L160/32,18-6-83; L210/5,28-83; L184/6,17-7-85; L143/16,3-6-87; L184/6,17-7-85;
C1/3,5-1-88C56/3,27-2-88
EUROFER, on behalf of 94% of EC prod
C303/4,20-11-82; L82/9,29-3-83; L160/32,18-6-83; L210/5,28-83; L184/6,17-7-85; L143/16,3-6-87; L184/6,17-7-85;
C1/3,5-1-88C56/3,27-2-88
CIRFS, on behalf of all 9 EC prod (case of overcapacity)
C310/2,27-11-82; L160/18,18-6-83; L283/1,15-10-83;
L352/47,15-12-83; L354/15,16-12-83;
CIRFS, on behalf of all 9 EC prod (case of overcapacity)
C310/2,27-11-82; L160/18,18-6-83; L283/1,15-10-83;
L352/47,15-12-83; L354/15,16-12-83;
CIRFS, on behalf of all 9 EC prod (case of overcapacity)
C310/2,27-11-82; L160/18,18-6-83; L283/1,15-10-83;
L352/47,15-12-83; L354/15,16-12-83;
Association of Firms with Common Interest in Video 2000, on behalf of virtually the whole C338,24-12-82
video tape recorder industry
Fachverband Ferrolegierungen Stahl und Leichtmetallveredler eV, on behalf of Elektrozerk C338/26,24-12-82; L161/15,21-6-83; L381/14,31-12-87;
Weisweiler, Duesseldorf (bulk of EC prod)
L383/14,31-12-87; C1/3,5-1-88
Fachverband Ferrolegierungen Stahl und Leichtmetallveredler eV, on behalf of Elektrozerk C338/26,24-12-82; L161/15,21-6-83; L381/14,31-12-87;
Weisweiler, Duesseldorf (bulk of EC prod)
L383/14,31-12-87; C1/3,5-1-88
Societe Metallurgie Le Nickel, F, Inco Europe Ltd, UK, Larco, GR (Deutscher
C31/3,5-2-83; L43/19,15-2-83; L159/43,17-6-83;
Giessereiverband & Edelstahl Vereinigung eV against as consumers)
Eurometaux (at the time still called Comite de liaison des industries de metaux non ferreux C31/4,5-2-83; C206/2,2-8-83; L161/13,21-6-83; L57/19,28-2de la CEE)
84;
Eurometaux (at the time still called Comite de liaison des industries de metaux non ferreux C31/4,5-2-83; C206/2,2-8-83; L161/13,21-6-83; L57/19,28-2de la CEE)
84;
Eurometaux (at the time still called Comite de liaison des industries de metaux non ferreux C31/4,5-2-83; C206/2,2-8-83; L161/13,21-6-83; L57/19,28-2de la CEE)
84;
Eurometaux (at the time still called Comite de liaison des industries de metaux non ferreux C206,2-8-83
de la CEE)
Eurometaux (at the time still called Comite de liaison des industries de metaux non ferreux C206,2-8-83
de la CEE)
EUROFER, on behalf of more than 90% of EC prod
C37/5,10-2-83; L181/26,6-7-83
CEFIC, on behalf of virtually all EC prod
C46/21,17-2-83; L203/13,27-7-83; L329/19,25-11-83;
C121/5,3-5-94
NV Koninklijke Sphinx, NL, supported by all other prod (Keraina, GR, Federation of
C87/4,29-3-83; L325/18,22-11-83;
European Producers of Sanitary Fixtures, I)
NV Koninklijke Sphinx, NL, supported by all other prod (Keraina, GR, Federation of
C87/4,29-3-83; L325/18,22-11-83;
European Producers of Sanitary Fixtures, I)
European Caravan Association
C89/3,31-3-83; L240/12,30-8-83; C56/3,27-2-88
CEFIC, on behalf of sole EC prod of lithium hydroxide, Chemetall, Frankfurt
C98/2,12-4-83; L294/29,26-10-83;
INTERLAINE (Committee of the wool textile industry in the EEC) on behalf of 84 prod
C102/2,15-4-83; L67/60, 9-3-84
Comite d'etude europeen du profilage a froid (D, NL, B)
C109/2,23-4-83; L83/9,27-3-84;
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8311
8311
8312
8313
8314

n2
n2
n1
o4
o2

GDR
ROM
TAI
CAN
JAP

choline chloride
choline chloride
doors, exterior panel
vinyl acetate, monomer
ball bearings, <30

3511
3511
3311
3511
3829

CEFIC, on behalf major proportion of EC prod (prod used in animal feedstuffs ind
CEFIC, on behalf major proportion of EC prod (prod used in animal feedstuffs ind
Federation Européenne des Syndicats de Fabricants de Menuiseries de Batiment
CEFIC, on behalf of all vinyl acetate prod
FEBMA (Federation of European Bearing Manufacturers Associations)

C109/3,23-4-83; L356/12,20-12-83; L117/44,3-5-84;

8314

n1

SIN

ball bearings, <30

3829

FEBMA (Federation of European Bearing Manufacturers Associations)

8314

n4

THA

ball bearings, <30

3829

FEBMA (Federation of European Bearing Manufacturers Associations)

8315
8315
8315
8315
8315
8315
8316

n2
n2
n2
n2
n2
n2
o2

CZE
GDR
HUN
POL
ROM
USS
JAP

glass, horticultural
glass, horticultural
glass, horticultural
glass, horticultural
glass, horticultural
glass, horticultural
electronic scales

3620
3620
3620
3620
3620
3620
3825

Comite permanent des industries du verre de la CEE
Comite permanent des industries du verre de la CEE
Comite permanent des industries du verre de la CEE
Comite permanent des industries du verre de la CEE
Comite permanent des industries du verre de la CEE
Comite permanent des industries du verre de la CEE
CECIP (European Committee of weighing instrument manufacturers), appr 80% of prod

8317

o4

CAN

pentaerythritol

3511

CEFIC, on behalf of all EC prod

8317

o6

SPA

pentaerythritol

3511

CEFIC, on behalf of all EC prod

8317

o3

SWE

pentaerythritol

3511

CEFIC, on behalf of all EC prod

8318

n3

CHN

artificial corundum

3511

CEFIC, on behalf of all EC prod

8318

n2

CZE

artificial corundum

3511

CEFIC, on behalf of all EC prod

8318

n2

HUN

artificial corundum

3511

CEFIC, on behalf of all EC prod

8318

n2

POL

artificial corundum

3511

CEFIC, on behalf of all EC prod

8318

o6

SPA

artificial corundum

3511

CEFIC, on behalf of all EC prod

C152/7,10-6-83; L16/42,19-1-84;
C180/3,7-7-83; L58/17,29-2-84; L170/70,29-6-84;
C188/8,14-7-83; C310/3,15-11-83; L79/8,23-3-84; L179/2,77-84; L193/1,21-7-84; L307/15,24-11-84; L59/30,27-2-85;
L129/1,15-5-85; L148/26,15-6-88; etc.
C188/8,14-7-83; C310/3,15-11-83; L79/8,23-3-84; L179/2,77-84; L193/1,21-7-84; L307/15,24-11-84; L59/30,27-2-85;
L129/1,15-5-85; L148/26,15-6-88; etc.
C188/8,14-7-83; C310/3,15-11-83; L79/8,23-3-84; L179/2,77-84; L193/1,21-7-84; L307/15,24-11-84; L59/30,27-2-85;
L129/1,15-5-85; L148/26,15-6-88; etc.
C194/4,21-7-83; C13/3,19-1-84; L224/26,21-8-84;
C194/4,21-7-83; C13/3,19-1-84; L224/26,21-8-84;
C194/4,21-7-83; C13/3,19-1-84; L224/26,21-8-84;
C194/4,21-7-83; C13/3,19-1-84; L224/26,21-8-84;
C194/4,21-7-83; C13/3,19-1-84; L224/26,21-8-84;
C194/4,21-7-83; C13/3,19-1-84; L224/26,21-8-84;
C236/5,3-9-83; L80/9,24-3-84; L275/5,16-10-85; C196/3,257-84; L32/4,7-2-86; L97/2,12-4-86; C235/3,1-9-87;
C329/6,31-10-97
C244/2,13-9-83; L88/74,31-3-84; C72/2,13-3-84; L254/5,229-84; L13/1,16-1-85; L20/46,24-1-85; L321/1,11-11-87;
L321/12,11-11-87; C296/5,12-11-92; C122/11,14-5-92
C244/2,13-9-83; L88/74,31-3-84; C72/2,13-3-84; L254/5,229-84; L13/1,16-1-85; L20/46,24-1-85; L321/1,11-11-87;
L321/12,11-11-87; C296/5,12-11-92; C122/11,14-5-92
C244/2,13-9-83; L88/74,31-3-84; C72/2,13-3-84; L254/5,229-84; L13/1,16-1-85; L20/46,24-1-85; L321/1,11-11-87;
L321/12,11-11-87; C296/5,12-11-92; C122/11,14-5-92
C261/2,30-9-83; C201/4,31-7-84; L255/10,25-9-84;
L340/82,28-12-84; L271/26,23-9-86; L73/1,1-4-95
C261/2,30-9-83; C201/4,31-7-84; L255/10,25-9-84;
L340/82,28-12-84; L271/26,23-9-86; L73/1,1-4-95
C261/2,30-9-83; C201/4,31-7-84; L255/10,25-9-84;
L340/82,28-12-84; L271/26,23-9-86; L73/1,1-4-95
C261/2,30-9-83; C201/4,31-7-84; L255/10,25-9-84;
L340/82,28-12-84; L271/26,23-9-86; L73/1,1-4-95
C261/2,30-9-83; C201/4,31-7-84; L255/10,25-9-84;
L340/82,28-12-84; L271/26,23-9-86; L73/1,1-4-95
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Year &
Case
Zone Country Products

ISIC
Code

Petitioner

Official Journal number

8318

n2

USS

artificial corundum

3511

CEFIC, on behalf of all EC prod

8318

o7

YUG

artificial corundum

3511

CEFIC, on behalf of all EC prod

8319
8320
8321
8322

o1
o6
o2
o6

USA
SPA
JAP
SPA

propan-1-ol
tiles, ceramic
paper, sensit'd photo
steel, bars, reinforcing

3511
3691
3529
3710

CEFIC, on behalf of substantially all EC prod of propyl alcohol
Groupement des producteurs de carreaux ceramiques du marche commun
CEFIC, on behalf of majority of EC producers
EUROFER (European Confederation of Iron and Steel Industries)

8323

n4

BRA

shovels

3811

8401

n2

GDR

steel, sections, cold rolled 3710

8402
8403
8403
8403
8403
8404
8404
8405
8405
8405
8406

o6
n2
n2
n2
o7
n2
n2
n4
n2
o6
o2

SPA
CZE
HUN
ROM
YUG
CZE
GDR
BRA
GDR
SPA
JAP

kraftliner, paper
skates, iceskates
skates, iceskates
skates, iceskates
skates, iceskates
asbestos, cement corr'd
asbestos, cement corr'd
oxalic acid
oxalic acid
oxalic acid
electronic typewriters

3411
3903
3903
3903
3903
3699
3699
3511
3511
3511
3825

Deutscher Schaufel-Verband eV, on behalf of D prod repr majority of prod of shovels in
question
Syndicat Nat fr du profilage a froid des produits plats en acier, acting also for 'Stichting
Koud profilers in oprichting' + one B comp.
Groupement Europeen des fabricants de papiers pour ondule
LICo-Sportschuhfabriken, Link & Co GmbH (90% of EC prod)
LICo-Sportschuhfabriken, Link & Co GmbH (90% of EC prod)
LICo-Sportschuhfabriken, Link & Co GmbH (90% of EC prod)
LICo-Sportschuhfabriken, Link & Co GmbH (90% of EC prod)
Union prof des usines B d'asbeste ciment, Eternit
Union prof des usines B d'asbeste ciment, Eternit
CEFIC, AHB Chemie, Berlin
CEFIC (European Chemical Industry Council)
CEFIC (European Chemical Industry Council)
CETMA, Committee of European typewriter manufacturers

C261/2,30-9-83; C201/4,31-7-84; L255/10,25-9-84;
L340/82,28-12-84; L271/26,23-9-86; L73/1,1-4-95
C261/2,30-9-83; C201/4,31-7-84; L255/10,25-9-84;
L340/82,28-12-84; L271/26,23-9-86; L73/1,1-4-95
C275/3,14-10-83; L106/55,19-4-84
C282/4,19-10-83; L168/35,28-6-84;
C292,28-10-83
C299/4,5-11-83; L303/13,5-11-83; L33/15,4-2-84; L65/15,73-84; L150/15,6-6-84; L165/12,25-6-85
C348/5,23-12-83; L231/29,29-8-84; L330/28,18-12-84

8406
8407
8407
8407
8407
8408
8409
8410
8411
8411
8411
8411
8411
8411
8411
8412
8413

n1
n2
n2
n2
o6
o6
n4
o2
n3
n2
o3
n2
o6
n2
o7
o6
n3

TAI
BUL
HUN
POL
SPA
SPA
SAF
JAP
CHN
CZE
NOR
POL
SPA
USS
YUG
SPA
CHN

electronic typewriters
copper, sulphate
copper, sulphate
copper, sulphate
copper, sulphate
paraformaldehyde
mirrors
hydraulic excavators
silicon carbide
silicon carbide
silicon carbide
silicon carbide
silicon carbide
silicon carbide
silicon carbide
polystyrene, sheets
cycles, chains

3825
3511
3511
3511
3511
3511
3620
3824
3511
3511
3511
3511
3511
3511
3511
3513
3710

CETMA, Committee of European typewriter manufacturers
CEFIC (European Chemical Industry Council)
CEFIC (European Chemical Industry Council)
CEFIC (European Chemical Industry Council)
CEFIC (European Chemical Industry Council)
CEFIC (European Chemical Industry Council)
British manufacturer Garfiled Glass Ltd
Federation of Manufacturers of Construction Equipment and Cranes
CEFIC, on behalf of all EC prod of silicon carbide
CEFIC, on behalf of all EC prod of silicon carbide
CEFIC, on behalf of all EC prod of silicon carbide
CEFIC, on behalf of all EC prod of silicon carbide
CEFIC, on behalf of all EC prod of silicon carbide
CEFIC, on behalf of all EC prod of silicon carbide
CEFIC, on behalf of all EC prod of silicon carbide
Ono, Monoplast, Injelec, Siam Cedap, Cobelplast -SA
Fachverband Fahrrad- und Kraftradteile-Industrie eV

C13/4, L109/11, L227/31
C21/2, L224/30
C55/3, C204/4, L52/48
C55/3, C204/4, L52/48
C55/3, C204/4, L52/48
C55/3, C204/4, L52/48
C55/4, L259/48
C55/4, L259/48
C47/7, L239/8, L340/80, L26/6, C239/14
C47/7, L239/8
C47/7, L239/8
C83/3, L335/43, L108/18, L163/1, L288/5, L17/2, L187/3,
L56/1, C235/2
C338/10, L140/52
C90/2, L275/12, L41/11
C90/2, L275/12, L41/11
C90/2, L275/12, L41/11
C90/2, L275/12, L41/11
C145/7, L282/58
C167/2, L36/10, L148/1, C141/15
C201/3, L68/13, L176/1, L108/1
C202/5, L287/25, C100/17
C202/5, L287/25, C100/17
C202/5, L287/25, C100/17
C202/5, L287/25, C100/17
C202/5, L287/25, C100/17
C202/5, L287/25, C100/17
C202/5, L287/25, C100/17
C205/10, L97/30, L198/1
C235/9, L217/7, L335/61, L40/25, L115/1, C288/4
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Year &
Case
Zone Country Products

ISIC
Code

8413
8414

n2
o2

USS
JAP

cycles, chains
titanium mill products

3710
3720

8414

o1

USA

titanium mill products

3720

8415
8416
8417
8418
8418
8418
8418
8418
8418
8418
8501
8502
8502
8502
8502
8503
8503
8503
8503
8504
8505
8505
8505
8505
8505
8505
8506
8506
8506
8506
8507
8508
8508
8508
8508
8509
8510

o2
o6
o7
n2
n2
n2
n2
o6
n2
o7
o3
n4
o6
o3
o7
n4
o6
n4
n4
o3
n2
n2
n2
n2
o5
o7
n4
o2
n1
o7
n4
n2
n2
o6
o7
n3
n1

JAP
SPA
YUG
BUL
CZE
POL
ROM
SPA
USS
YUG
SWE
ARG
POR
SWI
YUG
BRA
POR
TOB
VEN
OES
BUL
CZE
HUN
ROM
TUR
YUG
BRA
JAP
TAI
YUG
THA
GDR
POL
SPA
YUG
CHN
KOR

glycine
plasterboard
chromium sulfate,basic
board, st'd particle
board, st'd particle
board, st'd particle
board, st'd particle
board, st'd particle
board, st'd particle
board, st'd particle
clogs
board, hard
board, hard
board, hard
board, hard
steel, wire rod
steel, wire rod
steel, wire rod
steel, wire rod
steel container corners
glass, inc. float
glass, inc. float
glass, inc. float
glass, inc. float
glass, inc. float
glass, inc. float
steel, pipes, mc iron
steel, pipes, mc iron
steel, pipes, mc iron
steel, pipes, mc iron
ball bearings, MBB
cement, portland
cement, portland
cement, portland
cement, portland
hammers
cooking ware, stainless

3511
3699
3511
3311
3311
3311
3311
3311
3311
3311
3240
3311
3311
3311
3311
3710
3710
3710
3710
3819
3620
3620
3620
3620
3620
3620
3819
3819
3819
3819
3829
3692
3692
3692
3692
3811
3819

Petitioner

Official Journal number

Fachverband Fahrrad- und Kraftradteile-Industrie eV
Eurometaux (at the time still called Comite de liaison des industries de metaux non ferreux
de la CEE)
Eurometaux (at the time still called Comite de liaison des industries de metaux non ferreux
de la CEE)
CEFIC for Tessenderlo Chemie SA, only glycine EC producer
Gypsum Industries Ltd, manufacturer of plasterboard in IRL
CEFIC, major proportion of EC prod & 100% of Italian prod.
European Confederation of Wood Working Industries
European Confederation of Wood Working Industries
European Confederation of Wood Working Industries
European Confederation of Wood Working Industries
European Confederation of Wood Working Industries
European Confederation of Wood Working Industries
European Confederation of Wood Working Industries
CEC (European Confederation of footwear Manufacturers)
European Confederation of Wood Working Industries
European Confederation of Wood Working Industries
European Confederation of Wood Working Industries
European Confederation of Wood Working Industries
EUROFER (European Confederation of Iron and Steel Industries)
EUROFER (European Confederation of Iron and Steel Industries)
EUROFER (European Confederation of Iron and Steel Industries)
EUROFER (European Confederation of Iron and Steel Industries)
FEBMA (Federation of European Bearing Manufacturers Associations)
Comite permanent des industries de verre de la CEE/Greek Glass association
Comite permanent des industries de verre de la CEE/Greek Glass association
Comite permanent des industries de verre de la CEE/Greek Glass association
Comite permanent des industries de verre de la CEE/Greek Glass association
Comite permanent des industries de verre de la CEE/Greek Glass association
Comite permanent des industries de verre de la CEE/Greek Glass association
EMAFIDA (European malleable tube fittings development association)
EMAFIDA (European malleable tube fittings development association)
EMAFIDA (European malleable tube fittings development association)
EMAFIDA (European malleable tube fittings development association)
FEBMA (Federation of European Bearing Manufacturers Associations)
Liaison Committee of the cement industries in the EEC (part of CEMBUREAU)
Liaison Committee of the cement industries in the EEC (part of CEMBUREAU)
Liaison Committee of the cement industries in the EEC (part of CEMBUREAU)
Liaison Committee of the cement industries in the EEC (part of CEMBUREAU)
European Tool Committee
"EC producers"

C235/9, L217/7, L335/61, L40/25, L115/1, C288/4
C237, L113/30
C237, L113/30
C265/5, L107/8, L218/1, C206/5
C276/4, L89/65
C276/5, L205/12
C305/6, L268/22
C305/6, L268/22
C305/6, L268/22
C305/6, L268/22
C305/6, L268/22
C305/6, L268/22
C305/6, L268/22
C47/2, L268/11, L333/18, L32/1, L32/28
C47/3, L81/30, L157/61
C47/3, L81/30, L157/61
C47/3, L81/30, L157/61
C47/3, L81/30, L157/61
C48/2, L299/18
C48/2, L299/18
C48/2, L299/18
C48/2, L299/18
C56/2, L256/44
C66/13, C200/3, L51/73, C55/3
C66/13, C200/3, L51/73, C55/3
C66/13, C200/3, L51/73, C55/3
C66/13, C200/3, L51/73, C55/3
C66/13, C200/3, L51/73, C55/3
C66/13, C200/3, L51/73, C55/3
C77/3, L313/20
C77/3, L313/20
C77/3, L313/20
C77/3, L313/20
C95/2, L113/61
C84/5, L202/43
C84/5, L202/43
C84/5, L202/43
C84/5, L202/43
C96/3, L29/36
C126/23, L74/33
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Case
Zone Country Products

ISIC
Code

Petitioner

8511
8511
8511
8511
8512
8513
8513
8513
8601
8602
8602
8602

n4
n4
n2
o5
o2
n2
n2
o7
o7
n3
n2
n2

ISR
MEX
ROM
TUR
JAP
GDR
USS
YUG
YUG
CHN
CZE
GDR

acrylic, fibres
acrylic, fibres
acrylic, fibres
acrylic, fibres
photocopiers, PPC
refrigerators, freezer
refrigerators, freezer
refrigerators, freezer
steel sheets & plates
potassium permanganate
potassium permanganate
potassium permanganate

3513
3513
3513
3513
3852
3829
3829
3829
3710
3511
3511
3511

CIRFS (International Rayon and Synthetic Fibres Committee)
CIRFS (International Rayon and Synthetic Fibres Committee)
CIRFS (International Rayon and Synthetic Fibres Committee)
CIRFS (International Rayon and Synthetic Fibres Committee)
CECOM (Committee of European copier manufacturers)
European Committee of Manufacturers of Electrical Domestic Equipment
European Committee of Manufacturers of Electrical Domestic Equipment
European Committee of Manufacturers of Electrical Domestic Equipment
EUROFER (European Confederation of Iron and Steel Industries)
CEFIC (European Chemical Industry Council)
CEFIC (European Chemical Industry Council)
CEFIC (European Chemical Industry Council)

8603
8604
8604
8604
8604
8605

n3
n2
n2
o5
o7
n4

CHN
GDR
ROM
TUR
YUG
BRA

paint, brushes
polyester, fibres
polyester, fibres
polyester, fibres
polyester, fibres
ferrosilicon

3909
3513
3513
3513
3513
3710

8605

n2

USS

ferrosilicon

3710

8606
8607

n4

BRA

Spanish case
steel, oy f-s-calcium

3710

8608

n2

CZE

urea

3512

8608

n2

GDR

urea

3512

8608

n2

HUN

urea II

3512

Official Journal number

C159/2, L272/29,
C159/2, L272/29,
C159/2, L272/29,
C159/2, L272/29,
C194/5, L239/5
C319/3, L259/14, L6/1, C68/4
C319/3, L259/14, L6/1, C68/4
C319/3, L259/14, L6/1, C68/4
C38/3, L254/18, L371/84, C37/3(1997)
C63/5, L217/12, L339/1, C227/5 (1994)
C63/5, L217/12, L339/1, C227/5 (1994)
C63/5, L217/12, L339/1, C227/5, C40/5('95), C148/17('93),
C319/4 ('92)
FEIBP (Fédération Européenne des Industries de la Brosserie et de la Pinceauterie)
C103/2, L46/45, L127/15
CIRFS, Paris ('injury esp. in I')
C125/2, L103/38, C312/03 ('97
CIRFS, Paris ('injury esp. in I')
C125/2, L103/38, C312/03 ('97
CIRFS, Paris ('injury esp. in I')
C125/2, L103/38, C312/03 ('97
CIRFS, Paris ('injury esp. in I')
C125/2, L103/38, C312/03 ('97
Euroalliages (Liaison Committee of the Ferro-alloy Industry)
C231/4, C77/2, C77/2, L219/24, L343/1, C122/10('92),
C297/4('92), C109/5('90 reexamen), L111/1, C165/13,
C124/7('95), L118/7('95), L42/1('98)
Euroalliages (Liaison Committee of the Ferro-alloy Industry)
C231/4, C77/2, C77/2, L219/24, L343/1, C122/10('92),
C297/4('92), C109/5('90 reexamen), L111/1, C165/13,
C124/7('95), L118/7('95), L42/1('98)
Reftrans SA & Climauto SA: transport refrigerator producers
C241/6, L79/35 ('88)
Euroalliages (at the time still called Comite de liaison des industries de ferro-alliages de la C244/13, L129/5('87), L268/63('87), L322/1('87
CEE)
EFMA (at the time still called CMC-Engrais, Comite marche commun de l'industrie des
C254/3, C34/3, C154/02, 87/L121/11, 87/L254/20,
engrais azotes et phosphates)
87/L317/1, 87/C271/4, 88/L235/5, 88/355/3, 89/L52/37,
89/L52/1, 87/L42/25, 87/L42/25, 94/C54/9, 92/C294/15,
92/C121/6, 94/C239/3, 96/C275/11
EFMA (at the time still called CMC-Engrais, Comite marche commun de l'industrie des
C254/3, C34/3, C154/02, 87/L121/11, 87/L254/20,
engrais azotes et phosphates)
87/L317/1, 87/C271/4, 88/L235/5, 88/355/3, 89/L52/37,
89/L52/1, 87/L42/25, 87/L42/25, 94/C54/9, 92/C294/15,
92/C121/6, 94/C239/3, 96/C275/11
EFMA (at the time still called CMC-Engrais, Comite marche commun de l'industrie des
C254/3, C34/3, C154/02, 87/L121/11, 87/L254/20,
engrais azotes et phosphates)
87/L317/1, 87/C271/4, 88/L235/5, 88/355/3, 89/L52/37,
89/L52/1, 87/L42/25, 87/L42/25, 94/C54/9, 92/C294/15,
92/C121/6, 94/C239/3, 96/C275/11
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Zone Country Products

ISIC
Code

Petitioner

Official Journal number

8608

n4

KUW

urea

3512

EFMA (at the time still called CMC-Engrais, Comite marche commun de l'industrie des
engrais azotes et phosphates)

8608

n4

LBY

urea

3512

EFMA (at the time still called CMC-Engrais, Comite marche commun de l'industrie des
engrais azotes et phosphates)

8608

n4

MAL

urea II

3512

EFMA (at the time still called CMC-Engrais, Comite marche commun de l'industrie des
engrais azotes et phosphates)

8608

o3

OES

urea II

3512

EFMA (at the time still called CMC-Engrais, Comite marche commun de l'industrie des
engrais azotes et phosphates)

8608

n2

ROM

urea II

3512

EFMA (at the time still called CMC-Engrais, Comite marche commun de l'industrie des
engrais azotes et phosphates)

8608

n4

SAU

urea

3512

EFMA (at the time still called CMC-Engrais, Comite marche commun de l'industrie des
engrais azotes et phosphates)

8608

n4

TOB

urea

3512

EFMA (at the time still called CMC-Engrais, Comite marche commun de l'industrie des
engrais azotes et phosphates)

8608

o1

USA

urea II

3512

EFMA (at the time still called CMC-Engrais, Comite marche commun de l'industrie des
engrais azotes et phosphates)

8608

n2

USS

urea

3512

EFMA (at the time still called CMC-Engrais, Comite marche commun de l'industrie des
engrais azotes et phosphates)

8608

n4

VEN

urea II

3512

EFMA (at the time still called CMC-Engrais, Comite marche commun de l'industrie des
engrais azotes et phosphates)

C254/3, C34/3, C154/02, 87/L121/11, 87/L254/20,
87/L317/1, 87/C271/4, 88/L235/5, 88/355/3, 89/L52/37,
89/L52/1, 87/L42/25, 87/L42/25, 94/C54/9, 92/C294/15,
92/C121/6, 94/C239/3, 96/C275/11
C254/3, C34/3, C154/02, 87/L121/11, 87/L254/20,
87/L317/1, 87/C271/4, 88/L235/5, 88/355/3, 89/L52/37,
89/L52/1, 87/L42/25, 87/L42/25, 94/C54/9, 92/C294/15,
92/C121/6, 94/C239/3, 96/C275/11
C254/3, C34/3, C154/02, 87/L121/11, 87/L254/20,
87/L317/1, 87/C271/4, 88/L235/5, 88/355/3, 89/L52/37,
89/L52/1, 87/L42/25, 87/L42/25, 94/C54/9, 92/C294/15,
92/C121/6, 94/C239/3, 96/C275/11
C254/3, C34/3, C154/02, 87/L121/11, 87/L254/20,
87/L317/1, 87/C271/4, 88/L235/5, 88/355/3, 89/L52/37,
89/L52/1, 87/L42/25, 87/L42/25, 94/C54/9, 92/C294/15,
92/C121/6, 94/C239/3, 96/C275/11
C254/3, C34/3, C154/02, 87/L121/11, 87/L254/20,
87/L317/1, 87/C271/4, 88/L235/5, 88/355/3, 89/L52/37,
89/L52/1, 87/L42/25, 87/L42/25, 94/C54/9, 92/C294/15,
92/C121/6, 94/C239/3, 96/C275/11
C254/3, C34/3, C154/02, 87/L121/11, 87/L254/20,
87/L317/1, 87/C271/4, 88/L235/5, 88/355/3, 89/L52/37,
89/L52/1, 87/L42/25, 87/L42/25, 94/C54/9, 92/C294/15,
92/C121/6, 94/C239/3, 96/C275/11
C254/3, C34/3, C154/02, 87/L121/11, 87/L254/20,
87/L317/1, 87/C271/4, 88/L235/5, 88/355/3, 89/L52/37,
89/L52/1, 87/L42/25, 87/L42/25, 94/C54/9, 92/C294/15,
92/C121/6, 94/C239/3, 96/C275/11
C254/3, C34/3, C154/02, 87/L121/11, 87/L254/20,
87/L317/1, 87/C271/4, 88/L235/5, 88/355/3, 89/L52/37,
89/L52/1, 87/L42/25, 87/L42/25, 94/C54/9, 92/C294/15,
92/C121/6, 94/C239/3, 96/C275/11
C254/3, C34/3, C154/02, 87/L121/11, 87/L254/20,
87/L317/1, 87/C271/4, 88/L235/5, 88/355/3, 89/L52/37,
89/L52/1, 87/L42/25, 87/L42/25, 94/C54/9, 92/C294/15,
92/C121/6, 94/C239/3, 96/C275/11
C254/3, C34/3, C154/02, 87/L121/11, 87/L254/20,
87/L317/1, 87/C271/4, 88/L235/5, 88/355/3, 89/L52/37,
89/L52/1, 87/L42/25, 87/L42/25, 94/C54/9, 92/C294/15,
92/C121/6, 94/C239/3, 96/C275/11
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Year &
Case
Zone Country Products

ISIC
Code

Petitioner

Official Journal number

8608

o7

YUG

urea

3512

EFMA (at the time still called CMC-Engrais, Comite marche commun de l'industrie des
engrais azotes et phosphates)

8609

o7

YUG

motors, electric

3831

8610
8611
8611
8611
8701

n4
o2
n1
n1
n2

MEX
JAP
KOR
SIN
USS

steel sheets & plates
ovens, microwave
ovens, microwave
ovens, microwave
mercury

3710
3833
3833
3833
3511

GIMELEC (Groupement des Industries de Materiel d'Equipement Electrique et de
l'Electronique Industrielle Associée)
EUROFER (European Confederation of Iron and Steel Industries)
European Committee of Manufacturers of Electrical Domestic Equipment
European Committee of Manufacturers of Electrical Domestic Equipment
European Committee of Manufacturers of Electrical Domestic Equipment
EUROMETAUX (Comite de liaison des industries de metaux non ferreux de la CEE), on
behalf of Minas de Almaden y Arrayanes, Madrid

C254/3, C34/3, C154/02, 87/L121/11, 87/L254/20,
87/L317/1, 87/C271/4, 88/L235/5, 88/355/3, 89/L52/37,
89/L52/1, 87/L42/25, 87/L42/25, 94/C54/9, 92/C294/15,
92/C121/6, 94/C239/3, 96/C275/11
C282/2, 87/L102/5, 87/L26/1, 87/218/2, 92/C203/15

3832
3825
3411
3411
3825

EECA (European electronic component manufacturers' association)
Europrint (Committe of European printer manufacturers)
European association of makers of corrugated case papers
European association of makers of corrugated case papers
Europrint (Committe of European printer manufacturers)

8702
8703
8704
8705
8705
8706

o2
o2
n4
n4
o2

JAP
JAP
BRA
SAF
JAP

termination of Spanish
case after accession
EPROM semiconductors
printers, SI Dot Matrix
kraftliner, paperboard
kraftliner, paperboard
printers, SI Fully Formed

8707

n4

ALG

steel coils

3710

EUROFER (European Confederation of Iron and Steel Industries)

8707

n4

MEX

steel coils

3710

EUROFER (European Confederation of Iron and Steel Industries)

8707

o7

YUG

steel coils

3710

EUROFER (European Confederation of Iron and Steel Industries)

8708

n1

KOR

oxalid acid

3511

DAVSA (Destilados agricolas Vimbodi SA), prod accounting for large prop of EC prod

8708

n1

TAI

oxalid acid

3511

DAVSA (Destilados agricolas Vimbodi SA), prod accounting for large prop of EC prod

8709

n4

MEX

polyester fibres

3513

CIRFS (International Rayon and Synthetic Fibres Committee)

8709

n2

ROM

polyester fibres

3513

CIRFS (International Rayon and Synthetic Fibres Committee)

8709

n1

TAI

polyester fibres

3513

CIRFS (International Rayon and Synthetic Fibres Committee)

8709

o5

TUR

polyester fibres

3513

CIRFS (International Rayon and Synthetic Fibres Committee)

C308/2, 87/L207/21, 87/L330/42
C325/5, 88/L343/33
C325/5, 88/L343/33
C325/5, 88/L343/33
C53/6,28-2-87; C67/3,14-3-87; L227/8,14-8-87; L346/27,1012-87;

C101/10,14-4-87;L65/1,12-3-91
C111/2,25-4-87; L130/12,26-5-88; L317/33,24-11-88;
C113/2,28-4-87, L62/39,8-3-88
C113/2,28-4-87, L62/39,8-3-88
C121/4,7-5-87; C121/5,7-5-87; L177/1,8-7-88; L302/30,5-1188; L5/23,7-1-89; L340/5,23-11-89
C126/2,12-5-87; L18/31,22-1-88; L123/21,17-5-88;
L98/32,15-4-88; L188/18,19-7-88; L60/17,9-3-90;
L350/11,19-12-91
C126/2,12-5-87; L18/31,22-1-88; L123/21,17-5-88;
L98/32,15-4-88; L188/18,19-7-88; L60/17,9-3-90;
L350/11,19-12-91
C126/2,12-5-87; L18/31,22-1-88; L123/21,17-5-88;
L98/32,15-4-88; L188/18,19-7-88; L60/17,9-3-90;
L350/11,19-12-91
C137/5,22-5-87; L72/12,18-3-88; L160/63,28-6-88;
L184/1,15-7-88;
C137/5,22-5-87; L72/12,18-3-88; L160/63,28-6-88;
L184/1,15-7-88;
C173/10,1-7-87; L151/47,17-6-88; L282/27,15-10-88;
L348/49,17-12-88; C125/4,22-4-97
C173/10,1-7-87; L151/47,17-6-88; L282/27,15-10-88;
L348/49,17-12-88; C125/4,22-4-97
C173/10,1-7-87; L151/47,17-6-88; L282/27,15-10-88;
L348/49,17-12-88; C125/4,22-4-97
C173/10,1-7-87; L151/47,17-6-88; L282/27,15-10-88;
L348/49,17-12-88; C125/4,22-4-97
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Year &
Case
Zone Country Products

ISIC
Code

Petitioner

Official Journal number

8709

o1

USA

polyester fibres

3513

CIRFS (International Rayon and Synthetic Fibres Committee)

8709

o7

YUG

polyester fibres

3513

CIRFS (International Rayon and Synthetic Fibres Committee)

8710

n1

KOR

polyester yarn

3513

CIRFS (International Rayon and Synthetic Fibres Committee)

8710

n4

MEX

polyester yarn

3513

CIRFS (International Rayon and Synthetic Fibres Committee)

8710

n1

TAI

polyester yarn

3513

CIRFS (International Rayon and Synthetic Fibres Committee)

8710

o5

TUR

polyester yarn

3513

CIRFS (International Rayon and Synthetic Fibres Committee)

8711
8711
8712
8713

o2
n1
o2
o4

JAP
KOR
JAP
CAN

compact disc players
compact disc players
DRAMs
telephones, cellular mobile

3832
3832
3832
3832

COMPACT (Committee of Mechoptronics Producers and Connected Technologies)
COMPACT (Committee of Mechoptronics Producers and Connected Technologies)
EECA (European electronic component manufacturers' association)
Motorola Ltd UK, sole EC prod of complete TACS mobile telephones

C173/10,1-7-87; L151/47,17-6-88; L282/27,15-10-88;
L348/49,17-12-88; C125/4,22-4-97
C173/10,1-7-87; L151/47,17-6-88; L282/27,15-10-88;
L348/49,17-12-88; C125/4,22-4-97
C173/11,1-7-87; L151/39,17-6-88; L257/24,17-9-88;
L282/28,15-10-88; L347/10,16-12-88; C340/15,17-12-93;
L141/45,14-6-96; C165/12,17-6-94
C173/11,1-7-87; L151/39,17-6-88; L257/24,17-9-88;
L282/28,15-10-88; L347/10,16-12-88; C340/15,17-12-93;
L141/45,14-6-96; C165/12,17-6-94
C173/11,1-7-87; L151/39,17-6-88; L257/24,17-9-88;
L282/28,15-10-88; L347/10,16-12-88; C340/15,17-12-93;
L141/45,14-6-96; C165/12,17-6-94
C173/11,1-7-87; L151/39,17-6-88; L257/24,17-9-88;
L282/28,15-10-88; L347/10,16-12-88; C340/15,17-12-93;
L141/45,14-6-96; C165/12,17-6-94
C178,7-7-87
C178,7-7-87
C181,9-7-87
C185/2,15-7-87; C71/12,17-3-88; L362/59,30-12-88;

8713

n1

HKG

telephones, cellular mobile 3832

Motorola Ltd UK, sole EC prod of complete TACS mobile telephones

C185/2,15-7-87; C71/12,17-3-88; L362/59,30-12-88;

8713

o2

JAP

telephones, cellular mobile 3832

Motorola Ltd UK, sole EC prod of complete TACS mobile telephones

C185/2,15-7-87; C71/12,17-3-88; L362/59,30-12-88;

8714

o5

TUR

steel, sections

3710

EUROFER, representing the majority of EC prod

C216/2,14-8-87; L190/5,21-7-88; L313/18,19-11-88;
L86/18,6-4-91;

8714
8715

o7
o2

YUG
JAP

steel, sections
electronic typewriters

3710
3825

EUROFER, representing the majority of EC prod
CETMA, Committee of European typewriter manufacturers

8716

o2

JAP

electronic scales

3825

W&T Avery Ltd, Esselte Moreau SA and Bizerba-Werke Wilhelm Kraut GmbH&Co, KG

8717
8718
8718
8719

o2
n1
o2

JAP
KOR
JAP

Spanish case
Video Casette Recorders
Video Casette Recorders
hydraulic excavators

3832
3832
3824

8720

n1

HKG

video cassettes

3832

8720

n1

KOR

video cassettes

3832

EACEM (European Association of Consumer Electronics Manufacturers)
C256,26-9-87
C256,26-9-87
EACEM (European Association of Consumer Electronics Manufacturers)
CECE (Committee for European construction equipment), against Komatsu's plant in UK C285/4,23-10-87; L101/24,20-4-88; C206/5,18-8-90;
L36/25,8-2-91;
CEFIC, for BASF, Agfa-Gevaert, Magna Tontrager, PDM Magnetics
L356/47,24-12-88; L107/1,19-4-89; L174/1,22-6-89;
L174/30,22-6-89
CEFIC, for BASF, Agfa-Gevaert, Magna Tontrager, PDM Magnetics
L356/47,24-12-88; L107/1,19-4-89; L174/1,22-6-89;
L174/30,22-6-89

C235/2,1-9-87; C338/6,31-12-85; C235/2,1-9-87; L101/4,204-88; L123/31,17-5-88; L128/39,21-5-88; L183/39,14-7-88;
L183/1,14-7-88; L203/1,28-7-88; L203/25,28-7-88;
C235/3,1-9-87; L101/1,20-4-88; L101/26,20-4-88;
L189/27,20-7-88; L244/1,2-9-88; L58/1,1-3-89;
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Year &
Case
Zone Country Products

ISIC
Code

8801
8802

n1
o3

KOR
OES

8803

n3

8803

Petitioner

Official Journal number

3513
3710

AEC, European Plastic Films, Membrane and Covering Manufacturers Association
Liaison Committee of the EC Steel Tube Industry

C7/9,12-1-88; L305/31,21-10-89
C24/3, 21-1-88

CHN

polyester, film
steel, tubes and pipes,
seamless
calcium metal

3511

Chambre Syndicale de l'electrometallurgie et de l'electrochimie, Paris

n2

USS

calcium metal

3511

Chambre Syndicale de l'electrometallurgie et de l'electrochimie, Paris

8804

n3

CHN

smallscreen color TVs

3832

EACEM (European Association of Consumer Electronics Manufacturers)

C20/3,26-1-88; L78/10,21-3-89; L208/1,20-7-89; L271/1,209-89; L184/15,20-7-94; L104/5,23-4-94; L270/27,21-10-94;
L94/1,9-4-99
C20/3,26-1-88; L78/10,21-3-89; L208/1,20-7-89; L271/1,209-89; L184/15,20-7-94; L104/5,23-4-94; L270/27,21-10-94;
L94/1,9-4-99
C44/2,17-2-88; L65/26,9-3-89; C288/13,12-11-88; L314/1,2810-89; L329/43,15-11-89; L107/56,27-4-90; L14/31,19-1-91;
L122/1,17-5-91; L195/1,18-7-91; L275/24, 2-10-91;

8804

n1

HKG

smallscreen color TVs

3832

EACEM (European Association of Consumer Electronics Manufacturers)

C44/2,17-2-88; L65/26,9-3-89; C288/13,12-11-88; L314/1,2810-89; L329/43,15-11-89; L107/56,27-4-90; L14/31,19-1-91;
L122/1,17-5-91; L195/1,18-7-91; L275/24, 2-10-91;

8804

n1

KOR

smallscreen color TVs

3832

EACEM (European Association of Consumer Electronics Manufacturers)

C44/2,17-2-88; L65/26,9-3-89; C288/13,12-11-88; L314/1,2810-89; L329/43,15-11-89; L107/56,27-4-90; L14/31,19-1-91;
L122/1,17-5-91; L195/1,18-7-91; L275/24, 2-10-91;

8805

o2

JAP

photocopiers, PPC

3852

CECOM (Committee of European copier manufacturers)

8806
8807
8808

o2
o2
n4

JAP
JAP
THA

hydraulic excavators
loaders, wheeled
ball bearings, <30

3824
3824
3829

Syndicat national des industries d'equipment MTPS (with drawings )
CECE (Committee for European Construction Equipment)
FEBMA (Federation of European Bearing Manufacturers Associations)

8809
8809
8809
8809
8809
8809
8810
8811

n4
n1
o3
o3
n1
n4
o2
o7

INO
KOR
OES
SWI
TAI
THA
JAP
YUG

glutamic acid
glutamic acid
glutamic acid
glutamic acid
glutamic acid
glutamic acid
ball bearings, ALL
steel, flat, cold rolled

3511
3511
3511
3511
3511
3511
3829
3710

CEFIC, on behalf of all prod
CEFIC, on behalf of all prod
CEFIC, on behalf of all prod
CEFIC, on behalf of all prod
CEFIC, on behalf of all prod
CEFIC, on behalf of all prod
FEBMA (Federation of European Bearing Manufacturers Associations)
EUROFER, representing the majority of EC prod

8812

n2

ROM

steel tubes, welded

3710

Liaison Committee of the EC Steel Tube Industry, on behalf of majority of EC prod

C44/3,17-2-88; L282/633,2-10-89; C306/8,1-12-88;
C113/6,4-5-89; L284/36,19-10-88; L284/60,19-10-88;
L355/1,13-12-88; L43/1,15-2-89; L43/54,15-2-89; L34/28,6-290; L126/38,9-5-89; L196/24,12-7-89; L34/28,6-2-90;
C146/3,3-6-88; L249/71,25-8-89; L253/35,30-8-89
C146/4,3-6-88; L39/35,11-2-89
C147/6,4-6-88; C147/4,4-6-88; L152/24,16-6-90; L281/1,1210-90;
C147/3,4-6-88; L56/23,3-3-90; L167/1,30-6-90
C147/3,4-6-88; L56/23,3-3-90; L167/1,30-6-90
C147/3,4-6-88; L56/23,3-3-90; L167/1,30-6-90
C147/3,4-6-88; L56/23,3-3-90; L167/1,30-6-90
C147/3,4-6-88; L56/23,3-3-90; L167/1,30-6-90
C147/3,4-6-88; L56/23,3-3-90; L167/1,30-6-90
C150/4,8-6-88; L25/90,28-1-89
C184/4,14-7-88; L78/14,21-3-89; L133/5,17-5-89; L193/11,87-89; C178/20,30-6-94
C241/3,16-9-88; L294/10,13-10-89; L294/12,13-10-89;
L38/9,10-2-90; L91/8,6-4-90; L91/36,6-4-90; L308/65,21-1295; C283/3,11-10-94
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Year &
Case
Zone Country Products

ISIC
Code

Petitioner

8812

o7

YUG

steel tubes, welded

3710

Liaison Committee of the EC Steel Tube Industry, on behalf of majority of EC prod

8813

o3

FIN

motors, diesel

3831

C241/3,16-9-88; L294/10,13-10-89; L294/12,13-10-89;
L38/9,10-2-90; L91/8,6-4-90; L91/36,6-4-90; L308/65,21-1295; C283/3,11-10-94
Euromot (European Committee of internal combustion engine manufacturers Association C251/3,27-9-88; L76/28,22-3-90

8813

o3

SWE

motors, diesel

3831

Euromot (European Committee of internal combustion engine manufacturers Association C251/3,27-9-88; L76/28,22-3-90

8814
8815

o2
o2

JAP
JAP

printers, SIDM
steel, ferroboron

3825
3819

Europrint (Committe of European printer manufacturers)
Euroalliages (Liaison Committee of the Ferro-alloy Industry)

8816

n3

CHN

barium chloride

3511

8816

n2

GDR

barium chloride

3511

8817

n3

CHN

tungstate, ammon. para-

3511

8817

n1

KOR

tungstate, ammon. para-

3511

8818

n3

CHN

tungstic, oxide & acid

3511

8819

n3

CHN

tungsten, metal powder

3720

8819

n1

KOR

tungsten, metal powder

3720

8820

n3

CHN

tungsten, carbide

3710

8820

n1

KOR

tungsten, carbide

3710

8821

n1

HKG

photos, albums

3420

8821

n1

KOR

photos, albums

3420

8822
8822
8822
8822
8822
8822
8823

n2
n2
n2
n2
n2
o7
o2

BUL
CZE
HUN
POL
ROM
YUG
JAP

hexamethylenetetramine
hexamethylenetetramine
hexamethylenetetramine
hexamethylenetetramine
hexamethylenetetramine
hexamethylenetetramine
mica

3511
3511
3511
3511
3511
3511
3699

Official Journal number

C327/8,20-12-88; L291/52,10-10-89; L291/57,10-10-89
C306/7,1-12-88; L73/6,20-3-90; L187/1,19-7-90; C32/2,8-295
CEFIC, on behalf of practically all prod
C308/7,3-12-88; L227/24,4-8-89; L349/1,30-11-89; L60/1,73-91; C235/2,9-9-95
CEFIC, on behalf of practically all prod
C308/7,3-12-88; L227/24,4-8-89; L349/1,30-11-89; L60/1,73-91; C235/2,9-9-95
Eurometaux (at the time still called Comite de liaison des industries de metaux non ferreux C322/4,15-12-88; L83/117,30-3-90
de la CEE), on behalf of all prod
Eurometaux (at the time still called Comite de liaison des industries de metaux non ferreux C322/4,15-12-88; L83/117,30-3-90
de la CEE), on behalf of all prod
Eurometaux (at the time still called Comite de liaison des industries de metaux non ferreux C322/5,15-12-88; L83/29,30-3-90; L195/1,26-7-90;
de la CEE), on behalf of all prod
L264/4,27-9-90; L264/57,27-9-90; L14/1,20-1-95; L64/1,22-395
Eurometaux (at the time still called Comite de liaison des industries de metaux non ferreux C322/6,15-12-88; L83/124,30-3-90
de la CEE), on behalf of all prod
Eurometaux (at the time still called Comite de liaison des industries de metaux non ferreux C322/6,15-12-88; L83/124,30-3-90
de la CEE), on behalf of all prod
Eurometaux (at the time still called Comite de liaison des industries de metaux non ferreux C322/7,15-12-88; L83/36,30-3-90; L195/2,26-7-90;
de la CEE), on behalf of all prod
L264/7,27-9-90; L264/59,27-9-90; L111/1,9-4-98
Eurometaux (at the time still called Comite de liaison des industries de metaux non ferreux C322/7,15-12-88; L83/36,30-3-90; L195/2,26-7-90;
de la CEE), on behalf of all prod
L264/7,27-9-90; L264/59,27-9-90; L111/1,9-4-98
CEPAM (Committee of European photo album manufacturers), on behalf of majority of
C322/9, 15-12-88; L138/48,31-5-90; C338/2,2-12-94
EC prod
CEPAM (Committee of European photo album manufacturers), on behalf of majority of
C322/9, 15-12-88; L138/48,31-5-90; C338/2,2-12-94
EC prod
CEFIC, on behalf of bulk of EC prod
C322/8,15-12-88; L104/14,24-4-90; C297/6,25-10-94
CEFIC, on behalf of bulk of EC prod
C322/8,15-12-88; L104/14,24-4-90; C297/6,25-10-94
CEFIC, on behalf of bulk of EC prod
C322/8,15-12-88; L104/14,24-4-90; C297/6,25-10-94
CEFIC, on behalf of bulk of EC prod
C322/8,15-12-88; L104/14,24-4-90; C297/6,25-10-94
CEFIC, on behalf of bulk of EC prod
C322/8,15-12-88; L104/14,24-4-90; C297/6,25-10-94
CEFIC, on behalf of bulk of EC prod
C322/8,15-12-88; L104/14,24-4-90; C297/6,25-10-94
Cie Royale asturienne des mines, B, representing majority of EC prod
C323/3,16-12-88; L284/45,3-10-89
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Year &
Case
Zone Country Products

ISIC
Code

8901

n3

CHN

tungsten, ores

2000

8901

n1

HKG

tungsten, ores

2000

8902

n1

HKG

K7s & K7 tapes, audio

3832

8902

o2

JAP

K7s & K7 tapes, audio

3832

8902

n1

KOR

K7s & K7 tapes, audio

3832

8903
8904
8904
8905
8906
8906
8906
8906
8907
8907
8907
8907
8908
8909
8910

n3
n3
n1
n1
n2
n2
n2
o7
n1
n4
n4
o5
o7
o2
o2

CHN
CHN
HKG
TAI
HUN
POL
ROM
YUG
HKG
INO
MAC
TUR
YUG
JAP
JAP

polyolefin, woven bags
silicon, metal
silicon, metal
dicumyl, peroxide
fertilizer, NPK
fertilizer, NPK
fertilizer, NPK
fertilizer, NPK
denim
denim
denim
denim
cement, portland
Video casette recorders
tungsten, halogen lamp

3212
3511
3511
3511
3512
3512
3512
3512
3211
3211
3211
3211
3692
3832
3831

8911

n2

USS

potassium permanganate

3511

8912
8912
8913

o5
n4
n2

TUR
VEN
BUL

steel tubes, welded
steel tubes, welded
motors, electric

3710
3710
3831

8913

n2

CZE

motors, electric

3831

Petitioner

Official Journal number

Eurometaux (at the time still called Comite de liaison des industries de metaux non ferreux C2/5,4-1-89; L83/23,30-3-90; L195/3,26-7-90; L264/1,27-9de la CEE), on behalf of all prod
90; L264/55,27-9-90; L248/8,23-9-94; L264/31,14-10-94;
L87/22,21-3-98
Eurometaux (at the time still called Comite de liaison des industries de metaux non ferreux C2/5,4-1-89; L83/23,30-3-90; L195/3,26-7-90; L264/1,27-9de la CEE), on behalf of all prod
90; L264/55,27-9-90; L248/8,23-9-94; L264/31,14-10-94;
L87/22,21-3-98
CEFIC, for BASF, Agfa-Gevaert, Magna Tontrager, PDM Magnetics
C11/9,14-1-89; C11/9,14-1-89; L313/5,13-11-90; L65/20,123-91; L119/35,14-5-91; L28/25,4-2-92; L7/47,13-1-98
CEFIC, for BASF, Agfa-Gevaert, Magna Tontrager, PDM Magnetics
C11/9,14-1-89; C11/9,14-1-89; L313/5,13-11-90; L65/20,123-91; L119/35,14-5-91; L28/25,4-2-92; L7/47,13-1-98
CEFIC, for BASF, Agfa-Gevaert, Magna Tontrager, PDM Magnetics
C11/9,14-1-89; C11/9,14-1-89; L313/5,13-11-90; L65/20,123-91; L119/35,14-5-91; L28/25,4-2-92; L7/47,13-1-98
EATP (European Association for textile polyolefins)
C21/2,27-1-89; L187/36,19-7-90; L318/2,17-11-90
C26/8,1-2-89; L80/9,27-3-90; L198/57,28-7-90
Euroalliages (Liaison Committee of the Ferro-alloy Industry)
Euroalliages (Liaison Committee of the Ferro-alloy Industry)
C26/8,1-2-89; L80/9,27-3-90; L198/57,28-7-90
CEFIC, on hehalf of bulk of EC prod
C39/4,16-2-89
EFMA (European fertilizer manufacturers association)/CMC-Engrais
C55/3,4-3-89; L188/63,20-7-90
C55/3,4-3-89; L188/63,20-7-90
EFMA (European fertilizer manufacturers association)/CMC-Engrais
EFMA (European fertilizer manufacturers association)/CMC-Engrais
C55/3,4-3-89; L188/63,20-7-90
EFMA (European fertilizer manufacturers association)/CMC-Engrais
C55/3,4-3-89; L188/63,20-7-90
C73/3,21-3-89; L222/50,17-8-90
EUROCOTON (Committee of the cotton and applied textile industries of the EEC)
EUROCOTON (Committee of the cotton and applied textile industries of the EEC)
C73/3,21-3-89; L222/50,17-8-90
EUROCOTON (Committee of the cotton and applied textile industries of the EEC)
C73/3,21-3-89; L222/50,17-8-90
C73/3,21-3-89; L222/50,17-8-90
EUROCOTON (Committee of the cotton and applied textile industries of the EEC)
Associazione Italiana technico economica del cemento (all Italian cement prod)
C149/4,16-6-89; L16/34,22-1-91
C172/2,7-7-89
EACEM (European Association of Consumer Electronics Manufacturers)
Orgalime (liaison group for the mechanical, electrical and electronic engineering
C183/9,20-7-89; L188/10,20-7-90; L318/1,17-11-90;
industries)
L14/1,19-1-91; L14/1,19-1-91; C186/3,20-7-95; C7/8,12-196
CEFIC, on behalf of Industrial quimica del Nalon SA, Oviedo
C192/8,29-7-89; L145/9,8-6-90; L276/36,6-10-90; L14/56,191-91
C226/18,2-9-89; L351/17,15-12-90; L91/1,12-4-91
Liaison Committee of the EC Steel Tube Industry, on behalf of majority of EC prod
C226/18,2-9-89; L351/17,15-12-90; L91/1,12-4-91
Liaison Committee of the EC Steel Tube Industry, on behalf of majority of EC prod
ANIE (Associazione nazionale industrie elettrotechniche ed elettroniche), GIMELEC
C286/11,14-11-89; L202/47,31-7-90
(Groupement des Industries de Materiel d'Equipement Electrique et de l'Electronique
Industrielle Associée), SERCOBE (Associacion nacional de fabricantes de bienes de
equipo)
C286/11,14-11-89; L202/47,31-7-90
ANIE (Associazione nazionale industrie elettrotechniche ed elettroniche), GIMELEC
(Groupement des Industries de Materiel d'Equipement Electrique et de l'Electronique
Industrielle Associée), SERCOBE (Associacion nacional de fabricantes de bienes de
equipo)
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Year &
Case
Zone Country Products

ISIC
Code

8913

n2

ROM

motors, electric

3831

8914

n3

CHN

typewriter,silk ribbon

3211

8915

n3

CHN

espadrilles (sandals)

3240

9001
9002
9003
9004

n1
o4
o5
o2

KOR
NOR
TUR
JAP

polyester, film
salmon, atlantic
cotton, towelling
aspartame

9004

o1

USA

9005
9006
9006
9006
9006
9006
9007

o5
n5
n5
n5
n5
o5
n4

9007

Petitioner

Official Journal number
C286/11,14-11-89; L202/47,31-7-90

3513
1000
3213
3511

ANIE (Associazione nazionale industrie elettrotechniche ed elettroniche), GIMELEC
(Groupement des Industries de Materiel d'Equipement Electrique et de l'Electronique
Industrielle Associée), SERCOBE (Associacion nacional de fabricantes de bienes de
equipo)
AIUFFASS (International Assocation of users of yarn of man-made fibres and of natural
silk), on behalf of all EC prod
Federation nationale de l'industrie de la chaussure de France, federation de l'industrie de
la chaussure espagnole et Etchandy Portugal
AEC, European Plastic Films, Membrane and Covering Manufacturers Association
Scottish salmon board, Irish salmon growers' association, on behalf of all prod
EUROCOTON (Committee of the cotton and applied textile industries of the EEC)
Holland sweetener Company VoF (sole EC producer)

aspartame

3511

Holland sweetener Company VoF (sole EC producer)

TUR
BRA
EGY
IND
THA
TUR
CHN

asbestos, pipes
cotton, yarn
cotton, yarn
cotton, yarn
cotton, yarn
cotton, yarn
polyester, yarn

3699
3211
3211
3211
3211
3211
3211

Uniontubi (association des fabricants italiens de tuyaux en amiante-ciment)
EUROCOTON (Committee of the cotton and applied textile industries of the EEC)
EUROCOTON (Committee of the cotton and applied textile industries of the EEC)
EUROCOTON (Committee of the cotton and applied textile industries of the EEC)
EUROCOTON (Committee of the cotton and applied textile industries of the EEC)
EUROCOTON (Committee of the cotton and applied textile industries of the EEC)
EUROCOTON (Committee of the cotton and applied textile industries of the EEC)

n5

IND

polyester, yarn

3211

EUROCOTON (Committee of the cotton and applied textile industries of the EEC)

9007

n5

INO

polyester, yarn

3211

EUROCOTON (Committee of the cotton and applied textile industries of the EEC)

9007

n1

KOR

polyester, yarn

3211

EUROCOTON (Committee of the cotton and applied textile industries of the EEC)

9007

n1

TAI

polyester, yarn

3211

EUROCOTON (Committee of the cotton and applied textile industries of the EEC)

9007

o5

TUR

polyester, yarn

3211

EUROCOTON (Committee of the cotton and applied textile industries of the EEC)

C300/3,29-11-89; L174/27,7-7-90; L306/21,6-11-90;
C291/20,4-11-95; L155/55,29-5-98
C314/15,14-12-89; L365/25,28-12-90; L107/1,27-4-91;
L166/1,28-6-91
C24/7,1-2-90; L151/89,15-6-91
C25/6,2-2-90; L69/32,16-3-91; L105/14,23-4-92
C32/8,10-2-90; L17/22,23-1-91
C52/12,3-3-90; L330/16,29-11-90; L82/1,28-3-91; L134/1,295-91
C52/12,3-3-90; L330/16,29-11-90; L82/1,28-3-91; L134/1,295-91
C63/4,13-3-90; L209/37,31-7-91

C80/6,30-3-90; L276/7,3-10-91; L21/31,30-1-92; L88/1,3-492; L153/16,5-6-92; L203/7,13-8-96; C290/7,3-10-96;
C97/7,25-3-97
C80/6,30-3-90; L276/7,3-10-91; L21/31,30-1-92; L88/1,3-492; L153/16,5-6-92; L203/7,13-8-96; C290/7,3-10-96;
C97/7,25-3-97
C80/6,30-3-90; L276/7,3-10-91; L21/31,30-1-92; L88/1,3-492; L153/16,5-6-92; L203/7,13-8-96; C290/7,3-10-96;
C97/7,25-3-97
C80/6,30-3-90; L276/7,3-10-91; L21/31,30-1-92; L88/1,3-492; L153/16,5-6-92; L203/7,13-8-96; C290/7,3-10-96;
C97/7,25-3-97
C80/6,30-3-90; L276/7,3-10-91; L21/31,30-1-92; L88/1,3-492; L153/16,5-6-92; L203/7,13-8-96; C290/7,3-10-96;
C97/7,25-3-97
C80/6,30-3-90; L276/7,3-10-91; L21/31,30-1-92; L88/1,3-492; L153/16,5-6-92; L203/7,13-8-96; C290/7,3-10-96;
C97/7,25-3-97
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Case
Zone Country Products

ISIC
Code

Petitioner

9008

n4

CHN

lighters, pocket

3909

EFLM (European Federation of Lighter Manufacturers)

9008

o2

JAP

lighters, pocket

3909

9008

n1

KOR

lighters, pocket

3909

9008

n5

THA

lighters, pocket

3909

9009

n4

CHN

video cassettes

3832

9010

n1

KOR

radios, receivers for cars

3832

9011
9012

o5
n5

TUR
BRA

steel, merchant bars
steel, merchant bars

3710
3710

9012

o5

TUR

steel, merchant bars

3710

9013
9013
9014

n5
o6
n4

BRA
YOU
CHN

artificial corundum
artificial corundum
dihydrostreptomycin

3511
3511
3522

9014

o2

JAP

dihydrostreptomycin

3522

9015
9016
9017

o6
o2
n5

YOU
JAP
IND

steel, welded wire mesh
lighters, pocket
oxalic acid

3710
3909
3511

9018

n2

ALB

steel, ferrochromium

3710

9018

n3

USS

steel, ferrochromium

3710

9019

n3

BIE

potassium chloride

3512

9019

n3

RUS

potassium chloride

3512

Official Journal number

C89/3,7-4-90; L133/20,28-5-91; L272/1; L326/1,28-11-91;
L326/31,28-11-91; L267/2,28-10-93; L54/1,25-2-94;
C360/2,29-11-96; L135/38,8-5-98; L22/1,29-1-99
EFLM (European Federation of Lighter Manufacturers)
C89/3,7-4-90; L133/20,28-5-91; L272/1; L326/1,28-11-91;
L326/31,28-11-91; L267/2,28-10-93; L54/1,25-2-94;
C360/2,29-11-96; L135/38,8-5-98; L22/1,29-1-99
EFLM (European Federation of Lighter Manufacturers)
C89/3,7-4-90; L133/20,28-5-91; L272/1; L326/1,28-11-91;
L326/31,28-11-91; L267/2,28-10-93; L54/1,25-2-94;
C360/2,29-11-96; L135/38,8-5-98; L22/1,29-1-99
EFLM (European Federation of Lighter Manufacturers)
C89/3,7-4-90; L133/20,28-5-91; L272/1; L326/1,28-11-91;
L326/31,28-11-91; L267/2,28-10-93; L54/1,25-2-94;
C360/2,29-11-96; L135/38,8-5-98; L22/1,29-1-99
CEFIC (European Chemical Industry Council)
C92/6,11-4-90; L106/15,26-4-91; L236/1,24-8-91; L293/2,2410-91
ALARM (Association for legal auto-radio measures)
C114/4,8-5-90; L34/8,11-2-92; L156/1,10-6-92; L222/8,7-892; L13/20,21-1-93; C38/5,7-2-97; C231/11,30-7-97
EUROFER, on behalf of 80% of EC prod
C144/4,14-6-90; L35/12,12-2-92
EUROFER, on behalf of 80% of EC prod
C144/5,14-6-90; L95/26,9-4-92; L182/23,2-7-92; C379/11,1412-96; C194/10,25-6-97
EUROFER, on behalf of 80% of EC prod
C144/5,14-6-90; L95/26,9-4-92; L182/23,2-7-92; C379/11,1412-96; C194/10,25-6-97
CEFIC (European Chemical Industry Council)
C159/5,29-6-90; L275/27,2-10-91
C159/5,29-6-90; L275/27,2-10-91
CEFIC (European Chemical Industry Council)
CEFIC (European Chemical Industry Council)
C186/33,27-7-90; L187/23,13-7-91; L293/1,24-10-91;
L362/1,31-12-91; L28/23,4-2-92; C1/4,4-1-96; L17/43,22-198
CEFIC (European Chemical Industry Council)
C186/33,27-7-90; L187/23,13-7-91; L293/1,24-10-91;
L362/1,31-12-91; L28/23,4-2-92; C1/4,4-1-96; L17/43,22-198
C188/7,28-7-90; L123/54,18-5-91; C304/4,15-11-95
Evangelos-Frixos Dimou d'Athenes, representing more than 90% of GR prod
EFLM (European Federation of Lighter Manufacturers)
C206/7
Producers of oxalic acid
C216/2,31-8-90; L138/62,1-6-91; L138/62,1-6-91; L272/2,289-91; L326/6,28-11-91; C348/3,19-11-96;
Euroalliages (at the time still called Comite de liaison des industries de ferro-alliages de la C252,6-10-90
CEE), on behalf of substantially all high carbon ferrochromium producers
Euroalliages (at the time still called Comite de liaison des industries de ferro-alliages de la C252,6-10-90
CEE), on behalf of substantially all high carbon ferrochromium producers
APEP (association ddes producteurs europeens de potasse)
C274/18,31-10-90; L110/5,28-4-92; L243/1,25-8-92;
L308/41,24-10-92; L80/1,24-3-94; L58/15,27-2-98
APEP (association ddes producteurs europeens de potasse)
C274/18,31-10-90; L110/5,28-4-92; L243/1,25-8-92;
L308/41,24-10-92; L80/1,24-3-94; L58/15,27-2-98
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Case
Zone Country Products

ISIC
Code

Petitioner

9019

n3

UKR

potassium chloride

3512

APEP (association ddes producteurs europeens de potasse)

9020
9020
9021

n5
n1
n5

IND
KOR
BRA

polyester fibres
polyester fibres
silicon, metal

3513
3513
3511

9022
9022
9022
9022
9022
9101

n5
n5
n5
o5
o6
o2

ARG
EGY
TOB
TUR
YOU
JAP

steel, wire rod
steel, wire rod
steel, wire rod
steel, wire rod
steel, wire rod
TRB cups

3710
3710
3710
3710
3710
3829

9102

o2

JAP

thermal paper

3529

9103
9104

n1
o2

KOR
JAP

3832
3831

9105

n5

EGY

DRAMs
large electrolityc
capacitors
ferrosilicon

9105

n2

POL

ferrosilicon

3710

9106

n4

CHN

microdisks 3.5"

3832

9106

o2

JAP

microdisks 3.5"

3832

9106

n1

TAI

microdisks 3.5"

3832

9107

o2

JAP

lighters, parts of pocket

3909

C274/18,31-10-90; L110/5,28-4-92; L243/1,25-8-92;
L308/41,24-10-92; L80/1,24-3-94; L58/15,27-2-98
CIRFS, on behalf of major proportion of EC producers of polyester fibres
C291,21-11-90
CIRFS, on behalf of major proportion of EC producers of polyester fibres
C291,21-11-90
Euroalliages (Liaison Committee of the Ferro-alloy Industry)
C296/3,27-11-90; L96/17,10-4-92; L222/1,7-8-92; C36/12,52-97; L80/25,25-3-99
EUROFER, on behalf of 75% of EC prod of wire rod steel
C310/9,11-12-90; L256/13,2-9-92
EUROFER, on behalf of 75% of EC prod of wire rod steel
C310/9,11-12-90; L256/13,2-9-92
EUROFER, on behalf of 75% of EC prod of wire rod steel
C310/9,11-12-90; L256/13,2-9-92
EUROFER, on behalf of 75% of EC prod of wire rod steel
C310/9,11-12-90; L256/13,2-9-92
EUROFER, on behalf of 75% of EC prod of wire rod steel
C310/9,11-12-90; L256/13,2-9-92
FEBMA (Federation of European Bearing Manufacturers Associations)
C2-8,4-1-91; L199/8,18-7-92; L326/1,12-11-92; L9/7,15-193; L244/1,30-9-93; C292/5,20-10-94; L9/7,15-1-93;
L162/23,19-6-97
Wiggins Teape Thermal Papers Ltd, representing 90% of EC prod
C16/3,24-1-91; L270/15,26-9-91; C334/7,28-12-91;
L11/33,17-1-92; L81/1,26-3-92; L81/22,26-3-92; L232/1,15-993; C281/13,26-9-96; C87/4,18-3-97
EECA (European electronic component manufacturers' association)
C57,6-3-91
FARAD (Federation for appropriate remedial antiduming)
C93/5,11-4-91; L152/22,4-6-92; L286/1,1-10-92; L353/1,312-92; C168/4,3-6-97
Euroalliages (at the time still called Comite de liaison des industries de ferro-alliages de la C122/4,8-5-91; L183/8,3-7-92; L281/1,25-9-92; L369/1,18CEE)
12-95; C387/3,21-12-96;
Euroalliages (at the time still called Comite de liaison des industries de ferro-alliages de la C122/4,8-5-91; L183/8,3-7-92; L281/1,25-9-92; L369/1,18CEE)
12-95; C387/3,21-12-96;
DISKMA (comite des fabricants europeens de disquettes)
C174/16,5-7-91; L95/5,21-4-93; L196/47,5-8-93; L262/4,2110-93; L304/38,29-11-94; L63/,4-3-98
DISKMA (comite des fabricants europeens de disquettes)
C174/16,5-7-91; L95/5,21-4-93; L196/47,5-8-93; L262/4,2110-93; L304/38,29-11-94; L63/,4-3-98
DISKMA (comite des fabricants europeens de disquettes)
C174/16,5-7-91; L95/5,21-4-93; L196/47,5-8-93; L262/4,2110-93; L304/38,29-11-94; L63/,4-3-98
Two European producers of parts of pocket lighters, representing the majority of EC prod C202/4,1-8-91; L239/30,7-10-95

9108

o5

TUR

steel, haematite pig iron

3710

Eurofontes, representing an important part of EC prod

9108

n3

USS

steel, haematite pig iron

3710

Eurofontes, representing an important part of EC prod

9109

n4

CHN

cycles

3844

EBMA (European Bicycle Manufacturers Association)

9109

n1

TAI

cycles

3844

EBMA (European Bicycle Manufacturers Association)

9110

n4

CHN

deadburned magnesia

2000

Eurometaux (Association Européenne des Métaux Non-Férreux)

3710

Official Journal number

C246/9,21-9-91; L230/30,13-8-92; L12/5,15-1-94; L112/19,35-94; C322/3,9-12-92; L182/37,16-7-94
C246/9,21-9-91; L230/30,13-8-92; L12/5,15-1-94; L112/19,35-94; C322/3,9-12-92; L182/37,16-7-94
C266/6,12-10-91; L58/12,11-3-93; L155/1,26-6-93;
L227/21,8-9-93; L228/1,9-9-93
C266/6,12-10-91; L58/12,11-3-93; L155/1,26-6-93;
L227/21,8-9-93; L228/1,9-9-93
C276/3,23-10-91; L282/15,26-9-92; L306/16,11-12-93;
L15/1,23-1-93
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ISIC
Code

Petitioner

9111

n4

CHN

magnesium oxide

2000

Eurometaux (Association Européenne des Métaux Non-Férreux)

9112

o6

CRO

steel, tubes and pipes
seamless

3710

9112

n2

CZE

steel, tubes and pipes
seamless

3710

9112

n2

HUN

steel, tubes and pipes
seamless

3710

9112

n2

POL

steel, tubes and pipes
seamless

3710

9201

n1

KOR

electronic scales

3825

9201

n1

SIN

electronic scales

3825

9202
9204
9206
9206
9206
9207

n4
n4
n2
n5
o5
n4

CHN
CHN
ROM
TUN
TUR
CHN

manganese, unwrought
antimony trioxide
cement, portland
cement, portland
cement, portland
fluorspar

3720
3511
3692
3692
3692
2000

9208

n4

CHN

photo albums

3420

9209
9209
9209
9210

n5
n1
n1
n4

MAL
SIN
TAI
CHN

compact disc players
compact disc players
compact disc players
ferrosilicon

3832
3832
3832
3710

9210

n5

SAF

ferrosilicon

3710

9211
9212
9213

n5
n4
n3

SAF
CHN
KAZ

manganese wearparts
gum rosin
steel, ferrochromium

2000
3513
3710

9213

n3

RUS

steel, ferrochromium

3710

9213

n3

UKR

steel, ferrochromium

3710

Official Journal number

C279/10,26-10-91; L282/23,26-9-92; L15/2,23-1-93;
L145/1,17-6-93; C383/9,17-12-97
Liaison Committee of the EC Steel Tube Industry
C321/7,12-12-91; L328/15,14-11-92; L58/1,11-3-93;
L120/34,15-5-93; L120/42,15-5-93; K252/39,9-10-93;
C384/3,19-12-96; C73/7,8-3-97
Liaison Committee of the EC Steel Tube Industry
C321/7,12-12-91; L328/15,14-11-92; L58/1,11-3-93;
L120/34,15-5-93; L120/42,15-5-93; K252/39,9-10-93;
C384/3,19-12-96; C73/7,8-3-97
Liaison Committee of the EC Steel Tube Industry
C321/7,12-12-91; L328/15,14-11-92; L58/1,11-3-93;
L120/34,15-5-93; L120/42,15-5-93; K252/39,9-10-93;
C384/3,19-12-96; C73/7,8-3-97
Liaison Committee of the EC Steel Tube Industry
C321/7,12-12-91; L328/15,14-11-92; L58/1,11-3-93;
L120/34,15-5-93; L120/42,15-5-93; K252/39,9-10-93;
C384/3,19-12-96; C73/7,8-3-97
Nine weighing instrument manufacturers, representing appr; 70% of EC prod
C6/2,10-1-92; C84/14,4-4-92; L112/20,6-5-93; L179/1,22-793; L263/1,22-10-93
Nine weighing instrument manufacturers, representing appr; 70% of EC prod
C6/2,10-1-92; C84/14,4-4-92; L112/20,6-5-93; L179/1,22-793; L263/1,22-10-93
Chambre syndicale de l'Electrometallurgie et de l'electrochimie, Paris
C15/12,21-1-92; L244/32,30-9-93
CEFIC (European Chemical Industry Council)
C72/6,21-3-92; L176/41,9-7-94
C100/4,22-4-92; L67/27,7-3-97
Oficemen (association nationale des producteurs espagnols de ciment)
Oficemen (association nationale des producteurs espagnols de ciment)
C100/4,22-4-92; L67/27,7-3-97
C100/4,22-4-92; L67/27,7-3-97
Oficemen (association nationale des producteurs espagnols de ciment)
Eurometaux (Association Européenne des Métaux Non-Férreux)
C105/23,25-4-92; C210/6,4-8-93; L226/3,7-9-93; L312/5,1512-93; L321/1,23-12-93; L62/1,5-3-94;
CEPAM (Committee of European photo album manufacturers, on behalf of majority of EC C120/10,12-5-92; L228/16,9-9-93; L333/67,31-12-93
prod
COMPACT (Committee of Mechoptronics Producers And Connected Technologies)
C148/7,12-6-92; L185/51,28-7-93
COMPACT (Committee of Mechoptronics Producers And Connected Technologies)
C148/7,12-6-92; L185/51,28-7-93
COMPACT (Committee of Mechoptronics Producers And Connected Technologies)
C148/7,12-6-92; L185/51,28-7-93
Euroalliages (Liaison Committee of the Ferro-alloy Industry)
C173/8,9-7-92; L237/2,22-9-93; L303/1,10-12-93; L77/48,193-94
Euroalliages (Liaison Committee of the Ferro-alloy Industry)
C173/8,9-7-92; L237/2,22-9-93; L303/1,10-12-93; L77/48,193-94
Six producers of manganese wearparts
C188/3,25-7-92; L122/46,18-5-93
AIEPR (associacao dos industriais e exportadores de produtos resinosos)
C195/5,1-8-92; L41/50,12-2-94
Euroalliages (Liaison Committee of the Ferro-alloy Industry)
C195/6,1-8-92; L80/8,2-4-93; L187/51,29-7-93; L246/1,2-1093
Euroalliages (Liaison Committee of the Ferro-alloy Industry)
C195/6,1-8-92; L80/8,2-4-93; L187/51,29-7-93; L246/1,2-1093
Euroalliages (Liaison Committee of the Ferro-alloy Industry)
C195/6,1-8-92; L80/8,2-4-93; L187/51,29-7-93; L246/1,2-1093
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Year &
Case
Zone Country Products

ISIC
Code

Petitioner

Official Journal number

9214

o1

USA

ethanolamine

3511

CEFIC, on behalf of all EC prod

9215

n3

RUS

isobutanol

3511

CEFIC, on behalf of virtually all EC prod

9216

n1

HKG

microdisks 3.5"

3832

DISKMA (comite des fabricants europeens de disquettes)

9216

n1

KOR

microdisks 3.5"

3832

DISKMA (comite des fabricants europeens de disquettes)

9217
9217
9217
9217
9217
9217
9217
9218

n3
n3
n2
n3
n3
n3
n3
n4

BLR
GEO
LIT
RUS
TUK
UKR
UZB
CHN

ammonium nitrate
ammonium nitrate
ammonium nitrate
ammonium nitrate
ammonium nitrate
ammonium nitrate
ammonium nitrate
TVs, color > 6"

3512
3512
3512
3512
3512
3512
3512
3832

EFMA (European Fertilizer Manufacturer's Association)
EFMA (European Fertilizer Manufacturer's Association)
EFMA (European Fertilizer Manufacturer's Association)
EFMA (European Fertilizer Manufacturer's Association)
EFMA (European Fertilizer Manufacturer's Association)
EFMA (European Fertilizer Manufacturer's Association)
EFMA (European Fertilizer Manufacturer's Association)
SCAN (european federation of colour television receivers)

9218

n1

KOR

TVs, color > 6"

3832

SCAN (european federation of colour television receivers)

9218

n5

MAL

TVs, color > 6"

3832

SCAN (european federation of colour television receivers)

9218

n1

SIN

TVs, color > 6"

3832

SCAN (european federation of colour television receivers)

9218

n5

THA

TVs, color > 6"

3832

SCAN (european federation of colour television receivers)

9218

o5

TUR

TVs, color > 6"

3832

SCAN (european federation of colour television receivers)

9219
9219
9301

n5
n2
n1

BRA
POL
KOR

3710
3710
3831

Eurofontes, representing an important part of EC prod
Eurofontes, representing an important part of EC prod
FARAD (Federation for appropriate remedial antiduming)

9301

n1

TAI

3831

FARAD (Federation for appropriate remedial antiduming)

9302

o2

JAP

steel, haematite pig iron
steel, haematite pig iron
large electrolityc
capacitors
large electrolityc
capacitors
TV camera systems

3832

9303

n4

CHN

refractory chamottes

2000

Camera (Committee for Appropriate Measures to Establish Remedial Anti-dumping; TV
camera systems)
Societe argiles et mineraux AGS, Montguyon

C201/12,8-8-92; L195/5,4-8-93; L299/43,4-12-93; L28/40,22-94
C239/3,18-9-92; L246/12,2-10-93; L24/1,29-1-94; L87/3,313-94
C239/4,18-9-92; L68/5,11-3-94; L146/1,11-6-94; L236/2,109-94
C239/4,18-9-92; L68/5,11-3-94; L146/1,11-6-94; L236/2,109-94
C306/2,24-11-92; L129/24,21-5-94
C306/2,24-11-92; L129/24,21-5-94
C306/2,24-11-92; L129/24,21-5-94
C306/2,24-11-92; L129/24,21-5-94
C306/2,24-11-92; L129/24,21-5-94
C306/2,24-11-92; L129/24,21-5-94
C306/2,24-11-92; L129/24,21-5-94
C307/4,25-11-92; L255/50,1-10-94; L21/1,28-1-95; L73/3,14-95; L73/84,1/4/95
C307/4,25-11-92; L255/50,1-10-94; L21/1,28-1-95; L73/3,14-95; L73/84,1/4/95
C307/4,25-11-92; L255/50,1-10-94; L21/1,28-1-95; L73/3,14-95; L73/84,1/4/95
C307/4,25-11-92; L255/50,1-10-94; L21/1,28-1-95; L73/3,14-95; L73/84,1/4/95
C307/4,25-11-92; L255/50,1-10-94; L21/1,28-1-95; L73/3,14-95; L73/84,1/4/95
C307/4,25-11-92; L255/50,1-10-94; L21/1,28-1-95; L73/3,14-95; L73/84,1/4/95
C322/2,9-12-92; L12/5,15-1-94; L112/19,3-5-94
C322/2,9-12-92; L12/5,15-1-94; L112/19,3-5-94
C67/7,10-3-93; C67/7,10-3-93; L48/10,19-2-94; L152/1,18-694
C67/7,10-3-93; C67/7,10-3-93; L48/10,19-2-94; L152/1,18-694
C67,10-3-93

9304

n2

BUL

urea, nitrate solution

3512

EFMA (European fertilizer manufacturers association)

9304

n2

POL

urea, nitrate solution

3512

EFMA (European fertilizer manufacturers association)

C104/8,15-4-93; L179/56,29-7-95; L285/1,29-11-95;
L21/1,27-1-96
C123/5,5-5-93; L162/16,30-6-94; L280/1,29-10-94;
L350/20,31-12-94; L350/115,31-12-94
C123/5,5-5-93; L162/16,30-6-94; L280/1,29-10-94;
L350/20,31-12-94; L350/115,31-12-94
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Code

Petitioner

Official Journal number

9305

n5

MAL

watch movements

3853

France Ebauches, prod of majority of EC prod

9305

n5

THA

watch movements

3853

France Ebauches, prod of majority of EC prod

9306

n4

CHN

furfural, dehyde

3511

Furfural Espanol SA, sole EC prod

9307

o5

TUR

3211

INTERLAINE (Committee of the wool textile industry in the EEC)

9308

n5

BRA

3710

Euroalliages (Liaison Committee of the Ferro-alloy Industry)

9308

n3

GEO

3710

Euroalliages (Liaison Committee of the Ferro-alloy Industry)

9308

n3

RUS

3710

Euroalliages (Liaison Committee of the Ferro-alloy Industry)

9308

n5

SAF

3710

Euroalliages (Liaison Committee of the Ferro-alloy Industry)

9308

n3

UKR

3710

Euroalliages (Liaison Committee of the Ferro-alloy Industry)

9309

o1

USA

3511

CEFIC, on behalf of 85% of EC prod

9310

n4

CHN

synthetic hand-knitting
yarn
steel, ferrosilicomanganese
steel, ferrosilicomanganese
steel, ferrosilicomanganese
steel, ferrosilicomanganese
steel, ferrosilicomanganese
soda ash, disodium
carbonate
furazolidone

C183/9,6-7-93; L120/3,11-5-94; L236/1,10-9-94; L121/76,16-95
C183/9,6-7-93; L120/3,11-5-94; L236/1,10-9-94; L121/76,16-95
C208/8,31-7-93; L186/11,21-7-94; L298/31,19-11-94;
L15/11,21-1-95
C210/4,4-8-93; L55/58,26-2-94

3511

Orphabell BV, Mijdrecht

9311

n4

CHN

ovens, microwave

3833

Gifam (groupement interprofessionnel des fabricants d'appareils d'equipment menager)

9311

n1

KOR

ovens, microwave

3833

Gifam (groupement interprofessionnel des fabricants d'appareils d'equipment menager)

9311

n5

MAL

ovens, microwave

3833

Gifam (groupement interprofessionnel des fabricants d'appareils d'equipment menager)

9311

n5

THA

ovens, microwave

3833

Gifam (groupement interprofessionnel des fabricants d'appareils d'equipment menager)

9401

n3

KAZ

magnesium, unwrought

3720

Euroalliages (Liaison Committee of the Ferro-alloy Industry)

9401

n3

RUS

magnesium, unwrought

3720

Euroalliages (Liaison Committee of the Ferro-alloy Industry)

9401

n3

UKR

magnesium, unwrought

3720

Euroalliages (Liaison Committee of the Ferro-alloy Industry)

9402
9402
9402
9402
9402

n4
n5
n5
n5
o5

CHN
IND
INO
PAK
TUR

cotton fabric
cotton fabric
cotton fabric
cotton fabric
cotton fabric

3211
3211
3211
3211
3211

EUROCOTON (Committee of the cotton and applied textile industries of the EEC)
EUROCOTON (Committee of the cotton and applied textile industries of the EEC)
EUROCOTON (Committee of the cotton and applied textile industries of the EEC)
EUROCOTON (Committee of the cotton and applied textile industries of the EEC)
EUROCOTON (Committee of the cotton and applied textile industries of the EEC)

C210/5,4-8-93; L330/15,21-12-94; L89/1,21-4-95; L248/1,1410-95; L248/56,14-10-95; L18/1,24-1-96;
C210/5,4-8-93; L330/15,21-12-94; L89/1,21-4-95; L248/1,1410-95; L248/56,14-10-95; L18/1,24-1-96;
C210/5,4-8-93; L330/15,21-12-94; L89/1,21-4-95; L248/1,1410-95; L248/56,14-10-95; L18/1,24-1-96;
C210/5,4-8-93; L330/15,21-12-94; L89/1,21-4-95; L248/1,1410-95; L248/56,14-10-95; L18/1,24-1-96;
C210/5,4-8-93; L330/15,21-12-94; L89/1,21-4-95; L248/1,1410-95; L248/56,14-10-95; L18/1,24-1-96;
C213/12,6-8-93; L83/8,13-4-95; L191/1,12-8-95; L244/32,1210-95
C302/2,9-11-93; L174/4,8-7-94; L285/1,4-11-94; L77/1,27-396
C341/12,18-12-93; L156/5,7-7-95; L263/1,4-11-95; L2/1,4-196
C341/12,18-12-93; L156/5,7-7-95; L263/1,4-11-95; L2/1,4-196
C341/12,18-12-93; L156/5,7-7-95; L263/1,4-11-95; L2/1,4-196
C341/12,18-12-93; L156/5,7-7-95; L263/1,4-11-95; L2/1,4-196
C11/4,15-1-94; L312/37,23-12-95; L100/1,23-4-96;
L174/1,12-7-96; L174/32,12-7-96
C11/4,15-1-94; L312/37,23-12-95; L100/1,23-4-96;
L174/1,12-7-96; L174/32,12-7-96
C11/4,15-1-94; L312/37,23-12-95; L100/1,23-4-96;
L174/1,12-7-96; L174/32,12-7-96
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Petitioner

Official Journal number

9403

n5

IND

synthetic staple fiber fabric 3211

EUROCOTON (Committee of the cotton and applied textile industries of the EEC)

C17/4,20-1-94; L42/18,20-2-96

9403

n5

INO

synthetic staple fiber fabric 3211

EUROCOTON (Committee of the cotton and applied textile industries of the EEC)

C17/4,20-1-94; L42/18,20-2-96

9403

n5

PAK

synthetic staple fiber fabric 3211

EUROCOTON (Committee of the cotton and applied textile industries of the EEC)

C17/4,20-1-94; L42/18,20-2-96

9403

n5

THA

synthetic staple fiber fabric 3211

EUROCOTON (Committee of the cotton and applied textile industries of the EEC)

C17/4,20-1-94; L42/18,20-2-96

9404
9404
9404
9404
9405

n5
n5
n5
o5
n5

IND
PAK
THA
TUR
INO

bed linen
bed linen
bed linen
bed linen
cycles

3212
3212
3212
3212
3844

EUROCOTON (Committee of the cotton and applied textile industries of the EEC)
EUROCOTON (Committee of the cotton and applied textile industries of the EEC)
EUROCOTON (Committee of the cotton and applied textile industries of the EEC)
EUROCOTON (Committee of the cotton and applied textile industries of the EEC)
EBMA (European Bicycle Manufacturers Association)

9405

n5

MAL

cycles

3844

EBMA (European Bicycle Manufacturers Association)

9405

n5

THA

cycles

3844

EBMA (European Bicycle Manufacturers Association)

9406

n4

CHN

steel, tubes or pipe fittings 3819

Defence Committee of the EC steel butt-welding fittings industry

C21/8,25-1-94; L171/27,10-7-96
C21/8,25-1-94; L171/27,10-7-96
C21/8,25-1-94; L171/27,10-7-96
C21/8,25-1-94; L171/27,10-7-96
C35/3,3-2-94; L248/12,14-10-95; L32/1,10-2-96; L91/1,12-496
C35/3,3-2-94; L248/12,14-10-95; L32/1,10-2-96; L91/1,12-496
C35/3,3-2-94; L248/12,14-10-95; L32/1,10-2-96; L91/1,12-496
C35/4,3-2-94; L234/5,3-10-95; L23/1,30-1-96; L84/1,3-4-96

9406

o6

CRO

steel, tubes or pipe fittings 3819

Defence Committee of the EC steel butt-welding fittings industry

C35/4,3-2-94; L234/5,3-10-95; L23/1,30-1-96; L84/1,3-4-96

9406

o6

SLO

steel, tubes or pipe fittings 3819

Defence Committee of the EC steel butt-welding fittings industry

C35/4,3-2-94; L234/5,3-10-95; L23/1,30-1-96; L84/1,3-4-96

9406

n1

TAI

steel, tubes or pipe fittings 3819

Defence Committee of the EC steel butt-welding fittings industry

C35/4,3-2-94; L234/5,3-10-95; L23/1,30-1-96; L84/1,3-4-96

9406

n5

THA

steel, tubes or pipe fittings 3819

Defence Committee of the EC steel butt-welding fittings industry

C35/4,3-2-94; L234/5,3-10-95; L23/1,30-1-96; L84/1,3-4-96

9407

n4

CHN

3511

CEFIC, on behalf of 100% of EC prod

9408

n4

CHN

3511

CEFIC, on behalf of 90% of EC prod

9409
9409
9409
9410
9411

n2
n2
o6
n1
n3

CZR
POL
SLO
SIN
RUS

3692
3692
3692
3825
3710

Bundesverband der deutschen Zementindustrie
Bundesverband der deutschen Zementindustrie
Bundesverband der deutschen Zementindustrie
Nine weighing instrument manufacturers, representing appr; 70% of EC prod
EUROFER, on behalf of D, UK and F prod representing majority of EC prod

C64/4,2-3-94; L169/15,19-7-95; L275/21,18-11-95;
L308/61,21-12-95
C64/5,2-3-94; L192/15,15-8-95; L285/2,29-11-95;
L192/14,15-8-95; L134/20,5-6-96
C117/3,28-4-94; L13/27,18-1-96
C117/3,28-4-94; L13/27,18-1-96
C117/3,28-4-94; L13/27,18-1-96

9412

n4

CHN

peroxodisulfates
(persulfates)
carbon, activated
powdered
cement, portland
cement, portland
cement, portland
electronic scales
steel, sheets, grain
oriented electrical
coumarin

3511

CEFIC, on behalf of Rhone-Poulenc, sole EC prod

C138/9,20-5-94; L239/4,7-10-95; L86/1,4-4-96; L28/1,6-2-96

9413
9414

n2
n2

CZR
LIT

steel, haematite pig iron
ammonium nitrate

3710
3512

Eurofontes
EFMA (European fertilizer manufacturers association)

C139/7,21-5-94; L12/5,17-1-96
C158/3,9-6-94; L198/1,23-8-95

C138/8,20-5-94; L252/2,20-10-95; L42/7,20-2-96
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ISIC
Code

Petitioner

Official Journal number

9414
9415
9416

n3
o2
n5

RUS
JAP
IND

ammonium nitrate
tapered roller bearings
polyester, yarn (PTY)

3512
3211
3211

EFMA (European fertilizer manufacturers association)
FEBMA (Federation of European Bearing Manufacturers Associations)
CIRFS (International Rayon and Synthetic Fibres Committee)

9416

n5

INO

polyester, yarn (PTY)

3211

CIRFS (International Rayon and Synthetic Fibres Committee)

9416

n5

THA

polyester, yarn (PTY)

3211

CIRFS (International Rayon and Synthetic Fibres Committee)

9417

n3

BLR

polyester fibres

3513

CIRFS (International Rayon and Synthetic Fibres Committee)

9418
9419

o2
n5

JAP
MAL

matches, advertising
microdisks 3.5"

3529
3832

EFLM (European Federation of Lighter Manufacturers)
DISKMA (comite des fabricants europeens de disquettes)

9419

n5

MEX

microdisks 3.5"

3832

DISKMA (comite des fabricants europeens de disquettes)

9419

o1

USA

microdisks 3.5"

3832

DISKMA (comite des fabricants europeens de disquettes)

9501
9501
9502
9502
9502
9503
9503
9504
9504
9504
9504
9505

n4
n5
n4
n5
n5
n5
n5
o7
n5
n1
n5
n5

CHN
INO
CHN
INO
THA
MEX
PHI
CAN
INO
MAC
THA
IND

3240
3240
3240
3240
3240
3909
3909
3832
3832
3832
3832
3511

CEC (European Confederation of footwear Manufacturers)
CEC (European Confederation of footwear Manufacturers)
CEC (European Confederation of footwear Manufacturers)
CEC (European Confederation of footwear Manufacturers)
CEC (European Confederation of footwear Manufacturers)
Several Community producers of pocket lighters
Several Community producers of pocket lighters
DISKMA (comite des fabricants europeens de disquettes)
DISKMA (comite des fabricants europeens de disquettes)
DISKMA (comite des fabricants europeens de disquettes)
DISKMA (comite des fabricants europeens de disquettes)
EATP (European Association for textile polyolefins)

9505

n5

INO

3511

EATP (European Association for textile polyolefins)

C92,13-4-95

9505

n5

THA

3511

EATP (European Association for textile polyolefins)

C92,13-4-95

9506
9506
9507
9508
9508
9509
9510
9510

n4
n5
n5
n1
n1
n1
n3
n2

CHN
THA
MAL
KOR
SIN
KOR
KAZ
POL

footwear (textile)
footwear (textile)
footwear (leather)
footwear (leather)
footwear (leather)
lighters, pocket
lighters, pocket
microdisks 3.5"
microdisks 3.5"
microdisks 3.5"
microdisks 3.5"
polyethylenepolypropylene, sacks
polyethylenepolypropylene, sacks
polyethylenepolypropylene, sacks
furfuryl alcohol
furfuryl alcohol
polyester, yarn (PTY)
video cassettes recorders
video cassettes recorders
hydraulic excavators
zinc, unwrought
zinc, unwrought

C158/3,9-6-94; L198/1,23-8-95
C181/7,2-7-94; L10/34,14-1-97
C209/2,29-7-94; L128/3,29-5-96; L289/14,12-11-96;
L236/3,22-8-98
C209/2,29-7-94; L128/3,29-5-96; L289/14,12-11-96;
L236/3,22-8-98
C209/2,29-7-94; L128/3,29-5-96; L289/14,12-11-96;
L236/3,22-8-98
C212/5,3-8-94; L54/10,5-3-96; L189/13,30-7-96; L139/16,126-96
C214/9,4-8-94
C246/4,2-9-94; L249/3,17-10-95; L92/1,13-4-96; C368/8,612-96
C246/4,2-9-94; L249/3,17-10-95; L92/1,13-4-96; C368/8,612-96
C246/4,2-9-94; L249/3,17-10-95; L92/1,13-4-96; C368/8,612-96
C45,22-2-95
C45,22-2-95
C45,22-2-95
C45,22-2-95
C45,22-2-95
C67,18-3-95
C67,18-3-95
C84,6-4-95
C84,6-4-95
C84,6-4-95
C84,6-4-95
C92,13-4-95

3511
3511
3211
3832
3832
3824
3720
3720

Quaker Oats Chemicals (Q.O.)
Quaker Oats Chemicals (Q.O.)
CIRFS (International Rayon and Synthetic Fibres Committee)
DRUM (Direct Remedy against Unfair Merchandise Committee)
DRUM (Direct Remedy against Unfair Merchandise Committee)
CECE (Committee for European Construction Equipment)
Eurometaux (Association Européenne des Métaux Non-Férreux)
Eurometaux (Association Européenne des Métaux Non-Férreux)

C95,19-4-95
C95,19-4-95
C95,19-4-95
C104,25-4-95
C104,25-4-95
C104,25-4-95
C143,9-6-95
C143,9-6-95
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9510
9510
9510
9511
9512
9513
9513
9514
9515
9515
9601
9601
9601
9601
9601
9601
9602
9603

n3
n3
n3
n1
n2
n2
n2
n4
n4
n5
n4
n5
n5
n5
n5
o5
n5
n4

RUS
UKR
UZB
KOR
POL
CZR
HUN
CHN
CHN
MAL
CHN
EGY
IND
INO
PAK
TUR
IND
CHN

3720
3720
3720
3560
3312
3710
3710
3511
3819
3519
3211
3211
3211
3211
3211
3211
3215
3233

Eurometaux (Association Européenne des Métaux Non-Férreux)
Eurometaux (Association Européenne des Métaux Non-Férreux)
Eurometaux (Association Européenne des Métaux Non-Férreux)
Hoechst Diafoil GmbH, Rhône-Poulenc and Teijin-Dupont Films
FEFPEB (European Federation of Pallet and Wood Packaging Manufacturers)
EUROFER (European Confederation of Iron and Steel Industries)
EUROFER (European Confederation of Iron and Steel Industries)
Monsanto Europe SA/NV, with the support of Cheminova Agro A/S
Two Community Producers of ring binder mechanisms
Two Community Producers of ring binder mechanisms
EUROCOTON (Committee of the cotton and applied textile industries of the EU)
EUROCOTON (Committee of the cotton and applied textile industries of the EU)
EUROCOTON (Committee of the cotton and applied textile industries of the EU)
EUROCOTON (Committee of the cotton and applied textile industries of the EU)
EUROCOTON (Committee of the cotton and applied textile industries of the EU)
EUROCOTON (Committee of the cotton and applied textile industries of the EU)
EUROCORD (Liaison Committee of the EU Twine, Cordage and Netting Industries)
CEDIM (European Committee for Leather Goods Industries)

C143,9-6-95
C143,9-6-95
C143,9-6-95
C147,14-6-95
C178,13-7-95
C180,14-7-95
C180,14-7-95
C266,13-10-95; L47/1,18-2-98
C284,28-10-95
C284,28-10-95
C50,21-2-96
C50,21-2-96
C50,21-2-96
C50,21-2-96
C50,21-2-96
C50,21-2-96
C102,4-4-96; L4/28,8-1-98
C111,17-4-96

9604
9605
9606

n4
n4
o4

CHN
CHN
NOR

zinc, unwrought
zinc, unwrought
zinc, unwrought
pet video film
wood, flat pallets
steel, sections
steel, sections
glyphosate
ring binder mechanims
ring binder mechanims
cotton fabric, unbleached
cotton fabric, unbleached
cotton fabric, unbleached
cotton fabric, unbleached
cotton fabric, unbleached
cotton fabric, unbleached
ropes, synthetic fibre
bags, luggage and travel
goods
bags, briefcases
bags, hand
salmon, atlantic

3233
3233
1000

CEDIM (European Committee for Leather Goods Industries)
CEDIM (European Committee for Leather Goods Industries)
Scottish Salmon Farmers' Association Ltd. And Shetland Salmon Farmers' Association

C111,17-4-96
C132,4-5-96
C253,31-8-96

9607

n2

CZR

3710

Defence Committee of the Seamless Steel Tube Industry of the EU

C253,31-8-96

9607

n2

ROM

3710

Defence Committee of the Seamless Steel Tube Industry of the EU

C253,31-8-96

9607

n3

RUS

3710

Defence Committee of the Seamless Steel Tube Industry of the EU

C253,31-8-96

9607

o6

SLO

3710

Defence Committee of the Seamless Steel Tube Industry of the EU

C253,31-8-96

9608
9608
9608
9609
9609
9609
9609
9609
9610

n5
n5
n5
n4
n5
n1
n5
n1
n4

EGY
IND
PAK
CHN
IND
KOR
MAL
TAI
CHN

steel, tubes and pipes
seamless
steel, tubes and pipes
seamless
steel, tubes and pipes
seamless
steel, tubes and pipes
seamless
bed linen, cotton-type
bed linen, cotton-type
bed linen, cotton-type
steel, fasteners stainless
steel, fasteners stainless
steel, fasteners stainless
steel, fasteners stainless
steel, fasteners stainless
steel, ferrosilicomanganese

3212
3212
3212
3819
3819
3819
3819
3819
3710

EUROCOTON (Committee of the cotton and applied textile industries of the EU)
EUROCOTON (Committee of the cotton and applied textile industries of the EU)
EUROCOTON (Committee of the cotton and applied textile industries of the EU)
EIFI (European Industrial Fasteners Institute)
EIFI (European Industrial Fasteners Institute)
EIFI (European Industrial Fasteners Institute)
EIFI (European Industrial Fasteners Institute)
EIFI (European Industrial Fasteners Institute)
Euroalliages (Liaison Committee of the Ferro-alloy Industry)

C266,13-9-96
C266,13-9-96
C266,13-9-96
C369,7-12-96; L50/1,20-2-98
C369,7-12-96; L50/1,20-2-98
C369,7-12-96; L50/1,20-2-98
C369,7-12-96; L50/1,20-2-98
C369,7-12-96; L50/1,20-2-98
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9701

n4

CHN

fax machines

3832

Philips Personal Fax Elektronik Fabrik, Communications Systems, Wien-Microelectronics C32,1-2-97

9701

o2

JAP

fax machines

3832

Philips Personal Fax Elektronik Fabrik, Communications Systems, Wien-Microelectronics C32,1-2-97

9701

n1

KOR

fax machines

3832

Philips Personal Fax Elektronik Fabrik, Communications Systems, Wien-Microelectronics C32,1-2-97

9701

n5

MAL

fax machines

3832

Philips Personal Fax Elektronik Fabrik, Communications Systems, Wien-Microelectronics C32,1-2-97

9701

n1

SIN

fax machines

3832

Philips Personal Fax Elektronik Fabrik, Communications Systems, Wien-Microelectronics C32,1-2-97

9701

n1

TAI

fax machines

3832

Philips Personal Fax Elektronik Fabrik, Communications Systems, Wien-Microelectronics C32,1-2-97

9701

n5

THA

fax machines

3832

Philips Personal Fax Elektronik Fabrik, Communications Systems, Wien-Microelectronics C32,1-2-97

9702
9702
9703
9704

n5
n3
o1
n5

IND
UKR
USA
IND

potassium permanganate
potassium permanganate
polysulfids polymer
ropes, synthetic fibre

3511
3511
3513
3215

C130,26-4-97; L19/23,24-1-98
C130,26-4-97; L19/23,24-1-98
C187,19-6-97
C201,1-7-97

9705
9705
9705
9706
9706
9706
9706
9706
9706
9707
9708
9709

n5
o1
n5
n4
n5
n5
n5
n5
o5
n3
n1
n4

BRA
USA
VIE
CHN
EGY
IND
INO
PAK
TUR
RUS
KOR
CHN

glutamic acid
glutamic acid
glutamic acid
cotton fabric
cotton fabric
cotton fabric
cotton fabric
cotton fabric
cotton fabric
laminated products
ropes, synthetic fibre
magnesium, unwrought

3511
3511
3511
3211
3211
3211
3211
3211
3211
3710
3215
3720

9710
9711

n5
n4

IND
CHN

steel, bars
Thiourea dioxide

3710
3511

9712

n4

CHN

9712

o2

JAP

ALORS (Association for Laser-Optical Reading Systems)

C324,25-10-97

9712

n1

KOR

Laser optical reading
systems
Laser optical reading
systems
Laser optical reading
systems

CEFIC (European Chemical Industry Council)
CEFIC (European Chemical Industry Council)
Akcros Chemicals-Germany, sole Community producer of polysulphide polymers
EUROCORD (Liaison Committee of the EU Twine, Cordage and Netting Industries)
provided new information on a terminated AD-proceeding, case initiated on Commission's
own initiave (see 9602)
Orson SA, sole Community producer of monosodium glutamate
Orson SA, sole Community producer of monosodium glutamate
Orson SA, sole Community producer of monosodium glutamate
EUROCOTON (Committee of the cotton and applied textile industries of the EU)
EUROCOTON (Committee of the cotton and applied textile industries of the EU)
EUROCOTON (Committee of the cotton and applied textile industries of the EU)
EUROCOTON (Committee of the cotton and applied textile industries of the EU)
EUROCOTON (Committee of the cotton and applied textile industries of the EU)
EUROCOTON (Committee of the cotton and applied textile industries of the EU)
FEDERACCIAI (Italian Narrow Cold Rolled Strips Producers Association)
EUROCORD (Liaison Committee of the EU Twine, Cordage and Netting Industries)
Pechiney Electrometallurgie (F), only Community producer of unwrought unalloyed
magnesium
EUROFER (European Confederation of Iron and Steel Industries)
CEFIC (European Chemical Industry Council), on behalf of Degussa AG (D), sole
Community producer of thiourea dioxide
ALORS (Association for Laser-Optical Reading Systems)

ALORS (Association for Laser-Optical Reading Systems)

C324,25-10-97

Official Journal number

C205,5-7-97
C205,5-7-97
C205,5-7-97
C210,11-7-97
C210,11-7-97
C210,11-7-97
C210,11-7-97
C210,11-7-97
C210,11-7-97
C211,12-7-97
C232,31-7-97
C256,21-8-97
C264,30-8-97
C323,24-10-97
C324,25-10-97
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ISIC
Code

Petitioner

Official Journal number

ALORS (Association for Laser-Optical Reading Systems)

C324,25-10-97

ALORS (Association for Laser-Optical Reading Systems)

C324,25-10-97

Eight companies which produce more than 50% of Community output of hardboard
Eight companies which produce more than 50% of Community output of hardboard
Eight companies which produce more than 50% of Community output of hardboard
Eight companies which produce more than 50% of Community output of hardboard
Eight companies which produce more than 50% of Community output of hardboard
Eight companies which produce more than 50% of Community output of hardboard
Eight companies which produce more than 50% of Community output of hardboard
FEFB (European Bicycle Manufacturers Association)
FARAD (Federation for appropriate remedial antiduming), on behalf of Nederlandse
Philipsbedrijven BV and BHC Aerovox Ltd (UK)
FARAD (Federation for appropriate remedial antiduming), on behalf of Nederlandse
Philipsbedrijven BV and BHC Aerovox Ltd (UK)
EURATEX (European Apparel and Textile Organisation)
EUROCORD (Liaison Committee of the EU Twine, Cordage and Netting Industries)
EUROCORD (Liaison Committee of the EU Twine, Cordage and Netting Industries)
EUROCORD (Liaison Committee of the EU Twine, Cordage and Netting Industries)
EUROCORD (Liaison Committee of the EU Twine, Cordage and Netting Industries)
EWRIS (European Wire Rope Information Service)

C336,7-11-97
C336,7-11-97
C336,7-11-97
C336,7-11-97
C336,7-11-97
C336,7-11-97
C336,7-11-97
C360,26-11-97
C363,29-11-97

EWRIS (European Wire Rope Information Service)

C155/11,20-5-98

EWRIS (European Wire Rope Information Service)

C155/11,20-5-98

EWRIS (European Wire Rope Information Service)

C155/11,20-5-98

EWRIS (European Wire Rope Information Service)

C155/11,20-5-98

EUROFER, on behalf of majority of EC prod

C199/8,25-6-98

stainless steel wire >1mm

EUROFER, on behalf of majority of EC prod

C199/7,25-6-98

KOR

stainless steel wire >1mm

EUROFER, on behalf of majority of EC prod

C199/7,25-6-98

n2

HUN

EWRIS (European Wire Rope Information Service)

C239/3,30-7-98

n5

MEX

steel stranded
ropes&cables
steel stranded
ropes&cables

EWRIS (European Wire Rope Information Service)

C239/3,30-7-98

9712

n5

MAL

9712

n1

TAI

9713
9713
9713
9713
9713
9713
9713
9714
9715

n5
n2
n2
n2
n2
n2
n3
n1
n5

BRA
BUL
EST
LET
LIT
POL
RUS
TAI
THA

9715

o1

USA

9716
9801
9802
9802
9802
9803

n1
n2
n2
n2
n4
n4

TAI
POL
CZE
HUN
SAU
CHN

9803

n5

IND

9803

n1

KOR

9803

n4

SAF

9803

n3

UKR

9804

n1

KOR

Laser optical reading
systems
Laser optical reading
systems
board, hard
board, hard
board, hard
board, hard
board, hard
board, hard
board, hard
cycles, parts
large electrolityc
capacitors
large electrolityc
capacitors
glass, textile fibres
polypropylene binder
polypropylene binder
polypropylene binder
polypropylene binder
steel stranded
ropes&cables
steel stranded
ropes&cables
steel stranded
ropes&cables
steel stranded
ropes&cables
steel stranded
ropes&cables
stainless steel wire <1mm

9805

n5

IND

9805

n1

9806
9806

3311
3311
3311
3311
3311
3311
3311
3844
3831
3831
3211

C363,29-11-97
C366,4-12-97
C1/10,3-1-98
C65/8,28-2-98
C65/8,28-2-98
C65/8,28-2-98
C155/11,20-5-98
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9806

n2

POL

9901

n4

SAF

9901

n1

TAI

9901

o7

YUG

9902
9903

n4
o1

CHN
USA

steel stranded
ropes&cables
polyester textured filament
yarn
polyester textured filament
yarn
stainless steel heavy
plates
stainless steel heavy
plates
seamless pipes&tubes
seamless pipes&tubes
iron or non-alloy steel, flat
rolled
iron or non-alloy steel, flat
rolled
iron or non-alloy steel, flat
rolled
iron or non-alloy steel, flat
rolled
iron or non-alloy steel, flat
rolled
iron or non-alloy steel, flat
rolled
yellow phosphorus
TV camera systems

9807

n5

IND

9807

n1

KOR

9808

n4

SAF

9808

o6

SLO

9809
9809
9901

n3
n2

CRO
UKR
BUL

9901

n5

IND

9904

o2

JAP

TV camera systems

9905
9906
9907
9907
9907
9908

n4
n1
o4
n5
n4
n4

CHN
KOR
AUS
IND
THA
CHN

Compact-disc boxes
video tape on reels
polyester fibres
polyester fibres
polyester fibres
steel, flat, hot-rolled

9908

n5

IND

steel, flat, hot-rolled

9908

n2

ROM

steel, flat, hot-rolled

9909

o5

TUR

steel, wire rod

9901

IRA

ISIC
Code

3513
3513
3513

3710

Petitioner

Official Journal number

EWRIS (European Wire Rope Information Service)

C239/3,30-7-98

CIRFS (International Rayon and Synthetic Fibres Committee)

C264/5,21-8-98

CIRFS (International Rayon and Synthetic Fibres Committee)

C264/5,21-8-98

EUROFER, on behalf of majority of EC prod

C289/12,17-9-98

EUROFER, on behalf of majority of EC prod

C289/12,17-9-98

Defence Committee of the Seamless Steel Tube Industry of the EU
Defence Committee of the Seamless Steel Tube Industry of the EU
EUROFER (European Confederation of Iron and Steel Industries)

C353/13,19-11-98
C353/13,19-11-98
C4,7-1-99

EUROFER (European Confederation of Iron and Steel Industries)

C4,7-1-99

EUROFER (European Confederation of Iron and Steel Industries)

C4,7-1-99

EUROFER (European Confederation of Iron and Steel Industries)

C4,7-1-99

EUROFER (European Confederation of Iron and Steel Industries)

C4,7-1-99

EUROFER (European Confederation of Iron and Steel Industries)

C4,7-1-99

Thermphos International BV, sole Community producer of yellow phosphorus
Philips BTS Broadcast Television Systems BV, representing a major proportion of the
total Community production
Camera most probably provided new information on circumvention, initiated on
Commission's own initiative
EuPC (European Plastics Converters)
VIPAM (Video Pancake Manufacturers Association)
CIRFS (International Rayon and Synthetic Fibres Committee)
CIRFS (International Rayon and Synthetic Fibres Committee)
CIRFS (International Rayon and Synthetic Fibres Committee)
EUROFER (European Confederation of Iron and Steel Industries), supported by a total of
77% of total Community production
EUROFER (European Confederation of Iron and Steel Industries), supported by a total of
77% of total Community production
EUROFER (European Confederation of Iron and Steel Industries), supported by a total of
77% of total Community production
EUROFER (European Confederation of Iron and Steel Industries), representing a major
proportion of total Community production)

C10,14-1-99
C17,22-1-99
C38,12-2-99
C63,5-3-99
C68,11-3-99
C111,22-4-99
C111,22-4-99
C111,22-4-99
C133,13-5-99
C133,13-5-99
C133,13-5-99
C144, 22-5-99
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Annex 3: Petitions for EC Anti-Dumping measures 1980-2000
Year &
Case
Zone Country Products

ISIC
Code

Petitioner

Official Journal number

9910

n4

BRA

steel, pipe fittings, mc iron

Defence Committee of Malleable Cast Iron Tube or Pipe Fittings Industry of the EU

C151,29-5-99

9910

n4

CHN

steel, pipe fittings, mc iron

Defence Committee of Malleable Cast Iron Tube or Pipe Fittings Industry of the EU

C151,29-5-99

9910

o6

CRO

steel, pipe fittings, mc iron

Defence Committee of Malleable Cast Iron Tube or Pipe Fittings Industry of the EU

C151,29-5-99

9910

n2

CZE

steel, pipe fittings, mc iron

Defence Committee of Malleable Cast Iron Tube or Pipe Fittings Industry of the EU

C151,29-5-99

9910

o2

JAP

steel, pipe fittings, mc iron

Defence Committee of Malleable Cast Iron Tube or Pipe Fittings Industry of the EU

C151,29-5-99

9910

n1

KOR

steel, pipe fittings, mc iron

Defence Committee of Malleable Cast Iron Tube or Pipe Fittings Industry of the EU

C151,29-5-99

9910

n4

THA

steel, pipe fittings, mc iron

Defence Committee of Malleable Cast Iron Tube or Pipe Fittings Industry of the EU

C151,29-5-99

9910

o7

YUG

steel, pipe fittings, mc iron

Defence Committee of Malleable Cast Iron Tube or Pipe Fittings Industry of the EU

C151,29-5-99

9911

n4

ALG

EFMA (European Fertilizer Manufacturers' Association)

C181,26-6-99

9911

n3

BEL

EFMA (European Fertilizer Manufacturers' Association)

C181,26-6-99

9911

n2

LIT

EFMA (European Fertilizer Manufacturers' Association)

C181,26-6-99

9911

n3

RUS

EFMA (European Fertilizer Manufacturers' Association)

C181,26-6-99

9911

o6

SLO

EFMA (European Fertilizer Manufacturers' Association)

C181,26-6-99

9911

n3

UKR

EFMA (European Fertilizer Manufacturers' Association)

C181,26-6-99

9912
9913
9914

o2
o2
n3

JAP
JAP
CHN

n5

IND

9914

n1

KOR

9914

n2

LIT

9914

n5

MAL

9915
9915

n3
n1

CHN
HKG

CEFIC (European Chemical Industry Council)
CEFIC (European Chemical Industry Council)
TUBE (Taskforce against Unfair Business in Europe), on behalf of the sole Community
producer
TUBE (Taskforce against Unfair Business in Europe), on behalf of the sole Community
producer
TUBE (Taskforce against Unfair Business in Europe), on behalf of the sole Community
producer
TUBE (Taskforce against Unfair Business in Europe), on behalf of the sole Community
producer
TUBE (Taskforce against Unfair Business in Europe), on behalf of the sole Community
producer
FEIBP (Fédération Européenne des Industries de la Brosserie et de la Pinceauterie)
FEIBP (Fédération Européenne des Industries de la Brosserie et de la Pinceauterie)

C213,24-7-99
C213,24-7-99
C216,29-7-99

9914

urea solutions &
ammonium nitrate
urea solutions &
ammonium nitrate
urea solutions &
ammonium nitrate
urea solutions &
ammonium nitrate
urea solutions &
ammonium nitrate
urea solutions &
ammonium nitrate
ODB-1 (one dye black 1)
ODB-2 (one dye black 2)
colour TV picture tubes,
cathode-ray
colour TV picture tubes,
cathode-ray
colour TV picture tubes,
cathode-ray
colour TV picture tubes,
cathode-ray
colour TV picture tubes,
cathode-ray
hair brushes
hair brushes

C216,29-7-99
C216,29-7-99
C216,29-7-99
C216,29-7-99
C231,13-8-99
C231,13-8-99
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Year &
Case
Zone Country Products

ISIC
Code

9915
9915
9915
9916
9917

n1
n1
n4
n3
n1

KOR
TAI
THA
CHN
TAI

9918

n3

CHN

hair brushes
hair brushes
hair brushes
glycine
3511
SBS (styrene-butadienestyrene)
electronic weighing scales

9918

n1

KOR

electronic weighing scales

9918

n1

TAI

electronic weighing scales

9919
9920
9921
9921
9921
9922

n3
n1
n2
n2
n3
n3

CHN
KOR
LIT
POL
UKR
CHN

coke over 80 mm
polyester staple fibres
ammonium nitrate
ammonium nitrate
ammonium nitrate
bicycle forks

9922

n1

TAI

bicycle forks

9923

n3

CHN

bicycle frames

9923

n1

TAI

bicycle frames

9924

n3

CHN

bicycle wheels

9925

n5

ID

9925

n5

IND

9925

n1

KOR

9925

n5

MAL

9925

n1

TAI

9925

n4

THA

9926
200001
200001

n5
n3
n3

IND
CHN
RUS

polyethylene terephthalate
(PET)
polyethylene terephthalate
(PET)
polyethylene terephthalate
(PET)
polyethylene terephthalate
(PET)
polyethylene terephthalate
(PET)
polyethylene terephthalate
(PET)
polyester staple fibres
aluminium foil
aluminium foil

Petitioner

Official Journal number

FEIBP (Fédération Européenne des Industries de la Brosserie et de la Pinceauterie)
FEIBP (Fédération Européenne des Industries de la Brosserie et de la Pinceauterie)
FEIBP (Fédération Européenne des Industries de la Brosserie et de la Pinceauterie)
CEFIC (European Chemical Industry Council)
CEFIC (European Chemical Industry Council)

C231,13-8-99
C231,13-8-99
C231,13-8-99
C239,24-8-99
C241,26-8-99

Producers representing more than 50% of total Community production of elecronic
weighing scales
Producers representing more than 50% of total Community production of elecronic
weighing scales
Producers representing more than 50% of total Community production of elecronic
weighing scales
EUCOKE-EEIG
CIRFS (International Rayon and Synthetic Fibres Committee)
EFMA (European Fertilizer Manufacturers' Association)
EFMA (European Fertilizer Manufacturers' Association)
EFMA (European Fertilizer Manufacturers' Association)
EBMA (European Bicycle Manufacturers Association), representing more than 55% of
total Community production
EBMA (European Bicycle Manufacturers Association), representing more than 55% of
total Community production
EBMA (European Bicycle Manufacturers Association), representing more than 55% of
total Community production
EBMA (European Bicycle Manufacturers Association), representing more than 55% of
total Community production
EBMA (European Bicycle Manufacturers Association), representing more than 55% of
total Community production
PET Committee of the APME (Association of Plastic Manufacturers in Europe),
supported by 7 companies
PET Committee of the APME (Association of Plastic Manufacturers in Europe),
supported by 7 companies
PET Committee of the APME (Association of Plastic Manufacturers in Europe),
supported by 7 companies
PET Committee of the APME (Association of Plastic Manufacturers in Europe),
supported by 7 companies
PET Committee of the APME (Association of Plastic Manufacturers in Europe),
supported by 7 companies
PET Committee of the APME (Association of Plastic Manufacturers in Europe),
supported by 7 companies
CIRFS (International Rayon and Synthetic Fibres Committee)
Eurometaux (Association Européenne des Métaux Non-Férreux)
Eurometaux (Association Européenne des Métaux Non-Férreux)

C262,16-9-99
C262,16-9-99
C262,16-9-99
C262,16-9-99
C285,7-10-99
C311,29-10-99
C311,29-10-99
C311,29-10-99
C318,5-11-99
C318,5-11-99
C318,5-11-99
C318,5-11-99
C318,5-11-99
C319,6-11-99
C319,6-11-99
C319,6-11-99
C319,6-11-99
C319,6-11-99
C319,6-11-99
C369,21-12-99
C45, 18-02-00
C45, 18-02-00
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Year &
Case
Zone Country Products
200002
200002
200002
200002
200002
200003
200003
200003
200003
200004

n2
n1
n5
n3
o5
n3
n5
o5
o1
n3

CZE
KOR
MAL
RUS
TUR
CHN
IND
TUR
USA
CHN

200005

n5

IND

200005

n1

KOR

200006
200007

o5
o2

TUR
JAP

200008
200008
200008
200008
200008
200008
200008
200008
200008
200008
200009
200010

n3
n2
o6
n5
n2
n2
n2
n2
n3
n3
n3

BEL
BUL
CRO
EGY
EST
LIB
LIT
POL
ROM
UKR
CHN
CHN

200010

n5

IND

200011

n3

CHN

steel ropes and cables
steel ropes and cables
steel ropes and cables
steel ropes and cables
steel ropes and cables
paracetamol
paracetamol
paracetamol
paracetamol
lamps, integrated electr
compact fluorescent
polyethylene terephthalate
(PET)
polyethylene terephthalate
(PET)
colour television receivers
gear hubs (internal) for
bicycles
urea
urea
urea
urea
urea
urea
urea
urea
urea
urea
ferro molybdenum
granite stones, worked
monumental/building
granite stones, worked
monumental/building
zinc oxide

ISIC
Code

Petitioner

Official Journal number

EWRIS (European Wire Rope Information Service)
EWRIS (European Wire Rope Information Service)
EWRIS (European Wire Rope Information Service)
EWRIS (European Wire Rope Information Service)
EWRIS (European Wire Rope Information Service)
CEFIC (European Chemical Industry Council)
CEFIC (European Chemical Industry Council)
CEFIC (European Chemical Industry Council)
CEFIC (European Chemical Industry Council)
European Lighting Companies Federation

C127, 05-05-00
C127, 05-05-01
C127, 05-05-01
C127, 05-05-01
C127, 05-05-01
C134, 13-5-00
C134, 13-5-00
C134, 13-5-00
C134, 13-5-00
C138, 17-5-00

DuPont Tejin Films (DTF), Mitsubishi Polyester Film GmbH, Nuroll SpA, FAPACK SpA

C148, 27-5-00

DuPont Tejin Films (DTF), Mitsubishi Polyester Film GmbH, Nuroll SpA, FAPACK SpA

C148, 27-5-00

Poetic (Producers of European Televisions in Co-operation)
Sram Deutschland GmbH on behalf of the Community industry (only other prod: Sturmey
Archer Ltd)
EFMA (European Fertilizer Manufacturer's Association)
EFMA (European Fertilizer Manufacturer's Association)
EFMA (European Fertilizer Manufacturer's Association)
EFMA (European Fertilizer Manufacturer's Association)
EFMA (European Fertilizer Manufacturer's Association)
EFMA (European Fertilizer Manufacturer's Association)
EFMA (European Fertilizer Manufacturer's Association)
EFMA (European Fertilizer Manufacturer's Association)
EFMA (European Fertilizer Manufacturer's Association)
EFMA (European Fertilizer Manufacturer's Association)
Euroalliages (Liaison Committee of the Ferro-alloy Industry)
EURO-ROC (European & International Federation of Natural Stone Industries)

C202, 15-7-00
C214, 27-7-00

EURO-ROC (European & International Federation of Natural Stone Industries)

C322, 11-11-00

Eurometaux (Association Européenne des Métaux Non-Férreux)

C366, 20-12-00

C301, 21-10-00
C301, 21-10-00
C301, 21-10-00
C301, 21-10-00
C301, 21-10-00
C301, 21-10-00
C301, 21-10-00
C301, 21-10-00
C301, 21-10-00
C301, 21-10-00
C320, 9-11-00
C322, 11-11-00
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Petitioner
CEFIC (European Chemical Industry Council)
EUROFER ((European Confederation of Iron and Steel Industries)
EUROMETAUX (formerly Comite de liaison des industries de metaux non-ferreux de la EC)
Euroalliages (Liaison Committee of the Ferro-alloy Industry)
CIRFS (International Rayon and Synthetic Fibres Committee)
EFMA (European fertilizer manufacturers association; formerly CMC-Engrais)
EUROCOTON (Committee of the cotton and applied textile industries of the EEC)
FEBMA (Federation of European Bearing Manufacturers Associations)
EBMA (European Bicycle Manufacturers Association)
EUROCORD (Liaison Committee of the EU Twine, Cordage and Netting Industries)
Liaison Committee of the EC steel tube industry (D)
DISKMA (comite des fabricants europeens de disquettes)
EACEM (European Association of Consumer Electronics Manufacturers)
European Confederation of Wood-Working Industry
CEC (European Confederation of footwear Manufacturers)
CECE (Committee for European Construction Equipment)
CEDIM (European Committee for Leather Goods Industries)
EECA (European electronic component manufacturers' association)
Eurofontes (Handelsroheisenproduzenten)
Europrint (Committe of European printer manufacturers)
EWRIS (European Wire Rope Information Service)
FARAD (Federation for Appropriate Remedial Antiduming; electrolytic capacitators)
Walzstahl-Vereinigung, Duesseldorf
AEC (European Plastic Films, Membrane and Covering Manufacturers Association)
AMDEA (Assoc of Manufacturers of Domestic Electrical Appliances)
CECOM (Committee of European copier manufacturers)
CEPAM (Committee of European photo album manufacturers)
CETMA (Committee of European typewriter manufacturers)
Chambre Syndicale de l'electrometallurgie et de l'electrochimie, Paris
Comite permanent des industries du verre de la CEE
COMPACT (Committee of Mechoptronics Producers and Connected Technologies)
Defence Committee of the Seamless Steel Tube Industry of the EU
EATP (European Association for textile polyolefins)
EFLM (European Federation of Lighter Manufacturers)
EMAFIDA (European malleable tube fittings development association)

Trade
Association

Ad Hoc
Coalition

Individual
Firm

61
23
14
13
14
10
10
7
5
5
5
4
4
4
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
3
2
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Petitioner
European Committee of Manufacturers of Electrical Domestic Equipment
FEIBP (Fédération Européenne des Industries de la Brosserie et de la Pinceauterie)
INTERLAINE (Committee of the wool textile industry in the EEC)
AIEPR (associacao dos industriais e exportadores de produtos resinosos)
AIUFFASS (International Assocation of users of yarn of man-made fibres and of natural silk)
ALORS (Association for Laser-Optical Reading Systems)
ANIE (Assoziazione nazionale industrie elettrotechniche ed elettroniche), GIMELEC (Groupement des Industries
de Materiel d'Equipement Electrique et de l'Electronique Industrielle Associée), SERCOBE (Associacion nacional
de fabricantes de bienes de equipo)
APEP (association des producteurs europeens de potasse)
APME (Association of Plastics Manufacturers in Europe) on behalf of 2 only prod
Association of Firms with Common Interest in Video 2000
Associazione Italiana technico economica del cemento (all Italian cement prod)
Assogomma (Associazione nazionale fra le industrie della gomma, cavi elettrici e affini)
BAFRA (British Aluminium Foil Rollers Association)
British Clock and Watch Manufacturers' Association, on behalf of UK & F prod
Brit Textile Employers' Assoc on behalf of 4 UK prod repr appr 50% of EC ind, sup by EUROCOTON
Bundesverband der deutschen Zementindustrie
CAFIM (Confed des Assoc des Facteurs d'Instruments de Musique de la CEE)
CECIP (European Committee of weighing instrument manufacturers)
CECOMAF (European committee of manufacturers of refrigeration equipment)
Chambre syndicale de l'Electrometallurgie et de l'electrochimie/Assoferleghe/Fachverband Ferrolegierungen
Stahl & Leichtmetallveredler
Comite d'etude europeen du profilage a froid (D, NL, B)
Defense Committee of the EC steel butt-welding fittings industry
Defence Committee of Malleable Cast Iron Tuber or Pipe Fittings Industry of the EU
Deutscher Schaufel-Verband eV
EIFI (European Industrial Fasteners Institute)
EUCOKE-EEIG
EuPC (European Plastics Converters)
EURATEX (European Apparel and Textile Organisation)
EUROM (European Federation of Precision Mechanical and Optical Industries)
Euromot (European Committee of internal combustion engine manufacturers Association)
European association of makers of corrugated case papers
European Caravan Association

Trade
Association

Ad Hoc
Coalition

Individual
Firm

2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
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Petitioner
European Lighting Companies Federation
European Tool Committee
EURO-ROC (European & International Federation of Natural Stone Industries)
Fachverband Fahrrad- und Kraftradteile-Industrie eV
Fachverband Ferrolegierungen Stahl und Leichtmetallveredler eV
FEDERACCIAI (Italian Narrow Cold Rolled Strips Producers Association)
Federation Européenne des Syndicats de Fabricants de Menuiseries de Batiment
Federation Nationale de l'Industrie de la Chaussure de F et de E, et Etchandy Portugal
Federation of Gelatine and Glue manufacturers
Federation of Manufacturers of Construction Equipment and Cranes
FEFB (European Bicycle Manufacturers Association)
FEFPEB (European Federation of Pallet and Wood Packaging Manufacturers)
Gifam (Groupement Interprofessionnel des Fabricants d'Appareils d'Equipement Menager)
GIMELEC (Groupement des Industries de Materiel d'Equipement Electronique; see also ANIE)
Groupement des producteurs de carreaux ceramiques du marche commun
Groupement Europeen des fabricants de papiers pour ondule
Liaison Committee of the Cement Industries in the EEC (part of CEMBUREAU)
OEITFL (Organisation Européenne des Industries Transformatrices de Fruits et de Légumes)
Oficemen (association nationale des producteurs espagnols de ciment)
Orgalime (Liaison group for the mechanical, electrical and electronic engineering industries)
PET Committee of APME (Assoc of Plastic Manufacturers in Europe, prod group of CEFIC)
SCAN (European Federation of Colour Television Receivers)
Scottish salmon board, Irish salmon growers' association
Scottish Salmon Farmers' Association Ltd. And Shetland Salmon Farmers' Association
Syndicat Francais des Industries de Contreplaqué, pour la Société Bois Déroulés Océan
Syndicat National Francais du Profilage a Froid des Produits Plats en Acier
Syndicat National des Industries d'Equipment MTPS (hydraulic excavators)
UEITP (European Union of the Potato Processing Industry)
Uniontubi (association des fabricants italiens de tuyaux en amiante-ciment)
VIPAM (Video Pancake Manufacturers Association)
Camera (Committee for Appropriate Measures to Establish Remedial AD; TV cameras)
Nine weighing instrument manufacturers, representing appr; 70% of EC prod
FIMISCO; Maced & Grec Magnesite Mining Ind, Shipping Inc, on behalf of all EC prod
ALARM (Association for legal auto-radio measures)
DRUM (Direct Remedy against Unfair Merchandise Committee)

Trade
Association

Ad Hoc
Coalition

Individual
Firm

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
1
1
1
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Petitioner
DuPont Tejin Films (DTF), Mitsubishi Polyester Film GmbH, Nuroll SpA, FAPACK SpA
Eight companies which produce more than 50% of Community output of hardboard
Four companies accounting for major part of EC prod (ao Carrington Vyella/Samuel Courtauld&Co, London)
Hoechst Diafoil GmbH, Rhône-Poulenc and Teijin-Dupont Films
Monsanto Europe SA/NV, with the support of Cheminova Agro A/S
NV Koninklijke Sphinx, NL, sup by all other prod (Keraina, GR, Fed of Eur Prod of Sanitary Fixtures, I)
Ono, Monoplast, Injelec, Siam Cedap, Cobelplast -SA
Outboard Marine B, British Seagull Comp, Industria Meccanica Selva SpA, Koenig Motorenbau KG
Patco Louvres Ltd Thetford & Staffwoods Ltd Wolverhampton
Philips Personal Fax Elektronik Fabrik, Communications Systems, Wien-Microelectronics
Poetic (Producers of European Televisions in Co-operation)
Producers' of oxalic acid
Reftrans SA & Climauto SA: transport refrigerator producers
Several Community producers of pocket lighters
Six producers of manganese wearparts
Societe Metallurgie Le Nickel (F) Inco Europe Ltd (UK) Larco (GR)
TUBE (Taskforce against Unfair Business in Europe; on behalf of prod; must be Philips)
Two Community Producers of ring binder mechanisms
Two European producers of parts of pocket lighters, representing the majority of EC prod
W&T Avery Ltd, Esselte Moreau SA and Bizerba-Werke Wilhelm Kraut GmbH&Co, KG
Agrifurane Paris, on behalf of F & I prod
Akcros Chemicals-Germany, sole Community producer of polysulphide polymers
Boehringer, Ingelheim
British manufacturer Garfiled Glass Ltd
Cie Royale asturienne des mines, B, representing majority of EC prod
DAVSA (Destilados agricolas Vimbodi SA), prod accounting for large prop of EC prod
DuPont Tejin Films (DTF), Mitsubishi Polyester Film GmbH, Nuroll SpA, FAPACK SpA
Evangelos-Frixos Dimou d'Athenes, representing more than 90% of GR prod
France Ebauches
Furfural Espanol SA
Grecian Magnesite Mining Industrial, Shipping and Commercial Co. SA, on behalf of all EC prod
Gypsum Industries Ltd, manufacturer of plasterboard in IRL
Holland sweetener Company VoF
LICo-Sportschuhfabriken, Link & Co GmbH (90% of EC prod)
Merck, Darmstadt

Trade
Association

Ad Hoc
Coalition

Individual
Firm

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
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Petitioner
Motorola Ltd UK
Orphabell BV, Mijdrecht
Orson SA, sole Community producer of monosodium glutamate
Pechiney Electrometallurgie (F)
Philips BTS Broadcast Television Systems BV
Producers representing more than 50% of total Community production of elecronic weighing scales
Quaker Oats Chemicals (Q.O.)
Societe argiles et mineraux AGS, Montguyon
Sram Deutschland GmbH on behalf of EC ind (only other prod: Sturmey Archer Ltd)
Thermphos International BV (yellow phosphorus prod)
Union prof des usines B d'asbeste ciment, Eternit
Wiggins Teape Thermal Papers Ltd
TOTALS
TOTAL all cases: 350

Trade
Association

296

Ad Hoc
Coalition

Individual
Firm

27

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
27
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Annex 5: Petitions for EU TBR investigations (1995-2000)
A. Summary1
TBR Petitioner and

WTO DS

Resolved

case

target country

consultations

1.

IFPI - TH

---

YES

2.

Federtessile – US

YES

YES

3.

EUROFER – US

YES

YES

4.

COTANCE – AR

YES

---

5.

BNIC – BR

---

YES

6.

COTANCE - JP

YES, but

---

suspended
7.

IMRO-GESAC

YES

YES

8.

EUROFER – BR

YES

YES

9.

FEBELTEX - BR

YES

YES, but new measure to same effect

10.

COLIPA – KR

YES

---

11.

ANAPA – CL

YES

YES

12.

Cerestar – BR

YES

YES, but new measure to same effect

13.

Dornier – BR

YES

---

14.

Consorzio Prosciutto ---

---

di Parma - CA
15.

EFPIA – KR

YES

---

16.

EURATEX – AR

YES

---

17.

Volkswagen AG –

Under

---

CO

investigation

CESA – KR

Under

18.

---

investigation

1

Source: http://europa.eu.int/comm/trade/policy/traderegul/cases.htm.
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B. Description of the cases
1. EU. TH - Piracy of sound recordings. 1991 Jul 20.
Keywords: IFPI
Call Number: TBR 0
Notes: IFPI (International Federation of the Phonographic Industry)
Abstract: Legislation and enforcement of legislation concerning the protection of
intellectual property rights against piracy.
The procedure was initiated on 20 July 1991 (OJ C 189) under the New
Commercial Policy Instrument and is now administered under the TBR.
Action taken:
A Tripartite Working Group was set up, including Commission officials, Thai
officials both at government and police level and representatives of the European
industry.
Outcome:
The procedure was suspended on 20 Dec 1995 (OJ L 11 of 16-1-96) following the
entry into force of a new copyright legislation in Thailand and the creation of a
court specialised in IP infringements.
Since the entry
2. ---. US - Rules of origin for textile and apparel products. 1996 Oct 22.
Keywords: Federtessile, WT/ DS85 and WT/ DS151
Call Number: TBR 1
Notes: Federtessile (Federation of Italian Association of textile industry)
Abstract: Changes in the US origin rules for textile products: cotton, silk and manmade fibres fabrics imported in the Community at loom state to be dyed and printed
no longer qualify as of EC origin;
March 97: agreement that wasn't implemented, Jan 1999 consultations, 18 april
2000 solution
Took 4 years
3. ---. US - Failure to repeal the Anti-dumping act of 1916. 1997 Feb 25.
Keywords: EUROFER, WT/ DS136
Call Number: TBR 2
Notes: EUROFER (European Confederation of Iron and Steel Industry)
Abstract: US trade defence instrument (Antidumping Act of 1916) which consists
of prohibiting importers from importing or selling articles from any foreign country
at a price substantially less than the market value or wholesale price of such articles,
at the time of importation, in the country of production or other foreign countries to
which they are commonly exported.
Action taken:
Informal consultations were held on 19 Feb 1998
Decision to initiate WTO dispute settlement published on 28 April 1998 (OJ L
126/36) and WTO consultations held on 29 July 1998.
A WTO panel was established on 1 Feb 1999
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The panel issued its final report in Feb 2000 saying the 1916 Act is in breach WTO
rules.
The US appealed the panel report and the Appellate Body confirmed the panel
findings.
4. ---. AR - Export and import restrictions on raw hides, skins and finished leather. 1997 Feb
26.
Keywords: Cotance, WT/ DS155
Call Number: TBR 3
Notes: Cotance (Confederation of national associations of tanners and dressers of
the European Community)
Abstract: Argentinean tacit ban on exports of raw and semi-tanned bovine hides and
discriminatory internal taxes on imports of finished leather (additional VAT and
advance payment of income tax)
The implementation of the Argentinean export regime for hides is seriously
impeding trade flows in raw hides and consequently endangering the Community
tanning industry's security of supply in such products, and artifically insulating the
Argentinean leather market providing an unfair competitive advantage to
Argentinean tanners. A WTO panel was established on 26 July 1999.
5. ---. BR - Restrictions on the sale of Cognac. 1997 Apr 2.
Keywords: BNIC
Call Number: TBR 4
Notes: BNIC (Bureau National Interprofessionel du Cognac), bilateral agreement,
no WTO dispute settlement case
Abstract: Brazilian lack of protection of Cognac appellation of origin as well as
excessive administrative requirements and discriminatory taxation on the
importation of Cognac in Brazil.
The Brazilian authorities in the end agreed (despite the domestic industry's
objections) to accept BNIC's application and the 'Cognac' geographical indication
was registered on 11 April 2000.
6. ---. JP - Restrictive Practices in the leather sector. 1997 Apr 9.
Keywords: Cotance, WT/ DS147
Call Number: TBR 5
Notes: Cotance (Confederation of national associations of tanners and dressers of
the European Community)
Abstract: The management of the tariff quota system for leather and subsidies
granted to leather industry and Dowa population. WTO consultations did not lead to
any results. Japan has indicated that all sectors would be on the table in the new
WTO Round negotiations on tariffs without any a priori exclusion. Although the
Round has not been launched, the Commission continues to pursue this case
bilaterally even if it considers that it is only within multilateral negotiations that an
acceptable liberalisation of the Japanese import regime for leather can be achieved.
7. ---. US - Cross Border licensing rights for music. 1997 Jun 11.
Keywords: IMRO/ Gesac, WT/ DS160
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Call Number: TBR 6
Notes: IMRO (Irish Music Rights Organisation), unanimously supported by the
members of Gesac (Groupement Européen des Sociétés d'Auteurs et Compositeurs)
Abstract: US legislation on Copyright which exempts restaurants, bars, shops or any
other public venue from the obligation to obtain licences for the broadcast of music
works by radio or T.V, provided certain conditions are met in terms of floor surface
and number of audio-visual devices.
The legislation was found to be in breach of the US' WTO obligations under
TRIPS. The US decided not to appeal so the DSB adopted the report on 27/7/00.
8. ---. BR - Import licensing requirements for steel plates. 1997 Jun 27.
Keywords: EUROFER, related to WT/ DS116
Call Number: TBR 7
Notes: EUROFER (European Confederation of Iron and Steel Industry)
Abstract: Brazilian non-automatic import licensing system applied for stainless steel
flat products and operating through compulsory payment terms.
The problem of the complaint was solved soon after inititiation of the examination
procedure with the Brazilian authorities issuing a decree removing these
requirements.
9. ---. BR - Restrictions in relation to trade in textile products. 1998 Feb 27.
Keywords: Febeltex, WT/ DS183
Call Number: TBR 8
Notes: Febeltex (Belgian Textile Federation)
Abstract: Brazilian non-automatic import licensing system applied for textile
products and operating through compulsory payment terms and minimum prices,
minimum prices applied via customs valuation system.
The sector which appears to suffer moest from the measures is that of 'home textile'
such as: mattress ticking, carpets and rugs. The Member states that are the most
affected are Belgium (Flanders) and Spain (Catalonia?)
WTO consultations and bilateral negotiations led the Brazilian authorities to
exclude all textile products covered by the TBR report from the non-automatic
import licensing system. However, the industry alleges that Brazil continues to
impose minimum prices on the same products via minimum customs values applied
at the time of release for free circulation.
10. ---. KR - Measures affecting the import, distribution and advertising of cosmetic products.
1998 May 19.
Keywords: Colipa
Call Number: TBR 9
Notes: Colipa (Liaison Committee of European Associations of the perfume,
cosmetic products and toiletries industries)
Abstract: Korean standards and other requirements that adversely affect import and
marketing of Community cosmetics products into Korea. Korean practices violate
the WTO Agreement on Technical Barriers to Trade. A negotiated agreement was
reached through an exchange of letters.
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11. ---. CL - Restrictions in relation to the transit and transhipment of swordfish. 1998 Jul 10.
Keywords: ANAPA, WT/ DS193
Call Number: TBR 10
Notes: ANAPA (Spanish national association of owners of deep-sea longliners)
Abstract: Chilean outright prohibition on the transit and transhipment of swordfish
in Chilean ports (+ the requirement of a zoo-sanitary certificate).
12. ---. BR - Restrictions on imports of Sorbitol. 1998 Nov 24.
Keywords: Cerestar Holding BV, WT/ DS183
Call Number: TBR 11
Notes: Cerestar Holding BV, joined by Federchimica (Italian Association of
Chemicals Producers) as interested party.
Abstract: Brazilian non-automatic import licensing system applied for Sorbitol and
Carboxymethylcellulose exports to Brazil and operating through compulsory
minimum prices. The practices concerned are similar to those investigated during
the textile products case.
WTO consultations and bilateral negotiations led Brazil no longer to impose
minimum prices on Sorbitol and CMC. On the other hand, it has raised customs
duties on Sorbitol from 18 to 37%.
The Brazilian authorities stated that these duties will be lowered to 14% by 1-12001.
13. ---. BR - PROEX Export financing programme. 1999 Apr 14.
Keywords: Dornier Luftfahrt GmbH; related to WTO DS/ 46
Call Number: TBR 12
Notes: Dornier Luftfahrt GmbH
Abstract: Export subsidies allegedly granted by the Brazilian export-financing
programme "PROEX" to the purchasers of the Brazilian 30-seat regional jet
Embraer ERJ-135.
During the investigation, a report of a WTO panel established upon Canadian
request (WT/DS46, 18-Jun-96, with the EU as a third party) as well as a report of
the WTO Appellate Body found that the application of PROEX constitutes a
prohibited export subsidy under Article 3.1(a) of the WTO ASCM (Agreement on
Subsidies and Coutervailing Measures).
Subsequently, an Article 21.5 panel (review of implementation) concluded that
Brazil had not properly implemented the DSB's recommendations. The Appellate
Body's report (21/07/2000) confirmed the Article 21.5 Panel's conclusions. The
investigation therefore concluded that PROEX constitutes a prohibited export
subsidy under Article 3.1(a) of the WTO ASCM.
It was also established that PROEX creates an obstacle to trade for the
commercialisation of Dornier's 30-seat regional jet (328JET), causing adverse
effects notably on the US and Swiss markets as well as well as injury on the
Community market.
Outcome:
On 4 August 2000, the DSB adopted the 21.5 Panel and AB reports. Moreover, on
28 August 2000 Canada, following arbitration, was authorised to take retaliatory
measures against Brazil (not applied so far, i.e. Feb 2001). Meanwhile Canada and
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Brazil continue to negotiate in view of a bilateral settlement.
14. ---. CA - Restrictions on imports of Parma Ham. 1999 Jun 22.
Keywords: Consorzio del Prosciutto di Parma
Call Number: TBR 13
Notes: Consorzio del Prosciutto di Parma (Association of 201 Prosciutto di Parma
producers)
Abstract: Alleged Canadian lack of protection of the geographical indication of
"Prosciutto di Parma". Alleged absence of appropriate legal remedies to effectively
redress the unfair competition generated by the use of the trademark "Parma" by
Canadian producers.
The degree of protection of the geographical indication Prosciutto di Parma will be
clear only after the conclusion of the court proceedings commenced in Canada by
the Consorzio. If these proceedings will result in a lack of protection, WTO action
would have to be seriously considered, according to the Commission.
15. ---. KR - Measures restricting trade in pharmaceutical products. 1999 Jul 30.
Keywords: EFPIA
Call Number: TBR 14
Notes: EFPIA (European Federation of Pharmaceutical Industries and Associations)
Abstract: Alleged discrimination in rules and practices concerning pricing and
reimbursement of pharmaceutical products affecting trade of Community
pharmaceutical products in the Korean market.
The Korean system has undergone significant changes since the opening of the
investigation. New rules have been introduced on the issues covered by EFPIA's
complaint, eliminating the discriminatory elements in the reimbursement system
and simplifying the requirements for the marketing of new products. No violation of
WTO rules can be identified at this stage. However, the new rules have not yet been
implemented. The Commission suspended the TBR procedure and is monitoring the
implementation phase.
16. ---. AR - Restrictions on imports of textile and clothing products. 1999 Nov 27.
Keywords: Euratex
Call Number: TBR 15
Notes: Euratex (European apparel and textile organisation)
Abstract: Certain measures maintained by Argentina affectin import of textile and
clothing products: repetition of pre-shipment controls and penalising customs
valuation procedures; excessive requirements concerning certificates of origin,
impeding trans-shipment of goods; excessive requirements concerning customs
documentation and labelling.
The investigation found that some of the measures under investigation appear to
breach WTO rules and to generate adverse trade effects. As regards the procedures
concerning customs valuation, a new law has been issued in Argentina on 7th June
2000 and its impact on trade is still to be evaluated.
17. ---. CO - VAT Legislation on imported cars. 2000 Jul 7.
Keywords: Volkswagen AG
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Call Number: TBR 16
Notes: Volkswagen AG
Abstract: The Colombian VAT regime on cars, which allegedly discriminates
against motor vehicles imported into Columbia of cubic capacity up to 1.400 cc.
Verification visits to Colombia.
18.---. KR - Subsidies granted to, or otherwise benefiting Korean shipbuilding companies by the
Rep of KR. 2000 24 Oct.
Keywords: CESA
Call Number: TBR 17
Notes: CESA (Committee of European Union Shipbuilders Associations)
Abstract: Subsidies granted to, or otherwise benefiting, Korean shipbuilding companies by
the Republic of Korea
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Annex 6: Petitions for US Section 301 investigations (1995-2000)
1. US. CO - Exportation of Bananas to EU. 1995 Jan 9.
Keywords: USTR (bananas)
Call Number: Sect 301-96
Notes: USTR self-initiated
Abstract: investigation under Section 302(b) (1) (A) of the Trade Act to determine
whether, as a result of Colombia's implementation of the Framework Agreement,
the policies and practices of Colombia regarding the exportation of bananas to the
EU are unreasonable and discriminatory and burden or restrict US commerce
2. ---. C-R - Exportation of Bananas to the EU. 1995 Jan 9.
Keywords: USTR (bananas)
Call Number: Sect 301-97
Notes: USTR self-initiated
Abstract: investigation under Section 302(b)(1)(A) of the Trade Act to determine
whether, as a result of Costa Rica's implementation of the Framework agreement,
the policies and practices of Costa Rica regarding the exportation of bananas to the
EU are unreasonable and discriminatory and burden or restrict US commerce
3. ---. JP - Barriers to Access to the Japanese Market for Consumer Photographic Film and
Paper. 1995 May 18.
Keywords: Eastman Kodak Company, WT/ DS44
Call Number: Sect 301-99
Notes: Eastman Kodak Company petition
Abstract: petition persuant to section 302(a) of the Trade Act alleging that certain
acts, policies and practices of Japan deny access to the market for photographic film
and paper in Japan and are unjustifiable, unreasonable and discriminatory and
actionable under Section 301
4. ---. EU - Banana Import Regime. 1???
Keywords: USTR (bananas), WT/ DS16-27
Call Number: Sect 301-100
Notes: USTR self-initiated
Abstract: investigation concerning the EU's acts, policies ad practices relating to the
importation, sale and distribution of bananas, see Sect 301-94;
1-Jan-99 was the deadline for the EU to implement recommendations of the WTO
Dispute Settlement Body (DSB) concerning the EU banana regime. The USTR had
to make the determination no later than 31-Jan-99, as to whether the EU had
undertaken the appropriate measures;
The WTO uthorised retaliation in response to the EU's failure to comply with the
WTO rulings, and the USTR issued a retaliatory product list, suspending a series of
tariff concessions.
5. ---. EU - Enlargement. 1995 Oct 24.
Keywords: USTR (grains)
Call Number: Sect 301-101
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Notes: USTR self-initiated
Abstract: Investigation under Section 302(b)(1) of the Trade Act with respect to the
denial of benefits under a trade agreement by the European Union arising from the
accession of Austria, Finland and Sweden; On 22-Dec-95 the EU Council approved
the US-EU agreements on EU enlargement and Grains wich provides full
compensation to the US for tariff increases that occurred when the 3 countries
acceded to the EU.
6. ---. CA - Practices affecting periodicals. 1996 Mar 11.
Keywords: USTR (periodicals), WT/ DS31
Call Number: Sect 301-102
Notes: USTR self-initiated
Abstract: Investigation under Section 302(b)(1) of the Trade Act with respect to
certain acts, policies and practices of the Government of Canada that restrict or
prohibit imports of certain periodicals into Canada and apply discriminatory
treatment to certain imported periodicals
7. ---. P - Practices regarding term of patent protection. 1996 Apr 30.
Keywords: USTR, WT/ DS37
Call Number: Sect 301-103
Notes: USTR self-initiated
Abstract: investigation under section 302(b)(1) of the Trade Act with respect to
certain acts, policies and practices of the government of Portugal relating to the
term of existing patents
8. ---. PK - Practices regarding patent protection for pharmaceuticals and agricultural
chemicals. 1996 Apr 30.
Keywords: USTR (pharmaceuticals), WT/ DS36
Call Number: Sect 301-104
Notes: USTR self-initiated
Abstract: Investigation under section 302(b)(1) of the Trade act with respect to
certain acts, policies and practices of the Government of Pakistan that may result in
the denial of patents and exclusive marketing rights to US individuals and firms
involved in the development of innovative pharmaceutical and agricultural
chemicals products
9. ---. TK - Practices regarding the imposition of a discriminatory tax and box office. 1996
Jun 12.
Keywords: USTR (films), WT/ DS43
Call Number: Sect 301-105
Notes: USTR self-initiated
Abstract: Investigation under section 302(b)(1) of the Trade act with respect to
certain acts, policies and practices of the Government of Turkey that may result in
the discriminatory treatment of US films in Turkey
10. ---. IN - Practices regarding patent protection for pharmaceuticals. 1996 Jul 2.
Keywords: USTR (pharmaceuticals), WT/ DS50
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Call Number: Sect 301-106
Notes: USTR self-initiated
Abstract: Investigation under section 302(b)(1) of the Trade Act with respect to
certain acts, policies and practices of the Government of India that may result in the
denial of patents and exclusive marketing rights to US individuals and firms
involved in the development of innovative pharmaceutical and agricultural chemical
products
11. ---. AU - Subsidies affecting leather. 1996 Aug 19.
Keywords: Coalition against AU leather subsidies, WT/ DS57
Call Number: Sect 301-107
Notes: Coalition against Australian leather subsidies
Abstract: Petition pursuant to section 302(a) of the Trade Act alleging that certain
subsidy programs of the Government of Australia constitute acts, policies and
practices that violate, or are inconsistent with and otherwise deny benefits to the US
under GATT 1994 and SCM Agreement
12. ---. AR - Specific duties and NTB's affecting apparel, textiles, footwear. 1996 Oct 4.
Keywords: USTR (Text & Fabrics), WT/ DS56
Call Number: Sect 301-108
Notes: USTR self-initiated
Abstract: Investigation under section 302(b)(1) of the Trade Act with repect to
certain acts, policies and practices of the Government of Argentina concerning the
imposition of (1) specific duties on apparel, textiles, footwear and other ad volarem;
(2) a discriminatory statistical tax and (3) a burdensome labeling requirement on
apparel, textiles and footwear; WTO panel ruled in favor of the US
13. ---. ID - Practices regarding promotion of motor vehicle sector. 1996 Oct 8.
Keywords: USTR (automobiles), WT/ DS59
Call Number: Sect 301-109
Notes: USTR self-initiated
Abstract: Investigation under section 302(b)(1) of the Trade Act with respect to
certain acts, policies and practices of the Government of Indonesia concerning the
grant of conditional tax and tariff benefits intended to develop a motor vehicle
sector in Indonesia
14. ---. BR - Practices regarding trade and investment in the auto sector. 1996 Oct 11.
Keywords: USTR (automobiles), WT/ DS52
Call Number: Sect 301-110
Notes: USTR self-initiated
Abstract: Investigation under section 302(b)(1) of the Trade Act of 1974, with
respect to certain acts, policies and practices of the Government of Brazil
concerning the grant
15. ---. EU - Certain subsidies aff access to the EC market for modified starch. 1997 Jan 22.
Keywords: US Wheat Gluten Industry Council
Call Number: Sect 301-111
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Notes: US Wheat Gluten Industry Council petition
Abstract: Petition pursuant to section 302(a) of the Trade Act alleging that certain
subsidy schemes of the EC constitute acts, policies and practices that violate, or are
inconsistent with and otherwise deny benefits to the US under the GATT 1994 and
the WTO Agreement on Subsidies and Countervailing measures; USTR decided
NOT to pursue consultation under the WTO.
16. ---. JP - Market access barriers to agricultural products. 1997 Oct 7.
Keywords: USTR (automobiles), WT/ DS76
Call Number: Sect 301-112
Notes: USTR self-initiated
Abstract: Investigation with respect to certain acts, policies and practices of the
Government of Japan concerning Japan's prohibition on imports of certain
agricultural products
17. ---. CA - Export subsidies and market access for dairy products. 1997 Sep 5.
Keywords: Nat Milk Prod Fed, US Dairy Exp Council, Int Dairy Foods Assoc, WT/
DS103
Call Number: Sect 301-113
Notes: National Milk Producers Federation, US Dairy Export Council, International
Dairy Foods Association petition
Abstract: Petition pursuant to section 302(a) of the Trade Act alleging that certain
export subsidies of the Government of Canada and Canada's failure to implement a
Tariff Quota for fluid milk constitute acts, policies and practices that violate or are
inconsistent with and otherwise deny benefits to the US under the Urugay Round
Agreement on Agriculture and GATT 1994.
18. ---. EU - Circumvention of export subsidy commitments on dairy products. 1997 Oct 8.
Keywords: USTR (cheese), WT/ DS104
Call Number: Sect 301-114
Notes: USTR self-initiated
Abstract: Investigation with respect to certain acts, policies and practices of the EU
concerning export subsidies on processed cheese
19. ---. KR - Barriers to auto imports. 1997 Oct 20.
Keywords: USTR (automobiles)
Call Number: Sect 301-115
Notes: USTR self-initiated
Abstract: Investigation with respect to certain acts, policies and practices of the
Government of the Republic of Korea that pose barriers to imports of US autos into
the Korean market
20. ---. HN - Protection of intellectual property rights. 1997 Oct 31.
Keywords: USTR (fruit and vegetables)
Call Number: Sect 301-116
Notes: USTR self-initiated
Abstract: Investigation with regard to acts and policies of the Government of
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Honduras with respect to the protection of intellectual property rights, and proposed
to determine that these acts, policies and practices are actionable under section
301(b) and that appropriate response is a partial suspension of tariff preferences;
threat of withdrawal of preferential treatment accorded under the Generalized
System of Preferences and the Caribbean Basin Initiative programs for certain fruit
and vegetable products of Honduras
21. ---. MX - Practices aff high fructose corn syrup. 1998 Apr 2.
Keywords: Corn Refiners Assoc, linked to WT/ DS132
Call Number: Sect 301-118
Notes: Corn Refiners Association petition
Abstract: Petition alleging that the Government of Mexico denies fair and equitable
market opportunities for US exporters of high fructose corn syrup (HFCS) by
encouraging and supporting agreement between Mexican sugar growers and bottlers
to limit use of HFCS.
22. ---. CA - Practices affecting tourism and sport fishing. 1999 Mar 15.
Keywords: Border Waters Coal ag Discr in Serv Trade
Call Number: Sect 301-119
Notes: Border Waters Coalition Against Discrimination in Services Trade petition
Abstract: Petition pursuant to section 301(a) of the Trade Act alleging that certain
acts, policies and practices of the Government of Canada and the Province of
Ontario are actionable under section 301.
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Annex 7: Coalitions for EU Market Access Database (MADB) (1996-2000)
Abbreviation and scope of the trade
association

Trade association

Number of
complaints

European Federation of Pharmaceutical Industries
Associations

30

Intra-sectoral
EFPIA

Confédération européenne des producteurs de spiritueux

28

CEPS

Organisation européenne de l'Habillement et du Textile
(European Textiles Organisation)

23

EURATEX

1

1995

European Chemical Industry Council

23

CEFIC

5

1972

Wirtschaftskammer Österreich

22

Confédération des tanneurs et des mégissiers de la CE

18

Association des Constructeurs Européens d'Automobiles

17

Fédération des Exportateurs de Vins et Spiritueux de
France

13

FEVS

International Federation of the Phonograph Industry

13

IFPI

Scotch Whiskey Association

12

SWA

Encompass Sectoral

Number of AD
cases filed 19962000

Founded
in

1979

WKO

COTANCE

1981

1991

ACEA
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Annex 7: Coalitions for EU Market Access Database (MADB) (1996-2000)
Abbreviation and scope of the trade
association

Trade association

Number of
complaints

Confederation of the food and drink industries of the EU

10

Intra-sectoral
CIAA

Bureau National Interprofessionel du Cognac

9

BNIC

European Cosmetic Toiletry and Perfumery Association

8

COLIPA

1962

European Carpet Association

6

ECA

1995

European Confederation of Iron and Steel Industries

5

Encompass Sectoral

Union des Confédérations de l'Industrie et des
5
Employeurs d'Europe (Union of Industrial and Employers'
Confederations of Europe)
Hennessy Cognac
5

EUROFER

Number of AD
cases filed 19962000

Founded
in

1959

7

1977

2

1981

UNICE

Hennessy

Spanish Association of exporters of ceramic tiles

5

ASCER

Association Européenne des Métaux Non-Férreux

4

Eurométaux

Comité Européen d'Entreprises Vins (European Wine
Committee)

4

Comité Vins
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Annex 7: Coalitions for EU Market Access Database (MADB) (1996-2000)
Abbreviation and scope of the trade
association

Trade association

Number of
complaints

United Distillers

4

Intra-sectoral
UD

Toys Industries of Europe (formerly TME, Toys
Manufacturers of Europe)

4

TIE

Comité International de la Rayonne et des Fibres
Synthétiques

3

CIRFS

4

Confédération Européenne de la Chaussure (European
Confederation of the Footwear Industry)

3

CEC

0

European Wire Rope Information Service (Fédération
Européennes des Industries de Cables d'Acier)

3

EWRIS

3

Association des Amidonneries de Céreales de l'UE
(European Starch Associations)

3

AAC

1988

Association of the chocolate, biscuit and confectionery
industries of the EC

3

COABISCO

1959

Committee of EEC Shipbuilders' Association

3

European Fertilizer Manufacturers Association

2

EFMA

? (alcohol); peut-etre aussi produits de luxe

2

Comité Colbert

Encompass Sectoral

Number of AD
cases filed 19962000

Founded
in

1997

1950

1995

1968

CESA

3

1987
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Annex 7: Coalitions for EU Market Access Database (MADB) (1996-2000)
Abbreviation and scope of the trade
association

Trade association

Number of
complaints

European Independent Steelworks Association

2

Intra-sectoral
EISA

Groupement Européen des Sociétés dAuteurs et
Compositeurs

2

GESAC

Association Internationales des Utilisateurs de Fils et de
Filaments Artificiels et Synthétiques et de Soie naturelle

1

AIUFFASS

0

Federation of European Bearings Manufacturers'
Association

1

FEBMA

0

Comité du commerce des céréales et des aliments du
bétail de la CEE

1

COCERAL

? (European Starch Producers)

1

UFE

European Dairy Association

1

EDA

European Crop Protection Association

1

ECPA

Organisation international du vin

1

European Union of Alcohol Producers

1

Organisation
international du
vin
UEPA

Encompass Sectoral

Number of AD
cases filed 19962000

Founded
in

1958

1996
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Annex 7: Coalitions for EU Market Access Database (MADB) (1996-2000)
Trade association

Number of
complaints

Confédération des Brasseurs du Marché Commun

1

Abbreviation and scope of the trade
association
Encompass Sectoral

Intra-sectoral
CBMC

Groupement Int et UE des Sources d'Eau Minérales
1
Naturelles; Union Eur des sources d'Eaux Minérales nat et
des Eaux de source
Asociacion Nacional de Armadores de Buques
1
Palangreros de Altura (Spanish National Association of
Owners of Deep-Sea Longliners)
Association of West-European Shipbuilders
1

AWES

Belgian Textile Federation

1

Febeltex

Association of Sorbitol Producers within the EC

1

ASPEC

European Jewellery Associations' Group

1

EJAG

? (paper and board transformation industry)

1

CITPA

? (textiles and clothing?)

1

FENECON

Irish Music Rights Organisation

1

IMRO

GISEMUNESEM

Number of AD
cases filed 19962000

Founded
in

1958

1959

ANAPA

1977
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Annex 7: Coalitions for EU Market Access Database (MADB) (1996-2000)
Abbreviation and scope of the trade
association

Trade association

Number of
complaints

? (ferrous waste)

1

Intra-sectoral
CELSA

Verband des Deutscher Maschinen- und Anlagenbau

1

VDMA

German association of metalurgical industries

1

EBM

Association of European Manufacturers of Sporting
Ammunition

1

AFEMS

1980

Bureau de Liaison des Industries du Caoutchouc de l'UE

1

BLIC

1959

Groupement des Unions Nationales des Agences et
Organisateurs de voyages de l'UE

1

ECTA

1961

Fédération Européene de la Manutention

1

FEM

Encompass Sectoral

Number of AD
cases filed 19962000

Founded
in
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